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New Invention!
No more fumbling al

the keys! No more
endless practicing of scales! The wonderful "Note Finder" shows you where
every note is located.
Ymi soon become

familiar with

Now You Can

tin-

keyboard.

Play Any Instrument

Method

by this Amazingly Simple
VERYTHING

one of the most pleasant and best paid of
professions.
You'll be popular and admired, showered with invitations to good
times, welcomed wherever you go.
Yes, you'll reap golden rewards from
the few minutes a day you spend learning
to play. You need no private teacher, no

is clear, simple, easy to
understand. You can learn to play your
tvorite instrument by actual notes.

Take

the piano, for example. Instead of
jmbling at the keys, trying to locate the
roper notes, you merely use the "Note
inder," the wonderful invention that tells
~m exactly which keys to strike.

special talent.

the "Note Finder" is a new shortut exclusive with the U. S. School that
jakes it possible to learn in a surprisingly
lort time.
You actually play a real tune
.most at the very start
And it is only a
natter of weeks before you will surprise
our friends and yourself with
vanmazing progress.

—

Yet

uTI really enjoy every minite

of

it.

before you realize
be able to pick up
le average sheet music and
nderstand it
You'll learn
^
read music, popular and
lassie, and play it from the
Otes.
You'll acquire a lifetig ability to entertain your
ilmost

you'll

!

riends,

you

amuse
like,

step is
clear in print
First you are

Here's Proof!
Read altiit our ijn/iils sat)
Wouldn't Take $1,000
for Course
The Lessons arc so simple that anyone can unI
have
derstand them.
learned to play by note
in a little more than a
I
month.
wouldn't take
a
thousand dollars for

my

Learn to Play Popular
Music at Sight
.

Every

is

as agreeable as it is rapid.
strange as it may .seem,

yourself,

and

make money

in

course.

S. E. A..

Kansas

City, Mo.

Grateful to U. S. School
I want to say that words
cannot express my gratitude for the I". S. School
of Music.
I didn't know
could learn to play
I

tin::

•:

heart's

, waj

desire

know how

trifling,

is

only

to

My

v
was

play,

can play any piece I
Miss I. W.

hoi
to
so
1

like.
11'.

rant ego, X.

C.

made

— and

crystal
pictures.

told how a
thing is done, then a picture
shows you how. Even a child
can learn by this A-B-C
method. Yet it is so absothat
lutely
accomright
plished musicians find it a
revelation.

Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Why

miss

and

method.

Now

i

Free Proof that you
learn

to

play

—

in

less

:

wonderful offer

Over 700,000 others have

studied
it's

this

your turn.

home
There

ab-

no cost or obligation in sending
for the FACTS. If you are really anxious
to become a good player on your favorite
instrument, mail the coupon or write but
do it NOW. (Note: Instruments supplied
when needed, cash or credit.) U. S. School
of Music, 531 Brunswick Bldg., New York

—

City,

X. Y.
1898)

y

Fortieth

Year

(Established

CHECK YOUR FAVORITE
INSTRUMENT

U. S.

School of Music

531 Brunswick

Bldg.,

New York,

N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send mo free Demonstration Lesson
ami Booklet explaining how 1 can learn music at homo
in a few minutes a day.
1 am interested in:

Flute
Piccolo

Ukulele
Cornet
,

'Cello

Hawaiian

Trombone

Banjo
Mandolin

Guitar
Accordion
Saxophone
Guitar

Organ

Trumpet
Harp

Drums and Traps
Harmony and
Composition
Voice Culture

Clarinet

CAN
time

and with less effort than you
perhaps ever imagined. The
coupon below will bring you
a fascinating illustrated booklet and a demonstration lesson that will open your eyes.

study
is

solutely

Piano

all

music

to you.

Violin

the pleasure
holds for j tu
Why be out of it because you
can't play? Send today for

that

full particulars of the

enrolled

—

—

no "trick"
lethod. There are no "numbers," no "memory stunts."
l'ou learn to play by note,
ust as the best musicians do.
ut the drudgery has been
iminated. This new method
this

the cost

a

!

_

And

What's more, all
few pennies a day.
your sheet music, dozens of pieces, is supplied without extra cost
What instrument will it be? The piano,
violin, saxophone, guitar, piano accordion?
Choose your favorite you'll be amazed to
discover how quickly you can learn it.

And

Also

now open

Ilave

you
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JOAN CRAWFORD

BY A.

REDMOND

VIRGINIA BRUCE

FRONTISPIECE i

SHE LOVES HIM, SHE LOVES HIM NOT, BY MARY WATKINS REEVES
AT LAST! JOAN

IS

READY FOR THE STAGE, BY MURIEL BABCOCK

FOOD AND FUN ON THE RUN,

HOLLYWOOD
LET

Monthly publication issued by Street &
Smith Publications, Inc., 79-89 Seventh
Artemas
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Holmes, President; Ormond V. Gould,
Vice President and Treasurer; Henry
W. Ralston, Vice President; Gerald H.
Smith, Secretary; A. Lawrance Holmes,
Assistant Secretary.
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TO-DAY, BY EDWIN
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....

ELZA SCHALLERT

KAY BUDGET YOUR WARDROBE, BY SAMUEL RICHARD

THEY SAY IN
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BY KAREN HOLLIS

MOOK
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REDUCED TO FOUR SERVANTS, BY MYRTLE GEBHART
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Copyright, 1937,
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WHAT THE FANS THINK

.

New York,

under Act of Congress of March

1879.
Yearly Subscription, $1.50.
Single Copies, 15 Cents. Subscriptions
to Cuba, Dom. Republic, Haiti, Spain,
Central and South American Countries,

SOFT

AND SHARP FOCUS— EDITORIAL

BY NORBERT LUSK

3,

except The Guianas, and British Honduras, $1.75 per \ ear. To all other Foreign Countries, including The Guianas
and British Honduras, $2 25 per year.
Vol. XLVII, No. 5. The entire contents
of this magazine are protected by
copyright, and must not be reprinted
w.thout the publishers' consent.
We
do not accept responsibility for the
return of unsolicited manuscripts.
To
facilitate handling, the author should
inclose a self-addressed envelope with
the requisite postage attached.
Street
i Smith Publications, Inc., 79 7th
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FOUNDATIONS OF BEAUTY, BY LAURA BENHAM
O
ANITA LOUISE WATCHES HER STEP, BY EVE SAUNDERS
CASTS OF CURRENT PICTURES

ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS

PREVIEWS

.

.
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VIRGINIA BRUCE

The beautiful widow

who

directed her

in

is engaged to marry J. Walter Ruben,
"Bad Man of Brimstone."

WHAT THE FANS

THINK
What happened to Miss MacDonald when the
MacDonald-Chevalier team broke up? She has to
be grateful

to

Mi— Moore

for popularizing singing

Night of Love"
had achieved such success, that Miss MacDonald
began making films again. But instead of going on,
from where she left off, with such light musicals as
"The Love Parade"' et cetera, for which she was
suited, she tried to emulate the opera singers and in
my opinion that was ridiculous. \ ou can't convince
me that Miss MacDonald refused an offer to sing at
films, for

it

was not

until after '"One

the Metropolitan. That's just a case of sour grapes.
I suppose if Caruso were in films to-day he wouldn't
stand a chance against Bing Crosby!

Gladys Meaney.
14 Norfolk Boad,
Shirley, Southampton, England.

Tyrone's Dying-duck Expression.
JV/TAY

I

present a '"bird" to that very arrogant per-

How

can any man
What has he
done to rate so much ballyhoo? This greenhorn
actor probabl) doesn't know himself what it is all
about. Who is Tyrone Power, Sr., anyhow, that bis
son can ride to glory on his coat tails? I never
heard of him before Junior's million-dollar publicity campaign began.
Why should he, a supposedly great Shakespearean actor play second fiddle to a foreign skating
champion? Why? Because he doesn't stand up to
anything his press agents claim. His acting is just
ordinary, or would you even consider it acting? As
for looks, his Charlie McCarthy profile would take
the seriousness out of any part he portrays.
\\ hat about the he-man attributes our leading men
are supposed to possess? Mr. Power is absolutely
huking in virility, physique and personality. The
best tailor couldn't make a man out of him. His
son, namely,

possess so

Srtiali-i

<l\

much

Tyrone Power.

conceit and yet live!

ing-duck expression gives

Which is the greater artist, Grace Moore or Jeanette MacDonald? Gladys Meaney's letter from Eng-

The publicity men who think the)
would do well to put him under a

land tells why she thinks the Tennessee mockingbird has it all over Jeanette.

poor bo) looks as though he couldn

Maybe

is

it

me

the jitters.
are being good to him
doctor's care, for the

l

his guilty conscience in

hold out

much

knowing

that

longer!

he has

been forced upon the public.
It's

Sour Grapes.

A

last a

few

MacDonald
had

Miss Grace Moore have
has been said about the Eddywas beginning to think the)

letters in favor of

been printed. So

much

pair that

I

a financial interest in sonic of the fan

\oii like.

I

the Metropolitan

)pera before she even thought of films.
artists, and should nol be confused with other film actresses with voices made pleasant
h\ studio mechanism.

She

i>

(

one of the greatest

no one

that

I

think he
to

is

it

we cannot bu)
from cover to

magazine withSay whit

a

cover.

positivel) unbearable.

magazines who give us

Power!
Pat Ellison.

less

122 Jordan.

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

e h ilh

<>l

to

More power

magazines,

Anne O'Brien in challenging Norbert Lusk's
statement that Grace Moore must take second place to
Jeanette MacDonald. That's impossible. She never has and
never will as far as singing is concerned, Cracc Moon- is
billed Hiss Grace Moore because she was a prima donna

news

Mr. Power being in

out

Stop Applauding Kids.
IMI somebod) would explain to me the reason for all
the furor oxer Deanna Durbin as a screen star. She is a
very pretty, and apparently sweet little girl, and what of
She has a \cr\ clear, high voice, that will probably
it?
make her a lot of mone) as a star, but why not wait till she
Good heavens, who is (Continued on page 61
is grown up?
I

\\

*£\
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CAB CALLOWAf

waffifi
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KAY THOMPSON

I E W S and his ORCHESTRA
CAB CALLOWAY and his COTTON CLUB ORCHESTRA
KAYTHOMPSONandherRADIO CHOIR «JOE DiMAGGIO
HENRY ARMETTA
LUIS ALBERNI
MAX TERHUNE
SMILEY BURNETTE • LOUIS PRIMA AND HIS BAND
AND ... Introducing That Singing Cowboy Star

Featuring TED

TED LEWIS

I

•

•

GENE AUTRY
Original icrt.n play
Directed by CHARLES F.RIESNER
Adapted from the musical revue "Manhallon
by HARRY SAUBER
•

Merry-Go-Round" by FRANK

Associate Producer

HUMMERT

HARRY SAUBER

*f

JOE DiMAGGlO

XP

HENRY ARMETTA

HIT TUNES .
"Round Up Time In Reno"
"Hove You Ever Been In Heaven?'
"Mama, Wanna Make Rhythm"
"I Owe You"
"All Over Nothing At All"
.

LUIS ALBERNI

PICTURES

I

REAT

HOURS

1

What

Continued jrom page 4
interested in girls of fourteen? As stars,
particularly. They ought t<> be in the
schoolroom learning the tilings they'll
need to know when they are older.
Psychologists probably would say the
widespread interest in children as heroes
and heroines of movies was a very unhealthy business for obvious reasons
unhealthy for the audiences and for the
Shirley Temple, for inthe saddest mixture of
feelings', sorrow for her as a child without a childhood, pity for her when she is
made to stand up and go through her
little paces like a pony on display, wonder as to her problematic future, and
amusement when she actually comes
through with a good hit of acting and
sways the audience poor, pathetic baby
earning luxury for her family at eight!
Some of the other children of the film-;
are horrible; that bumptious show-off,
Bobby Breen, for instance. Not that he
is to blame.
Blame falls on the parents
or guardians of these children, and on
the foolish audiences who applaud them
Heaven save the mark! and
as si ars

poor

kills,

too.

stance, gives

me

—

—

—

the

Fans Think

listen to their prattle as

listening to.

never

which

at

if it

it

could

be.

Think

a breathless world applauding the posturing of
mites like Temple and Breen! They may
be charming children: many people say
they are: but how long can they possibly
remain so? What will they feel when
they become adult and find that the cruel
world no longer bows down to them as
of the absurdity of

it.

did to their baby precosity?
of the most pathetic sights I ever
saw was a one-time child "genius" grown
it

One

unhappy because through no
own be was discarded and

up and
fault

of his

the age of twenty.
-..-.
let
u- stop applauding children
on the screen, and turn our attention to
all movies are
It is s ;l id that
adults.
made for the "'average intelligence, which
is from twelve to fourteen years of age."
When I see these child stars grinning at
me from the pages of every newspaper, I
believe those ages are too high by some
Alvah Brown.
three or four years.
New Albany, Indiana.

unwanted
1

What

were worth

their age

at

WELL.

Eddy Afraid Of?

Is

must declare I'm thoroughly
disgusted with movie fans who are
stupid enough to put faith and exaggeration in so inferior a voice as Nelson
I

Eddy's.

Miss Elizabeth 1). Murphy has nerve
enough to call Tibbett and Thomas Nelson Eddy's equal. This young lady as

number

well as a

of others should be in-

formed as several other readers of Picture Play have written: "Nelson Eddy's
voice is flat and unemotional." And as
for the maiden who stated that Nelson
Eddy should never have left the concert
stage,

wish to say

I

my

was

It

.

Eddy

concert-

misfortune to hear Mr.
Philadelphia last sea-

in concert in

There be was

son.

We

this:

want Nelson Eddy!

goers don't

in

his

home town

practically his home town)
and he should have at least taken them
over. But no. I can't really describe our
party's dismay at bearing him sing. He
sang as though he were just being given
a sum of money to do so. None of us
One
fell as though he enjoyed singing.
thing was certain Nelson Eddy depended entirely upon his comedy to put
him across!
(well,

it's

—

Do

that the work of a concan only say he gave the
appearance of a movie star on a personal-appearance tour. And his audience
was comprised mostly of school children.
Nelson Eddy's singing is the very simple type. Force as he may, he cannot
command his vocal apparatus (he has a
very small range; I should say about one
and a half octaves, if you want to be
technical) to grow into an exhilarating
crescendo with the brilliance and ease as
does Charles Igor Gorin.
Whatever power Nelson Eddy's voice
possesses, it is of such quality that it
should be limited to radio, where, with

you

call

cert artist?

I

may

the

it

amount

it's still

help of the technicians,
to something. But then
unemotional.

Ami Miss Murphy would compare the
Eddy voice with Tibbett and Thomas.
What an insult to intelligent musiclovers.
artists

Here we have world-renowned
who have been widely acclaimed

bj Metropolitan audiences.
son Eddy ever sing at the

But did Nel-

Met?

And

to think of it. why doesn't he give
a concert in New York? Is he afraid the

come

and audience

critics

name you

will

laugh at him?

who

is as good
not better than Tibbett and Thomas.
He's Charles Igor Gorin, whose programs
I have been listening to ever since he
came to sing on "Hollywood Hotel." I
also had the pleasure of seeing and hearing him in "Broadway Melody of 1038."
Gorin's got a voice and a grand personality.
He's the one who should sinopera on the screen.
I'll

a singer

if

Gl

New

\ni s

Johnson.

York. N. Y.

What About

Jeanette's Acting?

\ou
me why one
CAN
nails anything regarding
tell

onic

Looking charming in winter suits are Virginia Grey, left, who will
be in "Rosalie," and Priscilla Lawson, who played in "Double

Wedding."

We

abilities

read

of

much

.leanette

so seldom
the histri-

MacDonald?

of her sparkling beauty,
her lovely singing voice.

her charm, and
that is all as it should be.
'ontinued on page 8

And

i

She

is

me. /

cvit/i

Around the world... from romantic Venice to the mystery and wonder of old China. Do you want beautiful
women? To Gamble? To Trade? Want Money? Want a
Good Fight? With wealth, beauty and love... if you win?

Women,glamorousandgay,who
sharing
welcomed Marco
.

.

.

their hearts and secrets for a
brief hour...then, remembering.

The cunning and

trickery of
the East. ..an adventurer's blundering luck ...matching wits for
the world's treasures in trade.

The proud

princess ... whose

guarded pagoda was stormed by
whispers and sighs. ..teaching a
stranger

how

to

really

love.

The

clash of might) armies. ..a
hero's sword slashing his w ay.
and then, with his beloved safe
in his arms, across the bridge
that even today in Peiping is
called the Marco Polo Bridge.
.

PRESENTS

GARY COOPER
INTRODUCING

J

SIGRID GURIE

BASIL RATHBOHE
ERNEST TRUEX. GEORGE BARBIER

.

ALAN HALE'BINNIE BARNES
And a Cast of Five Thousand
Directed

by ARCHIE

MAYO

•

.

.

discovered by Samuel Oold-

wyn

in

beautiful,
citing

in

Norway
her

Screenplay by ROBERT

Released thru United

Samuel Goldicyn

Artiitt

creates

a

mighty cavalcade of splendor

and excitement in the world's
most romantic adventure.

.

.

interesting

fresh
E

.

young,

and
talent

ex.

.

.

SHERWOOD

M

—
What

8

Fans Think

the

Continued from page 6
delightful to look at ;m<l her voice is unequaled. But she is also an actress.
I

most

find

her

the

versatile,

most

and

the

—

the
capable

interesting,

most

now that Helen
actress on the screen
Hayes is no longer making pictures. I
make this statement after long consideration, cognizant of all that it implies.
And, make no mistake, 1 keenly appreciate the line performances that have
been given by other feminine stars.
Some of them have given an occasional
excellent performance, some have contributed many. Some can be depended
upon always to do perfect work. Hut 1
have noticed that of this latter group the
performances have invariably been of the

of

Miss MacDonald's unusual ability

is

the evidence of unique intelligence and
sheer hard work. She is a great actress
as well as a greal singer, She should be
recognized for both talent s.

Linda Jordan.

Robert Taylor a Sissy?
may be the big
moment in the lives of old maids.
Is

ROBERT TAYLOB

shopgirls and the dizzy coeds of America.
far from
but he's no favorite of mint
it.
Becau.-e I'm a male, probably his ad-

—

dislike

dismiss my words as petty
However, that is not why I
him. The most important reason

that

he has nothing to contribute to

will

not restricted to a
sustained role in order to turn in a perfect performance. She is as convincing
as she is easy ill turning from one emotion to another. She has run the entire

jealousy.

gamut of emotions in one picture, her
work being flawless throughout. And,
even so, the depth of Miss MacDonald's

his

emotional ability has not yet been tested.
The spontaneity of her work gives it
a freshness that is delightful. She has a
remarkable sense of scene value. She
never overdoes a scene, never underdoes
one. She has made an effective and efficient tool of her speaking voice, an asset so generally overlooked by the ladies
who sing. Her lines have the effect of'
being her own and not memorized words.
Although there is endless meticulous
work underlying such effect, one is never
conscious of it in the finished work. But
it is not accidental any more than is her

mille" and

is

is

lie
the screen,
actor, apparently

eyebrows and

passes for acting.

even a

had

is

an amazingly poor

believing that raising
displaying his profile
He has yet to turn in

performance, and in "Ca"Magnificent Obsession" he
chance to display at least po-

fair

a real

tential ability.

I
call

am
him

probably far from the
a

ham. but

I

believe

first to
I'm the

that lie's not handsome.
Pretty, beautiful, perfect features, yes,
but not handsome. To call him representative of American manhood is idiotic. He's much too daintily perfect for
that. To demonstrate my idea of the
American youth, I mention
typical
first

to

Taylor is overwhelmingly conceited,
and no press agent's stories to the contrary can change my opinion. All his
life he has had everything his way, in
fact, the chance to be in the movies fell
in his lap. I prefer men who have worked
hard and suffered discouragement and
even hunger before they at last found
success.

Detroit Michigan.

mirers

sustained type.

Miss MacDonald

gowns

exquisite grace in wearing the
period.

Taylor lets it be known in almost
every interview that lie was never
spanked. I can fully believe that and it
increases

Nelson Eddy. There are hundreds more.

dislike.

I

weren't

know Gable and

spoiled,

and I'm

sure they were thrashed if they were disobedient. Taylor should be now. It is
never too late. Taylor is a big sissy, too.
He i~ effeminate to the point where I
squirm in my seat to watch him. It is
bvious why he hasn't appeared in
those written-in scenes to thrill the
women, as almost every other star has
Gable, MacMurray, Errol Flynn, Gene
Raymond, and even Dick Powell. Robert Taylor in the shower, at the beach,
and Robert Taylor taking off his pants.
What a laugh they would be!
i

Taylor won't last. Men dislike him
and the sort of women who do are notoriously fickle.
Frank Bailey.
1124 State Street.
Schenectady, New York.

say

Henry Fonda, Fred MacMurray, and

my

MacMurray

A Rhapsody

in

Gold.

GET

around the country a great deal,
* traveling with my husband, and we
attend many picture shows. We absorb
f

considerable

cross-currents of opinion,
naturally, and for that reason I was most
interested to find the article, "The Box
Office
Tells the Story," tallying very
closely with those opinions. I hope the
story will go far toward settling some
of the arguments that have raged lately
among readers of this magazine.
I was not surprised to find a total absence of foreign players in the top flight,
and as I have never yet met an admirer
of Dietrich or Garbo outside the Picture
Play letter page, I was also quite pre-

pared for their deficiency. Katharine
Hepburn's fans, too, seem few and far
between, as are Fredric March's; Clark

and

Gable

Joan

Crawford

still

have

plenty of friends, but I am one of many
who feels that the Gable vogue is pass-

Crawford's essential honesty and
genuine ambition, let us hope, will carry
her through a run of bad pictures.
As for Robert Taylor, his popularity
with schoolgirls is great at the moment,
due to the feverish build-up his studio
accords him. keeping him constantly on
ing;

the screen, but Evelyn North was unquestionably right when she named Nelson Eddy king of filmland. Taylor is
prettily pleasing enough, but Eddy is the
beloved star, a real man of mature
charm, impressive accomplishments, idealistic purpose.
His bright presence, romantic warmth and rare voice cause old

and young to dream dreams and see
visions.
In my twenty years of moviecan think of only two or three
going
others who have so inspired actual devotion and downright love in the hearts of
their public. A rhapsody in gold is NelI

Betty Grable and Larry Crabbe in a scene from the Paramount
musical, "Thrill of a Lifetime," which has a big cast, including
The Yacht Club Boys.

son

— golden

hair,

golden

voice,

golden

heart.
I

have lived too long to venture to pre-

What
diet, especially in

the matter of HollyI do think we arc
greater talents on the

wood whimsies, but
headed

much
Good music and

for

perfect dancing
are here already; good directors and a
few good scenarists also. If we could
muster up some original ideas and half
a dozen boys and girls who could be made
to forget about mugging and prating
their lines per dramatic school instructions, thinking they must all be tragediennes to be great, we might find the
movies emerging from the mists of medieval mawkishness. And banish forever
such macabre spectacles as "Camille"
and "The Garden of Allah." such debacles as "Mary of Scotland." "Quality
screen.

Street,"
nell."

"Anthony Adverse," ami "ParWillie Hix.

Edroy, Texas.

Jeanette Second Best to Nelson.

IT has been said that every person that
buys a ticket at the box office has
paid for the right to be a critic. If that,
is true, here goes for some up-to-theminute
critic.

criticism
First,

my

from your amateur
nomination for the

greatest singer of this generation

son Eddy.

The most

natural

— Nel-

actor

Nelson Eddy. And the most interesting,
worth-while person to come before the
public in many years
Nelson Eddy.
Now I want to correct a few erroneous
ideas. I say give credit where credit is
due. First of all. he acts better than
John Barrymore and he doesn't have to

—

the Fans Think

snort all over the place or chew the
scenery to do il. either. He just behaves
as the character would in the given circumstances, and what more do you want?
Another thing, while Jeanette Mac-

Donald

my

is

favorite

actress

and

I

think the most charming and beautiful
woman on he screen, she still is only
second best to Nelson Eddy, and would
you please sec what yon could do about
having her appear at leasl forty minutes
after the picture starts in "Girl of the
I

Golden West," and have Nelson
very

scene:-'

first

minutes

him

for

in

I

lie

We
in

wailed twenty-five
"Naughty Marietta,"

twenty-five minutes in "Rose-Marie,"
and worst of all, thirty-five minutes in
"Maytime." The more popular he becomes the longer we have to wait for
him. Some of these days I really expect
they will put him in a singing version of

"The
money

We

Invisible Man."
to see and hear Nelson

Another

fact.

ette the greal

pay our
Eddy.

Nelson has made Jean-

success she

to-day.
with her

is

If

any one else had been
in
"Naughty Marietta" she would now be
retired. She was starred with Maurice
Chevalier, and what happened? A moderately successful actress who sang. Then
she was put in "The Vagabond King,"
with that singing star from the stage,
Dennis King. Most people don't even

remember this picture. Then came "The
Cat and the Fiddle" and what happened?
Nothing, except Jeanette was left to

wend her way slowly but surely into
oblivion. As a last try she made "The
Merry Widow" which completely flopped
and so finished her. Then
in desperation, put her in "Naughty Marietta"
and the rest is history. (Sung to the
tune of "Sweet Mystery of bile.")
Irene Leonard Wood.
1615 Minor Avenue,

the casl

of

and

that, strictly

speal

they should be called the "MacDonald
films," my experience of whispers among
the audience has always been phrases
such as "isn't she beautiful," and "hasn't
she a, wonderful voice." and the like. As
for Miss MacDonald holding the spot-

—

well, in the past many articles bj
her costars have appeared and, witho
exception, they praised her consideration
for her fellow players.
By the way, if
have created the impression that 1 dislike Nelson Eddj
must hasten to correct this, because I
light

I

I

have

nothing

lint

admiration

for

his

voice and personality.

Anne O'Brien is not content with one
two scathing remarks. She can fine!
no good in Miss MacDonald at all. Peror

haps

it

is

makes her

An

her
so

Hibernian

blood

which

venomous.

analysis of her letter produces

r<

markable contradictions ami paradoxes.

To begin with, she says that a star i- no
better than her story, director, el cet< ra
It seems to have escaped her notice thai
this applies as much to Grace Moon
.

Miss MacDonald. Her statement
anent improved recording being the
cause of Miss MacDonald's present
to

(]

success

is

far

more applicable

to

Gn

Moore, who once made a brief appearance in the early days of the talkies an.)
was a total Hop. Miss MacDonald was
then at the Fox Studio and then
struggled through the worst vehicles
unloaded on a star.
Continued en paye 70
•

MGM

Washington.

Seattle,

Why

Anti-MacDonald Campaign?

1HAYE

noticed growing animosity to-

ward the unrivaled queen of singing
stars. The first flavor of this was evident
when an article was published sonic time
ago which apparently intended to convey the impression that Jeanette MacDonald suffered from an inflated ego,
and which set out to reduce said ego by
criticizing the lady's acting, singing, ap-

pearance, conduct and private life.
This contemptible slander has been
followed by various insulting subtleties,
a typical example of which is the comment on the star's wedding in the September issue. The description of Hollywood's reception of the event is strangely
at odds with the account given in other
publications.

The antipathy seems to have spread to
In the same issue are two
letters from misguided young ladies who
sign themselves Cecile and Anne O'Brien.
readers, loo.

Lana Turner, the cute little trick
in "They Won't
Forget," becomes a Tartar handmaiden for "The Adventures of
Marco Polo." Ain't art grand?

who was murdered

Their outpourings exhibit the despicable.
back-stabbing type of abuse which seems
to be a characteristic of Americans.
To take Cecile 's firs) insult. She states
that "there has been altogel her loo much
of Jeanette MacDonald in all the Eddy
films" and that "the crowd was rather
until Mr. Eddy appeared."
restive
Apart from the fact that Miss MacDonald's name is always placed at the head
.

.

.

Miranda, Italian cinema star,
having her English ironed out
before starting a picture for
Isa

is

Paramount.

10

ROSALIE
Hollywood

raving about llona
is
Massey, Nelson Eddy's singing partner in "Rosalie." She is a Viennese
importation and is the black-gowned
figure in the group above.
Eleanor
Powell in tights and a white wig is
Nelson's sweetheart in the other shot.

11
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She

NORBERT LUSK, EDITOR
is Garbo.
Ever) other talent is mumi,
and the moon, the sea and the sky. She is poetry,

only great actress of the screen
is

of the ether, the stars

music, the still, small voice in the heart of man: she is more than mortal whet!
she acts. You have seen, or soon will see, all this in "Conquest." Seeing, feeling,
your mind in flower and your senses ravished, you will forget never a divine woman
and the reverence we give her.

|-|OLLYWOOD.

still stunned by Barbara Stanwyk's stunt in "Stella Dallas," is
quick to assert that Charles Boyer dominates "Conquest" and steals the picture
from Garbo. That is no more true than was the disco\er\ h\ Hollywood of Marie
Dressler's theft of "Anna Christie" from Garbo. By such evaluation, an) one who
gives a conspicuous performance in a Garbo picture always surpasses Garbo: it is
Hollywood's belief that she cannot act at all! The world outside the barricade knows

otherwise.

"Conquest"

is a magnificent picture but not a gre;
the actors who give it moments of splendor. Lasting two hours, it has passages that seem
forced, scenes that could be spared, but it i- always

one.

It is

and moving drama sometimes.
Napoleon Bonaparte and
the Polish Countess Marie U aleiesLa. who a superb spectacle,

The

chief characters are

rendered herself to him to preserve her country's
independence. Historical fact is blown up to yield a
passionate, undivided love, the picture ending with
Marie and their son bidding Bonaparte farewell as
he is tricked into boarding a British frigate to spend
the rest of his life in exile.

So much for the

story.

BOYER

AAR.

has great advantage in playing NaHis characterization is strengthened
by tradition and public consciousness, and he i-^
himself French. Ever) schoolboy has hi- idea of
what the Corsican was like. Few have ever heard
of Count Walewski's wife. Historians skip her. It
is the dramatists that found her out.
Therefore.
Garbo has only herself to draw upon, only her
poleon.

sorcer)

such

to create a

warm

flesh

woman

and blood

of exquisite feeling, of
words given her by

that

have the rhythm of
music, the poignance of sublime poetry.
"I shall
never long for spring again, she savs. know ing that
only winter keep- Napoleon with her. "You gave
me more than love you gave me life," she murmurs in his arms, and it i- as if violin and (

the writers of the screen play
"

—

Garbo and Charles Boyer
in

"Conquest," but hers

is

divide honors equally
the more difficult role.

spoke

MOW,

in

woman's triumphant acknowledgment of
m\ ear- to hear

she owes to man. tl would give
Garbo read Shakespeare.)
all

He is imit does not follow that Mr. Boyer is less than a perfect \apoleon.
any and everything that entered
perious, cunning, simple, weary, passionate
into the self of the man of destiny as we know him a century after he lived. Nor is

—

12

Soft
perfection a matter of make-up.

and Sharp Focus

He

amazingly

like portraits of the emperor, but it
expressed in his portrayal. Hollywood cosmeticians can do anything, but they can counterfeit no more than outward character.
Mr. Boyer's acting comes straight from his mind and soul. I doubt if he studied the
character in the way of actors who pick up a catalogue of mannerisms from biographies. To say that he dims the glory of Garbo is as far-fetched as to say that she overshadows him. He is Bonaparte and Bonaparte only, but hers is a larger and more
difficult role. She takes a character that is no more than a name, a comma on history's
parchment, and breathes such magic upon it that the atom becomes a beautiful
woman. And presently her beauty grows until we are face to face with every woman
in love. That is he marvel of Garbo in "Conquest."
is

is

the actors subconsciousness that

is

I

THE

indsor and Paul Muni recently "made" the newspapers the same day
His Royal Highness reminded the
It was a plea for privacy.
American public, while in the midst of crowds in Germany, that he would come to
this ci unit \ as a private individual. His plea was that he be treated as one. You know
by now whether or not he was ignored and permitted to

Duke

ol

\\

on the same

topic.

t

go his way unobserved!
Mr. Muni belongs to the royalt) of the acting profession, so our concern is with him just now. Like other
royalties, he is not above making himself silly and being
kidded for it. The newspaper head was this: "Paul Muni
Seeks Privacy, So He Comes to New York. Threatens To
Go Home If He Is Noticed Here." He said to a reporter.
"This was to have been my first real vacation in thirty
years of acting." (How about that trip to Russia a fewyears ago, Mr. Muni? ) "I want to rest," he went on, "but
it's difficult to avoid a certain amount of ballyhoo and
parade. People expect you to do a lot of things you're
not interested in doing. I like popularity and appreciation, of course, but I have worked hard and want my

Paul Muni

rest,"

I

IKE most

he said.

Mr. Muni dreams of Utopia and overlooks certain realities. He
grand actor he is, enjoying the popularity and appreciation he adand turning it on and off at will. He would like, it seems, to study his

artists.

sees himself the

mits he likes,

roles in seclusion, lose himself in the joy of living the character of the moment before
the camera, receive material returns for his time and talent in the form of large sums
of money, widespread publicity and strict adherence to the terms of his shrewdly dic-

—

and then forget all about it! The public must be content with value
received in return for what it pays to see him
and then forget all about him until
they have the privilege of seeing him in his next picture.
An ideal state of affairs for the tired artist, but it won't work, Mr. Muni, it won't
tated contract

—

—

—

human it will continue to ask for autographs
it is
keep on asking "inane questions" when it corners you aboard ship. It won't
keep its distance. \ol the American public. It never has. Not only is it inquisitive,
but it argues that it made its favorites what they are to-day. It doesn't respect genius
to the extent of turning its eyes the other way, and it can't understand why celebrities
should shun notice when the) appear in public and crave it when they appear on the
work!
and it

The public being what

will

screen.

—

until that
Picture-goers make no distinction. Once a celebrity, always a celebrity
dread day of forgetfulness when the star i- no longer a star and his past glory counts
foi nothing with a new public that never saw it.
Hollywood has its forgotten stars,
New York its great ones of the stage anil opera who used to stop traffic, and who now
might query a thousand passers-b) without finding one who remembered their name.
You can't have your cake. Mr. Muni, and eat it too. You admit you like popularity
and appreciation. Unbend. He tolerant ol those who in their annoying way are paying
tribute to a great actor and a winning gentleman.

TIM'S

the Christmas number of Picture Play, in a manner of speaking, although you
Lack of
-eareelv a reminder of the .Yuletide season in the magazine.
Christmas hokum docs not imply suppression of the true feeling associated with the
will

j,

find

season. We are lairlv bursting with good will toward all: toward the stars who have
entertained us, especially those who have thrilled us anew with greater talent in fine
pictures, and toward our readers who have remained loyal to Picture Play through
thick and thin. Not alone our good will but our gratitude is yours for preferring Pics.
You are to have tangible proof of this in the near future, too.
of expansion in 1938 is definite and costly, the most positive we have
A Merry
ever planned.
Picture Play's twenty-third year will bring more to you.
l

mm

I'll

\

to all oil ie

i

Our program

Christmas and

a

Happj New Year

to

von

all!
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a surpassingly graceful gesture Carole Lombard
cape around her at the finish of "Nothing
Sacred," with Fredric March. She knows it ends a
good job well done. Then she filmed "True Confession," with Fred MacMurray and John Barrymore,
and right now is costarring with Fernand Gravet in
"Food for Scandal." She picks every role she plays.
Carole has reached the top at last!
In

swirls her

14

SHE \PV&S
THIS

is

just a

sample." said Sonja Henie mer-

summer

at Mount Ranier, where
location for 'Thin Ice,' Tyrone
and 1 were sitting before a log fire after
dinner playing a two-handed game of Hearts.
"\\ ith bridge cards," she hastily added, so I
couldn't get that wrong.) "One of the assistant
directors strolled in smiling, with a newspaper
rily.

"Lasl

we were on

"

i

—

under his arm, and said, 'Here's something
\.ill interest you kids.' and what do you think

it
it

A

piece in a gossip column saying, like
this, 'Sonja Henie and Tyrone Power are glaring.
Last night Sonja danced till closing at the Troc
with Mr. Soandso.'
"How we laughed! You should have seen us;

was?

we just laughed until we ached! Because we
were not glaring and we never had been and 1
couldn't have been dancing at the Troc because I
was at Mount Ranier on that very evening and
I'd never even met Mr. Soandso!
"Oh," said Sonja, "Tyrone and I we always
laugh at those things. They are so made up!

—
—

—

They are so ridiculous!"
It was Sunday afternoon and Sonja. her trim
rounded figure accented by

briefly tailored white

-horts and halter she wears white and black exclusively, doesn't like colors) was absorbing her
weekly allotment of violet rays. The outdoors,
(

she explained, is something she can't get enough
of in Hollywood.
She is used, being an athlete, to long hours and
the early-to-bed, early-to-rise routine required bv
picture-making, but she isn't used to being >hul
up week after week inside dressing rooms and
sound stages. She misses exercise and sunshine,
tries to cram ihcni into her one free day. Reeu-

Latest low-down on the Tyrone

Power-Sonja

Henie

romance

has them just good friends.
Or so she says in this story.

Perhaps it's because of Janet
Gaynor's and Loretta Young's
interest in Tyrone while Sonja

was away.
her

Anyway,

this

is

interview since she
can" back. She tells about
her boy friends in Europe, too.
first

15
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larly every Monday her bosses on the set of
"Happy Ending" throw a mild fit of protest over

the sunburn she brings to work.

Just as regularly
every Sunday she goes in for sun, swimming and

more sun.
The beauteous Sonja, lately returned from a
European vacation, looked even more dimpled
and vivacious than

ever. She'd brought back a
trunk full of Paris clothes and a heart full of
pride and happiness. Seventy-five thousand of
her countryfolk had gathered along the waterfront of Oslo to honor her home-coming, her first
return since she left two years ago for the Berlin
Olympics.

MARY

Mw No?
WATKINS

REEVES

She Loves Him, She Loves Him Not

16

The

subject, naturally,

Ever since her

had got around

skates cut

silver

their

to Sonja's

first

romances.

sensational

figure

Hollywood she has been reported married, engaged, romancing and not romancing with one man alter
the other. Mostly with Tyrone Power, of course.
But it's always been somebody else doing the reporting, not
Sonja. And it seemed about time that she talk for herself, once
across the attention of

and for

all

give out the inside story about the state of her

heart.

"You know," she said, wrinkling her brow, "I don't think you
Americans understand the Continental attitude between men and
women. Over here all is love. Over there a girl can have boy
friends, she can go out with one man night after night just for
companionship, without even thinking of love. That is the way I
have been raised. That is what I like to do.

"And that," she added with emphasis, "is what I am doing!"
The blond Sonja is making up for lost time these days. And
that's one reason she's not in love with Tyrone Power or any one
Until she turned professional two years ago she'd lived all
her life under the strict regimen of an athlete. Instead of staying
out late at parties with boys, she went to bed early and dated ice
skates night and day.
else.

"All that was necessary to be a good skater.
"

a long time that way.

I

was happy for

But now

Now she can surge out in fluffy white chiffon and dance until
dawn, and even sport occasional circles under her eyes, if she
wants to just like any other girl can do at sixteen. Only she
had to wait until she was twenty-two to begin having fun, so
she's busy having a lot of it.
Hollywood, characteristically, has never stopped to realize
that it has given Sonja Henie absolutely nothing that she didn't
have before except a picture career. A champion since she was
twelve, she has always had fame. Youngest in a family of fur
merchants, she has always had wealth. Pretty and charming and
widely traveled, she has always had clusters of men about her.
Take her European vacation, for instance. True, there came cables, phone calls, and letters from Tyrone. (Continued on page 78)

—

Sonja Henie says the gossip columnists

make things up about Tyrone and
Of all things!

herself.

They'd showered her with cheers and applause, with greetings of flowers and gifts and
letters, even with airplanes writing velkome in
the skv. During the weeks she spent resting at
more sun. more
her family's seashore place
I

swimming)

come

the) had

droves ever) da)
carriage and Tool.
Oh, they'd been
gladder to sec 'her than she'd ever dreamed
l>\

in

car,

they'd be!

"They walked right into our house," she explained proudly, "until we had to
mother and
m\ brother Lief and
lock all the doors. Bui
one thing the) did not do in in\ countr)
even
went dancing with the same young man
when
three, five, six times in a row
the) would not

—

1

I

write in the papers thai
oi

iii

love.

ridiculous.""

I'he\

would

1

was engaged
not

to

him

make up what

i-

ihoio by

William Walling

icture play's famous previews
JOHN TRENT AND SHIRLEY ROSS
I

N

BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY!"
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OOi^ftWY^ FOVLlEs
Helen Jepson and Charles
Kullmann, both of the MetroOpera, make their
screen debut in Samuel Goldwyn's extravagant- techniOuter left,
color musical.
Mr. Kullmann with Heidi Vospolitan

seler and Kathryn Mullowny
of the American ballet. Miss
Vosseler, left, ready for the
ballet.

Miss Jepson, bottom,
Below,

sings an operatic aria.

Vivian Cole and Charles
Lewis Laskey, dancers.
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The runaway lovers take to the roof in one of
the amusing and amazing scenes in "Tovarich."
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Eugene Robert Hlchee

TTY GRABLE AND

LEIF

ERIKSON

IN

'THRILL OF

A

LIFETIME

a
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JOAN

READY

IS

FORTHEJgu£
MURIEL BABCOCK

BY

To Picture Play, in a simple statement, she admits her plans:
"My contract expires in July. Franchot's is up three months later. This
leaves us free to do the thing we have
hoped and plotted for three years
New York play. I have read hundreds
of scripts, searching for something that's
right. It has to be a good play.
"I have a curious feeling as the time
grows near. The venture will
not be easy, but it is going to be

—

interesting, exciting

and

1

exhil-

arating."

My hunch was, as I listened to
Joan's words, that the venture is
to be mighty interesting.
Whatever Joan Crawford does

going

is interesting. Let's

consider her

glamour
with a vividly painted
mouth, costumes by Adrian,
home by William Haines, a sure
for a

moment, not

as a

girl

box-office bet, an idol of fans,
l'holo

Hurrcll

hy

whose every word, gesture and
move, on screen or off, is copy
for publicity men, reporters,
magazine writers, critics, or the
subject of vivisection by wom-

Joan Crawford's long contract for pictures expires next July.
Then she will be free to chalk off another milestone in her
ambitious career by becoming a Broadway stage star.

en's club

commentators.

Let's consider her not as this

FOR

years Joan Crawford has rightfully worn the in"Glamour Girl of Hollywood."
\ext fall she hopes to win a new, a more simple
and less showy badge of merit "actress of the New
York stage." She aspires to chalk off another milestone in
the career she has been marking out for herself.
expires in July. This is a
Joan's contract with
contract which has endured a long time, through studio
signia of

—

MGM

turmoil and executive shifts, through the precarious bridging of silent and vociferous pictures, in the face of rivalry
on her own lot, through two marriages and one divorce,
through practically everything a glamour girl can experi-

ence

in

Hollywood.

over and Joan is planning to desert California for Manhattan, where wintry winds blow and critics
ma's blast the daylights out of her.
In July

it's all

flaming personality of the
cinema, but just as Joan Crawford born Billie Cassin in San Antonio, Texas, who had
not too much education nor exposure to more than medi
ocre influences for culture. Who was successively a tele
phone operator, a department store sales girl, a floor show
dancer, a Shubert chorine, a Charleston cup winner, a
movie starlet, a movie star, the bride not without raised
eyebrows first of Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., and then Franchot Tone. Who has gone through distinct phases of personal and professional development to emerge as one of

—

—

the

more

interesting career

women

in

America to-day.

no longer giddy Billie Cassin of the banged,
frizzy hair and the too-tight-over-the-hips dresses. She is
J
Or perhaps she isn't, and?
an entirely different person.
Joan

is

therein lies our story.
Billie Cassin was looking for an escape from the prosaic
switchboard and handing chemises over the counter. She

Hi
ill

to-

lid

ftl

—

J
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was a lively, healthy, high-kicking, high-stepping gal who
wanted to get out and see the world. Of course, Billie
didn't know anything about hooked
later Lucille Le Seuer

—

rugs, Stravinsky, that small dinner parties are

more

correct

than extravagantly mounted feasts. Knew but vaguely the
names of Schiaparelli, Patou, Balzac, Proust, Ernest Hemingway, Cezanne, Botticelli, Stokowski, or even Edna Ferber and Fanny Hurst, all of whom, and more, Joan Crawford can discuss intelligently to-day.

But Billie Cassin had burning, driving ambition.
So has Joan Crawford. It marks everything in her life
tier hopes, her dreams, her work, study, dress, home, friendships and the love she has borne two men.
It is her motivating force. It is the explanation of what
£ she has accomplished and what she has not.
Joan has always wanted and won, as best she could, the
best. She is a reacher for the stars. Like all reachers, the
important thing is what lies ahead.
Just over the hill this time is the New York stage. Joan
is scared of what she is about to tackle. Why shouldn't she
be? The stage is an old story to Sylvia Sidney, Claudette
Colbert, Katharine Hepburn, Elissa Landi, Henry Fonda,
Fredric March or any of the Hollywood luminaries who
:ried their luck this year. They have faced audiences beFore. Joan hasn't.
J

:

I'hoto by Jlurrcll

Preparation for her venture into the lions' den has been
going on three years. It has taken the form of carefully
chosen radio appearances before audiences work in a
little theater which she and Franchot rigged up in their
back garden and in singing lessons.
The radio engagements have been most difficult. The first
time, two years ago this winter, that Joan stood up before
a small audience on a Bing Crosby program, her knees
wabbled so that a .chair was dragged from the wings and
pushed back of her to prop her up. She nearly fainted
before she got off the platform.
A few months later she went at it again, tackling a more
difficult job, by appearing in "Elizabeth the Queen," the
Maxwell Anderson drama, with Franchot Tone opposite
her. Although it was a more taxing vehicle, things went
off better. Joan had conquered some of her fear.
She has devoted hours to reading aloud poetry, drama,
novels, biographies
anything which interests her and is
couched in good and beautiful English.
Much has been written about how Joan reads all the new
books, sees as many of the new plays as she can, attends
practically every Philharmonic concert, goes to all the
good art exhibitions. It is true. Always she wants to know
more about what is going on, always she is cultivating her
taste and training herself to discriminate.
This applies even to her relationships with people. She
seeks and acquires friendships with individuals whom she
admires, who perhaps know more than she does. This is
instinctive rather than deliberate, as with all persons of
intense ambition. It has never made her a snob or a climber,

—

—

—

but rather a definite hero-worshiper.
Her friendship with Jean Dixon, the stage actress who was
a pupil and played with the great (Continued on page 73
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iThe hey-hey girl of

yesterday

the polished sophisticate of
o-day, and one of the more
interesting career women in
rhe western world.
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Hollywood has a hard time finding
The time element complicates

itself.

everything so.
The jaded millionaire at least has plenty of time to
become jaded. He may select his sometimes singular amusements, devote himself to them until he is bored,\and then
hie himself to a spa, or something.
our Hollywoodian
often with just as much rhtoney to
spend on such things, and generally twice as much, Energy

—

"i

F\JA/

And then there are games. They must pin the tail on the
donkey, guess riddles, throw cards into a hat, or gamble.
They will kneel cheerfully, and even painfully, on broomand pick up things in their teeth, or they will bowl
or roller skate, or bicycle, or have frog races. They'll even
bring their own frogs. But they must never be left to their
sticks,

own devices. They'll swoon with horror.
From the Fourth of July until mid-November,
becomes extremely

alfresco.

—is faced with the necessity
on

of hurrying with his fun,
account of that early call

at

the studio to-morrow, or the
<ix weeks' location trip which
looms in the immediate future.

Hollywood must take its fun
between takes, as
on the run
it
were: and you rarely hear
of a Hollywoodian sojourning
a spa. They're all too husy.
When they play, they play

—

il

feverishly,

frantically,

times noisily.

You
ering
tion.

rarely find

them gath-

small,

desultory

in

;roups

some-

And no wonder.

for

placid

conversa-

They must have novelty,
practical

prises.

The

jokes,

hostess

sur-

who can

arrange to have a pickaninny

pop out of the baked ham, or
can scare the daylights out of
her guests by introducing a
seemingly authentic lion into
lie di.iw m:' -room, or can conreal a bassoon player in the
chandelier, is an instant sucI

ess.

the colony
Barbecues, or simple buffet
snacks, served out of doors
for two or three

The hostess who
can conceal a
bassoon player
in the chandelier is

a success.

hundred

people, are the usual rule.
Thanksgiving ushers in a
series of really swank affairs, with fruits, flowers,
and strange things imported

from the Antipodes and way
There are ladies
points.
swathed in sables and emeralds, and severe white satin.
There was not a great
deal of entertaining of any

Hollywood until the
racing season closed at Del
Mar. Then things perked
up a bit, in their alfresco

sort in

fashion.

Myrna Loy and Husband
Hornblow moved
into their new house, and
Arthur

were enchanted with their
kitchen
a nice large
kitchen which opens onto a
patio, and is admirably

—

suited to

informal

affairs.

Myrna and Arthur didn't
hesitate a moment about
whether

to entertain

before

.

i

of;

rH£

Otf
—

after practically anything, they
or after a premiere. After
thought is the time to do things in such a kitchen.

—

The Hornblows' "after parties" have become something
Hollywood institution. There are scrambled eggs, oldthere are whole
fashioned pancakes with maple sirup
baked apples, crisp bacon, and creamed smoked beef.
of a

;

BY DICK

ftt/tf

your unaccustomed feet. But you do something, doggone
and you find, while rubbing tired muscles the next day,
that you've had a whale of a lot of fun.

to

it,

Claudette Colbert's parties in the winter are pretty foraffairs.
Small, and with white ties. But in the warm
weather which lasts until Christ- (Continued on page ?$)

mal

—

Carole Lombard's parties are robust, informal,

and a

trifle

strenuous.

They

are usually, at this

time of year, buffet suppers in the large patiogarden. But Carole can't bear to have just a
patio-garden. She must disguise it as something
else
a carnival tent, or a stable, or a chicken
house. It's really quite startling when one hears
the strains of a Russian orchestra emanating
from what looks like a hen coop.
Carole is an excellent cook, and takes pride in
her dinners; especially her favorite roast beef
and Yorkshire pudding dinners.
Days before one of these occasions, Carole and
her faithful "Fieldsie" visit a certain market and
select the monumental roast which is to be "hung"
at just the right temperature, until it is delivered
some twenty-four hours before it is to be cooked.
Upon which, Carole's 250-pound colored cook,
"Mammy," takes tender charge of the beef, massaging it with dry English mustard and lemon
juice, coaxing it gently to room temperature,
bathing it, basting it, soaking it with sherry.
When it is finally bedecked with its titbits of suet,
and is ready to pop into the just-so-hot oven for
its twelve minutes per pound roasting, "Mammy"
calls Carole to inspect it. Carole supervises the
Yorkshire pudding.
and I mean
After her guests have been fed
Carole resorts to no sedentary table games
fed
or guessing games or restful relaxation. You find
yourself playing leap frog or mounting a tricycle
or trying, feebly, to avoid strapping roller skates

—

—

—

It's

PINE

fashionable

for the star-hostess to cook a
very special dish.

WO O
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the time of year when forecasts are made of
COMES
Hollywood, an election which
Academy winners
surrounded with a great deal of fanfare — more,
in

is

sometimes, than seems justified by the actual selections. But then Hollywood always manages to celebrate
this festival with abundant eclat, and has its own peculiar
and private way of picking its favorites.
Normally, first honors on the masculine side should go
to Paul Muni for his Emile Zola, but since he won the
Award last year for "The Story of Louis Pasteur," this will
doubtless put him out of the running. It is almost a tradition of the Academy that no actor may be singled out two
years in succession for a golden statuette.
Furthermore, it is in the cards this year that Spencer
Tracy shall receive the tribute. He's immensely well liked,
and he played in "Captains Courageous." Hollywood is
about of one mind to-day in regarding Tracy as its tri-

umphing

actor.

many of the public might be inclined to
vote for Garbo's "Camille" to be supremely feted, the
movie electors will unquestionably choose Barbara Stanwyck because of "Stella Dallas." Nor is there any denying
her worthiness, because Barbara gave the role everything
Just so, while

It was an acting feat.
Because of "The Good Earth," Luise Rainer might be in
the running, but she, too, had the misfortune to gain the
prize last year. The picture, though, is very likely to be
reckoned the best production of the year. Its closest rival
unless the
will probably be "The Life of Emile Zola"
colony suddenly becomes comedy minded, as it did two
years ago when "It Happened One Night" swept the board,
and picks the newest and most clever of merry scherzos,
"The Awful Truth."
This picture will likely figure as a directorial triumph
for Leo McCarey who, oddly enough, was also responsible

that the story permitted.

—

for the

THE

weepy "Make

Way

comedy craze has

for

To-morrow."

gone to the wildest extremes
"Double Wedding" and "Love
Before Breakfast" take the most violent liberties with
hitherto polished and reserved players. Particularly does
Herbert Marshall suffer indignities in "Love Before Breakfast," climaxing with his being bashed on the head with a
cake, remnants of which remain to trickle on his face.
Most people were disgusted with the result at the preview, because of the character and quality of previous
lately

of insanity in Hollywood.

Marshall portrayals. He also sustained a black eye inflicted by Barbara Stanwyck, who endured her share of
being mauled.
The beginnings of this "trend" are traced to "My Man
Godfrey," with Mischa Auer's imitation of a monkey, and
William Powell's antics while supposed to be inebriated.
But these goings-on were mild.
The tendency proceeded much farther with the wrecking
of the automat in "Easy Living," and the adventures of
Ray Milland and Jean Arthur in the DeMille-ish bathtub
setting. However, that again was mild in comparison with
the unadulterated slapstick tactics in the two newer exhibits mentioned.
"Double Wedding," with Bill Powell and Myrna Loy,
and "Love Before Breakfast" possibly typify the darkness
that prevails before the dawn of a better day in comedy.

\\
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"The Awful Truth" seems successfully to escape knockabout humor, and manages to be an excellent picture partly
on that account.
The more physical comedy should be left to the Ritz
Brothers, and considering the course they took in "Life Begins in College," they'll even have to do a great deal better.
It might be mentioned that "Double Wedding" was the
Powell picture that was in progress at the time of Jean
Harlow's death.

^UE to "Stage Door" Andrea Leeds, who attracted
"Come and

Get

now named

first in

most
prominent of young rising stars. She's under contract to
Samuel Goldwyn, looks a bit like Olivia de Havilland
around the eyes, and has become auburn-haired instead of
dark. Goldwyn has installed her in the "Follies," which
naturally spells no great opportunity for her except to be
beautiful. Revues, by this time, should be infamous for
not adding much to the artistic stature of talented young
actresses. As leads they can at best onlv look decorative
while playing in such movie vaudeville.
Somebody has suggested that Miss Leeds would do
ideally for the story of "Serena Blandish," if Goldwvn
could bring himself to make that. The thought is inspired
by a musical revival of the stage version, which met with
only moderate success when originally produced.
Serena Blandish herself is a charming character around
whom to weave a story. The novel bore a subtitle about
the "trouble of getting married," and had to do with the
heroine's romantic ad\entures and misadventures
mostly
It," is

as one of the

—

the latter. It is the part that requires just that delicate
shading that Miss Leeds proved she could give to her frustrated young actress in "Stage Door."

THE

storm has scarcely died down as yet that resulted

from the visit of Vittorio Mussolini, son of II Duce, who
was the guest of Hal Roach, comedy producer. The whole
affair had aspects of a political imbroglio that might even
stretch across the seas.
cisively

how keenly

And

the "inside story" reveals de-

anti-imperialist feelings run in

some

quarters of the movie colony, for it was the anti-Nazi
league which leveled a heavy barrage at the visitor.
Leading figures in this organization are the novelist.
Donald Ogden Stewart, the Fredric Marches, Franchot
Tone, James Cagney, who wasn't on the scene at the time,

and

others.

Certain utterances attributed to young Mussolini at the
time of the Italian invasion of Ethiopia concerning war
being a sport were seized upon by the anti-Nazists (who
are also anti-Fascists and heartily denounced during the
Italian's visit. Members and sympathizers were advised to
shun the presence of this Vittorio.
Roach gave the chap a part) on the occasion of his
twenty-first birthda\. but there was cold-shouldering of
this event, and in the end the Roach deal for the production of pictures in Italy was called off.
The only break that followed for II Duce was the reuniting of Laurel and Hardy in pictures. This may have
been a concession to Mussolini, because he is fond of the
)

two comedians, and mourned
to Italy the fact that the

separated.

E L Z A

to Roach during his visit
"Fat and Thin" men had been
(Continued on page 72)
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Grant now gets

y

,000 per picture, a far
from stilt-walking and

obscurity only
years ago.

Ideville

w

Bartholomew's
Ikout won $50,000
rly increase from
M. Aunt Myllicent is
swellest manager of

ddie

It's practically sure that Barbara Stanwyck's Stella Dallas will be rated best
acting of the year by the Academy.

n all.

ft
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Andrea Leeds is looked upon as a star of
to-morrow on the strength of her work in
"Stage Door."

Ilywood says
Tracy is all
the AcadI award because
Captains Couriicer

I

for

>us."

The Tasmanian boy, Ra Hould, becomes
Ronald Sinclair for "Thoroughbreds Don't
Cry," replacing Freddie Bartholomew.

Let

BUDGET
your

WARDROBE
her advent
EVER
been nominated
one
since

into pictures

as

And

Kay

Francis has

of the best-dressed

women.

days before she entered pictures, when
she was struggling in New York broke most of the
time she was one of the best-dressed women on the stage.
She laughs about it now and tells that at the time she
earned the latter reputation she had but four outfits to her
name a beige afternoon frock and a black one. Two evening gowns one black, the other green. With all these
she wore a black fox scarf. And in one outfit or the other
she was suitably gowned for any occasion.
Who then more qualified to tell you how to dress well
on a limited budget?
"Yes," she nodded when I broached the subject, "a
woman can be well dressed on a limited income, but it
takes a deal of thought and doing. Most women, I've
found, are not willing to go to the trouble.
in the

—

—

—

—

"To get the right clothes at the right prices or, rather, at
the prices you can afford to pay, you have to shop, and
shop, and shop. You have to keep your wardrobe up so
you're never caught short in the middle of the season. If
you do that you never have to pay full price for anything.

"You should lay aside a certain amount each week for
clothes and in that way you always have a fund to draw
on when a bargain offers itself. The clearance sales at the
end of the season are when the shrewd woman can outfit
herself beautifully on comparatively little."

"How

little?"

I

asked.

to $300, exclusive of underwear and
she shops carefully, she can be really well

"Oh, say $150
hose.

And

if

dressed on that."
I expressed polite disbelief.

"Look," said Kay.

HERE ARE
1

blouses, 2 vesrees

3

wash dresses

2

street dresses

1

1

Welbourne

2

show you.

BUDGETS FROM KAY
$20.

2

1

gowns

piece
heavy coat
pair shoes

fur

bags

2 hats
Accessories
.

Kay Francis tells the average girl of limited
means how to dress thriftily and still be smartlooking. Kay did it and she knows the figures.

TWO

suit

2 evening

IMiotos by Scully

"I'll

.

to

5.

8.75

'

$40.
7.50
45.

20.

'

30.

20.

'

50.

35.

'

50.

"

40.

25
25.
5.

7.50

3.

4.

5.

'

10.

5.

'

10.

$151.75

$294.
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"Personally, I think the most important item in a woman's
wardrobe is a suit. You're always well groomed in a suit and it
saves wear on your other clothes. This is one of the three items
in my wardrobe on which I'd splurge if I had to watch my pen-

should only be used
were dressing on a
small budget I'd avoid it because there is nothing
shoddier-looking than cheap satin. So, for my street

If a woman shops carefully for a suit she can get an excelone for between twenty dollars and forty dollars.
"As far as I'm concerned, I'd rather spend more on a suit and
get a good one, economizing on something else. They never wear
out and you're always well dressed in them. You can vary your
appearance in a suit by -using different blouses and vestees.
"The reason I'm so rabid on the subject of suits is because you
can go anywhere in one and be appropriately dressed. For instance, you can put on a suit in the morning, go downtown shopping, have lunch anywhere, go to a bridge in the afternoon and,
if necessary, dine in it and then go to the theater and never have
to change anything but your make-up.
"A couple of blouses and two vestees shouldn't cost more than
five dollars to seven dollars and fifty cents.
"Of course, the locale in which you live figures largely in
selecting your wardrobe, but I still think wash dresses and tub
silks are a godsend to women without unlimited means. You can
keep them looking fresh and that's a big item in being well
dressed. Even in winter you can use these same materials if you
choose your colors carefully. Unfortunately, they are not as

dresses, I'd select either georgette or crepe. Say ten
dollars to fifteen dollars each for the two dresses.

nies.

lent

practicable in large cities as in small
places but they can still be used. These

can be had for anywhere between two
dollars and ninety-five cents and fifteen
dollars. Three of these should be ample.
"Two evening dresses can be enough
for any woman. The one thing I would
impress on the woman with a small

——

wardrobe particularly as regards evening gowns is not to get red, green or
yellow because you're spotted if you do.
A pastel color does not impress itself on
the mind as indelibly as a vivid one.
"If I had only two evening gowns I'd
have either a black or a white, and a
pastel. And I'd have them cut as simply
as possible. Their appearance can be
changed a great deal by the accessories
you use with them sash, girdle or even
the flowers. Anything with a pronounced
pattern should be avoided, no matter
how becoming it may be. Your friends
are sure to comment on the length of
time you've been wearing it.
"The trouble with cheap dresses is that

—

they're usually piped in

some conspicu-

ous contrasting color or they're trimmed
with everything but the kitchen stove.
I'd rather have two evening dresses
plain but good
than many cheap ones.
They don't get hard wear and by taking
care of them they can be made to last a
long time.
"I should say a good evening dress can
be had for from ten dollars to twentyfive dollars. If you can spend more, so
much the better. Get them as good as
you can afford. But I would sooner have
two at twenty-five dollars apiece than

—

five at ten dollars.

"As for afternoon

I think the
greatly overrated and can easily be got along with-

dresses,

so-called cocktail dress

is

But you do need two one-piece
dresses for street wear and, if they're
carefully selected, they will also do service for a cocktail dress. It's a matter of
out.

personal taste with

me

but

I

don't like

satin.

If satin is

for evening wear.

"A
which

fur piece
I

is

used

at all

Even

then,

it

if I

the second of the three things on

said I'd splurge.

If

I

had

to

watch

my
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you can
an excellent coat without fur
and all your money goes into the

five dollars to forty dollars

get

material and workmanship. You
already have your fur piece to tone
it up.
"Shoes are the third thing on
which I'd indulge myself. Possibly
that's because they are my one extravagance.
"But even if I had only one pair
I'd see to it that they were good.
One pair of good shoes will outlast
two or three pairs of cheap ones. In
addition, they hold their shape until
they are worn out especially if you
put trees in them at night. I'd say
five dollars to seven dollars and
fifty cents a pair for shoes.
"Don't wear French heels with
a suit.
Cuban heels, yes, but not

—

French.

"Keep your bags clean on
side!

the in-

There's nothing worse than

some one open a bag and
having the inside covered with lipA
stick, rouge, powder and dirt.
good bag will last for years and, at
sales, you can get good ones for two

seeing

dollars.

Suede,

fresh.

of

looks

course,

keep
Unless you can afford several

beautiful but

it's

difficult

to

bags I would stick to leather.
"In summer I go in for linencovered bags. I have several that I
bought on sale for two dollars and
ninety-eight cents, including an initial.
I imagine without the initial
they could be had for one dollar
The nicest part
and fifty cents.
about them is you can take the cover
off, wash and iron it at home and it
always looks fresh and new.
"Don't ask me about hats because
I loathe them, but two hats should be
enough and they should be as,plain
as possible. Two dollars and fifty

l-hiitn.

cents to five dollars apiece for hats.

wouldn't get one of the fashionable furs. That
may sound paradoxical when I'm trying to tell you how to
be well dressed, but it's quite simple.
"By getting a fur that isn't enjoying a great vogue you
can get the best of its kind for less than a cheap skin of a
Fashionable fur.
"Many women who couldn't afford a silver fox buy
pointed fox. A pointed fox is nothing but black fox with

"Underclothes should be as tailored as possible and
cheap lace strictly taboo. The plainer inexpensive underthings are, the fresher they can be kept looking and here,
again, as in the case of evening gowns and winter coats,
your money goes for material rather than trimming. Un-,
dergarments and hose are staple. You know what they cost]

white hairs stuck in. I would rather have a good scarf of
fitch or stone-marten or cross fox than I would a pointed

predominant and her clothes
seem a part of her like her skin. When she walks into a
room she shouldn't make you gasp, 'What a gorgeous
gown !' Rather, she should make you aware of her personal
charm. It takes thought to be well dressed. If women would
spend more thought on quality and less money on quantity
they would be better dressed. I would rather have one
ensemble that is absolutely right than a lavish wardrobe

pennies

and

I

wouldn't cost nearly so much.
"There's nothing rattier than a cheap fur piece after it's
been used a little, whereas a good fur looks good as long
as there is any fur left on the hide. Say thirty-five dollars
fox,

it

to fifty dollars for a fur piece.

"Oh, yes! Don't ever roll a fur. It mats the fur and
breaks the skins. Either lay it flat in the drawer or hang it
up. And every time you take it out, shake it well. I've had
m\ silver foxes five years and my sables six and they still
look like new.
"Of course, you need one heavy coat and let me urge you
to stay away from coats with fur trimmings. Most of your
money goes into the fur and, even so, it's still the cheapest
fur obtainable -except in very expensive coats. For twenty-

—

without

my

telling you.

"In closing,
dressed

when

let

me

say this:

she, herself,

—

I

think a

woman

is

wel

is

of halfway things!"

Kay

is right.

You have only

to scan the average actress

Hollywood to see that she runs to the fault of most
women. She is likely to have too many clothes, too many
changes, without owning one ensemble of such superlative
quality and style that it stamps her as well-dressed for as
in

long as she wears

it.
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MISS CARLISLE'S COSTUMES AND HATS ARE FROM HATTIE CARNEBY ARRANGEMENT WITH COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM.

GIE

• Kitty Carlisle's evening gown, above, is of royal-purple
velvet, an elaborate rosace design over silk lining of the

same

color.

• Her other evening gown is of brilliant-scarlet velvet
in a moyen age silhouette accented by rows of scarlet
crystal beads.
• On the opposite page is displayed Kitty's suit of duvetyn in French military blue set off by a collar of mink.
Her folded hat is of carmine velvet.

• White slipper satin composes her evening gown, the

wide belt

line stitched into cartridgelike pleats.
aigrettes are a dashing finale.

White
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KITTY

CARLISLE
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LOUISE

CAMPBELL

A

V

this and the opposite page Louise Campshows front and back views of an unusually
graceful evening gown. It is of dusty-pink crepe,
the accompanying scarf trimmed with blue fox.

•

On

bell

• Her formal evening gown under the youthful
coat of Russian ermine is of draped white crepe
with a girdle of gold kid.

• For street wear Louise selects this dress of
beige kasha, with pleated peplum and a jabot

and

cuffs of chiffon also in beige.
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CANDID CAMERA

Vera Zorina shows the hard-working side of a
ballerina's life. She debuts in "The Goldwyn
Follies."

Katherine DeMille and Anthony Quinn, both
hot types on the screen, have a cool Episcopal
wedding with orchids.
Delmer Daves, scenario writer, is Kay Francis's
enduring boy friend some say her fourth husband.
Franchot Tone studies the script for those
troublesome lines that snag every actor.
Study of an actor eating a hot dog: Cesar
Romero has an audience of Marian Marsh and
Dick Arlen.
Mrs. Fred Astaire loathes publicity and she
loathes being photographed, but the camera
spares her not.
Mrs. Jack Warner tops all the towering hats
as she sails for Europe with her husband.
Marcia Ralston is the wife of Phil Harris, the
orchestra leader, when she isn't acting.
Carole Lombard takes time out from her art
to pitch a little ball on the set.
The candid camera was just as busy when Joan
Crawford was a chorine in "Innocent Eyes" as
it is to-day when she is a big star.

—

10

orgs
tens

Tony Martin brought

his

mother-in-law to Manhattan
for a round of the night spots

one.

HfOOt

Not
stall

Danielle Darrieux, left, is Uni
versal's French threat to other
stars,

domestic and imported

doul
chat

not

turf

Madge

Evans, below,

is

look

ing for a play and a lot of producers are looking for Madge.

NEW YORKBY

KAREN

MOLLIS

MANHATTAN'S

annual winter outburst of plays and
and sables, got under way with no
small help from Hollywood. Brian Aherne, Herbert Marshall, Douglass and Robert Montgomery
were suave ambassadors from the film city who were stagestruck anew on seeing Burgess Meredith and Lillian Gish
in "The Star-Wagon"; who laughed hilariously at the savage mimicry of Sheila Barrett and hoped that it is true that
she is going into pictures, and who tried, with a few hundred others, to wedge themselves into the smallest and
most select night haunts.
Madge Evans and Joan Bennett vied with the season's
debutantes at parties and came out ahead by the omission
of sequins, birds in the hair, and mask make-ups.
George Raft emerged from a bridge game long enough
to cable his old dancing pal, the Duke of Windsor, an invitation to be his guest in Beverly Hills.
Arlene Judge confronted the Yacht Club Boys at the
Paramount Theater with a placard reading "Unfair to the
cafes, orchids

Ritz Brothers."
Elissa Landi and

Nino Martini went to all the most unplaces for tea, but were swamped by autograph
fiends and decided it was more peaceful to be lost in a
crowd of celebrities at "21."
likely

Broadway
S\

l\

ia

Tonic.

— Undismayed by the mild success of

Sidney, Henry Fonda, and Elissa Landi in their cur-

rent stage plays,

Madge Evans

determined to appear on
Broadway this winter. She's read a flock of plays submitted to her, without finding anything exciting enough.
So she has gone back to Hollywood to wait until Philip
Barry finishes one that has a grand part for her.
is

Catching up with her in a fitting room, I saw a collection
would rouse your most covetous instincts.
The girl will have no truck with eccentric or exaggerated
fashions, but has an instinct that guides her to select supple
fabrics, distinguished lines. In this year of sartorial whimsies, she manages to look arresting and yet like a lady.
She wants to do a play, not only to remind Hollywood
producers that she is an actress, not just an ingenue, but
also for her own enjoyment. It is seven years since she experienced the excitement of a Broadway hit. But it is only
sixteen years since the willowy Madge was the Shirley Tem-i
pie of her day and was starring in, of all things, "Heidi."
of outfits that

Another
into

Illusion

New York

Smashed.

—Victor McLaglen roared

like a lion, en route to

London where he
makes for 20th

will play in the first picture Gracie Fields

Century-Fox, and dropped a bomb in our midst.
He introduced Marjorie Lane Donlevy as the girl whose
voice doubles for Eleanor Powell whenever she is called
upon to sing on the screen. He also introduced Brian Donlevy as "the greatest actor in the world." A man can be
ripcht in

his facts

and wrong

in his opinions.

[

—
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Defense of Double Bills.
large and flourishing
organization has sprung up all over the country that is
demanding the abolishing of two pictures for the price of
one. They maintain that dual bills just encourage Hollywood to turn out a lot of limp and careless productions.
Not a voice was raised in their defense until Herbert Marshall at a lunch in New York faced the leaders of the antidouble bill movement. "Gentlemen," he pleaded, "what
chance would I have of being seen on the screen if it were
not for the second feature on double bills?"

At a party in her honor she wore a very full skirted
black tulle dress incrusted with dots of dull gold, and her
blond hair was piled high on her head in a quaint pompadour effect. If your local theaters do not show French pictures regularly, beg them to show "Mayerling," Miss Darrieux's favorite of all her twenty-three films. You'll love her.

New Mode

enchanting

young French

star im-

ported to make pictures
for Universal, has time
to sort out her kaleidoscopic impressions of
these United States,
she says that she will
find it all enchanting.

She bore up

town sub-

bring back the ingenue
heroine, but in brand-new guise
of Parisian chic. And just as we

were so happy with our dashing
and slyly humorous Lombard
and Colbert, our willowy Loretta
Young and Virginia Bruce, our
intense Joan Crawford, and our
mature Kay Francis and Rosa-

bril-

under recepand sight-seeing
tours, but began to
wonder if New York
was entirely populated
by news photographers
and reporters, she met
liantly

many

the

when 20th Century-Fox put

effort to

tions

so

—Hardly had

the red carpet, took orchids
out of the ice box, and beat the
drums for the arrival of Annabella, known here for her work
in "Wings of the Morning." An-nabella, too, is young, sensitive,
candid, ingenuous. If you know
a more pleasant word that means
cute, she is that, too.
This all looks like a concerted

Danielle Dar-

rieux,

Heroines?

down

She Learns Fast.

When

in

sided from welcoming Danielle

lind Russell.

Honeymoon Without Bride.
Tony Martin rushed to New York

of them.

during one of his lulls between
but Alice Faye could
not come because illness had delayed the final scenes of her film.
When she did finally get off,
Tony had been summoned back to

She wanted to visit
Harlem, and wagered

pictures,

that she could learn the

Big Apple, Truckin'
and the Suzy-Q in one
visit.
She learned to

Hollywood. Meanwhile Tony had

speak English in three
months, didn't she?
And delightful English
with slang
it is, too,
tucked into the most
unexpected places.

Broadway gossips a little upThey saw him around with an
attractive woman and he seemed

the

set.

brazen about

—

it
didn't go to obscure places or dash for a taxi
when old pals of Alice showed
up. It never occurred to him that
people would not know that his

companion was

Alice's mother.

—

This Is Fame. When a newspaper identifying Constance Collier for its readers dis-

RKO

"An
film player,"
shrieks of startled laughter echoed through
Actors' Equity, the Authors' League, and

missed her lightly as

Elissa

Landi,

above, is stuck in
a rut of mild successes and no hits.

Annabella,

left,

comes from
France with a
name that everybody can pronounce. Her ad-

vantage over
others
mous.

is

enor-

haunts of socialites, but the philosophical
Miss Collier only smiled ruefully as we chatted in the Algonquin lobby. "I wonder how
long you have to act and write before you
become known," she said.
It would be impossible to tell in brief
who Constance Collier is, unless you just
said that she is a thoroughly grand person
who has done so much in ana for the theater
that anything shorter than "Harlequinade,"
her book of memoirs, couldn't hit even the
highest of high spots in her career.
Twenty years ago she was lured from the
stage to films as the one who would lend
most luster to an ambitious production.
A painter commissioned to paint America's
most blue-blooded dowagers complained because they weren't as Continued on page 76
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FEW

of us

servants.

would regard
But

to Billie

as hardship a house

Burke the situation

and four
is some-

thing of a comedown. As the wife of Florenz Ziegfeld, she presided over their estate at Hastings-on-theHudson, supervising twenty servants besides gardeners and

N

FT

chauffeurs.
left financial affairs tangled.
She wonders,
what "they" have done with her precious ruby
glassware, with stems a foot long, her fragile china, and
her priceless laces. The few choice things which she salvaged furnish her rented Beverly Hills home.
She has bridged the gap from wealth to moderate luxury
with gallantry and charm. In middle-age she must earn

His death

wistfully,

her comforts.
Into her eyes memories crowded: acres of terraced gardens, a sprawling mansion. A glamorous setting for redhaired, freckled, fluttery Billie Burke Ziegfeld and the little

'i

pic

I

I

b
III!

inj

one, Patricia.

"What

miss most

is Mr. Ziegfeld's beneficent protechand clasping mine. "I hadn't a care
except to make his home beautiful, until sudden catastrophe turned my world topsy-turvy.
"Gradually, out of that numbness and all those hours
with lawyers and creditors, one thing crystallized in my
mind: I must make a home for Patricia and myself. I must
earn it. The MGM Studio accorded me that privilege.
"This place was redecorated, following my designs, and
I

tion," she said, her

Burke to-day practices gracefully .the art of
pleasantly with four servants instead of
twenty when she was mistress of a great estate.
She pauses, above, in the entrance hall of her
rented Beverly Hills home.
Billie

living

the furniture

is

ours."

ioi

k

v
(01

it:

Between the bubble of Billie Burke, the hostess, directing
Tony to serve orange juice 01 milk sensible, healthful
and Mrs. Ziegfeld,
liquids, but presented with ceremony
there were distances.

—
—

Itij

—

:
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thought of them as dollars: the
hard millions which Mrs. Ziegeld, by her magical artistry, conerted into home-beauty for her hus>and's esthetic enjoyment, and the
ewer dollars, which now she must
arn again, but which she spends on
he graceful art of living.
She said, on a sigh: "I do miss
ay gardens and conservatories. On
I

old,

ree days, I putter around among
ny flowers.
I would die without
lowers.
Such a small back-yard
;arden! Now I must buy many of

hem."
Bowls of white roses daily bestow
ler respects before Mr. Ziegfeld's
•ictures and beside her parents'
hotographs.
Let us make formal entrance to
he house, of white stucco and gray
ock, with its quaint turret effects
nd odd angles. Tall trees and hedges surround it.
andow-boxes plants give greeting. It looks like a

From
homy

ouse.

A

Two dogs, Ziegy and
Standing in the rotunda,
lowly we sip in the exquisite beauty of it. Only Billie
!urke, with her delicately skillful touch, could create such
fragile charm. The average woman, given that entrance,
ould crowd it with hunks of solemn statuary.
Because it is small, yet so different high and circular
liss Burke's flawless taste has embowered it with cool
'hite and green. Over the tile floor there is a pale-blue
and-hooked rug. Along the walls are trailing ivy and frail
erns. On a stand of white fretwork, plants surround a
Filipino boy opens the door.

lot-Cha, yelp their welcome.

—

larble figure.

A white stairway curves

upward. The light step is that of
That breathless, eager quality is Miss Burke's
delightful asset. Trim in her green sports frock, and

young
lost

girl.

wearing the charm bracelet which has been "growing" sixand leads the way.
At the arched entrance to the dining room we gasp in
delight. Adrian designed it to express the Burke ideals of
home beauty. The walls are turquoise. Apple-green curtains
with pleated folds frame the French door and the windows.
Silver on buffets and stands
coffee and tea sets and
tureens and candelabra
reflect their gleams in two mirrored walls. A cabinet holds a collection of Dresden figurines. Across the center of the room the table stands, the
top of veined green marble.
We step down into the drawing-room. Large windows,
bordered by gold taffeta curtains, make oblongs of light in
the pale-yellow walls. The rug is rose.
The dominant notes of the room are the fireplace made
of marble slabs, with walnut mantel on which elephants
guard a photograph of Mr. Ziegfeld, the grand piano of inlaid rosewood which is almost smothered with flowers, and
teen years, she greets us

—

—
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playroom, ai one end
which is Ye Olde Pub, wi
its pewter tankards.
before us wi

Flitting

her butterfly grace, o
hostess leads us up t;
winding stairs, through
hall and into her bedrooi
Turquoise walls and ru
and white-and-yellow cu
tains, form the backgrour
for the satinwood furnitu
The wide, low bed has

mauve
foot

At

satin spread.

an

is

antique

i

pri

dieu.

Chairs covered in bisqi
in mauve, a glas

and

topped table, and Japane:
water colors combine

add charm.

In seasoi
masses of hydrangeas flan
the white marble fireplac

"For loveliness," Mi
Burke murmured, "I choo:

my bedroom

or

my

room. They seem

dinin

to

hob

condensed, the lavish Iu:
ury of my former homi
But when I am tired th
den is most restful. I ca
it my 'give up and slumt

room.

"The most importar
thing in a readjustment
to maintain a standard,
she said later. "We mus
hold true to our ideals
adapting them, in details
to changed circumstances
Otherwise the spirit woul]
sag and we would feel fu
tile, drift, get sloppy.
i

"Our
changed
luxury

—

—

fully twenty feet across
the mural
by Ben Ali Haggin,
a portrait of Mrs. Ziegfeld and Patricia, donein 1924. On
the other side there is one of Patricia alone, by Oswald
Burley, painted when she was nine years old.

upholstered in yellow satin damask, another
chairs are covered with dark-green brocaded
satin, one with rose velvet, and there is a beige love-seat.
Delicately chased silver vases, four feet tall, orchid

One divan

in

orchid.

is

Two

[amps and a few Chinese scrolls

in subtle tints

comprise

the ornaments.
Red curtains, a tan-and-scarlet-striped divan and club

Crowded, too, with
thai air of family occupancy: a desk heaped with letters,
shelves of books, photographs of Mr. Ziegfeld and of many

chairs

fi

make

the den a cheery room.

icnds.

Hough tan stucco walls paneled in dark wood, and
brown chairs with ga) yellow cushions, invite us into the

linens must b
That is on

daily.

to

which

I

clirij

Everything must be immaculate. And I mus
have flowers. That means 1 must work and economize ill
other ways."
I had said to her, "I understand that you live in a statt
of studied elegance." Laughingly she had responded. "Oh
You should see us bending over ou;
it's studied all right

stubbornly.

—

!

budget.

"We don't care for meat; we prefer vegetables servec
with delicious sauces, and elaborate salads.
"But we find that we can concoct a meat dinner raon
cheaply than a vegetable-and-fruit meal. The Ziegfelds'
"always seem to like the most ex
she sighed ruefully

—

—

pensive things."
Patricia,

now

twenty, superintends the household's

man

agement and makes out the menus under her mother':
guidance. Miss Burke is the first one up each morning, ai
(Continued on -page 73
five thirty when she is working, at
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my three

hours with
Fernand Gravet he misplaced emphasis only on the
word "comparison."
Of Belgian birth, educated in England, he has
seen life from Berlin to Hollywood, from Cairo to Buenos
Aires. Meeting the grave, correct young man, you can guess
nothing of his background, his experience, even his age. You
know only that he is not an American. His speech is idiomatic but has not the flavor of Hollywood and New York.
Introduced over here as an
accent-and-glamour boy, he will
never be typed in romantic roles.
really has

no accent

at all.

After fifteen years of stage and
screen, he is too seasoned, too
sensible an actor not to demand
a variety of roles. Behind the
glamour and youthful good looks
of his public personality, there is
a maturity, a seriousness of purpose, an ironic amusement at the
theater world he has known from
childhood, that sets him apart

from

his kind.

He

is an international, and as
such fits into Hollywood without
being a real part of the scene.
Comparatively unpublicized at
his American debut, he won fans

in

"The King and the Chorus

Girl" with a dynamic air and a
sparkling, suggestive smile. But
the smile with which he greets

you when you meet him

is

courte-

manner placid
and relaxed. Only his good looks
betray the star. Otherwise you
might place him as an athletic
business man, an art critic, a
ous, pleasant, his

soldier.

We

met in the studio of one of
York's ace photographers.
Gravet had just returned from
Europe and was having a portrait sitting before going to Hollywood to make "Food For Scandal," with Carole Lombard.
He listens before he speaks, and
intervenes with a remark only

New

Fernand Gravet returns to
Hollywood for "Food For
Scandal." Here is the first
true appraisal of him as he
is off the screen.

56
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when

contributes to the conversation. The ten or fifteei
writers in the room all had been summoned from the cor
ners of New York to spend an afternoon ministering in then
various capacities to the stellar Mr. Gravet. Yet he never foi
a moment betrayed consciousness of his central importance
So completely, casually, does he make himself part of i

is

•

it

group that he seems ajmost to be daring you to wrench th<
from social channels to the subject of Fernand Gravet
his life and times. An interviewer's lot is not a happy one,

n

talk

ia

1

It is only indirectly that he speaks of himself. He talked little of his
career in Europe, of his success there at an early age. But when the
subject of Continental films in general was introduced, he spoke en-

thusiastically

and

at length.

The movies took him from the stage with the advent of sound in
1929, and since^ then he has worked in the Berlin, Paris, and London
studios as well as in Hollywood.

Midway through

the production of his

first film,

the leading lady

became ill, necessitating a delay of two months while he remained idle
on salary. Instead of accepting the money as his contract permitted,
he took half his living expenses and worked out the two months as
assistant cameraman and film cutter.
Most actors see no more of the making of a picture than is visible
on the sound stage. Gravet understands films from script to screen.
He knows all the great figures of the European cinema and discussed
acutely and at length the trends he observed on his last trip abroad. He
the informed master of the picture business, not a cog in its wheels.
This shrewd appraisal of the field in which he works led him to
refuse his first American offers. In Europe he was secure, well known;
is

J

Hollywood had been the professional death of many of his friends.
Mervyn LeRoy, branching out as a producer-director and looking for
a sensational "find," had to beg on bended knee before Gravet would
consider becoming a Warner star.
"Hollywood is the world championship field, the big league, as you
say," he said. "If you win, you are at the highest peak. If you lose
That's why I divide the year between
there, you lose everywhere.

All photos by Lazaraick

and

France

make

America.

I

must

pictures in Paris as well as

Hollywood so that I won't be
forgotten at home."
He will return to Europe early
next year for another film.
insistence

upon remaining an

His
in-

has caused all
manner of trouble at Warners,
where he was scheduled for two
films in 1936 and three in 1937.
Of the first two, only "The King
and the Chorus Girl" was made,
so that he supposedly has four
more pictures to make before
1938. In all probability he will
only make one. Questioned as to
what the studio thought of this,
he merely smiled and stuck to his
guns. He will make a foreign
film in January no matter what
ternational

Warners

One

star

think.

gets the impression that

working in America

is

just an-

other chore for him, not unpleasant, richly rewarding in many
ways, but unconnected with his
real life, which is in France. His
country home in Touraine is a
more suitable setting than Hollywood for his pastimes of riding
and fencing and his engrossing
hobby, the research and design of
military miniatures. He will not
bring his fine stable here for fear
the horses might get seasick, apparently a fatal equine disease.

He is interested in what Amermay do ( 'ontinued on page 75
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suades the discharged workers to return and save the studio for thi
selves and the stockholders. The dialogue has sting and charm,
acting depth and the tenderness of life, not fiction. Leslie Howan
at his brilliant best as Atterbury Dodd, Joan Blondell is perfect
as the girl, and Humphrey Bogart once more shows his remarka

•1

ai'l

was
ai

quality as a movie supervisor.

—

"The Awful Truth." Columbia. Keyed to the vogue for fa
when it' s goofy, this is one of the best examples of the smart trend
pictures It is wilder far than Irene Dunne's "Theodora Goes Wil
and marks her ultimate emergence from decorum. It mij
be dangerous and disillusioning for her to emerge one
"Stand-in" has the compassionate quality of "Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town" by the same author.

—

"Stand-in."
United Artists. Look far and wide this
month and you'll not find any picture that touches this
comedy of Hollywood life. The equal of "A Star is Born,"
though in a lighter mood, it has the heart-warming, compassionate quality of "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town." This is
easily accounted for when we realize that Clarence Budington Kelland wrote them both. The equivalent of Mr.
Deeds here is Atterbury Dodd, the efficiency expert of a
group of bankers who is certain that his knowledge of

mathematics can reorganize and put on a paying basis the
movie studio owned by his firm. But the studio is just like
any other a hotbed of temperament, friction and politics,
with Atterbury Dodd a lamb among wolves, a mathematician bewildered by emotional folk. He is even puzzled
by the one person he meets who approaches- sanity, a star's
stand-in, Thelma Plum, who puts him right regarding the
others and initiates him into many things. These two are

—

adventures lively, original,
and funnier
than the scene where Thelma teaches Atterbury to dance
by chalked squares, or when they practice jujutsu on each
other, nothing more triumphantly right than when he perirresistible

credible.

"Ebb Tide"
sea story

in

is

characters,

The screen

their

offers nothing fresher

a pretentious

gaudy technicolor.

»

But the picture is entertaining. Make no mist<
By the time you read this it probably will
the talk of your town and rolling up huge receipts eve
where. In case you want to know what it's about thi
isn't much left of Ina Claire's stage play in case you
wondering— I'll tell you. Miss Dunne and Cary Grant
a politely two-timing wife and husband with an inexhaus
ble capacity for witty give and take. Sometimes they i
farther.

about

that.

—

i

;

witty for the love of it. They quarrel, divorce, and quibl
for the custody of their dog, "Mr. Smith." Miss Dun
wins the decision and her ex-husband is a frequent caller

He meets there Ralph Bellamy, a slo
witted admirer of Miss Dunne, and she comes in conU
with the rich girl Mr. Grant intends to marry. She brea

to see the dog.

up the match while he contrives to disillusion Mr. Bellar
and the latter's suspicious mother. This leaves the divorc
couple free for a bedroom reconciliation and remarria
next day. At least one hopes it's marriage, for the sake
the censors. The picture's popular appeal is not the stoi
but fast action, sharp dialogue and sudden embarrai
ments. Perhaps I'm going out of my way to carp, but
wish Miss Dunne wouldn't call a masseuse a "massooce

"Ebb Tide."
technicolor

"The Great Garrick" is an elaborately decorated eggshell.

is

— Paramount.

Photographed entirely

hardly a recommendation to a picture wh»

and Learn" describ*
problems.

"Live, Love

an

artist's

1

tl

resembles circus lithographs. That is how the color strikes me
Of course, a less boring film would find me more tolerant no
matter what the photography. The scene is the South Seas, and there
character acting but it counts for little beis some good acting
cause neither the characters nor their objective are interesting. Three
men take over the trading ship of a dead captain whose daughter, a
stowaway, turns up to claim ownership. There is considerable plot,, ting and counter-plotting during the long voyage which ends when a
| storm blows the ship off its course and the quartet land on an un3 charted island. It is in possession of a morbid trader who kills two
of the intruders in their attempt to rob him of pearls. This leaves
hero and heroine free to sail away to doubtful happiness. Oscar
Homolka, the Dutch actor, is impressive. So, too, is Barry Fitzgerald
of the Abbey Players. Ray Milland has a negative role and Frances
Farmer is laughably hoity-toity as the dead captain's daughter. Her
stock in trade seems to be holding herself superior to everything and
everybody.
it

here.

—

—

I

—

"The Great Garrick." Warners. A wealth of wigs and costumes
and beauty patches tell us that the period is 1750, that David Garrick
was the greatest actor of his time, and that that isn't enough to make
anything more than a stagy picture. The germ of life is missing from
If it's artificial comedy you
this elaborately decorated eggshell.
want, however, this is the only one of its kind now current. Brian
Aherne, too seldom seen in films, is a graceful, resourceful Garrick,
and Olivia de Havilland is his lovely ladylove with more depth and
feeling than any one else. She is concerned in a fanciful
adventure that might have occurred in the life of the actor
"The Awful Truth" has Cary Grant and Irene
and obviously didn't. An aristocratic beauty, she stops at
Dunne in infectious nonsense that everybody likes.
a wayside inn for the night and finds herself suspected by

«•

Garrick of being part of a plot. The inn has been taken
over by members of the Comedie Franchise disguised as
guests and servants in revenge upon Garrick for a fancied
slight. He sees through the deception, turns the tables on
his enemies, but is fooled by Miss De Havilland who is, of
course, innocent of plotting to snare him. The piece ends
happily in florid bombast.

—MGM.

Robert Montgomery
returns to,, light comedy after sinister doings in "Night
Must Fall" and he never has been pleasanter. Paired with
Rosalind Russell, he plays with restraint and keen insight
into character while she is mocking, charming and not quite
sincere. They have an excellent aid in Robert Benchley as
a flippant, friendly observer of one of the more interesting
1 and believable screen marriages. Mr. Montgomery is a
penniless artist, Miss Russell a society girl who faces facts
in the modern manner and strikes no sacrificial attitude in
exchanging luxury for love in an attic. She is coolly inIttelligent, even in the face of her husband's bohemian habits
"land friends and her own inquisitive schoolmate, Helen
Vinson. Success comes to the artist by a fluke, Miss Vinson
promotes him among the rich, he has a penthouse studio
"Live, Love and Learn."

rr

'I

"Double Wedding" pitches Bill
Powell and Myrna Loy into roughhouse.

"It's

comic

and paints trash for
witty, often
it

Inevitably comes
happy ending. All this

fat fees.

the awakening, and a

amusing, but

much. The story

is

I

don't think audiences will like

told in such a

way

that not every one

will "get" the fine ethical point involved.
it

the crash,
is bright,

as a success story that goes

wrong when

Many

will take

the artist doesn't

go on painting dowagers and horses for fat fees. They will
sympathize with Miss Vinson as a promoter whose efforts
weren't appreciated.

"Double Wedding."— MGM. Here is William Powell's
and Myrna Loy's contribution to higgledy-piggledy farce.
It's all right of its kind, but I'd just as soon see these ingratiating, accomplished stars in a more legitimate picture. The antic mood becomes definitely rough-house and
that doesn't become the subtle talents of Mr. Powell and
Miss Loy. We must accept this as a salaam to the box
office on the part of their employers, and forgive and forget.

After

all,

the picture

is

entertaining nonsense.

Just

what it's all about doesn't matter. Enough to say that Mr.
Powell is a violently eccentric artist who lives in an auto
trailer. Miss Loy is a proper young (Continued on page 71

Love I'm After" shows the
futility of fan worship

>

"The Perfect Specimen" is Errol Flynn's best since "Captain
Blood."

ON AND OFF
THE SET
CRAWFORD, sitting on the
JOAN
remarked, "I hate this rushing
season, trying to crowd six days'
half on account of the games."

set of

"Mannequin,"

during the football

work

into five

and a

"Don't you enjoy the games?" we asked.
"Every one else on the set goes
so I don't feel I ought to keep them away when they get so
much pleasure out of it but / should get in those crowds
when there are other things I can do! Not me, baby!"
"I don't go," she answered.

—

below the name of the picture. To-day Carole is starred in
"True Confession" and John plays a supporting role.
That's Hollywood
and fame.

—

^PEAKING

mind that
was completed Barrymore was approached by a broadcasting company with an offer to do
the play on the air. He was offered $7,500 for the broadafter

only stipulation being that he get Carole for his
told Carole the broadcast meant a lot to him and,
like a good sport, she appeared. Barrymore collected his
pay and Carole got not even a rose.
cast, the

lead.

I

AST month

Marlene Dietrich phoned from abroad for

This month she cabled for some finger
As Jack Oakie once remarked anent Bing Crosby,
"She's just a robot glamour girl!"
false eyelashes.

of "Twentieth Century" brings to

the picture

He

—

nails.

N an

advertisement in a trade paper Frank Capra took occasion to thank Columbia for all they've done for him in
the past and all they're doing for him now. At the moment
Columbia is suing him for $100,000 for breach of contract.
I

A LARGE

spread in a Los Angeles newspaper tells of Joe
Penner's new $100,000 French chateau on Beverly Glen
Boulevard. A six-line squib the following day announced
an auction of the furnishings at the Ralph Graves estate on
the same street. Remember Ralph? He was once a star.

EVEN

A THEATER
ful

in

Hollywood

recently revived the success-

"Twentieth Century," made four years ago. John
is starred and Carole Lombard merely featured

Barrymore

Stan Laurel is a sensitive soul at heart. When he
began scrapping with his wife he also started fighting
with Oliver Hardy and Hal Roach, his film buddies. He
cut himself off from both, with a legal sweep. But now

61
! hat he's

civen

>ack

emotionally serene, a full-fledged bachelor, he's

up the notion of producing his own pictures and
with Oily and Hal.

is

IOR a while Warren William had MGM really awed.
When he checked in on the lot he brought a dressing
oom built into the back of an automobile. Other stars
pushed into drabness with their lumbering portable
J-ooms as Warren's man drove off 'n' on the sets. But alas!
Word has just reached the studio that Warren and his wife
lave been trailering clear to Canada; and it seems his
ultra effect is simply a station wagon designed principally

"Bravo, Freddie!" some one cried.
"What gestures,
what oratory! Probably your finest acting, all to explain
what a 'gobo' is!" That rebuke, coming from fellow actors,
made March vow never again to be caught gesticulating
except for the camera.

IRENE DUNNE,
sports suit,

vere

for

inexpensive touring.

wood department

the

notice that Joan Crawford's pictures

to take place mainly in drawingrooms, with seldom an outdoor set? We
confided that
hadn't until a fellow with
Joan dislikes to be photographed outdoors,
except in long shots. She feels that studio
lights are needed to dramatize her beauty.
It's just one of those whims, a cameraman

seem

MGM

I

told us.

AUTRY

|ENE

seemed pretty embarrassed

the other day on location

when game

wardens took away his fancy gun and kept it
twenty-four hours. The movie cowboy apparently had been taking pot shots here and
there, after a day's filming, contrary to

game

And Uncle Sam's wardens

weren't a
bit impressed by his cinema standing.
laws.

A GROUP
from

of stars got a great chuckle
a ten-year-old autograph seeker at

a recent sports event.
After getting autographs and smiles from
Bing Crosby, Ronald Colman, Dolores del
Rio, Kay Francis and several others, the lad

handed his book to Rosalind Russell, who
was about to leave. In the well-known Russell manner, which is somewhat on the ritzy
side, she signed her name, brushed aside his
thanks and hurried away.
The youngster's grin faded. Shaking his
head sadly he remarked to the assembled
celebrities, "She's

very nice,

is

Irene purchased

of the ladies

a beige suede

promptly purchased a similar

acket.

£LARK GABLE was

spending a few hours in an airplane

factory to get atmosphere for a forthcoming film. He
didn't have much to say, and the mechanics developed an
antagonistic attitude toward him.

OLA LANE

EVER

department.

One

They might have duplicated still other purchases if they
hadn't lost Irene's trail. We wonder if they'd have copied
her at all had they known she was buying the things for a
servant's birthday.

grew just a little bitter about the real rubies
Louella Parsons wears in "Hollywood Hotel." Louella
plays a reporter; Lola plays a movie star,
and felt her gems should be the real thing,
FRANCISKA
too. But they gave Lola some fake jewelry
and explained that Miss Parsons, a real-life
columnist, is an exception.
I

sports

and two of them hurThen they followed her to

coffee set,

riedly duplicated the purchase.

j

have your Christmas cards cost you? Stars won't
tell. But here's an idea. Harry Joe Brown, producerfeusband of Sally Eilers, has been arguing with income tax
M.nen. He wants an exemption for his holiday greetings bill,
Rasserting that his cards cost exactly $683. And producers
jdon't know half as many people as popular players.

store.

They watched her buy a

jacket.

MvA/HAT

looking unusually lovely in a green
ladies in a Holly-

was recognized by three

awful pretty

—but she

ain't

she?"

pREDRIC MARCH

tells this on himself.
His brother Jack was visiting the set of
"Buccaneer," so March began explaining
various movie gadgets to him. Suddenly
Freddie noted an unwonted stillness on the
set.
He paused guiltily, thinking the bell
had rung for silence. Every one was staring
at him, and now they laughed.

G A A L

When

lunch time came, Clark asked them where they ate.
"There's a fancy place at the airport that might suit you" one
them told him, with a thinly veiled sneer.
Gable grinned disarmingly.
'But I want a hamburger and a cup of coffee," he said.
So the mechanics lined up with him at a near-by lunch stand an<

<jj

voted

him

a

good guy

after all.

RASIL RATHBONE, who

has always boasted that he grew his owi
personal mustaches, admits defeat at this moment. He grew
dandy for "Tovarich," changed its shape slightly for "Marco Polo,
was recalled for retakes on "Tovarich." This gave him a few ba;
days' getting the brush into shape again.
But just then they called him for "Robin Hood," which require!
an entirely new set-up on his upper lip. Well, even Rathbone ha

r

his limitations

— and the mustache you

be an example of the make-up
it will be a tired lip.

will see in

artist's art.

And

"Robin Hood" wil
the lip which bear

\A/E'VE cried our eyes out for years about the unfeeling paren
who drag children about Hollywood, hoping that a producer wi
notice them. It took Clara Bow to put one of these enterprisin|
in her place. The mother sent a three-year-old, clad
grass skirt, to wiggle her baby hips before the table at which Cla:
sat in her Hollywood cafe. Clara watched for a moment, jumped u
took the child to the ladies' room where she washed the rouge anl
lipstick from her face. She gave the baby ice cream and the mothe
a piece of the Bow mind. Nice going, Clara!

mothers

•

KIOBODY

really believes Dick Arlen

But every one

likes to hear them.

when he

a fish story

tells

He says that the
made a bet Dick

—

last

time

betting th
and Preston Foster went fishing they
his first catch would be a barracuda, Preston betting that his woull
be a rock bass. Dick says that he had a double hook on his line an<
that at the first tug he pulled up
a barracuda and a rock bass. Wha
Mr. Foster has to say about this, we shouldn't like to tell you here,

—

j

when we first heard it. But, s'helj
Irene Hervey has had a gadget installed in the nursery of he
young hopeful which has a loudspeaker attachment in her bedroom.
just so that if the child wails in the night, mamma will hear ani
rush to the assistance of the nurse.

\A/ E

didn't believe this, either,

us,

—

\A/ENDY BARRIE

was pretty surprised a few weeks ago to read
the public prints that she was engaged to marry a gentlema
named Lawrence who turned out to be a respectable married m«0
with four children. When a radio gossip announced this week thi
she would wed Woolworth Donahue, one of the Woolworth heiri
Wendy sighed and said: "They're getting warmer. At least I've
ii

Mr. Donahue."

THE

moody

Charles Chaplin

"Modern Times,"

he wails, and although

—

now

his last picture.
it

is

says he

is

sorry he ever

maad

"It wasn't the right time for

making money, he

insists

it

—the

it^

pictui

not a success. He also says quite seriously that he may nev«
in another picture, but we've heard that one before.
He has consented to Paulette Goddard's accepting the role of Scarle
in "Gone With the Wind" on condition that she is paid a large salar
is

appear

IN

spite of everything,

Mary Astor won't

spends spare time on the

stop writing.

Now

s

backstage writing letters to hi
daughter. Her friends try to stop her and recently felt quite hopefi
when she became interested in sketching. Now, when they find hi
with pen or pencil in hand, they gently take it from her and sa;
"You'd better paint, dear."

A FOURSOME

set or

seen about Hollywood frequently consists of Tol
Wing, Wesley Ruggles, Toby's sister, Pat, and Charles Buttei
worth. And everywhere they go they are followed by a detectivt
hireiby Pat's ex-husband, with whom she is quarreling over mone]
A dozen more pleasant ways to have a good time could be writte
here, but Pat and Tobv don't seem to mind.
(Continued on page 7i
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LAURA BENHAM

Y

YOUR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

T

)F course, you're

all

BE

knee-deep in Christmas

GIFTS OF

lists this

month! But whether you do your shopping early or
wait until five minutes before the stores close on
Christmas Eve,

I

believe you'll find cosmetics the

ution to most of your gift problems.
For the nicest gifts are those that look gay and frivolous
\ completely luxurious, yet have practical virtues berth their holiday wrappings. Gifts that afford pleasure
ig after the holly wreath- have been taken down and the

from the tree.
Certainly cosmetics meet both these requirements, and
hts stripped

year they are more handsome, more varied and more
satile than ever before. In fact, there's a gift to suit
tv taste and every budget as well as every name on
ir list.

scouting around for several months, visiting
nufacturers both large and small, looking at gift sets
it cost seventy-five dollars and others priced at fifty cent-.
1 going to tell you about the ones I consider the cream
the crop. I hope it will make your shopping easier.
To begin with, there are the lovely Elizabeth Arden gifts
ging from the expensive, elaborate beauty kits to the
itirk that makes a perfect stuffing for the toe of a Christ-

5o, after

the kit that caught my eye was one containgenerous sizes of everything necessary for skin care
make-up, even including a large jar of the new Velva

them

&

isque,

son Elizabeth Arden has inn a hand of jewels down the
golden case of her famous mirror lipstick, making il even
lovelier than before. You can have your choice of simulated rubies, emeralds or sapphires, so if you are seeking a
small remembrance for a girl who "has everything," check
her name off with this lipstick.
Another famous beauty specialist who has done her part

make our Christmas shopping easj is telena Rubinstein,
whose newest kit, the "Week-ender."" is a marvel. Containing no less than thirteen preparations especially combined
to

I

for either dry or oil)
in several shades, and

.-kin. this kit

From

all,

which is an entire
pink box. thi<

this salon, too,

is

facial in itself.

Packaged

in

an

Of course no woman can

receive too

to

I

whom

wish to give someng really fine and missive.

Then, opposite any
mber of names on
ir

you may well
"June Geranium

list

ite

Powder and

isting

1

duo

king

For

this Arboth smartand luxurious

ap Set."

is

the sort of gift
enjoys. It's
prisingly modest in

I

is

:ry

woman

ce. too.

lipsticks
e gifts,

t

always make

and

this sea-

much eau de cologne

or dusting powder at Christmas or any other time. \nd
think these two item- are especially choice when matched
with a hath oil like Doroth) Gray's Bath Essence. You can

one of the mediumced kits that would
ke a perfect gift for
jr mother or for any

woman

fashioned of leather

has come the fine "Body Smooth,"
a delightfully scented lotion for keeping the skin
supple and unchapped during the winter. It's to be used
instead of an eau de cologne and packaged with a matching
dusting powder, it makes a gift that's really different and is
especially appropriate for the woman who has a dry, sensi-

which

ractive

ler

is

shaped like one of the new square
bulky hand bags so -mart this season. To make it even
more up-to-the-minute, the handle is adjustable and may be
worn regular purse length or elongated to -wing from your
shoulder. And the price of this stunning bag is incredibly
moderate.
is

tive skin.

s stocking.

3f

CHARM AND FRAGRANCE

%

% \

]

i
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Foundations of Beauty
a gift any girl will
creams are tl
choice of smart women all over the worl
As you know, these creams contain tl
marvelous Skin Vitamin, the vitamin th
helps your body rebuild skin tissue. Tb
the "sunshine" vitamin nor tl
is not
orange juice vitamin, but a real Sk
Vitamin that scientists have learned hec
wounds, burns and infections mo
quickly and helps your body to rebui
skin tissues.
Now, Pond's have put this precioi
vitamin in their creams and so the gi
Certainly

happy

who

it's

1

to receive, for the

P

receives one of these Christmas se

really being given a lovely, fresh ne

is

complexion that will last long after tl
holidays are over.
Another inexpensive but fine Christm:
box is that of Colgate, containing toil
water, hand lotion and soap in the famoi
Cashmere Bouquet odor.
Now, while 111 admit that thinking
gifts for one's girl friends is a problem, it's really the me
we have to shop for that cause us the most worry.
But this year London House has come to our rescue b
introducing a luxury line of men's toilet preparation
Packaged distinctively in ceramic bottles of a rich pigski
shade with dull gold stoppers, the line includes an afte
shave lotion, an after-shave talc and a non-oily, non-stick
hair dressing as well as a fine shaving soap in a sturdil
attractive bowl.
These products are delicately scented, not perfumed, an
will be really appreciated by any man lucky enough to n
ceive them, for they strike a thoroughly masculine, thoug

lid

<

obtain these three matching items in a delicate lavender
scent, packaged in an attractive striped box that will do
justice to the prettiest dressing table.

And speaking of eau de colognes. I must tell you of two
of the newest and nicest. First, there's Lucien Lelong's
latest creation, "Opening Night," a fresh, spicy fragrance
in the globular, thin-stemmed bottle characteristic of this
house.
Then, there's "Sonata,"' to match the perfume of that
name which Daggett & Ramsdell recently added to their
family of fine products. Of course, for the girl who is particular about her hands and does her own nails, a manicure
kit is one of the most appropriate gifts. And one of the
nicest kits I've seen is that of Barbara Bates, for it contains
not only the items necessary for a simple home manicure,
but a buffer as well. And you know how important buffing
is in keeping nails nice and strong and healthy.
This

kit conies in several attractive finishes

and besides

the buffer, contains hand lotion, a fine file, a "smoothie"
stock, an ivory orange-stick, a crystalite manicure stick,
cuticle oil, oily polish remover, liquid polish

and a dry

polish to use for buffing before the liquid polish

is

applied.

Speaking of kits takes me right back to another treatment
kit I must tell you about, too. It's the DuBarry "Beauty
Angle Kit," a very lovely pink semicircular box containing
DuBarry Cleansing Cream, Skin Freshener, special lubricating cream, Derma-Sec Formula (to save your neck), Rose
Cream Mask (a delightful pick-up treatment), make-up
foundation and face powder.
There's a good-sized mirror inside the cover and a packeverything in its own place, and
age of cleansing tissues
within easy reach. And inclosed in this box are complete
directions for giving oneself the splendid Beauty Angle

—

treatment that

facial

\cw

'^

is

a specialty of the

Hudnut salon

in

ork.

Then, there's another type of kit for the girl who likes to
be a step ahead of her friends, and that's the Sunclyme
House Beauty Box. In a pale-cream box with black letters,
this treatment set consists of four essential preparations in
liquid

Sunclyme House believes in liquids.
lime and lemon cleansing emollient, a papaya

form,

There's a

for

avocado night emollient and a Persian lime
foundation lotion.
hen. because J ou can
judge the real \ alne of a gift by
its price tag.
wani to tell you about the inexpensive bul
trul) complete Christmas package made b\ Pond's. It's a
nice, square box containing generous sizes of Pond - Cold
Cream, Vanishing Cream, Face Powder and a bottle of the
new Pond - Skin Lotion (ailed Danya.

-kin Ionic, an

t

I

I

sii

r

luxurious, note.
Another perfect gift for a man is the Ogilvie Sisters Men
Hair-kit. In a compact leatherette case are a bottle of toni
cleanser, a jar of scalp pomade and a fine liquid hai
die-sing. It's an inexpensive item, but of the high qualit
typical of all Ogilvie products, and every man who receive
this kit will

enjoy

And speaking

it.

"problem" names on your list, there if
of course, the baby of ones best friend! What to give tb
little darling who has already been showered with ever]
of

thing?
Well, this year Helena Rubinstein has solved this prol
lem for you by introducing a line of baby's toiletries an
any young mother will adore receiving for her offspring
set of Pasteurized Milk Bath and Dusting Powder package
in cunning nursery boxes.
And don't forget the task that stares nearly every girl i^
that of selecting
the face sometime before Christmas
gift for the boss to give his wife, or for a brother to giv

—

his best girl.
For this \er\

particular gift I think the most excitin
thing to choose will be Weil's "Noir" perfume, which wil
just be reaching the shops about the time you read this
Expensive, as are all of Weil's products, Noir is a heav)
heady fragrance that lasts and lasts and has the sort c
subtle sophistication that most women to-day strive t
,u

hieve.
\- its

name. Noir, implies,

glamorous dark shades, and

it

the

keyed to black and othi
package itself is charming

is

There's the spirited "Infanta."' newest member of th
royal Matchabelli family of perfumes. Named after Velas
quez's painting, this fragrance has rare distinction.
I've told you about the most excitin
go out and do my own Christmas shop
ping. I do hope I've been some help to you and that yo
receive as mam of these lovely gifts as you bestow upo
Others. And a Merry Christmas to you!

Will,

now

.ill- I've -ecu.

that

I'll
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A New Cream brings to Hfomen
theActive Skin-tftamiri
Puts into skiu the
ibstance that helps to
make it beautiful

M

KIND OF CREAM

\\

"GIVES BETTER
COLOR. NOW MY
"
SKIN IS CLEARER

has been

developed!

cream that puts into women's
the substance that especially

i

to

>s

make

beautiful

it

— the

ve "skin-vitamin."
or years, leading doctors have

nu
s

H s

1

1

how

I

or burns.

ctions.

"skin-vitamin"

this

skin faster

And

when

How

also

it

how

applied

to

heals skin

skin

mav
-

rough and subject to infections
n there is not enough of this

.v

in-vitamin" in the diet.

we

it in Pond's Creams.
were favorable! In animal
skin that had been rough and dry
use uf "skin-vitamin" deficiency in

uMi

tested

results

.,

liet

became smooth and supple again

only 3 weeks!

omen who had long used Pond's
Cream tried the new Pond's ('.ream

I

—

"-kin-vitamin"
and found it
than ever." They said that

l«r

res skin a bright, clear look; that

eps -kin so

much smoother.

^J

</(/ tl

•yjr////f'//f—„„ w Mrs. Ellsworth N. BaUcj
<>f Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Belmont

daughter

cm

Exposure dries the "skin-vitamin"
('.renin.

in spile id all

in''

(/</<)

Park,

new Pond's -km-\ iiamiu' ('.old
Cream is on sale everywhere — in the same
jars, with the same labels, at the same
price. Use it as before — hut see how much
healthier and freer of faults it makes

It

keeps

my

of skin.

new Pond

s

Mrs.
'skin-

skin finer ami softer,

sports.

*"" f°c0AM' 9

the

your >kin look!
This new cream brings to your -kin the
vitamin that especially aid- in keeping skin
beautiful. N"i the "sunshine" vitamin.
Not the orange-juice vitamin. Bui the
active "skin-vitamin."

I

Mrs. Bailey skeet shooting nt her home in Tuxedo
/.carina '/"' Plaza after lunclieon.
(.center)

Same jars. same labels, same price
Now

»»i so glad to use the

Bailey says:
vitamin' Cold

TEST

IT

IN

TREATM ENTS

frVH
IN'.
llinton, Conn.
I'i.ii.I"-.
Dept.
Hush special tube "f Pond's "ekin-vitamin Cold
Cream, enough for 9 treatments. «iili sam pleB of
1

2

other

difTcreiil

I

<

Pond's "skin-vitamin" Creams and
shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose
and packing.

".

Hie to cover postage

Stale

—

.
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ANITA LOUISE

WATCHES HER
B

Y

E

V

E

S

A

U

N

STE
D

E

R

Her scalp treatment begins with a
stiff

brush covered with a piece of
silk to pick up dust and grime.

China

Anita sets her own hair,
then uses a hand dryer.
by Elmei Fryer

Of course, she us;
cold cream morni|

np pHE

and

case of the

phe t who
lacked apprecir o

ation in his

own

country was as nothing compared to the
plight of a pretty girl
in

Hollywood, where

the waitresses are ex-

beauty-contest winners and the girl who sells you posies today was, perhaps, Miss Keokuk of yesterday and may be the
next film star of to-morrow.
For prettiness and rare loveliness arc the rule, not the exception in the cinema capital, where stardom depends upon
acting ability, personality and a certain photographic appeal
rather than

upon

classic perfection of feature.

Therefore, of all the glamour ii Is who parade across the
screen, only a few merit the appellation ol "Beauty." And of
those few. Anita Louise is one of the most conspicuous. Producers, directors, visiting artists and even other players acknowledge her loveliness, and she is the delight of ever) photographer who trains the lens of his camera upon her.
More than that, she is really lovelier off screen than on
which is the sort of tribute most difficult to make because it
sounds like exli a\ agant flattei \
But after knowing Anita for a number of years, the thing
about her which impresses me most is that, without being
smug or self-conscious about her beauty, she is nevertheless
aware of it and she considers it a responsibility requiring and
deserving care. And nol just surface care, cither, but the sorl
of care that begins from the -kin out and includes everything
that affects her person.
i

i

night.
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Anita Louise Watches Her Step
For she realizes that she was fortunate in being born with
and purely chiseled features, with -oil
olden hair and great blue eyes. But she also knows that

"1 follow this by patting mi a mild astringent or skin
tonic and after this dries,
use a Inundation of the emulsion type, before applying make-up. I find that this foun

neglect her skin would lose its freshness, her hair its
heen, her eyes their luster. So she has worked out a comdete but simple routine of care which she has disclosed in
letail for the first time to readers of Picture Play.
"A clear skin is a healthy skin and to keep skin healthy
t must be cleansed thou Highly every day, not just on the

dation protects m\ skin from m\ make-up, preventing the
rouge and powder from seeping into my pores to cause
>Ii -in i-ln —
ami iiiiiaiii.n-. ami
serves a- a shield From

fine, delicate skin,

rom

—

urface, but deep in the pores," she explained as she sal
dressing table of her white-and-

>efore the satin-draped

bedroom.
"While this is an important rule

:each

for ever)
especially important for an
ictress who spends so many hours of

ow,

it

woman

to fol-

I

it

I

dust and dirt as well.
"For make-up
use powder and a liny bit of rouge, no
<\c shadow (hiring the day, but a bit of blue shadow
smoothed on my lid- for evening, ami
use black mascara,
of course, and Int.- of creamy red lipstick.
"My evening cleansing routine is a far more intense and
thorough one. and begins with three applications of cleansI

I

is

very day with heavy make-up clogging
pores, preventing them from breathng and discharging impurities or aborbing the health-giving rays of the sun.

ler

"Therefore, I have worked out two
one for the
eparate cleansing routines
norning, to cleanse and protect my skin
hrough the day, the other for night. to
leanse and nourish my skin before re-

—

iring.

"M\ morning

routine begins with a

horough cleansing with one application
if cream,
which I massage gently into
he pores, and then remove with tissues.
"Next I go over my face with a rough
rash-cloth dipped in warm but not hot
later.
This is to remove any surplus
ream that the tissues may have skipped,
nd is also to stimulate circulation, as I
lo quite a bit of firm but gentle rubbing
>ith the rough cloth.

For

ing cream.
[here's so

much

*

day of either work or play,

—
—

make-up

whether of the street or screen variety collected on m\
face, that one (learning doesn't begin to remove it all.
Therefore
apph m\ cleansing cream it's one espework it carefully into m\ pores,
cially blended for me
and remove with tissues not once, but three times.
"Next I saturate a small piece of cotton w ith a deeppore cleanser and wipe away any surplus (ream that
may remain. And you ma) be sure that b) ihi- time
I

*****

alter a

dust and dirt, as well as

my

skin

"But

is

—

newborn baby.
cleansing has (Continued on page77)

as clean as that of a

all of this
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"THE

SPECIMEN" — Warners.

PERFECT

Curtiz.

Based on a book by
Waelaw Gasiorowski and a dramatization
by Helen Jerome.
Screen play by Samuel
Hoffenstein, Salka Viertel, and S. N. Behrnian.
Directed by Clarence Brown.

Ma

CAST
rie

:

Greta Garbo
Charles Boyer
Reginald Owen
Man Marshall

Walewska

Napoleon
Talleyrand
Captain D'Ornano
Count Walewski
Paul Lachinski
Laetitia Bonaparte
Prince Poniatowski
Countess Pelagia
Stephan
Marshal Duroc
Senator Malachowski
Kustan
Constant
Alexandre
Senator Wybiteki
Cossack captain

Henry

Dame May Whitty
Henry Gordon
Maria Ouspenskaya
C.

Claude Gillingwater
George Houston
George Zucco
Noble Johnson
George Givot
Scotty Beckett

Henry Kolker
Ivan Lebedeff
Bodil Rosing
Lois Mereditli
Oscar Apfel
Betty Blythe

Countess Potocka
Count Potocka
Princess Mirska
Grenadier
Persian ambassador

George Davis
Dr.

Ferid

Pasha Khan

Persian interpreter

Carlos de Valdez

Turkish ambassador
Staps
Captain Laroux
Prince Metternich
Maria Louisa
Bianca
Lejeune

Wulf
lean Penwick
Ien

Rosina Galli
Harolde
Vladimir Sokoloff
Ralf

"STAND-IN"—United

Artists.
From the
Clarence
Budington
Kelland.
by
Screen play by Gene Towne ami Graham
Baker. Directed by Tay Garnett.

story

:

Atterbury Dodd

Howard

Leslie

Lester Plum
Quintain
Koslofsky
Cherie

Humphrey Bogart
Alan Mowbray

Nassau

.C.

Joan Blondell

Potts
Pelt vpacker, Jr..
I'ellypacker. Sr

Maria Shelton
Henry Gordon
Jack Carson
1.
C. Nugent

Tully Marshall
William V. Mong

Pettypacker

CAST
David Garrick
Germaine
"Tubby"
M. Picard
Beaumarchais
Auber

"THE AWFUL TRUTH"— Columbia.
play by Vina Delmar.
by Arthur Richman.

Screen

Based on the play
Directed by Leo

McCarey.
:

Lucy Warriner

Irene

Jerry Warriner
Daniel Leeson
Armand Duvalle
Aunt Patsy

Dunne

Jean Cabot
Horatio
M. Janin
M. Noverre
Innkeeper of the

Compton

Robert Allen
Robert Warwick
Mary Forbes

Mrs. Crump
Justice of the peace
Post

Fraum

From

th.

play "The Great Love," by Ferenc Molnar
Screen play by Jo Swerling.
Directed by
Richard Thorpe.

CAST

:

Charlie Lodge

William Powell

Agnew
Agnew

Margit
Irene

Myrna Loy
.

Florence

Rice
John Beal

Waldo Beaver
Mrs.

Kensington Bly
"Spike"

Edgar Kennedy

Keough
.Mrs. Keough

Sidney Toler

Mary Gordon
Barnett Parker
Katharine Alexander

Flint
Claire Lodge
Felice

Bert Roacl

LOVE
story

nal

Lawson

Priscilla

Shrank
"IT'S

Ralph

Jessie

I'M AFTER"- -Warners.
by

Orig
Sere.).
Hanline.
Robinson.
Directec
b

Maurice

Casey
Archie L. Mayo.
by

CAST

:

Basil

Howard

Leslie

Joyce
Marcia West
Digges
William West
Henry Grant

Bette Davis
Olivia de Havilland
Eric Blore
George Barbier
Patric Knowles
Spring Byington
Georgia Caine

Veda Ann Borg

Gracey Kane
Joyce's maid

Bonita Granville
Valerie Bergere
E. E. Olive

butler
Mr. Ilinkle
First

Thomas Pogue
Sarah EdwardHarvey Clark
Grace Fields

Mrs. Ilinkle
Mr. Babson
Mrs. Babson

Thomas

Second butler
Mr. Kane

Mills

Ed Mortinn

E. E. ("live

Charles Judels

Maude Eburno

...Harlan Briggs
June Clayworth
\l

Shean

.

Virginia Field

.

Man Dinehart
Douglas Dumbrille
Themselves

Boland.

Prime Musah

Raymond

Scott

Quintet

7

I"; ,''

Specialties

1' 1

L

,;
!'.

"n

L Peter Sisters

Omar, the rug-maker.

.Maurice Cass
/"Warren Hvmer

Trunin

(.Stanley

Fields

Paul

Hurst

Captain
Radio announcer

Sam Hayes

W

Selim
Assistant director
Chief councilor
Doctor.

Douglas
1
Sidney Fields
Ferdinand Gottschalk
Charles Lane
Pearl Twins

Specialtj

Screen play by

Bertram Millhauser.

Based on a story by
Robert Louis Stevenson and Lloyd OsDirected by James Hogan.
bourne.

CAST:
Captain Thorbecke
Faith Wishart
Robert Herrick

Oscar Homolka
Frances Farmer
Rav Milland
Lloyd Nolan
Barry Fitzgerald
Charles Judels
Charles Stevens
David Torrence
Lina Basquette

Attwater
Huish
Port doctor

Uncle Ned
Tapena Tom
Attwater'--

servant

Harry

Taniera

Field

Based on the play
by Alexandre Bissou. Screen
play by John Meehan.
Directed by Sam

"Madame X,"

Wood.

CAST:
Jacqueline Fleuriot

on

the

Ferenc

play

WORE

RED"

Ml.

M

B

"The Girl from Trieste

Molnar.

Screen

Slesinger and Bradbury
by Dorothy Arzner.

play
Foote.

by

CAST

Lerocle

Jean.
Helene.
.

Henrj

Daniel]

Phillip Reed
Lynne Carver

.

Emma Dunn

Rose
Annette

Ruth Hussey

Scipio

Luis Alberni

Doctor La Farge
Nora
Hugh Fariman, Sr
Captain Dorcas

George Zucci
Cora Withers)
n
Jonathan Hale
Adia Kuzuetzoff

"WEST OF SHANGHAI"— Warners.

Based
on a story by Porter E. Brown.
Screen
play by Crane Wilbur.
Directed by Join:
Farrow.

Wu

CAST:
Yen Fang

Creed.
Gordon creed
•l.'ii.

.

James

Boris Karloff

Beverly Roberts
Ricardo Cortea

.

Gordon Oliver
Bromley

Halle!

Lola Gait

Sheila

Fu Shan

Vladimir Sokoloff
Gordon Hart
Richard Loo
Douglas Wood
Chester Gan

Doctor Abernathy
Mr. Cheng

Myron Gait

Kung

Nui.

Chan

Luke Chan

Hemingway

Selmer Jackson
11.
Leone
Tetsu Komai
Eddie Lei
Maurice Lui
Mia Ichioaka

James

Pao

Mu

Wang Chung

Conductor.
Him Mei

b.\

OF

Dire, red

THE

—Monogram.

STREETS"

Original story and screen play l>\ Rowland Brown.
Directed by William Nigh.

Tess

CAST
Chuck

:

Fackii

i

'oopei

Maureen O'Connor
Brennan (Chuck's mother)
Marjorj Main
"Fog Horn" Brennan (Chuck's father)
Guy Usher
Julie
Kathleen Burke
Robert Etumett O'Connor
Officer Rourke.
Doctor
Gordon Elliott
Don Latorre
Tony
Moral

Mar.\

:

Anni

Joan Crawford

Giulio

Franchol

Rudi Pal
Contesso di Meina
Admiral Monti
Maddelena Monti
Count Armalia
Maria

Reginald Owen
William Henrv

Maurice Dourel
Hugh Fariman, Jr

"BOY
"THE BRIDE

Gladys George

John Beal
Warren William

Fleuriot
Bernard Fleuriot

I

:

Helen Vinson
Mickey Roonev
Monty Woolley

.

Dinah

Raymond

Screen

Robert Montgomery
Rosalind Russell
Robert Benchley

Eddie Cantor
Tony Martin
Roland Young
..June Lang
Louise Hovick
Tohn Carradine

Sultan
Princess Miriam.
Sultana
Ishak.

"MADAME X"— MGM.
"DOUBLE WEDDING" -MGM.

Elsie

i

Pedro Kilipe

Adam

LeBrun

Ella

play by Charles Brackett, Cyril Hume and
Maibaum.
story
Richard
Original
by
Ma lion Personnet. Suggested by a story
Helen Grace Carlisle.
by
Directed by
>i orge
Fit zmaurice.

Jerry Crump
Mr. Bawltitude
Mr. Palmiston

Reynolds
Dorothy Tree
Trevor Bardette
and Eve. .Paul Everton
Albert Van Dekker
Milton Owet
Chester Cluti

Thierre
M. Moreau

Kane

LOVE AND LEARN" -MGM.

Bob Graham

Leiber

Fritz

Craig

Mme. Moreau

Mrs.

Claud Allister
Zita Moulton

Julie Stoddard
<»scar
Lily Chalmers

Alberni

Linda Perry
Marie Wilson
Etienne Girardot

Vn-

:

.

Lana Turner

Nicolle

Aunt

jfoyce

Vance

CAST

Melville Cooper
Lionel Atwill

Luis

Cunningham
Molly Lamont
Esther Dale

Lord Fabian
Lady Fabian

"LIVE,

rn<

Edward Everett Horton

Molee

Carv Grant
Ralph Bellamy
Alexander D'Arcy
Cecil

Barbara Vance
Mrs. Leeson
"Toots" Binswanger
Frank Randall
Mr. Vance
.Mrs.

A In

Brian

usuf.

"EBB TIDE"— Paramount.

:

Olivia de Havilland

Basset

play

CAST

A

play for the screen by Ernst Vajda.
Personally
Leri
supervised
Mervyn
by
Directed by .lames Whale.

Roland Varno
Robert Warwick

soldier

CAST

GREAT GARRICK"—Warners.

"THE

CAST
^

Gerald Beresford Wicks
Errol Flynn
Mona Carter
Joan Blondell
Killigrew Shaw
Hush Herbert
Mr. Grattan
Edward Everett HortOl
Jink Carter
Dick Foran
Mrs. Leona Wicks
May Robson
Alicia
Beverly Roberts
Clarabelle
Dennie Moor.
"Pinky"
Mien Jenkins
Snodgrass
lames Burke
Hotel clerk
Hugh O'Connell
Carl Carter
Harry Davenport
Hooker
Granville Bate?
Briggs
Tim Henning

Leif Erikson

Anna

Dying

Stephenson

:

<

Screen play by Harry Tugi ad
tury-Fox.
and Jack Yellen.
Story by Gene Towne.
Graham Baker, and Gene Fowler. Directed
by David Butler.
Ali I'.aba

CAST

"CONQUEST"— MGM.

BABA GOES TO TOWN"-20th

"ALI

Screen play by Norman Reilly Raine, Lawrence Riley, Brewster Morse, and Fritz
Falkenstein.
From the story by Samuel
Hopkins Adams.
Michael
Directed by

Tom

Robert

Young

Billie

Burke

Reginald

Owen

Lynn Carver
George ZUCCI

Mary

Phillips

Blackie.
Spike

Nobili
Pletro

Paul Porcasi
Dickie Moon

Droop.

Alberto

Frank

Orca"n grinder

Puirlia

Lawyer

Ma! tie Fain
Paul White
Bobbj Tinker
.Wilbur Mack
Tony Barbato

Norbert Lusk's Reviews
Continued from page 59

Oman who

fears his influence over
Florence Rice. John Beal is
All are
le hitter's dim-witted fiance.
lixed up in slapstick, with Miss Loy
>sing her poise and becoming as one
ith Mr. Powell in antic eccentricity.
s with all pictures of this kind, it is
hat the characters say and do that
;eps the screwball rolling, and not
•r

sister,

telling of a story.

le

biggest hit since "Captain
his
lood." And that doesn't mean he is
surpassing artist, either. But it does
lean that an amusing picture successshows off his pleasant personill)

and manly good looks, without

ving to

make

too

much

supposed to be a
and looks and
incingly than life
sually permit. Mr.
.

ealth

lan the real thing.

of either.

He

son of fabulous
acts

it

more

and the
Flynn is

conscreen
better

Shielded, trained,

lucated as a perfect specimen of manood by his doting grandmother, he
irk- but one thing
experience with

—

comes when a car crashes
irough his fence and Joan Blondell
It

fe.

—

eps out, a reporter bent on getting
ie low-down. The two are swept into
izzy adventure, Mr. Flynn getting exerience with life quickly and Miss
londell getting her male.

Bride Wore Red.'*—MGM.
ven Joan Crawford can't lift a poor
:ript. This is not news, of course, but

"The

ad reflection.

Just

why

er current picture won't
ry.

Or

it

is difficult

the story of

do

is

earthy, close to humanity.

him

a fine artist,

if

than he has never

gone

arty.

Eddie

is

I

consider

for

no other reason

lost

hi- head, never

the people's choice,

a man of the people, too.
never overlook another virtue of his. thai of apI

pearing seldom. One picture a year

—

"The Perfect Specimen." Warners.
rrol Flynn goes in for lightest of
ght comedy and scores what I think

lity

have fallen l>\ the wayside am
been forgotten. His youthfulness am
freshness ate amazing, hi- .-how manship expert, inspired, his clowning
tators

hard

to

to explain in a

bis invariable quota.

Would

same could

is

that the

lie said of ever) other -l.u
hen their professional live- would be
longer. But that is impossible when
material returns are the first consideration and public loyalty is akin to human fickleness. Hi- new picture is
good, bul not hilariousl) out of the
ordinary, amusing but not festive. He
is an ingenuous tramp who is catapulted onto an Oriental movie set, has
a dream that lakes him into the real
Orient. It ends with his adventure on
a flying carpel
the children will love
this as I did
and he finishes as a
tramp outside a Hollywood theater
where the premiere is held. The tram])
looks on, bewildered, while Eddie Cantor takes the bows.
!

1

NSTANTLY CORRECT
THESE FIGURE FAULTS..
Don't
\i

)

wardrobe for life. She can do
than this. She must, for the sake
faithful. She will.

easanl
etter
f

the

"Ali Baba Goes to Town."— 20th
entiuy-Fox. There is only one Eddie
antor. Either you love him or you
Jathe him. At least he is like no other

omedian. Give him credit for holding
is own for years and years
while niii-

who

ilio.se

lender

i

VST

t.

mar your

which

mh

boasl

Hen

allure.

common< sense
immediately n
a

is

discovery thai
moves those unsightly

bulges

Nom

figure.

TOO—can

look

di

vimdy slim and attractive.
Your
will
friends
admire
improved posture,
the
more fashionable
lines— yon will become al
charming, chic. Im
mediately reducing hips and
thighs,
removing abdominal
fatty
bulge
and
correcting

your

stralghter,
tractive,

—
—

ICKLY

REDUCES

HIPS &
THIGHS..

pro! ruding rear line?.
G ivin
you that much wanted silhou
your tlguro
ette
form- hold
in. .so yon can wear form lit

ing or dccolette clothes with

I

tear

>u!

"fisPPP9"HH

No

ft

embarrassment.

of

strenuous, tiring es

crcises that

weaken you.

No harmful drugs that
may leave you lasting
after effects.

A

—

Love Fm After." Y\ arners.
Leslie Howard. Bette Davis, Olivia de
Havilland, and Eric Blore join in
"Its

Warners' contribution to the month's
epidemic of frenzied comedy. The)
are clever players experienced in projecting all moods, so it is no surprise
to find them zestfully and amusingly
antic in this.
They are becomingly
antic, too, which is something else
again. But an hour and a half of furious farce is apt to be taxing. The
characters wear thin and the strain begins to tell on the actors as well as the
story. You are a wee bit relieved when
the end comes and everybody, including yourself, can relax. At hast so
il

seemed to me. We have Mr. Howard
and Miss Davis a pair of Shakespearean

actors,

bickering

in

vain,

the

conceited,

throes

of

Here

to

go

Her

VNTEED

to her

home and

REMOVES
i

ABDOMINAL
FATTY BULGE

method
perfected
world-famous
form

This ingenious inv enl ion starts
work
immediately.
Lady Sutton's "DO! RLE

to

M

slim nit vi

ion

i

(the

I

air condil toned

works

WALK
.

.

or

construction

constantly

WORK

while

PLAY — and
.

.

.

.

you

REST

you

don't

presence eithei
delighted with lie
construction
special
removes those ugly bulges ami
el

will

its

be

u n s igh tlj
W'e are so confident
that nine von wear Lady Sut
ton's "SI.IMFOKM" and see
yourself
in
mirror you
the
v. ill
he so amazed at the Imfaults.

CORRECT PROTRUDING
REAR LINE

M

mediate change in your appearance that nothing
say can equally describe it.
That is why we can invite
you to try it on this special
no risk oiler.

ON APPROVAL— SEND NO

MONEY
WE TAKE THE

.

.

.

RISK

.

.

.

the coupon below,
mention waist and hip meas

Just

WATCH
THE

in

till

When

urements.
arrives

the

postman

your
package.
only
$-_\SH
plus
postage with him
\\'<nr your Lady Sutton Jot
ten days <it our riak
if
you
aie nol loir
delighted aftci
putting it on and looking at
yourself
in
the mirroi
examining your changed ap
witli

DEPOSIT

leu

cents

—

POUNDS

Howard

disillusion her.

MELT
AWAY!

He

arrives at three o'clock in the morning and puts the household in turmoil,

across prettily.

GUAR

sane

Girdle that breathes), makes
you appear inches slimmer at
The massage-like ae
once.
lion encouraged by its light

forever

remaining to insult and infuriate hosl
and guests. Now, some of this is funnv
but such outrageous conduct is not
compatible with Mr. Howard's intelligence and breeding, nor is Miss De
Havilland's state of swooning heroworship credible although it is put

interfere

safe

NO WAITINGYOU MUST REDUCE
OR NO COST...

Hb Ml

temperaMr. How-

fiance induces Mr.

thai

a

is

by
a
culturist.

-

ship.

uncomfortable

still'

with your freedom.

Mr. Blore is
ard's dresser and the lovers" go-between. Miss De Havilland come- onto
the scene as a moonstruck heiress suffering from a terrible case of star w m
mental love.

No

corsets

fi

words. It's unbelievable, for one
ling, but it isn't sufficiently incredible
rate as a fantasy. Perhaps because
is too obviously a Cinderella story
ithout an instant of truth and several
loments that strain common sense. As,
jr example, when Paul Porcasi, the
otel keeper, orders Miss Crawford to
;ave his Tyrolean inn because of her
onnection with a dive in Trieste,
he s the best-dressed woman on his
sgister and the contents of her trunks
ould more than pay her bill. But he
enounces her as if she were a leper,
ie are asked to believe that Miss
Irawford settles down to a Tyrolean
jw

envy

thai

ol

;

if

than

fulfil]

it

(lor

all

the

we make for it.
us immediately

return

for
satisfied

If

re

Lady Sutton Distributor.

.

160 Fifth Ave., Dept. PI.
in<.
Doar Madam:
imfnrm

a
I

-

day

"No

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE.
leasure

to

it

full

— nothing
more to pay.
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Hollywood To-day

REDUCE

Continued jrom page

GUA^'tEED

^

NORMA SHEARER actually allowed A CTORS
year to elapse following
the death of Irving Thalberg before
she began seriously to start the preliminaries of her return to the screen.

one

THE

SAFE

NEW

WAY

HDLLYWDDD

METHOD

full

It was probably the most remarkable
tribute of all paid to the passing of the

\

noted film executive.
Whether Norma might have resumed
sooner, if it had not been for her illness
that came after his death, cannot be
said.
She herself doubts it. There
were many questions to be settled, let
alone the fact that she herself scarcely,

TRIAL SIZE
AND PROOF OF
QUICK RESULTS

:ti

M.G.

until recently, felt in the

SIAHLE

mood

to re-

new her work.

8T OE MILLE

Any warm

tribute paid to Thai licit;

work about one-tenth of the
time they're actually engaged for a
picture, according to a high executive
movie business.

in the

They have

to

be on hand the remaining nine-tent hi
\\hile the lights are set up, and cam
era angles adjusted, but high-powered
placers don't even wait around to pos'
during the time that these arrangt
ments are made. Stand-ins take theii
places.

And prices for actors run very high
nowadays. Take Cary Grant, who is
on the upgrade as a leading man. He
receives $75,000 per picture, and payments are likely to go even higher for
his services in the future. His is a stood

VIA

HOLLYWOOD STARS

Reduce-Eazy method:
Read a Few Selected at Random Testimonials
Received In Three Days from Delighted Users
Works like
Everywhere: "Mrs. li. Cook, Pa.
lost 65 lbs., with no ill effects or sagmacic
feel wonderful. Miss TJ. Olson. Minn.
(.•iiiK skin,
Lost 6
lbs. on 25c size, amazed at results. Mrs. J. Best. Wash.
Iteiluro-Kazies improved my figure, cleared my complexion.
Mrs. K. Smith, N.
Lost 48 lbs., feel and look like a
young girl, had not slept in years, now sleep like a baby.
Iteduce-Kazies did wonders by taking the fat away from my
heart. Marion Swanson. 225 N'. Kuakini. Honolulu, Hawaii
Hfdure-Eazies are marvelous.
lost
lbs., ate anything
I wished. They took out the dark circles from under my eyei.

—

I

—

Y—

—

I

I

SEIVfl>

I

NO MONEY

You need

not «end one cent; Just pay postman on delivery.
REDUCE-EAZIES contain no dinitrophenol no thyroid
no dangerous drugs. Eat what you like
no strenuous exercise;
B safe Root herb leaf and other pure, harmless medicinal
Ingredients method; sold under a certified gold bond

—

—

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

SATISFACTION

of

SEND MONEY ORDER. CASH OR CHECK— $1.00

for

—

30-day

trial. $2.69
GO-day illustrative treatment for only
$2.00. or savo more money by getting the proven, most economical six $1.25 box treatment on free money-back trial
for only $5.00 for a full complete combination course.

—

WHY NOT SEND WHILE THE

PRICE REMAINS LOW?
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still brings the deepest and heartiest
response from her. while she constantly
\i>it> hi> tomb to place (lowers in hi>

example of the figure which a high

lncnioiN

table estate of the character actor,

.

produced "The
Great Ziegfeld," "Maytime," and "The
limit Stromberg, \\lu>

Firefly," has taken charge of her pit tine "Marie Antoinette." which will bi
a pretentious renewal

id

Normas

ca-

There arc no fewer than
hundred and (ift\ speaking parts in the
production, which is one <>f the hugest
r

<r.

<

<

1

casts c\ rr assembled.

she herself were willing Norma
might Mill he the final choice Eoi S< arIrlt in '"Gone with the \\ ind."
If

i

man may command.
Edward Arnold, typifying the no

lass leading

held

at

$75,000 to SI 00.000 per

i:

pic-

ture.

There are other players who cost
an\ where from S] ()().()()(
But pricticall)
to $150,000 per film.
anybodj of starring or so-called feaies
tured prominence to-day in the
is making big money, and really work
even more.

mm

ing just one-tenth of the time for whirl
he or she is engaged!
Each word an actor utters must come
at

the rale of about ten dollars per

;
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At

Last!

Joan

Is

Ready

Continued
Bernhardt, was originally based on admiration of Miss Dixon. Joan gave the
brilliant and bewildered Jean, who had
never gone in for Hollywood society, a

front

FREE TO LADIES!

for the Stage

HOLIDAY

page St

legged and boisterous
hair

who was romping

girl
all

GIFT!

with carrot
over the set.

et of

her dance-cup days.
The other is of Joan last year,
in

youthful
ounce bottle

Ellin

Mackay Berlin, New York sowho renounced family and

ciety girl

position to marry Irving Berlin, Tinpan Alley song writer, is another great
friend.
Dissimilar as their hackgrounds, Joan and Ellin have a common bond in admiration of any one
who is working seriously along creative lines.

Two

contrasting pictures of Joan are
always sharply outlined in my mind.
One is of her as I saw her on location
tor "Rose-Marie." She was a bare-

tion, b •

gantly garbed in black, correct to the
la>l pearl, standing beside her husband
and Merle Armitage, Los Angeles musical impresario, in the receiving line al

Hanishfs

I

Given

fr* •

wrinkicij
with your

ordei for one \>ox of
LaParfaite
P n c «

Powder

uml

fornia society, for Leopold Stokowski.
I'd like to be present on Joan's open-

;i

bottle

i

her tea, attended by the cream of Cali-

ing night in New York. If the very
worst happens, if the play flops and
Joan takes a beating from the critics,
she still will have chalked off another
milestone on her career path. She will
have reached for another star.

utifully
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to Four Servants

New York

For
seven when between pictures.
breakfast both have only fruit juice
and

coffee.

The actress prefers formal dinners,
with lace or linen place sets, her favorite being the smart gray linen, Joan
Crawford's

boy,
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year
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Susan, the cook, cleans the kitchen
Tony, the Filipino
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girl
keeps the bedrooms spotless,
washes the lingerie, and does the
mending. Household linens are sent
stairs

gift.
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Explains simple method of re- "-'
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booklet.
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JEANETTE MacDONALD
She is lovely to look at, delightful to hear,
Entrancing the eye and enrapturing the ear.

Her voice is so thrilling, her smile is so sweet,
Her ways captivating, her acting a treat.
As near to perfection as e'er will be met
Is exquisite, dainty, delicious Jeanette.
\l \l!\

l!\

I

—

beauty center. Booklet is FREE write today.
MOLEX (Hollywood) COMPANY. Dept.P.
336 Western Pacific Bldg.
Los Angeles. Calif.
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The young lady being cuddled by Wallace Beery is, believe it or
not, his nurse.
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mas — Claudette becomes as alfresco aanj oneelse. People are invited for tennis

and swimming.

When

twilight ap-

proaches, tables appear in the garden,
laden with canapes; caviar in things
which are so puffy that it's quite an
adventure to in to conve) one to your
mouth withoul its going splat. There
are rounds of hot cheesy things; imported biscuits spread with fishy things;
stuffed cherry tomatoes. Meanwhile, if
\ou cock an ear. you may hear Carlo,
the chef, caroling over his culinar) creations in the kitchen. "Tosca seems to

.

Food and Fun on the Run
be his favoi
into

ite

opera.

He

puts his heart

it.

Claudette inherited Carlo from her
Carlo is a musical and poetic
soul.
He outdid himself at one of
Claudette s picnics when he concocted
individual and perfect picnic lunches,
each in its exquisite package. The piece
de resistance, however, was a complete
surprise to everybody, including Claudette. With each lunch was a separate
and personal sonnet for each guest.
is almost a necessit)
It
to entertain
build stvle in Hollywood. Hardlv anv
father.

one gives sit-down dinners for more
than about a dozen people. Of course.
big executives do when they have "command" performances. It seems almost
impossible to assemble all your guests
at one time, and your arrangements.
therefore, must be very elastic.
No one arrives until at least an hour
after the specified time. As the latest
guests arrive, some who are bored, and
some who really mean it, are departing, pleading the ever potent excuse "I
an early call at the studio. The gue-t
of honor is likely to call at the last

moment, to announce that he or she
cannot come. "One of those tiresome
conferences, you understand!" It is,
likely as not, quite true. You can't be
offended. People have to snatch time
to give parties
and attend them.

—

don't know whether the growing
fad for very fancy kitchens has anything to do with it. but it is fashionable
just now for the host or hostess to cook
-Mine \erv special dish while admiring
I

The

guests look on.

results of these

sometimes fairlv humorous.
Dick Arlen fancies himself as a cook,
and urges people to come in on Thursday, the cook's night off. Jobyna, the
perfect wife, waits placidly on the sidelines, until Dick has reached a state of

efforts are

frenzy in the kitchen. Then she quietlv
produces some chickens which ha\t
been in the back of the icebox all the
time; rubs them with some butter-andgarlic

them

broils

stuff,

a

in

trice,

—
—

whips out scalloped potatoes which
have also been there all the time and
every one has a fine time. Even Dick.
Pat O'Brien invites a "few" friends
to bring their youngsters to frolic with
his youngsters in the garden. The result of this is that dozens and dozens
of grown-ups monopolize the slides,
the merry-go-rounds and sand pile>.
while Pat aglow with hospitality does
his stuff with -leaks, chops, and pots
of beans at his outdoor barbecue.

Whether the fun

swimming

is

or

whether the food is outdooi
-teaks or lark's tongues under glass,
roulette,

the pace

is

hectic.

It's

all

food-and-

lun-on-the-ruii.

IT"S

Fred

is

Fred
It"-

ABOUT TIME
nimble.
is

quick

Bound and
He's eai ned
I

him

fun to w atch

[e's

kick.
hi- lame.

all

earned

all

his glorj

.

\ml. Oh, Producers,

Vera Zorina had better be good when she dances

wyn

Follies."

A

"The Goldballerina has no right to such a striking photo if

she isn't a knockout.

in

He's earned

a

Di

new
i

stoi

Ch

\

!

\i'M in.

—

J
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Cay

Accent Crave and
Continued from page 57
or

him; attracted by the possibilities
slick Hollywood comedy, which

f fast,

ontrasts so greatly with

erious

work he did

>ne feels his interest,

xpressed,

He

is

in

much

of the

Europe.

however warmly

page

by SAFE, QUICK, EASY

amaze Hollywood.

He has been married

But
to

for

many

years

Jane Renouardt, a blond Parisian

smear his name across

who will shortly follow him to
He saw New York gayety in
company of Danielle Darrieux,

to bolster his popularity,

despite the smile, the charm,
he social ease, an essential gravity in
lis nature which makes acting itself

important than the results it
irings. Gravely, casually, he takes for

and the world. But one does not ask
him about "romance" meaning sex.

"here

is,

aore

I

vim mil liinn'
No linidiets, strenuous exercises or expensive massage

cost

serve

nor his Continental
him bare his heart.

let

!

•
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And

Fernand Gravet has served his apand can afford to defy
movie tradition. He knows the answers
and so does not have to evade the
questions. He will be a Hollywood
star his way, and you will like him for
prenticeship

it.

famous

Address

is

ality.

Powell has returned from his
luropean holiday and looks fit
gain, so his mother thinks. He's
ow costarring with Annabella,
he French actress, in "Jean."

a

of

AMAZING EXPERIENCES!

is nowhere. An American star
would have made a portentous audience of the light afternoon which was

interview.

are
simple

in.

Mr.

usually best. Stars
who play up sex-glamour instead of
talent and experience remain in the
public eye.
Louella Parsons may not meet hi in
every Sunday at Marion Davies's, but
the customers will see on the screen a
painstaking actor whose penetrating,
polished performances have more than
the attraction of a front-page person-

the

tablets

from

doctor and con
thyroid, no dinitrophenol or other harmful
drug.
Accept no substitutes
lin

i.

answer

my

made

New York

re-

likes American life
the cheering football crowds, the speed and intensity of New York, the efficiency of
the studios. But he appreciates it from
a distance, he does not enter in. Patiently he submitted to the long hours
of sitting for portraits under hot lights
the afternoon I saw him, answering the
questions I shot at him as intelligently
as though he were not distracted by the
glare. Such details as that are part of
the game. But one feels they do not
touch him. He submits to them.
Where, then, does he fit into the
Hollywood scene? At first glance the

the substance of
the American way

Slimniet

prescription

—

He

!

iti'il

—

lightly,

:il

loasl
12 pounds in
weeks by this absolutely
harmless method, it will

would astonish him to learn that
American fans care to hear what he
has to say on the subject. His serious,
precise taste would not permit him to
speak

F

[

1

It

till

... or no cost!
yOU lie not lose

America.

the
beautiful French star of "Mayerling,"
also here for a picture. His speech and
manner betray knowledge of women

le front

METHOD

SLIM MET

actress

academic.

will never

granted an absolute separation between
public and private life which must
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THE GYPSY

IT'S

IN

561-JR Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

HER

Gypsy Rose Lee wowed the bald-headed row,
With her strip act in the burleycue shows:
She received with arch calm each appreciate e "Oh!"

As she

daintily doffed all her clothes.

H

O

LY

L

WO O D

HOLLYWOOD LETTER—

If you cannot come to Hollywood let IIollv
wood come to you, Send only $2.00 direct
Jane Turner, Box 543. Hollywood, California, and
each month for one year (12) letters; a Personal Lettei
telling you all you want to know of Hollywood, and yo,:r
'

i

But Miss Lee is Miss Hovick of Hollywood now
Gypsy's gone we have with us Louise
(Well, a Rose by any name, however highbrow,
Can't make us forget she's a Tease!)

—
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Continued from page C
VA/HEIN Jack Bennj returned to the
broadcasting station alter his European vacation he sneaked up behind
Phil Harris, who was working on some
music, and kissed him on the cheek.
"Hey," Phil yelled. "'What's this?"
"Oh, just something I picked up in
Paris," Jack replied nonchalantly.

On and

Off the Set

.'

\yyHEN Paramount

lent
Claudette
arners for "Tovarich,"
she yearned to take along her favorite
cameraman. Charles Lang, to photo-

Colbert to

\\

graph

the

picture.

She

yearned

so

loudly and efficiently that after the picture was well under way, Lang was
hired to finish it.
But it seems that the reason he is
able to photograph Claudette just right
is because he takes a lot of time, and
with Claudette's interest at heart he
took so much time that costs mounted
and it seemed the picture never would
be finished, so the fir-t cameraman was
recalled.

Claudette would have none of thai

and. according to the story being told
around, got together with Charles

Boyer and Anatol Litvak, the director,
and the three made up a purse of $80.000 to cover the cost of delays due to
having Lang finish the picture.

TYRONE POWER

may have cast an
about among the other prett)
girls while Sonja Henie was away, but
now that she has returned to Hollywood the two are constantly together.
She accompanies him to the broadcasting -tat ion both for rehearsals and performances, and on Sunday, when he
has to broadcast twice, they go out to
dinner in the interim of two hour- between his performances. One recent
Sunday she looked as cute as any one
could look, wearing a short ermine
jacket which had sleeves made of the
ermine tails.
eye

They Say

in

New

York-

Continued from page 51
she
\\ hen
as Constance.
adapted and played in "Peter Ibbetson," John and Lionel Barrymore
joined forces with her and the usually
aloof Maude Adams turned up openmajestic

ing night to see that the stage li^ihtFellow
were operated just right.
workers don't just put her on a wellearned pedestal they love her dearly.
Times without number I have seen
the frantic tension of a rehearsal dispelled by the message. "Constance Col-

—

coming over. She'll see how to
up those scenes."
"The Rat." one of several plays she

lier is

fix

w rote with Ivor Novello, is now being
Hollywood chapters are being
added for a new edition of her memoirs. While we were talking word came
that her just finished novel had been
enthusiastically read. By the time you
read this, she will be setting a pace for
Irene Dunne and Cary Grant in "The
Joy of Loving."
filmed.

Coach

of

Pickford to

many film great from Mary
Norma Shearer, Miss Col-

would be just the one. I thought.
discover latent talent. "You cant
eallv tell if anv of those uirN in "Stage
Door" have talent. Greg La Cava iiiothing less than a magician.
He
draws from any player exactly what he
wants for a scene, she told me.
lier

to
i

NELSON EDDY
When handsome Nelson Eddy
\\ ith

His
Is

^eanna Durbin at this moment is in the midst of her new picture,
"Mad About Music." Her recreation is carefully supervised for
fear she

may overtax

her strength at her present critical age.

\

melody
ibrant

\

sings

the welkin rings.

oice both strong

and

clear.

pleasing to the listening ear.

Attractive in his looks

An

actor worthy of

all

and ways,
highest praise.

Mary Battiscombe.

!
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Anita Louise

Watches Her Step

Continued from page 69

removed, along with the dirt and old
make-up, some of the natural oil which
is so necessary to keep a skin young
and unlined. So it is necessary to use
a rich nourishing cream to restore those
oils which have been cleansed away.
"For that purpose I spread all over
my face a tissue cream, which I allow to remain for about fifteen minutes before gently wiping away most of
But I leave a thin film of it on my
it.
skin for the night, so that

when

I

am

my body

completely relaxed,
my pores at rest, this tissue cream can
sink deeply into these pores and give
my skin the replenishment of oil that
sleeping,

it

needs."

Along with

this definite face-routine,
careful to safeguard the health
and clarity of her skin by watching her
diet. She drinks at least six gla>>c- <>l
water a day, has a large glass of

Anita

is

orange juice every morning, and a
large glass of tomato juice before dinner.

She manages

two fresh
for either lunch

to eat at least

every day, and
or dinner she has a
a lean meat. While
slender and thus has
fruits

green salad and
she is naturally
no figure prob-

lems, she

is

careful

serts to those that

to

her desnot place too

limit

will

great a burden upon her digestive system. She avoids fancy cakes, pastries

and puddings, but eats as much ice
cream, custard, rice pudding a- she
like-.

Next to her skin, her fair hair is
Anita's greatest concern and she insists
that the same rules that result in an

unblemished complexion also give her
silky, shining tresses.

"While
with

some

dark hair

girls

is

—

.Just eat sensibly and
back-breakin
Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
take
you have lost enough fat
then stop.
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
clement prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
ami win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

—

-1

— mostly

those

weekl)
necessary
for me to wash my hair every four
days to keej) it looking its best.
"Usually I wash my hair at night, as
this gives me plenty of time for a scalp
treatment first, to stimulate the flow of
fresh blood to the surface and to replenish the oils so necessary to hair
beauty, which the frequent shampoos
have a tendency to dry out.
"My scalp treatment begins with a
thorough brushing with a stiff brush
covered with a piece of China silk to
pick up the dirt and grime, after which
I part my hair in one-inch sections and
apply a slightly heated mineral oil.
rubbing it directly on the scalp with a
small piece of cotton. Then with the
tips of my fingers 1 massage this oil
into the pores and follow this by wrapping my head in a huge bath towel
soaked in water as hot as I can stand.
"Next I'm ready for the shampoo,
and for this I use a liquid eastile soap.
To remove every vestige of oil, at least
three and sometimes four soapings are
necessaiy and then with a hand-spray

shampoo

Personal to Fat Girls!- Now >,. ™>, siim
down your fact' ami figure without, strict dieting

find

sufficient,

that

it

a

is

HELP WANTED
FEMALE
Address

envelopes

national

Even

i

it

at

advertiser.
tig

i

furnished.

tunate, for I

know how

to set

my own

hair. And this I do with the air of a
small comb, pinning the waves into
place with invisible hairpins, and using
small curlers like those used in beauty
shops for the ends.
"When I have finished setting my

fflgpBw^P^

Like all the film belles who go in
for cookery by photograph, Jean
Chatburn poses for cake-making
with an empty flour-sifter.

hair, I tie a loose net around it and
with a magazine propped up in my
lap, take my small hand-dryer in my
hand and read a short slow or two
\\ hile my hair dries.
"Of course the scalp treatment and
shampoo are only part of the routine
necessary for keeping the hair at its
For in order to keep it clean
best.
every day. it must he brushed thoroughly every night for at least ten minutes with the silk-wrapped brush.
"This not oidv remove- ,he dirt that
has collected during the day, hut it
serves to distribute evenly the natural
oil that seeps from the pores, thus
keeping the hair silkv and shining as
well as nourished and healthy."

1
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Free
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EPILEPSY INHERITED?

CAN

BE CURED?

IT

I

and rinse and rinse, until my hair
squeaks, and I know it's clean.
"At this point, I'll admit I'm for-

rinse

home in span time foi
Pay weekly.
Kasy work.
Apply immediately.

booklet containing the opinions of famous
i:
this interesting sukjaet will ho
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City

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel

— And

You'll

Jump Out

in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not
(lowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and you feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere bowel
movement doesn't get at the cause. It takes those
good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to pet these
two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you
feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet amazing
of

Bed

in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little
Liver Pills by name. Stubbornly ref jse anything
else. 25c at all drug stores.
1935, CM. Co
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Sh e Loves Him, She Loves Him Not

But in Oslo there is a tall young
Norwegian of good lamilv who has

been

Sonja's

close

friend

since

she

wore yellow curls long enough to sit
The two have corresponded for
on.
years, and when she returned home
the) eagerlj renewed their friendship.
Together they played tennis and shot
grouse and drove over the blue hills of
their beautiful
tained their old

country;

gang

at a

they enterdinner party,

and afterward played Bingo with the
sel Sonja had brought from America.
\T 0l many of Hollywood's glamour
girls, accustomed to the Coconut Grove
and the Trocadero, would get a thrill
out of going back to Cedar Junction
and dancing to victrola music at the
Grange Hall on Saturday nights with
the same un-glamorous kid- they'd

"And

oh,

they

told

me

I

hadn't

changed a hit!" she exclaimed proudly.
"That was the nicest of all. I do so
dislike people who change just because
the} become actors or actresses."
Outside of Tyrone, Sonja states that
one of her best friends in Hollywood
is
Don Ameche. "He is so full of
jokes." she says, "and he has been so
kind to my mother and me." In fact,
Mr. and Mrs. Ameche have a standing
invitation to call on Sonja to be their
baby-watcher any time they want to go
out on the nurse's night off.
Dotted all over the globe are the
petite Henie's admirers of whom she
has made such steadfast friends. In
Berlin there is Gus Jaenecke, a wellknown football player and one of her
favorites from her early Olympic days.
In Paris, when she eroes there to

shop, she is apt to do the town with
Jeff Dickson, manager of the Palais de
Sports which corresponds to our Madi-

New York.
Vienna there is Carl Sheaffer.
champion male ice skater.
In Manhattan there is a modest
young correspondent for a foreign
newspaper whose friend she has been

son Square Garden in
In

for ten years.

was

It

this

young man who

ex-

plained to me, "The nice thing about
Sonja is that she treats everybody the
same. I've been out with her and Tyrone and a party of others and she
always pays as much attention to every
one in the group as she does to Tv or
whomever she's escorted by."

"That is the way that I have been
brought up." Sonja explained when I
repeated this to her. "Over here you
often see a couple out somewhere with
a party of friends and they stav to
themselves, they dance and talk only
with each other. I have always been
taught that a girl must be equally nice
to every one when she is with a group
of people.

"Tyrone," she went on, "understands
these things.
He is my closest
friend and I am very fond of him.
like to go out and v\e like to stav home
all

We

and

talk,

with

us.

and sometimes mother talks
is it that people are al-

Why

to marry us off just because of that? We both want careers
and we need to be free to work hard,
so we don't even think of love, we
never consider marriage in any way.
I have my friends and he has his and
we still have each other's companionship, and it is very nice that way.
"Sometimes people sav to me 'Sonja.
you are twenty-four, and if you don't
make up your mind to marry soon you
may never do it.' Then I always re-

ways trying

member what my
when

was

I

me

leaching

and

father said to me
seven and he was
to go off a high ski jump
just

was frightened. He

said, 'Kjaerven. don't be afraid; each thing hapI

pens the way it is supposed to happen.'
went off and I wasn't afraid any
So
more. 1 say to these people who a-k
I

me
it

about marriage.

"It

will

happen

as

should."

"I have always said what I would
have done it. \t fourteen I
do and
said. 'I will win ten championships
and then I will make pictures." I did
\ow
that.
say, "1 will have a careei
I

I

for

four

think of

more years and then

man

I

will

iage.

"Tell me," said Sonja. her brown
eyes very serious, "do you know the-c
people who make up the gossip in the

(•NUpWH*

Are the) your friends?
ou -top them?"
\olh>dv can slop them, but at least
the truth can be passed along: that
Sonja Henie says -he i- entirely fancyfree and liav ins a grand time thai wa\
newspapers?

Can
"Rosalie," learned the
in action you
would never think him a singer with a sensitive throat.

Nelson Eddy, a football-playing cadet

game under expert

instruction.

in

To look at him

v

.

Continued from page 9
As for the Metropolitan Opera, she
has refused several offers to appear there,
and, of far greater importance than that,
she was recently invited to sing at La
Scala, Milan, which is the center of the
opera world, in comparison with which
the Metropolitan is merely a local theater.

Miss Moore has depended entirely
upon her stories and her supporting
players for her success.

After her over-

blown initial triumph in "One Night of
Love," the public is rapidly tiring of
her mainly owing to her lack of versatility
and she is descending the ladder

—
—

to oblivion.
Miss O'Brien's

comment concerning
Nelson Eddy adding to Miss MacDonI
ald's popularity is pure balderdash.
recently noticed a paragraph in an English publication which said that Allan
Jones's teaming with Miss MacDonald
would result in an increase in his popua fact which, I think, speaks for
arity
Ronald Lundie.
itself.
Ivydene, Green Lane,
Staines Road, Hounsow,
Middlesex, England.

—

A

Silly Fan.

Ann Gold: You seem to be
TOan Sidney
does
ardent theater fan who
still

not take the screen seriously. Just because school children attend the movies
you think no cultured people care about
the cinema.
I am not going to brag about myself.
But I would like you to know I am not
writing this in my own language, but in
a foreign one I learned when I was a
own language is Spanish,
child.
though I speak French just as well, and
my limited English barely permits me to

What

"Tobacco Road," the great
play of the American stage, couldn't lasl
a week out of the States.
And you have, on the other hand, two
pictures that are sweeping the whole
world. Both American, both grand. "A
Star Is Born" and "The Good Earth."
I saw "The Good Earth" on the stage
in New York, with Nazimova, and you
intelligent.

know

So I would
you call me uncultured
because I like movies and consider

write these colorless lines.
just

know

there are

if

many

talented stars in Holly-

wood.
I

went to

New York

this past season
stage plays. I was

attended many
over John Gielgud's "Hamlet." I
had seen him in London, but never liked
him as the Prince of Denmark. Lillian
Gish as Ophelia w as greater than ever,
and did you see her in "Within the
Gates"?
Katharine Cornell in "The
Wingless Victory" didn't please me as
much as in "The Barretts of Wimpole

and

I

mad

T

Street," and petite
as good as Gaby

Helen Hayes was

was

it

Would you compare

a flop.

with the movie masterpiece and could
you find an actress capable of playing
O-Lan as Luise Rainer did?
You only mention Robert Taylor and
Tyrone Power as Hollywood stars. You
make me laugh. Why didn't you list the
it

names

of

Garbo, Katharine

Hepburn,

Elisabeth Bergner, Janet Gaynor, Luise
Rainer, and Bette Davis? And John
Barrymore, Charlie Chaplin, Charles
Boyer, Fredric March, Leslie Howard,
and Charles Laughton? Most of them
once belonged to the footlights.
I saw Sarah Bernhardt, Eleonora Duse
and Maria Guerro and the other actresses of the past. I even considered

La Argentina one

of

my

best friends.

American theater should
feel proud of having Lillian Gish, Katharine Cornell, Helen Hayes and Eva Le
1 think the

lover, could ever suit the singing
In this role Nelson Eddy is incomparable.
Mr. Eddy is not exceedingly handsome
by which I mean lie has not the
usual perfect features and bandbox appearance of the screen heroes, who all
seem to have been made in the same
mold. However, in place of this common
handsomeness, he has the rugged charm,
sincere manner and frank speech of a
lie docs not ape the ^leat
real man.
screen lover of all time as do some of
these creatures who pretend to he stars.
His voice, of course, is superb, and in the
estimation of many, he has plenty of
acting ability.
Perhaps Miss Posl docs not appreciate

World
star.

—

the

whose performances in "The Good
Earth," "Camille" and "A Star Is Born"
speak for themselves.
Please, Mr. Gold, accept this answer
in English from one of the silliest movie
fans. Maria del Carmen de Borboa.

Havana, Cuba.

Open Your
I

HAVE

Eyes.

read Mildred Post's letter in

* the June issue, in which she commences by running down Nelson Eddy,
and winds up by idiotically suggesting
Nino Martini as a partner for Jeanette
MacDonald. Surely, if she is a constant
picture-goer. Miss Post will see how unsuited Mr. Martini is to Miss MacDon-

His acting

ald.

—

if

such

can be called

it

—could never compare with the queenly
grace and spontaneity of the diva. Only

genuineness

arresting

of

Nelson

Eddy's acting because she has seen too
much of the overdone love-making of
the dapper and effeminate Mr. Martini.

To he
1 pity her greatly.
blind to the faults of an actor whose
only decent feature is his voice, and also
to be blind to the fact that Nelson Eddy
is one of the screen's best ^t;irs. and is
setting a vogue for a more manly hero,
In this respect.

must indeed be

a terrible affliction.

Matjreen Osborne.

n

Gallienne among its actresses as much
as the movies who own a Luise Rainer,
a Greta Garbo, and a Janet Gaynor

My

like to

VJ

the Fans Think

Cliftonville Parade,
Belfast. North Ireland.

A Pair
NOTICING in

of Nitwits.

October Picture Play
that my idol of screen, radio and
opera, Nino Martini, was unduly ridiculed, I wish to state the following: The
audacity of a person saying Mr. Martini's voice is nasal! I consider that person to be very ignorant concerning vocal
art.
Also disgusted with Miss M. for
agreeing to such ignorance. They both
make an excellent pair of nitwits. The
glorious voice of Martini has thrilled
thousands, and I thank God that I am
able to see as well as hear him.
friends and I are anxiously awaiting his "Music for Madame." We in
Toronto adore Martini.
Once again I salute Mr. Martini, the
great, the una! tamable!

My

Evelyn Wilson.

a partner possessing that elusive quality,
chivalry, and all the charm of an Old

Gerrard Street.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

just

SAFELY...QUICKLY

Morlay as Victoria
Regina. By the way, Mr. Gold, have
you ever seen Mile. Morlay on the stage

METHOD
™ ^^^^^^^^^^ m By EXTERNAL
... or no cost!
i

in Paris?

Lose many pounds safely, without drugs, harmful
Take off extra superficial fat at
diets or tiring exercises!
Hundreds of women
"only those places where you want to reduce.
in the" last !!."> years have kept slim, youthful-appearing figures this
Originally prescribed by a doctor for
easy, inexpensive harmless way.
now it is available to you !
.
- his'wife . . . then friends begged for it

am

a devoted theater fan. I see
plays in three different languages and
I

Gish, Cornell, Gielgud, and Hayes
the United States as much as Mile.
Morlay, Sascha Guitry, Cecile Sorel, and
Franchise Rosay in France, and Margarita Xirgu, Maria Tuhau, Lola Membrives, and Ernesto Vilches in Cuba or
Spain.
You only speak for the New York
theater. You say Broadway is the place
where true talent exists and Hollywood
where "hams" exist. Well, Mr. Gold, it
depends. There is a play in New York
which hasn't the slightest shadow of art,
"Tobacco Road," yet it has been running for five years and applauded by
that public which you call well-bred and
like

.

in

f|

I

I
fill
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If you do not lose at least 12 pounds with the first jar of Cream,
Write
following directions, your money will be refunded at once!
today for full half-pound jar of
5I0O
Dr. Hatch's Formula Massage Cream

YOUTHFUL FACE AND FIGURE.
853 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
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have
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•Have had wonderful results
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look
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Allwyn
Richard Arlen
Jean Arthur

Walter Connolly
Richard Dix
Melvyn Douglas
Frances Drake

Mary Astor
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Ralph Bellamy
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Gary Cooper
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C. Fields

John Howard
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Ruth Coleman
Gary Cooper
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Bing Crosby
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Mary Livingstone

Harold Lloyd
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Elizabeth Patterson
Gail Patrick
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Anthony Quinn
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Sylvia Sidney
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Fredric
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George O'Brien
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Gordon Jones
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Mary
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Walter Abel
Heather Angel
John Arledge
Fred Astaire

Bobby Breen
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Frank Shields
Ernest Truex
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RKO STUDIO
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Swanson

Raymond Walburn
Barbara Weeks
Fay Wray
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Brian Aherne
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WE HAVE NO WALL FLOWERS

sw®

GIRLS WHO READ MADEMOISELLE ARE NEVER
LEFT TO DECORATE THE WALL AT DANCES.
BUT NO! THEY'RE ENTERPRISING YOUNG
THINGS, AGED 17 TO 30, INTERESTED IN
WHATEVER MAKES THEM INTERESTING.
MADEMOISELLE PROVIDES THE CUNNING CON-

TACT WITH MODERN LIVING AS EXPRESSED BY
SMART AND WEARABLE FASHIONS, BEAUTY
SKIN DEEP AND DEEPER, AMUSEMENT, CAREERS, WHERE TO GO, WHAT TO WEAR WHEN
THERE, AND WHAT TO SAY WHILE WEARING IT.
TRULY (AND HERE WE TOSS' ASIDE FALSE
MODESTY) AN INVALUABLE BOOK FOR ANY
CURLY-HAIRED YOUNG WOMAN WHO'S GOT A
MERE S2.50 TO SEND IN FOR A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION.

MADEMOISELLE ONE EAST

FIFTY SEVENTH

STREET

NEW YORK

CITY

NEW FORM OF CAKE MASCARA

A MARVELOUS
<=J~taijA-
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Peep into the end

^
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|

round

through the cake? Well

inside this hole,

way. Then

is

when you

And
.

.

.

see the

get

your second surprise!

new

your lashes and colors them evenly

style

all

round hole

you whisk the brush

and then proceed on your lashes

the thrilling discovery that this

ff(cde^H^ze

center of the rctkv"

of the sparkling metal case.

See the round mascara cake hidden inside?
that runs lengthwise

in the

hi

in

Instantly,

the regular

you make

round brush goes between

over instead of just on their

with "MODERN

bottom
.

.

.

side.

What

a difference this

makes! Lashes look more

eyes look lovelier than ever before.

Newly smooth
almost

at

in texture.

Oh!

And what

all

mascara

a

once. Truly tear-proof, and actually curls the lashes. Nc

Then think

I

When

through making up your eyes, your Modern Eyes case

clean and neat as the day you purchased

EYES".. .250 AT ALL

this

so smooth, and so quick to dry. Drl

smarting, and perfectly harmless of course.
arc

luxuri)

it.

Black

.

.

Brown

is

.

y<

Jurt

.

Bit
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ALICE FAYE

Two-fisted American
college student goes
to

Oxford! Oh, boy,

here's a

drama

that

packs a wallop every

minute of the way!

A YANK AT OXFORD
with

LIONEL BARRYMORE

Maureen O'Sullivan 'Vivien Leigh
Edmund Gwenn Griffith JoneS From an Original Story by John Monk Saunders
•

Directed by

JACK
A

•

CONWAY

•

Produced by

MICHAEL BALCON

METRO-COLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

She evades close-ups. ..Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

PERHAPS

you've seen her— this girl
whose wistful beauty captures the

You stare— a little breathless—waiting for that smile which will
eager glance.

light up, intensify,

And then

it

her loveliness.

comes— but with what

bit-

For her smile is dull,
dingy. It erases her beauty as if a candle
had been blown out... another tragedy

ter disappointment!

of dental ignorance or neglect.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

The warning may some day come to you
—that

faint tinge of

tooth brush. It

"pink" upon your

may seem

harmless, triv-

IPANA
is

plus

unimportant — but never ignore it!
At the first sign of "pink tooth brush"
— see your dentist. It may not mean trouble
ahead, but let him decide. Modern menus
—from which hard, fibrous foods have
ial,

largely disappeared

gums

— are

They've grown
"Pink tooth brush" is

simply their plea for help. And usually
your dentist's suggestion will be "more
exercise, more vigorous chewing" and,
very often, the added suggestion, "the
stimulating help of Ipana and massage."
For Ipana, with massage, is designed
to benefit your gums as well as clean your

massage

your dentist's able

assistant in the home
care of teeth and gums

Massage a

little

Ipana into your

gums every time you brush your teeth.
Circulation within the gums increaseshelps bring a new healthy firmness to the

gum

walls.

Why

robbing your

of necessary work.

flabby, sensitive.

teeth.

not take steps

now

to help pro-

tect yourself against tender, ailing

Make Ipana and massage

gums?

a part of your

daily routine. With your gums healthy
and sound, your teeth sparklingly clean-

there can be no disappointment, nothing
to

mar

the beauty of your smile.
•

•

•

USTEN TO "Town Hall Tonight," every Wednesday, N.B.C. Red Network, U P. M., E. S. T.
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WHO MAKES
WOOD?

THE.

MOST MONEY

IN

HOLLY

FRANK, AUTHENTIC ARTICLE RE
VEALING ACTUAL SALARIES OF THE STARS.
A

Photo by George Hurrell

SHIRLEY

TEMPLE

—

—

Presenting the winner for the third year in succession
of
the annual box-office poll, Miss Shirley Temple, soon to be seen
Now at the ripe old age
in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."
of nine and still going strong, Miss Temple nosed out her
glamorous screen rivals by a big margin.

WHAT THE

FAIVS

^^'wS

THI
'TRSife

Crosby Better than Caruso!

AT

have courage enough to tell the world of my admiration for
Bing Crosby. What gave me courage? Well, it is because of some
of the catty, unkind letters about him which I have recently read here.
In defense of Bing, I would like to say that, in my opinion, he is
the most versatile actor on the screen to-day. No matter what role he portrays he is always calm and self-assured. Besides superb acting abililv. he
sings divinely.
Surely no one can deny that his is the only voice on the
screen and air to-day which possesses that certain quality to hold an audi-

.-**

(55®5* : .i-'"

last I

ence for hours.

Many

singers train for years to get into the Metropolitan Opera.

But

what singer's voice in opera is any more renowned than Bing Crosby's?
The name Caruso was no more famous than Bing Crosby.
For years I have been collecting photos of Bing until my collection now
consists of five thousand eight hundred and forty-nine.

Kathlyn Browning.

Camden,

Mississippi.

Long or Short Hair?

DEW ARE,

Dorothy Lamour, your long hair will be your undoing. The
truth is. you get roles because you have long hair, instead of because
you have ability to act, beautiful classic features, a wonderful voice that
touches the heartstrings.
You will be hopelessly typed if you do two more pictures of the "take
down your hair" type. Yes, I know your hair is magnificent. I know that
you love it and wouldn't think of parting with it. But it must be cut short
if you are ever to be recognized as the great actress and singer you really arc.
Don't let them type you! Take up the shears and snip! Let's see those
ears!
And some cute bangs on your forehead. Then you will not be
weighted down from recognition which is rightfully yours.
All right, now. Take down your hair for the last time, pick up the shears
D. Caller).
and right now!
let's cut the whole thing off.
San Francisco. California.

Mvk

—

t$5!8£&*g

—

Modern Romance.
'E are six average American women, members of the same club, and we
have two complaints to make.
First, every one needs to see the amusing side of life and enjov a good
laugh, but the studios arc giving us an overdose of comedies. We wish the
producers would give us more variety in pictures and not ruin our taste
for comedy by making ninety per cent of pictures comedies.
Second, our members would like Hollywood In re\ ive the modern, romanRomance has returned in
tic pictures which they prefer above other types.
We
everything, after being in exile for several years, except the movies.
haven't had modern romantic pictures since the days of Vilma Banky,
We. like the world in
Claire Windsor, Corinne Griffith, and Billie Dove.
general, are interested in women who are beautiful, dainty, refined, cultured
and feminine in the modern manner.
We would like to see beautiful Gladys Swarthout in romantic musicals
similar lo what she gave oxer the radio a few seasons ago. Beautiful, regal
Elissa Landi, an accomplished actress and musician who suggests romance
in model n romantic pictures.
Virginia Bruce of a Dresden china beauty, very appealing in a romantic
way, good actress and singer of romantic ballads.
Olivia de Havilland. beaulilul. omnntic-looking and a splendid actress.
Continued on /<«;/<'
should be given more prominence.

W!

,»

»*£$£

i
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In Kathlyn Browning's whole-hearted tribute to Bing Crosby she
Even
asks what singer in opera is more renowned than Bing?
Caruso was no more famous, she insists.

.

gallant with the ladies

by every belle in
.

.

.

all

of

.

New

.

.

time out from his pirateering and his

beloved

romancing

Orleans

win the

feared by those rats of the Seven

Seas

.

.

.

his bold,

bad buccaneers

.

save

.

Jean Lafitte...the gayest lad who ever
sailed beneath the Skull and Crossbones

lives

to help

Dutch

girl

BUCCANEER."

the

.

.

.

.

little

the

Franciska Gaal,

.

new Paramount

star discovery,

In the

a fitting

,

thrilling role of the

pirate,

.

beautiful

"THE

dashing gentleman

As

whose love forced

flag

DeMille's flaming adven.

British

dashing pirate to strike his

across the screen... Cecil B.

.

Orleans and

March reaches new heights

of screen adventure.

again in the grandest

.

New

Battle of

America from the

Fredric

historical romance ever to swing

ture-epic

Andrew Jackson

4.

/

that

makes

team-mate for

gentleman pirate

Capt. Jean Lafitte.

who took

220

Adolph Zukor presents

Cecil B. DeMille
PRODUCTION

FREDRIC MARCH

"THE BUCCANEER
with

Franciska Gaal

Akim Tamiroff • Margot Grahame
Walter Brennan
Ian Keith

•

Anthony Quinn

Douglass Dumbrille • Beulah Bondi
Robert Barrat • Hugh Sothern
Louise Campbell • Evelyn Keyes

Directed by Cecil B. DeMille
A Paramount Picture
Edwin

Justus Mayer, Harold

Lamb and

C Gardner Sullivan • Based on

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

an Adaptation by Jeanie Macpherson of "Lafitte the Pirate' by L>

when answering advertisements.

le

Saxon

—

ADDRESS YOUR QUESTIONS TO THE ORACLE, PICTURE PLAY, 79 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,

Y
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h
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T HERESA MITCHELL.— May time"

Mickey Rooney.

was previewed in this magazine in
March, 19:57. The film was reviewed in
Either issue may be had
June, 19:57.
by sending your order with remittance

October, which included the
only picture we have ever used of Billy.

of fifteen cents for each to our Subscription Dept.
do not publish Action-

We

ized versions of

movie

stories.

Micky Lee

.

—E

rrol

Flynn's biography tells
us that he was born in
Antrim, near Belfast,
Ireland, on June 20,

He

1909.

two,

cover the cost.

Ethel Hennig. —

and

of Anaheim, California, born there July
15, 1909; six feet two.
weighs 180, dark wavy
hair, blue eyes.
Was
educated at Monte Vista School, Highland Park School, and Franklin High
School.
While he did not take part in

A

19:56.

of fan clubs will be mailed to you
upon receipt of a stamped envelope.
list

Mary Louise

II.

Their birthdates are:
Basil
Rathbone, June
1893; Luise Rainer,
January P2, 1912; Olivia
13,

a na-

any school dramatics, he had a suppressed desire to be an actor. The opportunity came when he went into the
Drama Art Workshop in the Little TheDuring these apater in Los Angeles.
pearances a talent scout saw him and
signed him to a. contract. Still single.

Boris.

Havilland,

—

"Stills"

are

scenes from pictures
such as you see displayed in theater lobhies advertising current

and forthcoming
Gary Cooper
ductions.

pro-

Mrs.

F.

R,

C.—That

was

Harry

who sang "Prairie Moon"
"Here Comes the Band."
Stockwell

in

A Friend. — Nan

pleted

"The

birthday

Now

that he has comAdventures of Marco Polo"

7th.

Grey's next is "The
Black Doll," with DonShe was
ald Woods.

bom

five

fifty-one on

IS.

rent picture
be followed

July 25, 1918;
four, weighs

01 y m

p

c

Bradna

I

is

three, weighs 115.

Rosina Lawrence celebrates her birthday
on December 30th. Jane Bryan is currently appearing in "A Slight Case of
Murder."
five feel

May

and "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," he is
slated for "The Cowboy and the Heiress," with Merle Oberon, and then probBoris Karloff was
ably "Beau Geste."

feet

French:

will celebrate his thirty-seventh

on

Lorraine Satz.—Billy Halop, who
played the role of Tom my in "Dead
End," is sixteen years old, a product of
Brooklyn, New York.
His father is a
lawyer.
You'll be seeing him again in
"Boys' Town" with the other youngsters of his first picture, besides Spencer
Bartholomew,
and
Tracy,
Freddie

Florence.

November

23rd.

His cur-

Warning," to
by "Invisible Menace."
is

"Without

—John

Lite!

and

Gordon

Oliver are with Warners, but on completion of "Jezebel" the latter will leave
that

studio.

—

.

—Edna

NoREEN C. Don Ameche comes from
Kenosha, Wisconsin, where he was horn
May 31, 1908; five feet eleven and a
half, weighs 170, brown hair, hazel eyes,
lb- attended the University of WisconIn April and December, 1937, we
sin.
published stories about Don which will
tell VOll all vou wish to know about him.

May

—

A. M. Eulner. Lionel Atwill played
the role of Ivan Igor in "The Mystery
of the Wax Museum."
S.

—Stanley

at Carroll College,

tive

July 1,
1916; Katharine Hepburn, November 8, 1907; Joan Fontaine,
October 22nd; Lucille Ball, August 6th,
Olympe Bradna, August 12th.

de

is

Clara

Oliver was born in Boston, Massachusetts. January 12, 1893.
She is
now playing in "Rosalie," and will be seen
next in "Three Men in
the Snow."

G.

180,

Surrey, England, born there February
9, 1891; five feet eleven, weighs 165,
black hair, brown eyes. Our last story

May,

—

Ray Milland gives DrogIreland, as his birthplace, and
January 3, 1905, as the date. He is six
feet one, weighs 168, with dark-brown
hair and hazel eyes.
For his photograph, address him at the Paramount
Studio, inclosing twenty-five cents to
Reader.

heda,

Craig Reynolds

brown hair and eyes.
A story
about him appeared in May, 1937. Ronald Colman is a native of Richmond,

in

pre-

feet

has

about him appeared

A

"Dead End" was

last

six

is

weighs

viewed

N. Y

Morner studied music
Waukesha, Wisconsin,

;

and eventually appeared on the concert
stage.
Mary Garden heard him sing
and recommended him to
forj:
"The Great Ziegfeld." But first he made
"I Conquer the Sea." He was born in
Marshfield, Wisconsin, on a certain December '20th.
Not married. Johnnie
Davis sang "Old King Cole" in "Varsity^
Show." Elsewhere in the department
you will find information about him.

MGM

—

Jeanne Annette.
Deanna Durbin is now
two and
and weighs about
I
108.
do not have
these measurements for
Judy Garland.
about

five feet

a half,

D.

J. S.

—Johnnie

Davis, whose films

include
"Varsity Show," "Over the
Goal." and "Hollywood Hotel." was
born John Gus Davis in Brazil, Indiana,
on May 11, 1910.
Is five feet ten,
weighs 158. and has light-brown hair
and blue eyes. He comes of a musical
family, his father having been conductor of the Brazil concert band for twentyJohnnie appeared with sevfive years.
eral popular orchestras.
After an engagement with Will Osborne he joined
Fred Waring and hi> Pennsylvanians.
During the summer of 1 !):>•.' he had his
own band at the Lowry Hotel in St.
Paul and after five months rejoined
Waring on his radio program. On April
Fool's Day of L934 he married Martha
Lee Garber, sweetheart of his highschool days.

—

Bi:rr\
MORRIS. Edward Arnold. Francine

Larrimore, Gail Patrick,

and George Bancroft
played the leads in
"John Meade's Woman."

—
What

the Fans Think
This is in part due to Charles Buyers performance. He never once catches the flame
ambition that was afire in France's
of
Emperor; he fill- one with no emotion of

Garbo fares badly. Her pari is
anj kind.
contradictory, entirely lacking in power, and
Nevertheless, she gives a good
a bit stupid.
performance under tin' circumstances.
The trouble with "Conquest"
that it is
far too impressive, worrying too much about
It
never
detail and too little about depth.
touches beneath the surface of tin' lives of
i--

The continuity is poor, the
the characters.
love scenes dull and empty, the story powerThis is all due In the bad adaptation.
less.
84 West 188th Street,

Open Letter

Daniel Eisen.
New York.

to Joan Crawford.

YOl'K

career has always been <>f absorbing interest to me, not because you are so
innately gifted as an actress, but 1><-. ivj
your place in the Hollywood sun has been
won by your own grit and ambition, always
And now there
in the face of opposition.
is a crisis, it seems, in your career.

That

makes me

so-called crisis

provoked

weather when good fellows
Bing Crosby, Jack Holt chinning about horses.
always

"It's

fair

Spence Tracy,

and

just

damn mad.

This

fabrication, an illusion,
fostered by newspaper and
i-.

a

radio commentators, all of whom apparently
cherish an undying malevolence toward the
very name of Crawford.

Continued from page 4
very fragile feminine
Her
the romantic type.
udio seems to recognize the public is
gain interested in the beautiful, feminine
nd romantic and are giving her the breaks
le deserves.
Of course, there are others as beautiful
nd talented in Hollywood who are of the
jmantic type, but we only list our favor-

Loretta

eauty,

Young, a
of

also

es.

We hear of certain male
andsome and romantic, but

being
has been
ears since the beautiful romantic feminine
ar has held the spotlight.
We want to see the modern romantic picire along with the comedies, adventure

melodrama,

tories,
liical

historical

stars

it

and

biogra-

themes.

Young Dallas Women.

Six

Dallas, Texas.

Trial-horse for Ingenues.
I SPEAKING of "studio stepchildren."

if

one star who's being sorely neglected
There are
y his studio, it's Dick Powell.
ozens of stories to be chosen from the best
tagazines, but when it's a Powell film that's
eing decided upon, that gentleman's studio
an think of only two. plots:
Young
1.
inger makes good on Broadway or radio:
The show must go on.
Time was when Mr. Powell was given
jngs worthy of his voice, but now the best
lere's

handed over to the lesser lights
and Dick hasn't had a hit tune
a months.
Other actors of Dick's popuirity are given talented and
established
fading ladies, but Warners see fit to use
ood-natured Dick as a sort of trial horse
pr their untried young ingenues.
(Joe E.
iJrown used to be the goat.)
He's had three
f them during the past year, and not one
ines are

f his films,

.

v

a spark of personality or acting ability.

rith

Marie
4

L.

Dailey.

Racine, Wisconsin.

:

What a Mess!
I
?

HAVE
chide

MGM

What could have been

a masterpiece
nothing but a dull, illogical spectacle, the

less.
>

just seen "Conquest." and want
for ever producing such a

haracters of which we watch as
ained fleas in a side show.

The Napoleon
esemblance

to

we would

"Conquest" bears small
the Napoleon of history.

of

One is Billy, the other is Bobby Mauch. Kind of convenient to be
twins because when one works ai "Penrod," the other can play.

What

8
have seen every picture you have
Novt
ever made. Juan, the good and the had.
Some have been very good, indeed, and
don't think
I
others excruciatingly had.
any other star could have survived MGM's
But through them all has shone
"Rain."
tin- steady, clear light that is yourself and
what you have made oi yourself. Few peoI

you have acquired one of
the most beautiful speaking voices, a voice
you did not have in "Four Walls." In "The
And it was
Bride Wore Red" you sang.
very evident tiiat you had learned to sing,
and learned correctly.
Forget about being a big star, forget
coiffure and pose and Adrian's idea of how
you should look. Forget the yapping herd
.if
your critics they're like sheep anyway.
ple

realize

the

Forget everything hut the fact that you're
an actress with an enormous, devoted following.
You are no longer a girl torn between two loves.
You have achieved maturity and this maturity as an actress and
a woman should be your strongest weapon
in your iuture screen life.
We all believe
in

you.

H. M. Bishop.

that

—

Fans Think

Waukegan,

Illinc

See, Smarty!

RENA
Picture

BERG'S
Play

letter

in

December

amusing.

Letters
that
ridicule Shirley Temple are usually written
by people who can't find anything better to
criticize than an eight-year-old child.
I do
is

not know where Miss Berg received her
information, but 1 do want to refute every
argument she brought up. I have had contact with Shirley a little closer than through
writers for fan magazines.
First, it is not true that Shirley is not
permitted to go on the air because her parents are afraid of spoiling her. Mrs. Temple
receives countless letters from persons who
are afraid Shirley is being overworked.
Mrs. Temple hastened to assure them that
Shirley is not being overworked, but that
radio might bring about such difficulties
As it is now, the Number One star has a
correct balance between work, play, and
school.

Secondly,

most

Shirley

know how important she

certainly

does

The famous

is.

Kbhe children in their story about visiting
Shirley brought out that she is the most
famous child in the world and knows it,
It is through careful guidance that she has
not become spoiled through this knowledge.
the conception of her importance
It
is
taught her by Mrs. Temple that has kept
Shirley the same sweet little girl as she
has always been.
You don't think Shirley could face a
mike!
Shirley had millions listening the
night she walked into the forecourt of
the Carthay Circle Theater amid cheering
thousands and spoke for the first time over
the air last summer.
It was the occasion
of the premiere of '"Wee Willie Winkie."
Finally, I wish to refute your truly preposterous statement, "She is no real actress."
If you consider your opinion better
than

that

who

have

of

directors,

referred

actors,

her

to

and
as

a

critics

Baby

Bernhardt, Diminutive Duse and countless other remarks, you had better get in
touch with Hollywood; they need some one
like you!
When the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences handed her the
special award of merit in 1935, when David
Butler,
director, called her the greatest
actress in Hollywood, when a critic in a
review of "Heidi" called her the Great
Temple, it is too bad they didn't consult

you
and

first

discover,

to

the
that Shirley
to

to

amazement of
Temple is no

their amazement
the whole world,
real actress!

Bill

Dawkins.

114-24 175th Street,
St. Albans. New York.

A
I
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Tip to Joan.
so many letters

read

the merits of Joan Crawford that

lime

put

my

debating
I

feel

it

My

opinion of
Miss Crawford can be put forth very briefly
and very easily. She wears clothes nicely
to

in

say.

and looks glamoroifs.
Otherwise, she has
no talent whatever.
I first saw her in "Rain." and although
my likes and dislikes in the cinema were
1

instantly

conceived

a

dislike

whatever to me.
There was only one reason.
She could
not act.
She took a good dramatic role and
turned it into something between a burlesque interpretation of a drama and a
comedy dance. Her performance of Sadie
Thompson was atrocious and only Walter
Huston's magnificent acting made the him
worth seeing.
I
saw Miss Crawford quite often after
that.
In all her films, excepting one, her

«|

J

j^

Two members
talk

it

over.

acting was more like that of a two-vear-old
than a grown-up.

of the younger set, Patricia Ellis and Paula Stone
The conversation? Oh, probably clothes or beaux.

L

Nathan Cohn.
Sydney, Nova Scotia. Canada.

pi

—
!

What

the Fans Think
pected it would be.
Academj awards are
given to the Munis, the Marches
yel ever)
year, with his every
picture, Colman
is
awarded sincere admiration by every one
who sees and recognizes the character and
integrity etched in every line of his face
and carved in the set of his features. They
sei
in him more than a fine actor.
Charm,
intelligence, refinement, good looks.
Above
it
all
that courteous honesty horn within
him, and which spurns Hollywood's too intimate advertising of human lives and soul- as
unnecessary and often cruel.
A great star and a greater man for fifteen
years, and, by the grace of God, the greatest
for
many years to come Ronald

—

Colman!

Ernest

Meryman.

92 Bowdoin Stun.
Winthrop, Massachusetts.

A
AM

I

criticisms

have

Slave to Simone.

quite
of

tired

of

reading

Simone Simon, and

spiteful
I"d

like

my

say in defense of the little lady.
think she's enchanting.
I
She has the
most vivid and arresting personality seen on
the screen since Hepburn blazed her fiery
to

trail

in

''A

Bill

'"Morning Glory."

of
Divorcement"
She combines the

and
wist-

charm

of a child with elfin mischief and
depth of emotion.
She captivated
me the first moment I saw her in "Girls'
Dormitory," and ever since I have been her

ful

startling

"Co-Co" is the quaint nickname Saiiy Eilers gave her son whose
real name is the same as his father's, Harry Joe Brown.
Bad
CHALLENGE

slave.

Her detractors
ish pouting.

In

lay emphasis on her childm\ opinion, it merely adds

Publicity.

Edith Spohr, whose letter
published in the November issue. She
lays that no matter what type of film
Navarro returns in she is only too glad to
lave him back on the screen.
I ask you,
p this loyalty? The howling sentiment of
lyriad
unshackled females has had a
evastating effect on Novarro"s career. And
ow one of them has the audacity to delate that she does not care what type of
lm it is, as long as Novarro is seen again
I say let them be good or none.
Surely
is
understood that this setback in
Jovarro's career is mainly due to bad films,
'or pity's sake take a rational view.
This
creaming for Novarro, whether good or
ad, is poor publicity.
listened to
and only Novarro's sincerity and charm
rved him from a show of fatuous idiocy.
^e do not want Republic to do the same.
I

|

l.as

MGM

.,

want a Novarro

7e

that

ublic, as well as his fans

will

— not

please the
sloe-eyed

a

of romance.

lodel

L.

Mar.

Allington Road,

3,

Hendon, London. N. W.

4.

England.

Undisputed Stardom.
TO-DAY'S

headlines are filled with the
oings of Hollywood's younger heroes, the
'aylors, Flynns, and Powers.
Fan maganes delve deeply into their personal affairs,
:ores of photographs cover their every acvity from a shower bath to a Hollywood
remiere.
It is presumably of greatest imortance to us whether or not a star has

on his chest, and

airs

In

Hollywood there

all

ho

has

not

submitted

if

so,

how many.

but one actor
to this intimate
is

and yet reached undisputed starRonald Colman alone has done it
from his very first film, made fifteen

ublicity

om.
star

He

the only star who signs
clause demanding excluve star billing.
Even Claudette Colbert, a
ar,
could only get featured rating in

?ars

ago.

mtracts

Under

The
oth

with

is

a

Two

Flags" under Colman.
talking screen gave us his

pleasing

and

interesting

— as

voice,

we

ex-

Gladys George's third

fling in pictures has yet to give her a part
as effective as she was on the stage in "Personal Appearance."
She is at her brilliant best in wise-cracking comedy, and promises
to come across in "Love Is a Headache."

—
What

10
It
gives deeper meaning to
to her charm.
her sudden, swift smile, likening it to brilliant sunshine after rain.
\- for saying she cannot act, well, that
The heartbreaking loveliis quite ridiculous.
ness of her Diane in "Seventh Heaven" was

like a priceless, shimmering jewel, showing
up the work of more prominent stars for the
tawdry bits of glass the) are.
P. T. O.

lioltan.

Lancashire, England.

Slap Her Down.

Wlh

IS

Ginger

Rogers

popular?

She

the snootiest gals on the screen; she
walks with a pettish air; she punts; she inever gracious, nor charming, nor attracShe is overdressed, in tinsel
tive!) gowned.
clothes, and her coiffures are outlandishl)
plays

ugly.

She may he off-screen

all

the nice things

I
that she never is permitted to be on it.
hope so. For on-screen she presents a smartAleck type that any fellow would long to
slap if he met in real life.

the Fans Think

\Yh> doesn't she kick it she really isn'l
the spoiled, pettish rather stupid person she
always plays, and make her bosses let her
And if she does, how
be human just once'.''
hope she will get rid of that queer pinkyyellow hair and get a decent hair-do!
1

John Louis Wilson.
Oxford, Ohio.

Carbon Copies.
THE STARLETS of Hollywood

to-day are
much better-looking than those of, say, ten
They are de-lovely, beautiful,
years ago.
and charming; they drip glamour. Only
These actresses
are my eyes deceiving me?
are beginning to look as though they were
all cut out with the same cooky cutter.
It's the fashion, now, for Miss Goldy Star
to have a "big, generous mouth" painted
over her own originally good-looking mouth.
It's the fad for the actresses to look languid
and ethereal and just a bit bored and to
wear a flower topknot. For example:
Ginger Rogers:
But I
She's beautiful.
often wonder if she didn't have just a bit

more individuality a few years back when
own cute figure and baby-doll

she had her
face.

Simcne Simon:

Personally I don't conher beautiful, but she possesses a
piquant quality you'd go a long way to
duplicate.
That is, she did possess it. The
movies, not satisfied with her own unique
charm, gave her a Joan Crawford mouth and
a hairdress a la Cinematown.
And now I can't bear it any longer look
what they're doing to Sonja Henie. Winsome
and cuddlesome, they're streamlining her to
a fare-you-weU and up pops that "big generous mouth" again.
Heaven forbid!
is pleasant to see so much feminine pulchritude on the screen, but aside from a fewcharacter actresses and Luise Rainer (and
who knows when she will succumb?) they
all look like a flock of pretty little carbon
sider

—

—

I

Ana

copies.

Eisenberg.

San Lazaro, 177.
Havana, Cuba.

Submerged Talent.
IT seems to me that the main objective of
Hollywood producers is to foist on a longsuffering public a motley collection of untrained, pert chorus girls and crude come-

who

dians

are the subject

astic publicity, instead of

overenthusi-

of

extending a help-

ing hand to such really talented players as
Margot Grahame and Gertrude Michael, to

name only

two.
In my opinion, Miss Grahame is one of
the great personalities of the screen, and
certainly the loveliest. She has every requisite for stardom
magnetic personality,
-a
real charm, beauty, and a delightful speaking voice yet her talents are submerged in
small roles in unimportant pictures.

—

—

Her

splendid
performance
in
"The
Informer'' was proof enough that she is a
great actress as well as a great beauty, but
by some quirk of fate she has never been
given the opportunity she merits and is
consistently miscast in flimsy yarns such as
"Night Waitress"' and "Criminal Lawyer."
"The Soldier and the Lady" was the first
film in which her loveliness was shown to
advantage, yet her role was small.
If given one really good story in which
her sense of humor would be permitted to
itself, I know that Margot Grahame
would be on a par with the Hollywood great
along with Garbo and Dietrich.

show

—

Margaret A.
Park

Bell.

Row

North.
Hamilton. Ontario, Canada.
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Hats Off to Tracy!
BEEN waiting to see a letter

I'VE

pub-

grand actor, Spencer
Tracy, and as none has appeared, I decided
to write one myself.
To begin with, how can Robert Taylor,
Richard Cromwell, Donald Woods and others
be called actors when a real actor like
Spencer Tracy is around?
"San Francisco" couldn't have been what
it
was without Spencer Tracy to play the
lished

praising

that

part of the priest.

Take the

part of

Manuel

"Captains Courageous."
This picture
wouldn't have been the same without him.
Manuel was a simple, honest man who had
a heart of gold beneath a rough front.
The
person who played this part needed to have
those qualities himself and who but Tracy
in

them?
Ami it takes a real actor to
them on the screen as he did. This
puts him in line for the
certain!)

his

show
role

Academy award.

warn

He's tops and a grand actor through and
through, and so I sa\. "11 its off to the best

1

A cowboy

—

and a sheik take a walk probably to lunch at Republic Studio commissary where both Gene Autry and Ramon
Novarro hold forth.

actor

in

Hollywood!"

Mary
10

Louise Bayles.

Bayamo Lane,
Edgewood Station, Rhode

Island.

11

BY

NORBERT

LUSK

The Most Populur Star Bar None.

HAIL up

Lady of the Screen! She is Shirley Temple, in case you think we
our old trick of Garbo-worship. For the third successive year she is

the First

are

first
-*•

to

among money-making

number

*-

stars, she is the personality that

draws the greatest

of patrons to theaters throughout the nation and in Great Britain, too.

is the result of The Motion Picture Herald's yearly poll which is accepted without
question as the one authoritative register of box-office values. No other star has ever
held first place three times, and it is significant, says The Herald, that in the past six
years Shirley, Will Rogers, and Marie Dressier have been outstanding stars because
their appeal has been to the entire family
their pictures uniformly have been for the
entire public, not for specialized groups.
As we pointed out last year in these columns, the popularity of Shirley Temple proves that the public pays heaviest tribute to
sweetness and wholesomeness, to the universal heart-warming appeal of an ideal child.

This

—

Shirley

Temple

Phenomenal Rise of Jane Withers.

£Oi\SIDER

what also has happened to Jane Withers in the past year. From eleventh
place on the honor roll of money-makers she has risen to sixth. She is now among
the chosen ten box-office leaders, exceeding in popularity such brilliant adults as Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers, Sonja Henie, Gary Cooper, and Myrna Loy, all of whom
follow her in appeal to the public in terms of dollars and cents. Only William Powell.
Bing Crosby, Robert Taylor, Clark Gable, and Shirley top her in the token that counts
money paid at the ticket window.
with theater men
Her unusual progress toward the top is no accident, no part of a vogue for child
Her films are modest affairs.
stars, and not because she appears in costly pictures.
But Jane has grown as an individual as well as an entertainer. Far from being merely
precocious or a likable tomboy, she communicates warmth, sympathv and humanness
far beyond that expected of a clever child performer.
It is this, and her sense of fun,
that make the picture-going world Jane's kin.

—

Jane Withers

Songbirds

OPERATIC

Fall

From Their Perches.

songbirds are flitting from the screen. The contracts of Lily Pons and
Nino Martini were not renewed by RKO, it is fail l\ certain that Gladys Swarthoul
as made her last picture for Paramount, and Columbia has no plans for another
race Moore songfest. Marion Talley gives all her attention to radio these days and
lichael Bartlett appears opposite Kitty Carlisle in a Broadway show.
It looks as if
and "Page wouldn't be hearing any more "Lakme," "Lucia," "Madama Butterflv.
tacci" for some time, or at least not after Helen Gleason and Charles Kullman. both
I the Metropolitan, have their fling in "La Traviata" for "The Goldwyn Follies." and
lagstad's voice gives glory to "The Big Broadcast.''
The vogue for opera on the
:reen is over, although Deanna Durbin will always sing fine music.
The complete absence of any operatic excerpts or arias from "Rosalie," with Nelon Eddy present to sing them if required, is. I think, significant. That and no schedle for the bona fide operatic artists like Pons, Martini. Swarthout. and Moore.
It
leans that the public is surfeited with that curious hybrid entertainment which neces-

12

Soft

and Sharp Focus

must be built around an operatic singer. Try as they might, the producers
never succeeded in making opera legitimately a part of screen entertainment, even
when such numbers as "Minnie the Moocher" were alternated for down-to-earth appeal.
The studios satisfied the public's craving for novelty, for new faces and names big in
the musical world by signing opera singers and building pictures around them that
should permit them to do the stuff for which they were famed and at the same time
qualify as screen actors and actresses. The singers failed to do that. All the tricks of
cameramen and studio beauticians could not give them the natural magnetism without
which lasting success on the screen is impossible. Thev were part of a fad. Now it
is ending.
sarily

Nino Martini

Opera on the Screen.

DLT

tbe possibility of opera on the screen

is not dead, it is only dormant.
Eventuproper form for its presentation will be evolved. It will not be opera
photographed and recorded as it is sung on the stage, nor will it be arias or scenes
It will bear little rethat climax the story of a poor girl who becomes a great diva.
semblance to what we have hitherto accepted. My guess is that we shall hear the story
of the opera in dialogue and action with the great moments sung. That would mean
opera in English, for it is unlikely that speech would be in one language and song in
another. Then those who love opera for its own sake would. I think, be satisfied, and
those who are not moved by the melodious troubles of Lakme, Violetta, and Manon
would know what to avoid. Anyway, operatic films as we have known them for some
years are doomed to disappear entirely. That alone is cause for thanksgiving.

ally a

Is

lET'S

Ginger Rogers a Menace to Marriage?

sympathize with Ginger Rogers in her dark hour. She is singled out by a
at Teachers College, Columbia University, as a symbol if not as an example of what films do to increase the divorce rate in this country! Says Doctor
Goodwin Watson in the New York Herald Tribune:
"Many women go back to prosaic husbands after seeing screen lovers and are thoroughly dissatisfied. And it also works the other way. A husband, after seeing Ginger
Rogers on the screen, does not want to go back to his prosaic wife. Such a situation
all

professor

helps to increase the divorce rate considerably."
Thus one of our hardest-working stars, and one of the most home-loving, is held
up by one who does not know as a siren, a menace to the marital security of the nation.
Quick. Watson, the needle!
We always knew Ginger was alluring but we hadn t
thought of her as having quite so much dynamite and danger in her talent and charm.

Ginger Rogers

Cagney and Warners Bury Hatchet.

QNE of the mosl

famous fights between star and producer comes to an amicable end
with James Cagney's return to Warner Brothers, who gave him his first chance in
pictures and quick stardom.
But they overworked him, complained Jimmy, in 1935
when he walked out, forced him to play "unsuitable" roles, and there was something
that is. his name was
in hi- general grievance about not receiving the right billing
He was receiving $4,500 weekly when he
not displayed according to agreement.
ppealed to the law to free him from irksome bondage.
After long litigation the court upheld him and eventually he made two pictures
That
for Grand National. "Smart Guy" and a musical. '"Something to Sing About."
is not enough production to keep any star before the-public for nearly three years, so
our rebel returns to \\ ai ners not to resume his place in the sun. as if he hadn stepped

—

t

shadow, but to make a new name for himself- -to light for a comeback. Jinnm is
born fighter, a brilliant actor, a gritty Irishman. Picture Pla) cheers him at the start!

into
a

James Cagney

13
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KAT HAR| NE

"EPBURjv

The one and
only K«+:~
"P her stage amlir
* mo,(es « great

he

<W
Mad

•

W'ss Mcsnton."

STARS

IN

CINEMA CELEBRITIES GO ON MANHATTAN WHIRL.
SEE NEW PLAYS, VISIT GAY NIGHT SPOTS.
Key your voice down, with midC on the piano the limit ol

dle

your highest pitch of excitement
Normally, speak three tones lower.

Be methodical,

jot down the day's
routine in advance and you won't
develop brow wrinkles, fluttering
hands, or nervous signs of self-re-

proach that wreck your poise.
As for clothes, you may note
that Joan wears vivid copper-

pumps cut out at
heel and toe, and mostly hats with
toned stockings,

pyramid crowns.
With a
wide-brimmed black hat, lined in
high

blue, she wears a dotted veil that

Claire Dodd had a big time going places with

handsome Gerald Lambert.

CRAWFORD
JOAN
fan who chokes

is

the onl) star

traffic

I

know who adores

wherever she goes.

Slie

is

every

la>t

the only one.

it, who has the vitality and interest to treat
they were treasured friends. Going shopping with
did, is like playing secretary to a three-alarm fire.
her as
Police
had to be (ailed to clear a path through clamoring throngs so that
bordered on collapse, but
we could get out of a Radio City shop.
she was all refreshed, fairly intoxicated with glee.

that

is,

crowds

who admits

as

if

I

I

"Whenever draw a grand crowd like that, want to go right back
and get in it again," she assured me later in the safety of her car.
She gave autographs with genuine emotion saying "Thank you so
bribed m\ wa\ through the jostlers generousl) handing
much!"*
out the orchids Joan dropped.
I

1

I

Following the Crawford Mode.
lilt

to

The cock of Joan's hat, the
of her voice are copied bj thousands, so here are the latest notes

guide you:

Madeleine Carroll
found herself center of attention
from titled escorts.

15

NEW YORK
BY

KAREN

HOLLIS

comes just to her nose, twisis around her
neck scarf-fashion. Her box coat of silver
fox is enormously wide at the shoulders.
slim at the hips.
Her new evening dresses are of gleaming white satin and cloudy blue chiffon.
Both have billowing, full skirts and deep
V necks. For spring she has selected a
vivid-blue print dress with figures of red
and green, with full-pleated skirt stitched
down to the knees. Over it she will wear
a rather loose-fitting redingote of darkblue wool.
Actually,

it

isn't

the

Crawford clothes

that impress you, spectacular as they are.
It is Joan's boundless energy and non-wilting interest in all that goes on around her.

Shopping with magnetic Joan Crawford
like answering three-

alarm

fire.

called

to

way

Police
clear her

through crowds.

Dietrich

Goes Hey-hey.

Dietrich's visit

was

—The

most-quoted

remark dining

Marlene
popu-

that "she's living in strictest seclusion in the most

Of course, ver) grave and sedate she was in her black
lar night clubs!"
broadcloth dinner suit at the opening of "Of Alice and Men."
But. some
Princeton boys persuaded her to stomp and truck through some raucous
She scored
Big Apple numbers at La Conga, and she was a sensation.
an even bigger triumph when she was led past crowds of radio fans as the
first visitor ever admitted to a broadca-t of debonair Jean Sablon, current
'ontinued on page 76)
idol of air waves.
I
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JEAN HERSHOLT
!

L

ETHEL

MERMAN

CESAR

ROMERO

BILLY GILBERT

RAYMOND SCOTT QUINTET
WALLY VERNON

•

LEAH RAY

Directed by Roy Del Ruth
Associate Producer David Hempstead
Original Screen Play by Milton Sperling

and

Boris Ingster

SONGS! SONGS! SONGS!
.>

It

comes

to you,

of course, from

Please mention

\

v

"Hot and Happy", "A Gypsy Told Me"
"You Are The Music To The Words In
My Heart", "Yonny And His Oompah"
by Sam Pokrass and Jack Yellen

*

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

PICTURE PLAY when

and

his

20th Century-Fox

answering advertisements.

hit creators!

Why

should lovely Lobe worrying her
head about men? But
we guess no girl is
ever really free of
love troubles. Below:
re t+a

—

Powell and Tyrone
Power, both of whom
have served as beaus.
Bill

.0^

l

—
)

Once upon a

time,

Spencer Tracy was
head man in Loretta's
life; more recently
Eddie Sutherland has

copped that honor.
Here both men are,
all

dolled up

tie

and

in

white

tails.

EVERY
Loretta

girl,"

said

Young,

"has a personal
I
love problem.

have one. Mine

is

comby
'mad

plicated frighteningly

the tale that

am

I

This tale,
which started as a whisper, has grown to startlingly large proporabout men.'

tions.

"It is said behind my
back that I am forever hurrying from one man to another.
That I am romantically changeable. That I cannot settle
my affection on one man THE man. This is insinuated
It comes back to me in fragments
in the gossip columns.

—

Even strangers
"I shudder when I think of the things that are said. Of
course, they're not true. At first, I ignored them all. Why
And yet they continue.
give them the dignity of notice?
They are pushed in my face wherever I go. I do not want
I want a
I want a chance at happiness.
to go on like this
husband and my own family and the kind of love that matWhat am I going to do?"
ters!
Loretta sat across the tea table from me. I thought as I
of conversation.

—

looked

"What an

at her:

exquisite

this beautiful, beautiful girl

problem?

Any man would

woman!

Why

—

should

have problems have a man
be lucky to win Loretta for a

wife."

And yet, I remembered the stories I had heard. That
every time she started a picture, her newest screen hero
was in for "the works"! That she was always throwing
one admirer over for another! I, too, had begun to wonder
about her as a woman. How could she be so flirtatious
and, if she weren't, how did these stories start?
If they
were not true, why didn't she do something about stopping
them, answering them?
Loretta put a teacup down with an abruptness that was
startling.

"I have a letter upstairs," she said surprisingly.

"I'd

She brought it down, reentering
the room with that quiet grace which is a part of her.
"I've
saved it for six months. It's from a fan, a smart fan. A
man of twenty-nine who lives in Larimore, North Dakota."
In a clear voice she began reading. " 'A more or less
like to read

it

to you."

contradictory person is my final idea of you. ... I lose
myself for the duration of your films and then, as thousands do, I imagine, I wonder what you can really be like
of course the "dear" writers get busy to inform us of
what goes on in Hollywood and they often would have me
believe you are a fickle, sometimes cruel-hearted, good"
time girl.'
.

.

.

Loretta's eyes

"He

met mine gravely.

writes next, 'You

made

a mistake in love

when you

were young and they don't seem to be able to forget it.
They are the ones who are cruel. You saw your mistake
and did your best to set things right.
"They let you alone for a while and then along came
Spencer Tracy into your life separated from his wife before he met you. Maybe you were madly in love with him
for a time, but must they shout it from the housetops and
then bring out a story on his revived home life?
They
made you sound like seven different brands of homewrecker. Perhaps you even felt like one before they got
through. Yet nothing happened to Tracy or his family
you were the victim.
'

—

'Followed Eddie Sutherland, evidently a prince of a
The columnists thought up some new low-down
you ditched poor Eddie for Tyrone Power who heavens!
wouldn't quite reciprocate. That was a nice picture!
We were advised you practically camped on Tyrone's trail.
Me, I wouldn't think it necessary for you to camp on any"
body's trail.'
Loretta stopped a second to mutter, "The darn fool."
She gulped and went on reading.
"He says, 'Then I learned of your adopting those two
lovely children.
That showed me you must be warmhearted and generous. I knew, too, that you'd have to be
of good character to deserve the privilege of adopting
them. This seems to set everything just right. I can almost see the look in your eyes when you look at them and
dream.'
"Listen to this," she continued.
"He concludes with,
'I've seen you only once in person.
You were alone and
didn't seem exactly happy. That was five years ago when
I was out there.
I had a strong urge to speak and try to
make you understand that I only wanted to help you forget whatever it was that made you look that way.
The
antidote might have been a crazy day at the beach, a fast
ride along the coast highway with hamburgers and pop on
the way back, maybe a museum (if it wasn't too awful)
and then dinner in a quiet place. The Bowl later, way up
at the top where it's not crowded.
I might have suggested
the Grove, but I'd have lost you to your friends. It would
only have been one day because on the next you'd have
been busy again. But at least I'd f Continued on page 68
'

fellow.

—

—
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FAME TOOK COMMAND
OF DEANNA DURBIN. IN
THIS WARM, HUMAN
STORY YOU WILL DIS-

COVER HER AS SHE
REALLY

IS.

THE GREAT-

EST YOUTHFUL SONGBIRD THE WORLD HAS
EVER KNOWN.

Deanna

at

a

singing

lesson with her teacher,

Andres de Segurola. Did
anybody say Svengali
and Trilby?
Here, below, Deanna in
one of her rare cafe

suppers with her mother.
It's a thrill that celebrity doesn't often permit.

COST

^

$3

ELZA SCHALLERT

BY

are many
besides voice
THERE
and
being with Deanna Durbin
qualities

that

make a

great singer,

a lesson with her
teacher, Andres de Segurola, that she has one of the most important of all qualities, and that is understanding understanding
of many things besides how to hit high C.
But she is still a little girl at heart and this was proved when she was
sent to Philadelphia to make recordings for "100 Men and a Girl" with
the conductor, Leopold Stokowski.
In the hotel where she was stopping with her mother and her manager, Jack Sherrill
to whom Deanna and her family are devoted because
it was his belief in the young singer which resulted in her first film
opportunity a party was being given for a society debutante. A request was made for Deanna's presence. Would she come? Would she
let a group of enthusiastic young people have a glimpse of her?
A discussion between Deanna and Mr. Sherrill and Mrs. Durbin followed, and it was decided that Deanna would appear at the party for a
few moments, just long enough to say "hello" and sign some autographs.
The ballroom was filled with joyous young people who were having
a glorious time and then Deanna arrived as a sort of piece de resisI

feel after

at

—

—

—

—

tance of the evening.
She stood on a platform and spoke a few words, laughed and threw a
kiss and then went up to her room amid a thunder of applause. When
she got back upstairs she sat on her bed and for one long moment tried
hard to hold back her tears. She tried bravely, but a few trickled down
"They're having lots of
her cheeks just the same, and all she said was
fun!" And the next moment she pulled herself together, undressed, and
went to bed.
:

Deanna

didn't

know

that

I

was

listen-

ing to her singing lesson on a recent
afternoon. She was in the living room
of Andres de Segurola's hillside home,

which

this

eminent teacher, former bari-

tone of the Metropolitan Opera, uses as
his studio for instructing the fifteenyear-old songbird of screen and radio
as well as other singers.
In a hall adjoining the music room I
heard Deanna and watched her quite a

,

It seemed like
while, unknown to her and her teacher.
sacrilege to stir until the lesson was over.
She wore a brown flannel skirt, white blouse with Peter
Pan collar, a jacket of soft plaid, and angora socks which

revealed tanned legs. Her hair is thick and brown with
gold occasionally shimmering through, and it fell in soft,
full waves away from her round, girlish face.
There was a rosy glow to her complexion which betrayed
no make-up, and when she smiled there was an illumination about her countenance and her eyes sparkled and
danced. Her smile is so effective because of its contrast to
the seriousness of her expression when she listens to her
teacher or some one else speaking, or when she is thinking
about something.
Rather than high spirited and ebullient, her manner is
reserved and thoughtful. Despite her youth, she gives the
impression of being aware of the responsibilities and denot responsibilities necesnials that great fame brings
sarily that she feels she must carry, but responsibilities
that have stepped right in and taken command of her. You
sense that life for her can't
be, even at fifteen, a matter of a great deal of bub-

—

bling schoolgirl talk, because there's too much to
do and so little time in

which to do it.
For the first few minutes scales were sung, beginning with the middle
register of the young soprano's voice. These were
taken easily, smoothly and
softly, but always with
complete, rounded tone.
The danger of singing in
half voice, which has

the

Deanna's

E

How-

Practicing Gounod's

"Ave Maria" for
her new film, "Mad
About Music."

ever, the fact that the tone

opened up with such
beauty and fullness and
ease was an achievement,
and showed the remarkable range of the lovely

young singer's voice
which encompasses two
and one half octaves. Her
lowest tone in exercises

A

flat

The
a

is

below middle C.
voice isn't
particularly in

test of a

song,

—

—

the

young girl dotremendous amount

work

of

Deanna

—

pictures,

music lessons almost
daily, and general education.
Yet she has survived the demands (Continued on page 79 J

like drops of
water in the sun.
From a purely techni-

vocalize.

—

of

glistened

when they

melodious high light of the production.
A successful singing career is a combination of two
things
a good pupil and a good teacher. Deanna Durbin
and De Segurola are that combination. She believes in
him and he sees in her the promise of a career that will
reach the highest attainment artistically for a singer opera
and concert and a career
that will endure many years.
"Deanna's artistic growth I
feel certain of," Mr. de Segurola said to me, "because first,
she is an earnest and under-

radio,

scales

natural in
the lofty domain of tone
wasn't a world feat, because it is done virtually
every day by prima donnas and students, high sopranos and coloraturas

I was brought into the music room by Mr. de SeguDeanna came forward to shake hands and chat for a
few moments before proceeding with her lesson, which
from that point was devoted to studying the new songs for
her current picture, "Mad About Music," with particular
concentration on Gounod's "Ave Maria" which will be the

ing

rich, beautiful tones that

standpoint,

When

rola,

"Adolescence is a trying age,

tion of a progression of

striking of

senior.

especially for a

advanced until E natural
above high C was touched,
and this was the culmina-

cal

scales

a singer's career.

better.

By degrees

why it was so gratifying to hear Deanna sing her
and arpeggios with beauty and facility and without
benefit of microphone.
I had the pleasure of acquainting
myself with her voice as is, and it is naturally rich and
lovely, and well might belong to a girl several years her

That's

standing pupil; secondly, she
has high intelligence; and
thirdly, she has health and
amazing vitality, which are
strong weapons for sustaining

ruined so many promising careers, is avoided by
De Segurola because he

knows

pictures and radio, where sound engineers can very cleverly cover up, or at least minimize deficiencies of tone.

Smiles and good fortune are Deanna's.
Yes, but sometimes
tears come for lost
playtime.
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HO,

hum, don't

tell

anybody

I

wood's going awfully moral!
Domesticity with a capital

Or.

told you, but Holly-

D

and Babies with a

are the thing if you want to be somebody
n the film colony these days.
You think it sounds almost too staidly Victorian and too,
oo, respectable for this mad, mad city by the sea where in
he past the chief mischief-makers have been the big social
capital

B

for years, folks who amounted to anything
n a society or "name" way were always cutting capers and
lidos at cocktail parties, and who certainly went to formal
linner parties at Pickfair when invited, but who really had
[heir most fun at one of Dorothy di Frasso's gay shindigs
pr sliding down the chutes when Carole Lombard threw a

ions? Where,

|mean party.
Well, all

we can say is
Or maybe, like

that time

and sometimes people

the folks who lived in Gopher
Prairie in Sinclair Lewis's "Main Street," they follow the

mange.
leader.

Hollywood's leaders to-day happen to comprise a most
respectable little domestic group, prominent among them
|:he Don Ameches, the Bing Crosbys, the Gene Raymonds,
the Gary Coopers, the Charles Boyers, the Dick Powells,
llrene Dunne and her husband, Dr. Frank Griffin, the Fred•:ic Marches, the Joel McCreas, the Allan Joneses, Claullette Colbert and her husband, et cetera. Even the younger,
lanmarried fry, such as Sonja Henie, (who works hard and
j^oes home early most nights) Janet Gaynor (who hadn't
iDeen seen out at a gay night spot in many a moon until the
{Tyrone romance bloomed), Rosalind Russell, Ginger Rogers and any one of a number of others are following the
liuiet stay-home policy.
When you follow the leader you usually do so for good
reason.
Hollywood folk are shining up to and emulating
| he good taste, good manners and good morals of the group
I just named because, after all, these people are top numbers
3 it the box office to-day.
Bing, Gary, Don and company have been human guinea
pigs who have demonstrated that the virus domesticity, once
:

(thought fatal to star popularity, not only doesn't hurt a
girl's chances with the fans, but
helps them.
Let's consider the facts! First, let's cut back a few years
'iwhen the Valentino legend of a lady-killer Latin pursued

uyoung man or a young

\0

c°

by hordes of languishing women was one
of the most successful
fictions in screen publicity.
To the day

when

a

handsome

gent like John Boles
was strongly advised
to conceal the fact of

happy marriage
and family of kids. To
his

when Gloria Swanson
was marrying and divorcing the Marquis de la Falaise,
when Lupe and Gary made front-page news, when Pola
Negri swished through the town in tantrums and Russian
boots and with mysterious new lovers every few months.
Those were the days when some star contracts actually
banned marriage. When wives and children were skeletons
to be kept in the closet.

When

the bigger the box-office bet,

more romantic fables a star had to live.
Then along came Bing Crosby. Bing wouldn't play

the

ball

with the studio publicity department on the subject of his
marriage to Dixie Lee. He told everybody who would listen about his wife and his kid, Gary. And when Dixie and
he had twins, he just shouted his head off. There's nothing, simply nothing, even the most skilled and wary press
agent can do about keeping the fact of twins a state secret.
So sadly and with grim forebodings as to Bing's future
career at the box office, and his romantic draw, the twins
were publicized.
Well, nothing happened. Folks who went to Bing's pictures before he had twins, continued to go after they were
born. If anything, the fans seemed to like him more than
ever as a papa.
Then, by gum, Gary Cooper stuck out his chin and said
he was going to be married and live quietly and happily,
without worrying about his "romantic" future.
And the rush toward domesticity and not being quiet
about it was on. What with all these happily married folk
following the Main Street code, living pleasant Main Street
lives
oh, sure, they have swimming pools and a couple
more cars and a butler or two more than the average family in Gopher Prairie, but otherwise their essentials of living are pretty much the same— it has (Continued on page ?4

—

>

—
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WILL BILL P0WEL1
Fox to play in "The
Baroness and the Butler,'
with Annabella.
To understand Powell';

to

1

terrific

and devastating re

action to Jean Harlow',
passing, you must realize,
for one thing, that he nevei

had been touched closel}
by death before. "Death
was a remote thing," he
"It never had
any one dear 01
close to me. I guess life
had been pretty kind to
me up to that. So it

explains.

taken

—

stopped me in my tracks.
It paralyzed my whole little world.
"I've been playing cas-

WHAT

ahead for Bill Powell?
A few months, ago he was a broken man. He fled
from Hollywood to Europe to escape life and
death. The girl he had cared so much for, Jean
Harlow, had died at twenty-six. Death had come suddenly,
almost without warning, ending a strange, picturesque calies

—

reer at

very height.

its

Powell finished the one picture remaining on his Metro
schedule and slipped away. He dodged reporters, boarded
a Dutch liner and was gone on his first vacation in seven
years. A pathetic vacation, this pilgrimage to forget. Did
he forget? Of course not. Will he ever forget? Well
In New York, en route home, he told me he had found on
his journey if not peace, at least some measure of solace
and rest. He was going back to Hollywood and he had
achieved a certain philosophy and plan of action for the
future. His plans he expressed simply:
Not so much work.

—

Not so much money.

More time to find himself.
He is, he hopes, stronger in
his great battle, the battle of a tortured soul.

His philosophy? "I'm
going to find time to be
master of my soul or
whatever it is that pushes
you along," he said.
Yet, despite these
brave words, the shock
of old aches awaited him
in the place he calls
home.
In Hollywood, where
he arrived two days after
talking to me, Powell, if

—

we are to

believe reports,

went straight to the crypt
of Jean Harlow, spent
hours consoling Jean's
mother and then Ron-

—

ald

away

Colman took him

to rest a few days
before he had to report

spirit.

He

has been through

ual men-of-the-world, but
horizon has been the studio. I did one picture
after Jean left
a comedy, 'Double Wedding,' just when
I felt laughter was pretty remote and then I ran away to
find myself."
To understand Bill Powell and the emotional, self-torturing battle he has been undergoing, you must know he is
an exceedingly honest man. He faces facts squarely. The
great shock he felt at Jean Harlow's death forced him into
a revaluation of his own life and work.
Candidly he says: "I'm not young, I'm forty-five years
old. I was born in 1892. I've been in pictures fifteen years.
My first film was 'Sherlock Holmes,' with Jack Barrymore.
"In the old silent days I would have been washed up for
some eight or ten years; probably I'd be doing bits now
and then, when I could get them.
"I've had lucky breaks, for it is easy to be beaten
Hollywood. One bad film can pretty well wash you up,
two can end your career. People said I was through when
I left Warners in 1933.
Then I made The Thin Man'
and the world was mine again
"Hollywood is a continuous prize fight. And you have

my own

—

IND
to

win every round!

1

Jr

**
BY FREDERICK JAMES SMITH

Be-

always known
that, known one had to fight
to exist and have fought, I
cause

I've

think I've

shadow

my

let

work overmore than

life

should. I haven't evaluated the real things of life
as I should.
"Now I'm going to work

it

less

and play more, that's
That is easier to

certain.

say than do. Hard work is
a bad habit and a difficult

one to break. And more
difficult if you are earning
a great deal for your employers. That your bosses
like to

make money with

you is nothing against them.
Everybody likes money.
"I've been working at top
pressure, making as much
as possible against time.

I

had some strange goal, always several good-sized annuities ahead.

I'm chang-

ing all that.

"And I'm going to make
fewer pictures. I'm going
I'm
to get away to think.
going to buy a small spot
on the island of Capri,
where you can dream, away
from everything, under the
Mediterranean sun. I'm going to stop concentrating

on money."
It was in the shadowed
ruins of the Villa Tiberio,
where once dwelt the brilliant,

(Continued on page 77)

ft

Mr. Powell and Myrna
Loy in a giddy scene
from "Double Wedding," upper left.

Looking wan and
tired, Bill meets the
London press, outer
left.
In Budapest,

gazing meditatively
out over the waters
of the historic blue

Danube,

left.
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Alice Faye and Tony Martin have eyes for only each
other to-day, but, my, my
the battles they fought

before

their

THEY
were

elopement!

—

fell in love the moment they met.
Boom like that!
crazy about each other. He bought a ring.

They

They started to fight —in no sissy, lilylike fashion, but in
good, lusty telephone throwing, yelling, giving back the diamond, bitterly couched, "I'll never call you again why'd I ever meet
you?" sort of warfare.
Then they eloped. Impulsively and suddenly after one of their
most awful battles.

—

—

!

'

31

Fright seized the friends of Alice Faye, blond blues singer,
d Tony Martin, black-haired, good-looking boy from St.
Mary's College, whose musical urge was such that he tossed
away higher education for it.
What, oh, what, would the domestic life of the Tony Martins
be like? Would plates fly, would windows rattle from the
force and impetus of their violent emotional sessions?
How would these two temperamental, restless, sensitive, goodlooking youngsters, each on the crest of a high-flung career in
the movies, react to marriage? Were they really in love? And
if so, was theirs the kind of tempestuous, desperate fervor that

brooked no peace?
Could they adjust their radically different viewpoints for
they were children of two diametrically opposed environments?
Whether or not they felt alike, were in love, could they think
and plan along similar enough lines to make a go of marriage?
Let me digress for a moment and tell you of Alice and Tony
so that you may know their problem and what lay behind those

—

embittered, blazing pre-marital feuds.
Alice, with her blue eyes and golden blond hair, her baby
face which once caused a writer to comment that she looked
more like Shirley Temple than Shirley herself, is a child of

Broadway night

Ex-blues singer, ex-chorus girl, ex-floor
(show entertainer, she had been literally brought up on bright
ights.
A lucky break on the Rudy Vallee hour catapulted her
Honest, direct, candid, with no artificial wiles,
into pictures.
she was yet Broadway in person.
Tony, with his dark, flashing eyes, his Valentinolike qualities, was born and brought up quietly in Oakland, California.
His father was a doctor. He, Tony, was to follow a profession.
When he graduated from high school, he was sent to college.
But like Alice, a certain sense of the rhythm of life, as told in
jazz terms, flowed in his being. He loved jazz. He was fired
from school when the brothers in charge at St. Mary's caught
him experimenting with jazz on the chapel organ. So he went
He led a
to work at making his living through his music.
band. He sang. A lucky break on the Lucky Strike hour and
he, too, was off to the races, to Hollywood where he met Alice
nd found himself irresistibly attracted.
"Tony and I fell in love with each other the first time we
met," Alice told me, "we had so much in common we both
like people and parties, we both love to laugh, we're both sort
gifted in the same way and we are alike emotionally.
rf "I guess that was the trouble. We were too much alike. We
I were just crazy
about each other and yet we fought like cat
And always about silly little things that never
land dog.
anything but would pile up until something big
j amounted to
life.

—

ilarose.

was just that we were both strong and definite personaliwith too much pride. And we refused to break down and
For example, Tony would say to me, 'I
icater to each other.
won't have time to call you to-morrow. Will you call me?'
That burned me up and I'd answer, 'I've just as little time as
you have. Why should I call you?' Then an argument would
tart and we'd bicker and say nasty things to each other, while
inwardly both our hearts would be breaking
"Then we'd say 'good night' to each other in a freezing tone
and I'd go to my room and lie down on my bed and cry my
heart out.
It just seemed that we were bent on making each
jther as miserable as possible.
The next day I'd forget all about what we had argued about
ind then we'd both call each other up and ask each other's
)ardon and have a grand time. Just two silly kids
Then Tony surprised me one night with a lovely diamond
*ing and I felt I was the happiest girl that ever lived.
For a
short while there was peace and harmony and then presto!
he arguments would start again. And always over some trifle.
ITiere was no question of finances involved
we both had our
areers and were making good at them. There was no mothern-law problem to contend with, nor a question of where we
vere to live. We were just two stubborn natures that wouldn't
;ive in to each other.
"It

ties

—

—

—

"I decided"
and Alice's smile faded a little at the
prospect of the happiness she almost missed "I decided to give back the ring. I felt we could never be
happy together and it was far better to discover it before rather than after.
"So I sent back the ring and I felt while I was doing
it that I was giving up part of my soul as well.
"I didn't hear from Tony for several days. I was so
miserable I couldn't work and I kept saying to myself,
Tou fool, you fool, what have you done?' I knew
then that I loved him more than I ever dreamed. But
I was too proud to get in touch with him.
"But I guess fate was on my side after all. Tony
was as miserable as I was. At last he called me and
said, T guess even if we don't get married, we can
always be friends. Will you have dinner with me
(Continued on page 78)
to-night ?
If

you fight with your

boy
it's
in

maybe

friend,

because you're
love,

Here she
Irene

says Alice.
is in

and

"Sally,

Mary."

—

FANNY BRICE, ALLAN JONES, BILLIE BURKE. REGINALD OWEN, JUDY GA
REGINALD GARDINER, LYNNE CARVER

^^ HEN people used to ask Phyllis Brooks

if she and Cary Grant were
engaged she'd grin and say, "Mr. Grant hasn't asked me." Now she
merely looks annoyed and says nothing. Incidentally, here's a yarn
about this same Phyllis working in "City Girl."
The cameraman and wardrobe woman spent almost half an hour arranging her veil for a scene so the polka dots wouldn't be superimposed
on her eyes, nose and mouth. They finally got it arranged, pinned the
veil tightly about her face and prepared to shoot.
"But what'll I do
with my gum?" Phyllis asked. "I can't swallow it." It took another
ten minutes to unpin the veil while she parked the gum.

Wayne Morris! Is he trying to make a name for himself as
the sheik of Hollywood, or can't he settle his affections on one
girl? His friends had just got over the surprise of his rushing Eleanor
f")H, that

Powell,

when

lo!

and behold, comes an announcement of his "engage-

ment"

to Priscilla Lane,

him.
being

Wayne
fickle,

who

just shakes his

is to

be cofeatured in a Warner film with

head and grins when you tax him with

is more frank about the matter.
In letters to
romance as "publicity." Incidentally, Wayne's
Bertram de Wayne. Hi, Bertie!

but Priscilla

friends she explains the
real

name

is

\A/HAT'S

this?

to return to

main

JOKESTERS

with a macabre sense of humor have been telephoning newspapers
that well-known stars have died. Recently
Clark Gable was at Carole Lombard's
home when they heard the voice of a newsboy
outside crying, "Extra! Extra! Clark Gable
killed!" Clark was just kissing Carole good-by
as they heard it. "For a dead one, you're doing all right," Carole murmured. But suppose
he hadn't been there when she heard that cry!

Somebody
America

—

at

us that Maurice Chevalier is willing
$5,000 a week. So he will probably re-

tells

in Paris.

QRISCILLA

—

and Rosemary Lane, sisters of Lola, made a picture for
Warners, got a contract and immediately bought a ranch at Encinas
with a swimming pool. Oh, Hollywood, my Hollywood!

DECENTLY

"Sunrise," starring Janet Gaynor and George O'Brien
one of the great pictures of all time was revived. Imagine George's
surprise when one of our best-known actors asked why he had "given
up" pictures. George is doing all right, thank you, and a lot better than
some folks, as a rugged Western hero.

—

£LAIRE TREVOR

and Vic Orsatti, the short-time groom of June
Lang, were a recent new twosome at a night spot. Claire was one
of the bridesmaids at the wedding, has been a friend of Vic's for years,
but refused to go out with him since his divorce for fear people would
talk. But mebbe love conquers all.

("LARK GABLE

went on a duck-hunting

trip.

He

drove

all

night

in the rain, sat in a duck-blind from daylight until long past noon
in a drenching downpour and finally returned disgustedly to Hollywood with one forlorn, bedraggled duck. Oh, no, we wouldn't dare
tell

you what he

said.

iULARY MAGUIRE

arrived on the Warner lot a year ago from
Australia unheralded and unsung. First she was seen about with
a young publicity man who could get her name in the papers. Her
next escort was Joseph Schenck (no less!) head of 20th Century-Fox
and presently Mary was sporting a diamond bracelet. Lately Mary
has been flitting about, followed not by a lamb but by Alfred
Gwynne Vanderbilt! Careful, Mary. Young Vanderbilt is known to
be pretty cagy and has a lot of other Hollywood girls on his list.

—

—

ON "HURRICANE" HALL

and Vicki Lester were night-clubbing.
Where's Cduntess Di Frasso, Jon? And you weren't with her at
Cary Grant's Trocadero party, either!

J

QPEAKING

of romances, is Constance Bennett changing her mind
again? Gossip links her name less and less frequently with Gilbert Roland.

ELEANOR POWELL

and Billy Seymour seem

to be fanning the

em-

bers of the romance that has been glowing for a couple of years.
But where does that leave James Stewart?
Or was that romance
merely a product of the
publicity department?

MGM

DOROTHY LAMOUR

34

ESPITE

their long and openly admitted romance, odds
about town are that Kay Francis and Delmer Daves
will never marry.

r\

THE

erstwhile silent Gary Cooper now spouts volubly on
when he can get any one to listen to him.
all occasions
But his friends shy away from him when they see a certain gleam in Gary's eye for they know the forthcoming
discourse will be on the same subject they have been
listening to

—

many

times before

—

his

baby daughter.

The

proud papa!

D ING CROSBY

was invited

to attend a recent celebration

He appeared wearing
and red tie. One of the guests jokingly
remonstrated, saying Bing might have honored the occasponsored by the British colony.

a business suit

sion by a white tie and tails as the other guests. "Yeah,"
Bing replied, "but this suit I'm wearing is paid for!"

VOU

autograph hounds who come in for your share of
it get you down.
The stars collect

criticism, don't let

them, too

—

only not in books.

Clark Gable gets them "on the cuff," Kay Francis has all
the members of the casts of her pictures autograph the
scripts on which they've worked, Leo Carrillo has visitors
autograph the silver conchos on a huge saddle, Hugh Herbert has a full-length mirror on which visitors to his home
scratch their names with a diamond stylus, W. S. Van Dyke
collects signatures on the buffalo-hide drum he brought
back from Africa when he went there to make "Trader

Shirley Temple, Eleanor Powell,
are also inveterate autograph collectors.

Horn."

and Sonja Henie

JOHN BARRYMORE,

in a reminiscent mood,
recalled his first meeting with Garbo on the
"The lights and camset of "Grand Hotel."
eras were all adjusted," John said, "and we
had taken our places when Garbo called a

and asked

halt

have our positions changed.
'Mr. Barrymore's
not to the camera!' Garbo said."
to

The director asked why.
profile

is

RAINER

isn't

like

the

celebrated

Brentwood couple who asked police to arest a fan because he was staring into their
yard from a high fence.
She was romping with her Scottie one day
just before giving up her house.
From her
walled back yard she saw two youngsters on
a telephone pole, peering at her.
The star raced out into the street and
shouted, "Get down from there before you
fall
If you want to see my dog, why don't you
come into the back yard and play with heem?"
!

^^NE

of the funniest duties yet delegated to

a star's stooge

came

to our atten-

tion recently.

A

certain

flight actress

top-

began

to suspect that her
reputation for pungent speech was

becoming

too

widespread. (Continued on page 70)
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TKU ALLAN

What, no sparks
our

girls

flying? Four
get together at the

Rathbone dinner. Norma Shi
Constance Bennett, backgr
Annabella, Tilly Losch, toregi

Are those broad grins on the faces
of Adolphe Menjou and Jerome
Cowan because their horse came in
at Santa Anita, or did Sam Goldwyn tell another joke?

"An apple a day keeps the doctor
Yes, ma'am, but in Bing Crosby's case an apple is a pretty good substitute for a sandwich or milk shake if
you're trying to avoid Mr. Avoirdupois.

away."

They may be wed, or they may be

split

up by the time you read this, but when
our photographer snapped this picture
Wayne Morris and Priscilla Lane had just
blushingly announced their

engagement
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When Hollywood
plays, it plays hard.

Here's Joan Crawford riding for dear
life, whacking the
polo ball around.
Careful, Joan, we

want no broken
bones.

.

}•

y

\

^

Bob Taylor is a big
hunting man from
back in Nebraska
where he grew up.
Ducks, pheasants,

(

prairie chickens,

what have you
Bob brings 'em
down.

i^S

J

^

I

I

"V
Wayne Morris is a fast worker on the
tennis court as well as dance floor, judging from this picture. And takes it just as
seriously.

That

always good
rseback riding in
alifornia. James Elliere's

Anita Louise, Fay
ray don Western togs
d canter along the
n,

Iir-Ha

Ranch

trails.

Um and
girl

um!

When a

looks as pretty as

why go

in the
Kenny Baker
admires Andrea Leeds

this

water?

as they relax in the sun
by the Pacific.

One, two and three,
skip and skip
and Betty Grable
skip,

keeps herself shapely

and rosy. We wager
husband Jackie Coogan approves.

A swimming

pool dolphin? No, just
taking a back
dive into the water.

Fred

MacMurray

Why, Eddie Horton and George
Burns, are you making faces at
each other? And over a game of

croguet, too!

^rf

With

keep
and Dick

five servants to

things going, Joan

and young Norman manage
to keep quite comfortable,
thank you, in their Beverly
Hills home, English Victorian
in
its
decorative scheme.
But Joan lets Dick have his

own way

in

his

dressing

room with its big wardrobe
and drawer space. Incidentally, Dick wears the pants in
the Powell menage and finds
himself keeping the family
ledger and paying the bills!
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YE STE RDAY'<
—Our clew to

this one.
From
Critics first complained
about looks but never her singing voice.
In 1930 engaged to
1

stage.

handsome agent,
handsome actor.

—

2
Taken
eighteen.

at

last

year

wed

age of

Her first film,
"Leathernecks," fiasco.
Her private life her own.
Hates radio. Shines
equally in comedy, drama
or musicals.

—

3
To make this easier—-our subject first
made mark in slinking Oriental roles.

To-day, our most beloved screen "wife."

4

— Looks

like

plump,

Southern matron?
This

was 1929.

Toour most sophisticated songday,

Glamour and
Hollywood have had
their way.
bird.

V
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jLAMOUR^
7

two,

still

When

taken, 1931, happy wife of
leading male star. Now divorced,
girl friend to glamour boy Num-

i_Last word in 1925
weater and cap enemble. Now mother
>f

— Real name, Jane Peters.

this

ber One.

big star.

X red-hot vampire as
the slithered in
Slave of Fashion."

"A

6—Yes,

that's a

double

beauty tricks,
hard work have made her

chin.
thin,

Diet,

versatile star.
runs actors' school.

pert,

Mamma
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Janet Gaynor and Tyrone Power are married by the
this, it will be because Tyrone, madly in
love, has overcome certain strong reservations and
matrimonial convictions in Janet's mind that no other
suitor has been able to since her marriage to Lydell Peck

IFtime you read

went on the rocks.
If they are not married, it will be because those reservations and convictions are stronger to Janet than Tyrone's
ardently persistent arguments.

For make no mistake about it. Tyrone Power is head
If he had his way they
over heels in love with Janet.
would have been married several months ago particularly
at the time when she was visiting in New York, and Tyrone
Hew East to be with her.
The little matter of a "no

—

marriage" clause in his
contract means exactly
nothing to the white-headed
boy of the Twentieth Century-Fox domain. Perhaps
he is right in believing that
outside of a slight peeve
there's not

much

tell

It

that

the

is

Tyrone was truly fond of her. But their romance had
begun to hit the wavering stage actually several months
before Janet's lovely red head loomed on the horizon.
One of the most misunderstood points in this romantic
triangle is the belief that Janet broke up Sonja and Tyrone.
The truth is that long before her advent Ty was beginning
to chafe a little at Sonja's almost maternal chidings and
domination. The little Henie is a possessive person. To
put it more frankly, she was a little too bossy. She wanted
to know where her boy friend was every minute of the day
and night. She loved to have him
dancing attendance upon her,
running little errands to prove

how completely he belonged

wore.

When

Sonja, pouting prettily, demand:

"Come and sit by me, Tyrone,"
and a rather wryly embarrassed
hero would obediently march
over, perch himself on the arm
of her chair and hold Sonja's

concerned.

the powers
be would indulge in

hand.

famous sport of cutting

At this particular stage of their
romance, Tyrone was soaring at

noses to spite their
faces and cancel one of the
most valuable contracts on
(heir roster if he married.
But even though they
made the extreme gesture
those closof disapproval

the box office.
After years of
struggling in minor professional
jobs he was thrilled and pleased
at the way the world had suddenly become his oyster cock-

—

would

Tyrone know that

make

little

tail.

it

if

upon Janet

You may

was seem-

much

in love

u ith Sonja Henie." It's true
that

whom

ner or dancing invitations.
And because he is very young
and because life was suddenly
very interesting and exciting for
him, it began to be harder and
harder for him to dance continuous attendance every time Sonja
crooked her little finger.
For a short time, even at the
height of the Sonja interlude,
Tyrone's name was linked several times with Loretta Young's.
But when the first rumors broke
that Tyrone was visiting Janet at

argue, "Ah, yes,

ngly just as

stars

glamour girl in Hollywood who
would not have accepted his din-

love.

but a year ago he

Famous women

he had long admired just as big
names on the screen were now
eagerly his dancing partners.
There was hardly an unmarried

differ-

he could only prevail
to say "Yes."
In other words, he is a
young man very much in
ence

they were together, it
to hear

was no unusual thing

his studio

isn't likely

to

to

She liked to "manage" him,
to make suggestions about where
he lived and what he ate and
her.

off their

esl

Sonja's feelings for Tyrone were always
little skating

star.

wishes where mar-

riage

that

deeper and more intense than were his for the

could or would do about
it, even though he ignored
their

you

isWIomcs

romance had reached
Tyrone

the serious stage.

and Sonja, so close to the
same age, so new to starloin, were inseparable companions.
There was no

ing with tears

doubt of their regard for
one another, but there are
those close to the youngsters at the time who will

this

Is

Sonja danc-

her eyes?
Doesn't look
that way from
in

big smile.

*^*
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JANET GAY NOR

1TYRONE POWER
4

SONJA HENIE

J

"Don Juan" Power, idol of thousands, adored Janet
long before he met her. His affection and courtship
have opened new vistas for the lonely heart of the
lovely little Gaynor.

her beach homechell,

—no

who knows

world that this

one believed them.

Even Mr. Win-

much about such matters, informed the
was just so much baloney and that Tyrone's
so

heart was still safely within Sonja's keeping. '"The kids are
crazy about each other," is the way Mr. Winchell put it.

But soon Hollywood, and probably Mr. Winchell, could
no longer doubt the evidence of their own eyes. For one
thing, Tyrone came directly from putting Sonja on the
plane on the first lap of her European vacation, to Janet's
house. They dined together that evening and almost ever}
evening after.

They were constantly together. When they danced in one
of the quieter out-of-the-way night spots it was noted in
next day's movie columns that Janet always removed her
hat just before they stepped on the floor and that Tyrone's
cheek invariably nestled against her hair. No matter where
they were, they hardly took their e\r^ from one another
young Power never took his away, from Janet.
And since their love story has now reached the point
where there can no longer be any doubt or skepticism
about the wav Tyrone really feels about her
let"- pause
a moment to consider the reasons (Continued- on page 75)

certainly

—

—

she
INinGermany
England "the
is

"die gottliche Garbo,"

divine

woman."

America called her "flaming star of
the North" until her fans protested
against the limited phrase.
Sweden, the
country which bore her genius and gave it
depth and background, awarded her a royal
medal. The world to-day calls her simply
Garbo, and the name has
become a symbol.
In the twelve years of
her universal fame, she
has received every tribute that an actress and a great
woman can command. To-day she lacks only one. That
austere institution, Hollywood's Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, still has failed to present
her with the golden statuette which is its annual award.
Helen Hayes has been recognized, Mary Pickford,
Katharine Hepburn, Bette Davis, Janet Gaynor, Luise
Rainer, and Norma Shearer all have graced the seat of
honor at the annual Academy banquet and risen to
receive the plaudits of those whose votes have given
them the highest honor accorded by Hollywood to its
gifted denizens. But the woman whose name is synonymous with the art of film acting goes statuerteless.
She is acclaimed only by audiences; Hollywood gives
her the cold shoulder.
Not that it matters. Not that her admirers care.
After all, what is the Academy award?
If one is to
believe Hollywood's self-portrait in "A Star Is Born,"
it is bought with blood and brings with it only tears

and publicity. It gives its recipient a front-page story,
a certain ephemeral prestige, and a chunk of metal to
stick on the mantelpiece.

As

a fan pointed out, Garbo's failure to receive the
is a reflection on the Academy, not on her preeminence. Still, the thing is strange. What's wrong

award

with the Academy that it cannot see how much Garbo
has done to lend prestige and importance to the
screen? Why has Hollywood failed to add its trifling
tribute to the volumes of praise which swell about this
amazing woman? Hollywood is voluble in its answer.

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
was organized in 1927, one of its major purposes being the presentation of awards for the best work of the
year. Originally, actors were nominated for the award
by the actors' branch of the Academy, then voted on

by the entire membership. Since 1933, however, when
many actors and writers revolted from the Academy to
form the Actors' and Writers' Guilds, the system has
been changed, both nominations and elections coming
from the Academy as a whole.
Those in the know tell us that the change has resulted in the Academy becoming more an organization

Garbo has received every tribute that an
actress can command—except the Academy award. Hollywood doesn't think she
can act! Above, as Susan Lenox, 1931.

BY

RICHARD GRIFFITH
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run by the producers: for
their commercial benefit than
an unbiased institution devoted to the recognition of
true worth. With the actors'
and writers' branches depleted by the formation of
the Guilds, the producers
have naturally become more
influential.

And Hollywood

says this has much to do
with the neglect of Garbo.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at one time was important
Academy, and used its influence to secure the
awards for its own stars. Rumor says that MGM was
not interested in promoting Garbo since she already
Instead, the studio
was universally recognized.
swung the vote for Helen Hayes in "Madelon Claudet," since she was a newcomer and needed boosting.
They also secured the award for Norma Shearer and
Marie Dressier, to give artistic prestige to two ladies
who were already intrenched as personalities.
Each of these stars has contributed much to the
screen. All honor to them for it. But what a strange
view of acting must be taken by the Academy when
Miss Shearer's "Divorcee'' performance is preferred
to Garbo in "Anna Christie," made the same year:
when "Madelon Claudet" is chosen above the profound and haunting beauty of Garbo's "As You Desire Me."
Is this justice?
Is it even sense?
Warners have succeeded Metro in influence over
the Academy, and they swung the 1935 vote to Bette
Davis, presumably for her performance in "Dangerous," but really to compensate her for losing it the
in the

poll. By the time the 1937 awards are made next month, so
goes the story, "Camille," may have been forgotten in favor
of Barbara Stanwyck's "Stella Dallas"! Hollywood's memory is indeed an interesting psychological phenomenon.
Yes, the picture colony finds no difficulty in giving ex-

cuses for their failure to summon Garbo to the Academy
But the reasons given thus far are purely cirbanquet.

cumstantial.
Studio politics and the vagaries of release
dates are not sufficient to explain neglect of the screen's
most famous star over the twelve-year period of her supremacy. The third reason, though, is far more significant
and revelatory.
Hollyivood does not think Garbo can act!
According to those who should know, the colonv is trulv
awed by Garbo. They respect her, < Continued on page 7
'.

year before to Claudette Colbert, then riding the crest
of the popularity of "It Happened One Night."
No one denies Miss Davis's right to recognition for
her brilliant achievement in "Of Human Bondage."

But the situation becomes silly when one remembers
that the shallow "Dangerous" was released the same
year as "Anna Karenina." Garbo's portrait of the
soul of woman caught in the trap of a fatal love was
apparently deemed inferior to Miss Davis as a neurotic actress.

It is

to laugh.

The hazards of electioneering

is not the only reason
given for the neglect of Garbo. They say on the Coast
that much of it is due to Metro's habit of releasing
her pictures late in December. Thus the membership
of the Academv did not have a chance to see "Queen
Christina," "The Painted Veil," and "Mata Hari" before the vote for the year was taken.
We are even told that "Camille" may not have a
chance for the award because it was released on January 1, 1937. and thus was not included in the 1936

Hollywood says Charles Boyer won acting
honors away from Garbo in "Conquest," just
as Robert Taylor reached new heights in her
"Camille."
Above, as Anna Christie, 1930.
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The rocking-chair number. Back
and forth, fifteen times, to get
a flat

tummy

like

Ann

Miller's.

TERRY

HUNT

PHYSICAL

DIRECTOR
STUDIO

ARTISTS

UNI

,

PERHAPS

my work

the question
is:

"Are the

I

am

most often asked about

stars temperamental, difficult

and condition?"
have had difficulty with very few. Most seem
overeager to get in the best possible shape and feel daily
conditioning stints are as much a part of their work as
to train
I

acting.

In common with those in less spectacular professions,
the stars invariably do complain that cut-and-dried workouts become monotonous. I heartily agree and believe the

necessary exercises should include some

game which

the

star likes to play.

Virginia Bruce, for instance, plays a few sets of tennis
whenever she can. Ginger Rogers spends several evenings
a week at a bowling alley, smacking down the pins. And
this, certainly, will surprise you
the ultra-sophisticated
Marlene Dietrich prefers, of all sports, skipping rope.
Gary Cooper gets a huge kick out of punching the sandbag.
Another question people ask is whether fame doesn't

—

tend to

way do

stars lazy. Well, those who are affected that
not remain in the marquee lights for very long!

make

Consider Gary Cooper and Fredric March, two topranking performers.
While making "The Buccaneer,"
March was up at six o'clock every morning for a hard
work-out with me. Freddy is fond of boxing and is quite
deft at jabs and uppercuts. Every day during the months
that "The Adventures of Marco Polo" was in production,
Gary Cooper was at my gymnasium, immediately after the
Here is the exact routine he
last "take" of the afternoon.
followed:
Stretching exercises to warm up, followed by a few moments at the pulleys. Ten minutes of punching the big
sandbag, ending with a few advanced abdominal exercises.
As is the case with my other clients, I always had Gary
walk around for a few minutes following a session to enable his heart to slow down to a normal beat.
Incidentally, this is something any one who plays tennis
or participates in strenuous exercises should do. He should
keep on walking for a while after he is finished.
Those who rush into a cold shower and then into the
street defeat the entire purpose of systematic exercise. We
work out to eliminate the poisons and purify our blood

49
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Ten times a day for this stretch, stretch,
And hope to look like Jean Parker.

stretch!

stream and bring the blood to the surface. We
want to keep it there for a while, instead of driving it down immediately by taking a cold shower.
Some of the world's greatest athletes never take
a cold shower. Keeping the blood on the surface
tones up the muscles, burns up the surface fatty
tissue and eliminates the poisons from the blood
stream. This does not mean that I do not recommend a cold shower, but never take one immediately after a hard work-out.
Next time you go to the races watch what happens to the thoroughbreds after they cross the
finish line.
The trainers put blankets on them
and walk them up and down in the paddock. If
you want to win the race of life, it might profit
you to be just as careful of your health as an

owner is of a flashy three-year-old.
If you do the right routines correctly, only

a

twenty-minute daily work-out is sufficient. But one
should always concentrate most on the portions
of the body that require remodeling. Diet without
exercise will reduce your weight but in the wrong
parts of your anatomy. Your muscles will lose
their firmness and strength, your skin will hang

And unless a person's body possesses
firmness, they will look older than they really are.
After Joan Bennett's baby was born three
loosely.

years ago, Joan was eager to resume her career.
But she had put on weight. She exercised with
me daily and in six weeks' time her body became again as shapely and lovely as that of any
actress in

Hollywood.

The following

stretching and abdominal exwhich are illustrated in the accompanying
photographs, were included in her daily routine:
ercises,

Why, Jacqueline
Wells! We're surprised at you. The
idea is to touch
your toes, not stop
halfway.

The first of these is a preliminary stretching
exercise demonstrated by Jean Parker. Holding
a broomstick above her head, Jean leans for-

ward on her toes throwing back her head and
shoulders and bending her back as much as possible without straining

it.

This stretches every

muscle in her body and should be done ten times
a day. If there is no one to hold the stick, you can
brace yourself by holding your hands against the
(Continued on page 69)
sides of a doorway.
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IRISH
BY

FREDERICK JAMES SMI

BARRIE once wrote a play about
SIRboyJAMES
who never grew up.
I

can't think of a better

Spencer Tracy.
he

is still

For

way

a

of describing

all his thirty-seven years,

a boy.

Oddly enough no complete character study ever
has been written about Tracy. He's a regular guy
and he is shy about talking of himself. When you
ask him for opinions he shifts in his chair and studies the toe of his right shoe.
He grins and says he

—

anything interesting.
Ask him what he likes best and he promptly answers, "Acting and polo!"
Then he adds, "and
just can't think of

sailing."

Ask him

to

what he

attributes his

inence and he looks baffled.
if you press him.

Hollywood prom-

"Luck,"

is

r

A
His friends call him
Spence. He's a real guy
and such a walloping
good actor that his Manuel, above, in "Captains
Courageous," won the

Academy award.

With
Mrs. Tracy, right; in

"Mannequin," with Joan
Crawford, opposite.

••*

r..

his answer,
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Tracy admits to being Irish and superstitious. No three
on a match for him. He believes in hunches, too.
He is looked upon as the best natural actor in all Hollywood. I am not quoting the critics on that, although most
of them would agree. I quote all Hollywood from Mickey
Rooney to Akim Tamiroff. Moreover, Tracy has received
the annual Academy award for his tangy, racy, finely sympathetic performance of the Portuguese sailor, Manuel, in
Which proves that Hollywood
"Captains Courageous."
believes in him.
If you ask Tracy how he makes his characters so human,
he laughs and says, "I make them as everyday as possible."
About acting he is direct and forthright. "There's
no magic about acting, once you have the trick of
projecting a character's moods so that people can
understand them," he says. "That is, after you've
learned the simple rudiments of acting."
And he goes on in striking contrast to the average Hollywood theory.
"Out in the movie colony," he says, "you continually hear actors mourning the fact that they are
They put the speaking stage
not on Broadway.
higher than the screen. To them there's something
sacred about the Broadway theater. That's a false
You can develop faster, learn
theory, I believe.
more in Hollywood in a year than you can on the
Broadway stage. At best in New York you can do
one or two stage roles in that time. Out in Hollywood you would be playing four to eight varied

parts.

No, give

me Hollywood

in contrast to

"and needless to say he is my favorIn spite of his brilliant career in Hollywood he
seems just the same to me as when I coached him in his
the professor tells me,
ite star.

platform appearances. There never was any doubt in
that he had the rare qualities of a great actor and
I encouraged his making the stage his profession.
"While Tracy was at Ripon he was enrolled in three of
my classes: public speaking, debate and Shakespeare. His
participation in plays was extra-curriculum. I think he is
perfectly right in saying that at Ripon he really found
himself. Before he left he had definitely decided what he
wanted to accomplish in life.
first

my mind

New

York any day."
Right here let me present Tracy's tribute to Paul
Muni. Muni, I suspect, almost won the Academy
award away from Tracy with his Zola. But listen
to Tracy:
"Muni is a great actor," he says. "And a great
student of acting. He works in isolation. I don't
mean with screens around him on the studio set. I
mean that he seizes upon everything he can get
about the person he is to play, takes all of it off to
study and puts in months all alone examining the
character. When he walks on the studio floor for
the first scene, he is the character he is to depict.
He was Zola, he was Pasteur. He knew their tiniest thoughts and motives.
"I can't. work that way. I'm no isolationist,
need people about me. What I put into a role, I
have got from my own experiences in life. I like
such as the taxi driver
to play an average person
and make him so understandable
in 'Big City'
that you feel better about chauffeurs when next
you get into a taxi. Not that I always succeed in
doing that. But that's what I try for."
You know Tracy's life story. He was born in
1900 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, went to school as
every American boy, was just a little tough as a
youth. His parents, probably a little worried about
him, sent him to Marquette Academy, to Northwestern Military Academy and to Ripon College,
at Ripon, Wisconsin. Even then Tracy was a restHence the frequent shifts in seats of learning.
less soul.
Came the World War. Tracy tried to enlist with the
marines but was turned back as too young. But the navy
took him. He was sent to the Great Lakes Training School,
on to Norfolk, Virginia. Then the War ended.
Tracy went back to Ripon. Professor H. P. Boody, head
of the department of speech, was attracted to the boy.

—

—

the director, too, of the Ripon College
Mask and Wig, the university's dramatic organization.
I am going to let you have Professor Boody's own comments about Tracy, neveT recorded by any one before.
"I never miss one of Spencer's pictures if I can help it,"

Professor

Boody

is

"In speech classes he learned that he could control the

minds and emotions of a group. I remember very vividly
the occasions when we were working on problems of persuasion, his speeches would actually leave the class in
tears.
His dramatic instinct was shown in his surpassing
ability in telling a story.
There was always the proper
sequence of events, the gradual rise to a climax, the carefully chosen ending. In the field of intercollegiate debate
he was unusually successful.
"In speech classes and in dramatics Spencer found his
element and through them evidently got his chart and com(Continued on page 76)
pass for a remarkable career."

is Mrs. Gary Cooper beside her famous husband. Our cameraman snaps a rare
photograph of the pair.

Yes, this

\

J
!

Couple inches more and the
Chaplin boys, Charles, Jr.,
and Sidney will be taller than
pretty step-mamma Paulette

I

Goddard.

The gentleman pressing

his

cheek, oh, so affectionately
to Loretta Young's is Cesar

Romero.

The Brian Donlevys look pretty jolly.
And why not after a European holiday and reading the reviews of "In Old
Chicago"?

"What

did you say, Miss Virginia
Oh, uh, sorry,
mean Mrs.
Walter Rubin. You're the wife now
and this is our wedding supper!"

Bruce?

I
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DOROTHY LAMOU

Hats are important!

So Dorothy Lamour

picks a small-peaked velvet model with

white feather accent and trailing veil over
shoulders. Dorothy dons a rakish chapeau
for cocktail party wear. It, very madly,
tips downward and forward and has a
strap of velvet to hold to the head, also
frothy black veil. Gail Patrick uses new
thrush-brown antelope in a one-sided brim
number.

/
jf

GAIL PATRICK
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THE KID COMES BACK

The laughing,
larruping hero of

"Kid Galahad"!

Speeding to stardom faster than any other screen
Here's the daring, dashing

hero

in

years!

thrill

in

boy friends, with the devil

wallop

in

his mitt

and heaven

in

his arms!

millions of hearts in every role he plays!

now— more
romance

exciting

new

in his eyes, a

Winning
See him

than ever— in the tingling

of a fightin' fool

who knew how

to love!

Shooting another love punch straight
to your heart in "The Kid Comes Back"!
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FRANC DILLON

BY

Michael Curtiz, the director, interrupted at that
.moment.
"Come on, now," he said good-naturedly, "let's
make some faces for the camera." Recess was over
and the company, relaxed, returned to the business

making

of

a film.

toward life in general was gay, and
he was apparently on top of the world. Why?
Well, for one thing an heir to- the Knowles name is
expected, and for another, his career is booming.
Pat's attitude

Life

is

rosy.

"Come

to tea

to-morrow and we'll

tell

you

all

about it," he said. "When you come to an English
house on the edge of Toluca Lake, you'll see a
green bug in the driveway and the countess on the
That's where

lawn.

The "bug," a

we

live."

English car, wasn't difficult to
recognize, for its vivid green could be seen for
blocks, and it was evident that the dignified Dobermaiin on the lawn was the countess. The countess's
seven children were in their dog house in the rear.
Pat and his pretty little wife, Enid, were having tea.
Pat looks even younger off than on the screen
and the house with its correct English furnishings
added to the illusion that here was a pair of youngsters playing at having a party.
They admitted
they had been married about two years and that
they were a little awed by Hollywood. Let me tell
you of them.
In the first place, Pat and Enid are very much in
love but wouldn't for the world have any one suspect it. Expecting the new arrival about April, Pat,
in a calm, unemotional sort of way insists that Enid
get plenty of sleep and the proper things to eat.
Enid, in turn, makes nothing of it and insists on doing all the things Pat likes to do. They call one
another "Knowles."
They have delightful informal gatherings sometimes some of the bit players from the "Adventures
little

—

of

Robin Hood" company, sometimes visiting celebfrom England. Games are played until all

rities

good-looking, with deep-blue
Patric Knowles who plays
Will Scar/eft in "The Adventures of Robin

Tall, slender,

—

eyes

that's

Hood."

—

OUT

on the big sound stage where "The
Adventures of Robin Hood" was being
filmed, there were sounds of merriment
rather than work. Something had gone
wrong with an electric cable and while it was
being repaired the company was being entertained by gay, good-looking Patric Knowles
and lovely Olivia de Havilland.

"Go on, Pat," Olivia coaxed. "Make a monkey face."
"Put in your false teeth and keep quiet," Pat
growled ferociously. "One of these days they'll
fly across the stage and you'll never find 'em.
Then you couldn't

act."

Olivia giggled. "All right," and she clicked
a cap between her two front teeth to fill a tiny
space that the camera says is too wide. "They're
Now look cross-eyed for the ladies."
in.
Whereupon handsome, serious-faced Patric
Knowles transformed his features into a Boris
Karloff nightmare. Errol Flynn and the others

on the

set

hours of the morning. Everything is casual and
made to feel very much at home no matter
what hour of the day or night you happen to drop
They have tea every day, even when they're
in.
(Continued on page 73}
alone and I mean tea.

you're

howled.

—

Pat and Errol Flynn Robin Hood in person
talk matters over on the rolling English
greensward.

!
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YOU'LL REMEMBER THESE
IULES, MEN WILL REMEMBER YOU
F

was a time—not so long ago, either—when we
THERE
look nice to
argued over whether women wanted

<*«.

to

please themselves, other women, or men
To-day we've stopped arguing and frankly admit that
nost of us want to look our best to please the men we know
—or would like to know. For it's still a man's world and in
t the most exciting dates as well as the best jobs usually go
o the girl whose appearance is attractive and appealing.
And the men, bless their souls, are pretty well agreed on
vhat makes a woman attractive and appealing. After talk-

'

/

i

hundreds of them recently, it was amazingly
tpparent that the college boys are looking for the same
jualities in their dancing partners that hard-bitten business

ng

to literally

executives are

So whether

demanding
it's

in their

romance you're

after, you'll

leed the opinions our masculine friends

do well to

have so willingly

ixpressed.

To begin with, men like a girl's general appearance to be
mmaculate. They like her to have an aura of freshness and
laintiness, a sort of well-polished finish, or as

described

it,

some

of

them

that "well-scrubbed" look.

They want her hair to be well groomed, sweet and cleanooking and becomingly arranged. Most men prefer hair
vorn fairly long, but they want every strand to be in place

—no stringy ends, please.
Men pay a lot of attention

to skin, of course, and all agree
smooth complexion is one of the first things
hey seek and admire in a girl.
Sharp male eyes focus on teeth, too, and on elbows and
bands and make-up. On this latter subject, men are quite,

hat a clear,

*

mite definite.
All of them feel that make-up should be used
but in
noderation. No man wants to dance with or employ a girl
|vhose rouge blazes like two red flags, or whose mascara is
ipplied so heavily she can scarcely bat her eyes, or whose
ipstick is used to construct a synthetic mouth twice as large
lis her own.
But they like make-up to be used discreetly to emphasize
i girl's best
features and minimize her less admirable ones
—which is exactly how it should be used. In fact, I think
t's quite heartening to realize that all the things men prefer

—

n women are fundamentally sound and in
Things that each of us can have for the asking

good

taste.

—and doing.

lovely skin and becomingly arranged hair captivate
he male of the species. Take a tip from Maureen
J'Sullivan, if

.1

you would win

>/

employees.

social success or a business career, or just

)lain old-fashioned

I

t

4

in

romance.

9

*m

H

Address your beauty problems to Laura Benham,
Picture Play, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York,
inclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

was **°*

•sa
V*

to splash or spray a favor-

scent all over your
body, as this is the sort
of fragrance that seems
ite

1

really to

poi

become part

of

you.

Next a light dusting of
talcum or body powder

and you've that from-theskin-out daintiness that is
the basis of all real
charm. So, with a wellscrubbed look and feeling, you can turn your attention to your hair.
Now, a really well-

groomed

coiffure is the
result of healthy hair plus

Carole Lombard knows you
must apply make-up skillfully to appear smooth and

a good permanent. And
both these things are en-

intriguing.

tirely

A
So

let's start at

mand.
As I'm sure you know, a wellscrubbed look isn't one that
you apply casually, like lipstick, just before you fly out of

—

the house twenty minutes late
for that appointment.
real daintiness

is

as

much

condition.

a feeling as it is a look, and the
first rule for both feeling and
looking immaculate is to take two baths a day, one in the
morning for no fastidious woman would dream of starting her day without a bath and another in the evening
either before you step out or before you retire.
And to make your bath a pleasure and a beauty ritual as
well as a mere cleansing routine, you need the right tools.
First, a bottle of bath crystals or bath oil to throw in
the tub to soften the water and scent it. Second, a good
pure soap I like mine scented, too to work into a rich,
fluffy lather that will penetrate your pores and help you
relax as it cleanses.
And for a really thorough, luxurious cleansing, do get a
big bath brush, preferably one with a long handle, to reach
all over your back and shoulders.
For a bath brush not
only makes you feel tingly and well scrubbed, but its friction stimulates circulation and this makes the skin healthy
and keeps it young and firm and smooth.
Then when you step from your tub, reach for your nonperspirant or deodorant, for nothing so robs a woman of
charm and daintiness as even the faintest hint of perspiration odor.
And even if you think you don't perspire, you do. Every
normal body releases several quarts of water a day through
and while you may not be conscious of this fact,
the pores
people around you are. So a nonperspirant or deodorant
is a "must" on every girl's beauty budget during every season of the year.
Another must is a fine toilet water or eau de cologne.
For nothing gives you a greater feeling of well-being than

—

—

—

to you.

healthy hair are yours for
the brushing, for a hundred strokes a night are
just as effective to-day as
they were in grandmoi
er's time
only you'll
able to use a better brush.
And this regular brushing, plus a shampoo every
week or ten days, will
keep your hair in perfect

the top of the

list and consider that wellscrubbed look that's in such de-

For

up

clean scalp and

—

—

For your permanent be
sure you go to a reputable
beauty shop where the operators are well trained and only
the best materials are used. There you'll be able to get
the sort of soft, loose permanent that looks completely natural and that will last for from four to six months.
When it comes to skin, the rules you should follow for
your own sake are those that will assure you a complexion
And the three steps in skin care are
that men admire.
cleansing, toning and lubricating.
For cleansing choose a cream of the weight especially
adapted to your own type of skin. If your skin is oily, a
liquefying cream will be best, but if it's normal or dry, use
a cream that is a bit richer and heavier.
Cleanse your face with this cream every morning, remove with tissues and apply an astringent or skin tonic.
Allow this to dry before applying the foundation you use
under your make-up.

Then

at night repeat this

same cream cleansing, but

in-

stead of applying astringent immediately after you've removed the cream, give yourself a good soap and water
cleansing, then apply the skin tonic, and follow with a fine
film of lubricating or nourishing cream which should remain overnight.
And while we're on the subject of skin, I want to tell
you of one of the best pick-ups for tired faces I've ever
Its a mask that smoothes out wrinkles as if by magic
and takes only fifteen or twenty minutes to do its work.
Made by a woman who is preeminent in the cosmetic
field, this mask is a creamy white paste with a faintly aromatic odor, and you apply it with (Continued from, page 71)

found.

(above)

Mrs. Goelet at

an informal musicale.

(lower left)

In the

Museum of Modern

Irt,

looking at the famous

"Bird

in Flight."

Mrs. Goelet's Inane

New

preciation oj music
is

-

//,>.

and

art

well knoti n to her friends.

whenever you have a chance.
Pat it in especiall) where there
are little rough place-- or where
our r-kin seems dull, lifeless. In

Vac/en %e/et

Blonde, petite, with a delicate fair skin.
Pond's Cold
Cream with the 'skin-vitamin has done wonders for tin
shin. Now it's never rough or dry
seems to keep smoother

\

few weeks, see if v our skin i>
not smoother, brighter looking!

a

—

and

is in

York, where her ap-

Same jars, same

fresher looking always."

labels,

same price

LODAY, we
To

\i<w everj jar ol Pond's Cold

know

of one important

factor in skin beauty. We have
learned that a certain vitamin aids in
keeping skin beautiful. The important
"skin-vitamin" about which we are
learning more and more every daj

animal tests, >km that hail been rough and
dry because of "skin-vitamin" deficienc) in
the diet became smooth and supple again
when Pond s Cold Cream containing 'skinvitamin" «as applied daily. And this improvement took place in onlj i weeks!

Cream von bu) contains
with
il

in

the

this

new cream

'skin-vitamin" in it. You will find
the same jars, with the same labels, at

same

price.

!

Aids

skin-

more

directly

>\ er four years ago, doctors found that this
vitamin, when applied right on the skin.
helps it more directly! In cases of wounds
and hums, it actually healed skin quicker
I

and better!

—

Pond"s found a way to put this "skinvitamin" into Pond's Cold Creajn. They
tested it
during more than three years! In

—

Women report benefits
Today, women who are using Pond's
Cream — the new Pond's Cold Cream with
"skin-vitamin" in it — say that it does make
skin smoother; that it makes texture finer:
that it gives a livelier, more glowing look!
I
se this new cream just as before
for
your nightly cleansing, for the morning
freshening-up, and during the da) before
make-up. Leave some on overnight and

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY when

answering advertisements.

Copyright, 1938. Fond
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1

—

Warners. One of the most successful plays
"Tovarich."
of our generation comes to the screen as exceptional entertainment, a picture of such warmth, humanness and wit
can imagine no one remaining

that

I

It is

easy, flowing

charm

that

immune

to

its

charm.

comes from interplay of char-

acter and a fresh, lively sequence of events as well, of
course, as from intelligent writing, sensitive acting and
It is about a couple of
oh, see '"Tovarich" for yourself!
Russian refugees of royal blood in Paris and their adven-

and maid in an unconventional household.
That tells little or nothing but it is all you need know.
There hasn't ever been a pair of royalties like them, nor
has there been a household like the one they serve. Nor,
for that matter, a scene to equal that memorable moment
when Prince Mikail and Grand Duchess Tatiana are recognized and pursue unruffled their task of waiting on table,
serving their enemy the Soviet commissar who pursues
them to the kitchen and succeeds in persuading Mikail to
turn over forty billion francs in gold intrusted to him by
the czar. The noble butler does it for the good of the RusRight on the heels of his fine Napoleon in
sian people.
Garbo"s "Conquest," Charles Boyer adapts himself with
brilliant ease to the lighter requirements of this other royal
role.
More than that, he gives the character depth and
compassion and serene repose. Claudette Colbert is no less
ingratiating in what is perhaps the finest acting she has
ever disclosed. Basil Rathbone is superb as the commissar.
tures as butler

The

picture of the

'Rosalie.

month!
"Rosalie."

•Tovarich."

—MGM.

Empty

of

charm and romantic

and overlong too, Nelson Eddy's

feel-

picture without
Jeanette MacDonald is pretty much of a bore just as her
''Firefly" missed without him.
Fans had better reconcile
themselves to seeing them together instead of quarreling
over one's taking away the glory of the other. Instead of being hampered in his singing by Miss MacDonald's greater
opportunities, Mr. Eddy sings less than usual without her

ing,

and never seems

to

complete a song.

first

He

sings in snatches.

With wonderful smoothness and beauty of tone,
nconclusively, and there are no such melodies
heard

in his

yes, but

as were

previous films. His appearance as a youthful
West Point cadet will thrill admirers,
though. They will see the film as I see
it
topheavy with spectacle and stunts,

—

money and "names," handicapped by

the
story ever.
Miscast is Eleanor
Powell as a tap-dancing princess of a

silliest

mythical kingdom. Princess and cadet
fall in love, he follows her to her counliv and leaves in a huff when he dis<<>\ers her rank.
She returns to visit West
Point where all is forgiven.
Interrupting this nursery talc are huge dance
numbers, their lavish staging having no
excuse: inarches, trick) camera angles,
magnificent costumes and a lot of hullabaloo. Ra\ Bolger, stage dancer, might
have scored if given a chance to compete
with Miss Powell in stepping.
Frank
Morgan and Edna May Oliver are helpful as king and queen.
The show lasts
over two hours and must have cost a
million.

It's

gorgeou-.

67

young Mr. Morris goes, ilic picture is a disappointIt gives him no such opportunity to be individual as "Kid Galahad" did.
He gives no more to lii^
part than the role gives him. He is only a fresh young
sailor whose statement that he lias been in the service
eight years causes us to wonder how young he began.
That doesn't matter, either. But the submarine cerment.

tainly does.

—

"Hollywood Hotel." Warners.
Showy nonsense
elaborately put together, this appeals to the eye and
ear in a big way thai many picture-goers will find irresistible.
It is noisy, and there's a load of it, hut it is
minus finesse or cleverness and causes us to think what
a terrible place to live gaudy Hollywood Hotel musl
be.
However, the picture is linked with a popular
radio program, so the combination is sure-fire for those
who want brash, superficial entertainment. And entertaining the picture surely is. It attempts a broad burlesque of a movie Mar who goes to pieces when her
double, a waitress, pinch hits for her at what they call
in Hollywood a pree-meer.
Real high light of the
piece is when the eminent Mr. Perc West more rnako

"Mannequin."

up Rosemary Lane, the impostor, to look exactly like
Lola Lane, the star. Positively (Continued on page 78)

"Submarine D-l."

"Mannequin."

—MGM.

Joan Crawford shines again
Spencer Tracy and a new-

in an excellent picture with

comer, Alan Curtis, as foils. The romance has life,
movement and popular appeal, as well as more honesty than has been noted in some of Miss Crawford's

Her acting benefits, too, and she gives simplicity
and sincerity to a character that frequently is touching
and always real. As a girl of the tenements she is not
a prima donna slumming, but a poignantly unhappy
victim of circumstances, her mistake in marrying a
good-looking, worthless young man understandable
and her development of character in subsequent marriage to Mr. Tracy the natural evolution of a human
being. While Mr. Tracy is in top form as the harbor
master who marries Miss Crawford only to turn against
her when her first husband comes between them, I
found Mr. Curtis exceedingly interesting as the villain
of the piece, a fine example of intelligent casting. He
has just the right sinister undertone, combined with
good looks and magnetism, to excuse Miss Crawford's
mistake as well as put himself forward as a young man
with a future. Miss Crawford's dresses are a feature,
of course, and not one of them is eccentric.

films.

'Hollywood Hotel."

—

"Submarine D-l." Warners. Instructive, absorbing,
even thrilling at times, is this film of undersea preparation for war, authentic because produced with the cooperation of the government. Like all pictures of its
kind, it fails in human interest and is peopled by pleasant stock figures who go through conventional paces.
However, we overlook this natural deficiency when we
go aboard the submarine and see the marvel of its
mechanism: when we see it gliding beneath the keel of
a battleship, and when we see the undersea craft sink
to the bottom of the ocean. At this point we are shown
•

wonders of the mechanics of rescue. There is also
martial music, a fluttering Old Glory and the young
sailor gets the sweet ingenue. As if we cared! George
Brent, Pat O'Brien, Frank McHugh, and Wayne Morris
play the leads and somewhere about is the cutie whose
name I forget and won't trouble to look up. So far as
the

"Wells Forgo."

He lp Solve
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Continued from page 19
have something to think of out in this
No one ever comes
gosh-awful spot.
I'll bet you don t
lure on purpose.

know

a soul

who

ever

came

here!'

is

want

to get

tive

gun
She didn't

was astounded.

pull her punches.

"You

she
began
thought of that letter.
It focused my problem.
"E\ery girl has one, but mine is
this
frighteningly
by
complicated
growing tale that I'm mad about men.
Yes, I've heard it. And I'm not blind;
[
read the 'inside' columns, read the
magazines that prefer to think for me.
And I shudder. A nice picture of me,

know,"

don't

"how

slowly,

I

do

man

me?

I've

I'm frantic over my escort. I've beto be self-conscious when I consider a date. The man is apt to think
he's stepping into something!
Several times I've caught myself warning
a new acquaintance that we're in for
it if we go out.
That's a silly prelimi-

"How

did the chapter about Tyrone

and myself go?

When

—

that was
Sonja Henie

Let's see

year's morsel.

went out of town they said I tried to
clinch my campaign for him, and
when she got back that I fled to New
York in defeat. 'Loretta Meets Mysterious Man in East' was the headline.

went on to Bermuda for

I

—

—so

"Chiefly I'm in a spot where I'm a
target.
And then I'm unmarried. If I were married, naturally
they wouldn't dare to chatter so freely.
love attention.
I
I
love affection.
When I was in New York vacationing
I went out every evening with the most

handsome

attractive

men.

—

men

Bill

I could find
Powell was one.

different

do joke at the studio, on the
she went on, reflectively.
"I
recall that noon when Tyrone, Don
"I

sets,"

Ameche, and another friend and I
were lunching. I had on a huge false
ring, a prop.
Some one questioned
me and I airily retorted, 'Why Tyrone
gave it to me.' He gallantly rallied
with, T didn't want to send just flowers.'
Next day he chanced to wear a
chime watch in his lapel, an heirloom
his mother had discovered for him. T
gave it to him, in return for the ring,'
I
laughingly commented.
That hit
the papers as factual proof we 'cared'!
"Here is true 'inside.'
I'd been
planning eagerly for my trip East.

it?

isn't

last

When

married, what will the

getting so that after a couple
of dates the gossip-mongers are posi-

fulness.
I

Love Problem

"It's

Loretta laid the letter on a table,
declaring she'd answered it with grate-

Then

more valuable.

tion

think of

Loretta's

The

vowed he'd
As we began the final
Tyrone called me aside. 'When

scenes,

I

When no man
read
a rendezvous.
materialized with me there I was described as bravely having concocted
I
a stor) of one to save my pride.
was in a Bermuda beauty parlor when
I picked up a magazine to read about
my torch-carrying. Honestly, my pride

kiddingly,

director,

go East,

also.

the director returning

is

one with him and

my

—

I

do

want

I

my

next

to arrange

gown she wore was of rose chiffon.
Her face, bare of make-up except for
vermilion
lipstick,
became nearly

'How should
be back?' Tyrone
said, solemnly, 'But I thought
.'
aren't you and he
"So I must learn this: a girl mustn't
joke.
Not unless she roars loudly so
every one realizes it's a gag.
"In New York, one evening in the
Bainbow Boom, my escort said to me.
'You go with men a while and then
throw them over, don't you?' I'd devoted hours to preparing for a grand

stern.

time, and that

I

.

new low!"
She ran sensitive fingers through her
hair.
Loretta always has such a time
her

hair.

realized

I

the

tea-

"H ave

attempted to reassure her.

"After
all, Loretta. it's a compliment to be
so glamorous that they want to gossip about you."
Sin shook her head.
"No. It's not
he kind I enjoy.
It's embarrassing.
Humiliating.
I
get
furious.
One
night the wife of a star with whom I
was acting telephoned.
'Just to let
I

"In

1

resented

being

en-

gineered into such a position.
her so.

I

told

"1 ve never given all this go->ip the

dignit)

of

;i

denial.

But

perhaps

I

Because if more of these Illshould.
inois pib- up they may interfere with
my hopes, may affect my personal future.

known,
worked

A name
is

that's

nice to have

for

it.

But, to

in

lights,

that's

when you have

me my

repula-

i

I
I

lot.

gone

I'd

I

haven't

want from life.
passed a famous

When he deNew York I

to

replied, rather wearily, 'To have fun

I

bad?

of everything,

in

manded why

I

so

.

for a purpose.

it's

what
"This morning
columnist on the

1

not

c\ er

spite

changed

delighted at her confidence in my decency.
was insulted. Why. because
m an actress, should any man's wife

I'm

was popped at me!
th rown over a man
go about with a man and
I

believe me.

you know, Loretta, that I don't believe
a word of what they are whispering
about you and my husband.' She was
being sweet,
suppose. But I wasn't

me

.

.

I
Yes, if I
foresee diverging principles, I don't
waste my time nor his. If there must
be a break, I make it quickly. W hen
the type of love I want is not in the
cards I shuffle the deck. Cut off the
friendship.
Yes I do that. But if I
ever break a friendship with a man.

I

have the privilege of assuring

replied,

I

he'll

.

struck a

with

vacation.'

know when

Betty Jaynes, at seventeen, is an
operatic prima donna. She really
has the voice, too. She's to be
starred in "The Student Prince,"

singing the role that Norma
Shearer played some years ago.
nary lo a carefree evening, isn't it?"
But. Loretta. what is behind all the

She walked around the room,

buy new

to

7

He's tagged

clothes.'

the quote, in this afternoon's papers,

with
"I

T don't think
know III fall

that's his
in love

name.'

again some

day, that the lasting sort of love .must

be awaiting me.
of

I

want

to be worthy

it.

"This careless gos>ip

might

be

What can I do about it?"
Loretta Young put it up to me.

a

barrier.

stories?
lessly.

and

rest-

put

it

up

to you.

I

-

(j'.l

Streamlining the Stars
Continued from page 49

The second

stretching exercise, also

by Miss Parker, is similar
except you do not need the broomstick; you throw your arms back as
Fifteen times a day
far as possible.
for this one and, of course, you need
some one to hold you.
In the exercise Jacqueline Wells is
shown doing, the athlete first lies on
her back with hands over her head.
If there is no one around to hold up
your feet, you can prop them on a
Sit up and lean forward until
chair.
you touch your toes, repeating this ten
times, inhaling through your nose as
\ ou go back and exhaling through the
mouth as you come forward.
In the exercise Jean Parker seems to
be enjoying so much, you lie on your
back with hands stretched out. Bring
illustrated

^

i#

your right leg up, as illustrated, touching the toe with your left hand, alter-

and

nating

with

hand.

Fifteen times quickly and, as

the

left

foot

you progress, do not touch

feet to the

working legs scissor-fashion.

floor,

Ann
ua\

right

Miller depicts another efficient

of reducing the nikl-section.

LOOK YOUR BEST INJflr LIGHT

Lie

on your stomach, hold your feet as
Ann is doing and rock back and forth
rapidly

ten

weight

rest

to

on

stretching your

much

fifteen

times,

You Can

If

You Use £i^/it-r?/wo^- Powder

letting

your abdomen and
arms and shoulders as

as possible.

Does your make-up

flatter you at certain
times— and betray you at others? It's the
light that makes make-up so fickle. Even
powdering has never overcome this —
until now.

for any light!

powder

You can now get powder that is light-proof.
Luxor face powder modifies the light

powder
The use of

rays that

Don'f buy any powder
you have made this test. The
makers of Luxor light-proof powder
will send you a box free. Make up as

particles ordinarily re-

until

this powder solves the
flect.
old problem of "shine". With a finishing touch of this light-proof powder,
your complexion is not constantly being light-struck, by day or by night.

m^i

usual, in any light, but finish with this

new powder. Then stand at a
window; or under the strongest

An important discovery

m

JM

LUXOR

LIGHT

PROOF

glaring
electric

See if you can find
any light this powder does not soften.
Get a large box at any drug or department store for 55c. Or a 10c size
at the five-and-ten. Or, see coupon.
light; in cross-lights.

Every woman should be careful to
choose a becoming shade of powder.
But more important than matching your
complexion, is powder that is a match

Wt

Any shade of light-proof

do more

for your appearance than the most carefully selected
shade of powder that picks up every ray
of light and makes your face shine like
an apple.

will

FACE

POWDER

R/J
what happens

this

is

with

makeup

flects

evety ray of light.

that

re-

see the effect of
that

is

powder

LUXOR,

light-proof and

modifies the light rays.

Ltd.,

Please send

Chicago^-"

trial

proof powder

box of Luxor

free

Flesh

Rose Rachel

of

Rachel
Rachel No.

Street

I

Warwick.

/
Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

City.

•**

when answering advertisements.

light-

and prepaid.

Name

Beauteous Marlene Dietrich with
her titled escort, handsome Earl

fp-3-ss

State.
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YOUR ANSWER TO THE QUESTION

On

and Off the Set

Continued from page

The stooge was

HELP FIGHT

j'4

instructed to be on the
lookout constantly, to warn her when
members of the press or other set visitors were near, so she could curb a
tongue long accustomed to freedom.
Since not many visitors are allowed
on her sets, the check didn't prove too
much for her to bear.

dressmaker interest at the hip line and
tied at the waist by a red chiffon scarf.

MIRIAM HOPKINS

agonal coat pockets are another novel

had a musical
horn on her make-up table which
she sounded whenever she was ready
But
to play a scene in "Wise Girl."
what is puzzling Hollywood is what
the director sounded when he was
eady to shoot a scene.

HEN Jon Hall of "Hurricane"
W!Hollywood
on a personal-appear-

left

ance tour he took along the one suit
that belonged to him, according to a

The

sleuth.

accessories,

rowed from

it

rest

of his clothes

was

said,

the studio

and

had to be borwardrobe de-

partment. Now if this is true, Jon has
been cutting his big social swath in

Hollywood beauing the party-minded
Countess Di Frasso around in a rented

The white fox coat she wore in '"The
Awful Truth" and later purchased for
her own use is made up of entire skins
mounted vertically on black velvet, the
center-front skins being blended high
on the shoulder line to give a flattering framing effect for the head.
Di-

touch.

QESPITE

all reports we have Clark
Gable's own word for it that he
has not bought a ranch in San Fernando Valley, nor is he building a
house there.
He has merely rented
the small ranch that Rex Ingram and
Alice Terry used to call home.

A FTER

playing in golf tournaments
many years and never
getting beyond the qualifying stage,
finally
Arlen
has
come
Richard
through.
He and his two teammates
turned in a blistering fifty-nine to win
the pro-amateur preliminary for the
Southern California Open.
for lo! these

dress suit!

THE

latest

autograph fad

is

to get a

star to place the imprint of her lips

against a piece of paper, the lipstick

Kay

forming the autograph.
started

it

when she made

Francis

six imprints

of a kiss to be auctioned off for char-

Now

ity.

Edith Fellows has placed

the print of her

mouth,

in lipstick,

on

the original manuscripts of the songs

she sings in her

first

starring picture,

Miss Roughneck," which she
mailed as a present to her father. But
what if the fans take up the idea and
shove their autograph books against
'"Little

the stars' faces instead of into their
hands? Urn, we hate to think.

yiVACIOUS LADY,"

starring Ginger Rogers, which was half finished
several months ago
when she was
leading lady in James Stewart's life)
and which was halted by the illness of
Stewart, is now being finished.
But
Jimmie is even thinner now than he
was then so how will the last half of
the picture match up with the first
half?
(

you

with millions of others,

will say

was the best investment you
ever made ... to insure the protection
that

it

of happy childhood
those

now

disease

— Infantile

afflicted

.

.

.

and to help

with that dread

THE

Paralysis.

height of something is the Unipublicity departments announcement that the reason Barbara
Read is so proud of her new coupe i>
because she designed the color scheme
and painted the ear wheels to match
her lipstick!
versal

COMMITTEE EOR THE
CELEBRATION OF THE
PRESIDENT'S BIRTHDAY
Please mail your contribution to

KEITH MORGAN,
50 East 42nd Street,
Every penny

.

.

.

100%

of all

New

Chairman
York, N. Y.

you send joes

new

Jack D" nn ex-skating partner of

fashioned on the lineith rippled collar,
hath robe
with
collai
obe \\

Sonja Henie, is doing all right
with a Paramount contract.

CASHION

note:

mink

is

direcily lo

the Foundation.

a lull

Please mention

coat

Irene Dunne's

PICTURE PLAY

.

when answering advertisements
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Foundations of Beauty
Continued from page 6^
l

I

j

,

|

|

;

:

your finger tips, spreading a light film
over your entire face
skipping eyelids, of course.
It dries in about fifteen minutes, during which time you'll
feel it pulling and tightening and lifting.
And when you remove it with
lukewarm water and a soft cloth, your
face will look so firm and fresh and
young, with all the lines smoothed out,

—

you'll scarcely

And

know

you use

ACTIO**'-

CA*E* M

yourself.

mask several
times a week, you'll soon notice that
many of the lines stay smoothed out
permanently, and your face will be
all the better prepared for a careful
if

this

make-up.

For remember make-up should be
applied so skillfully that it is never
obvious.
Be sure that your powder
matches your skin tones and that your
rouge is so artfully blended into your
skin that the faint color it gives looks
like the natural glow of youth.

Eye-shadow should be used sparduring the day, when
the faintest bit will give just the right
amount of shadowy background to
ingly, especially

your eyes. And if you'll use a fairly
dry brush for applying your mascara,
then carefully separate the lashes with
a hairpin after the mascara is dry,

your eyes look far more
and attractive than if the mascara is heavy and artificial-looking.
When it comes to lipstick, all too
you'll

find

natural

many women make
splashing

the mistake of
on with a heavy hand.

it

And most of the men I talked to mentioned a strong prejudice against such
painted-on

lips.

Choose a

lipstick that will

blend so

perfectly with your skin tones that the

subtle
ture's

glow of your lips looks like nahandiwork rather than your

own.

Such a lipstick js the one made on
famous color-change principle.

the

Pale orange in

its case, when applied
seems to absorb and intensify your
own coloring, giving your lips the
it

lovely, soft rose vividness that

men

so

admire.

What's more,
pillow

if

you wear

But even the

make a mouth

and
defying even your

this lipstick lasts

lasts, its indelibility
it

to bed!

finest

if

The great
the

stars

demand

of

for

Hollywood have found
glamour and loveliness

their
at

answer to the relentless cameras, the hot

any hour of the day or night

.

.

lights,

.

can't

the teeth

and clean. So do give a
your dentifrice and choose

are not white

thought to

who appear in the forthcoming Warner Bros, production "Tovarich" are typical of the group
of artists who prefer this glamorous refreshing make-up created for them by Miss Arden.

They have discovered the new

lipstick

attractive

Claudette Colbert, Charles Boyer, Basil Rathbone, and the remainder of the distinguished cast

your toothbrush with care.
For all toothbrushes are not alike,
and in order to clean the teeth properly you need one that has strong, resilient, but not sharp bristles that can
penetrate between the teeth and into
the ridges, cleaning the inside as well
as the outer surface.

Please mention

SCREEN

and

STAGE MAKE-UP

Q?U?adeZA 6nideri
A complete line of preparations are available
and taking a hint from the
for professional
stars
for private use too. They are priced at
a dollar ($1 .00) each, and sold by exclusive
Elizabeth Arden distributors everywhere.

—

—

PICTURE PLAY

The booklet "Professional Information" B-3,
containing procedure of make-up application
for effective use, may be obtained by writing
Screen and Stage Laboratories, 5533 Sunset
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.

when answering advertisement"

No Awards

for

Garbo

Continued jrom page

!fi

are astonished by the consistency with
which she repels publicity, and are no
more immune than any one else to the

potent spell of her physical loveliness.

But after

made

they say, the awards are

all,

And

for excellence in acting.

Garbo, however persuasive and charming,

really just a personality, her

is

power a matter
camera face.

personal

of

clever

lighting and a

This

is

not the

time Hollywood

first

has preferred the tinsel to the real, the
transient to the enduring.
Look back
over the

of actresses who have reAcademy awards, and you

list

ceived the

will note the significant fact that each

was honored

recipient

her

time of

at the

success or shortly thereafter.

first

Janet Gaynor's youthful freshness in
"Seventh Heaven," Mary Pickford's
change of type in "Coquette," the

warm

gusto of Marie Dressier in "Min
and Bill," the technical precision of
Helen Hayes's "Madelon Claudet,"
each in its own time was hailed as the

precursor of a new age of screen acting.

Some
to-day

of the owners of the statuettes

from the

absent

are

screen.

Others are reviled for poor acting as

vehemently as they once were praised.
Nearly all won their awards on the
strength

of

fashion

the

Garbo

is

never

the

of

ment, and perished with

mo-

passing.

its

fashionable.

Styles

change but she does not.
She has grasped the simple principle which escaped most screen actors
that to act is simply
before her time

—

to believe a situation is true, as a child

playing house believes. It is the simple sincerity of her pretending that

makes her acting so great
not seem like acting at
of this that purblind

plains, not realizing

that

all.

does

it

And

it

is

Hollywood com-

how much

she has

contributed to the screen in creating
an acting standard of complete simplicity,

complete sincerity.

Her influence upon screen acting
and its acceptance by audiences is not
the blatant influence of a

Mae

West,

Ten years
ago the world thought of Gary Cooper
To-day he is
as a mere personality.
but

it is

there

all

the same.

because his acting is direct
and economical, because he does not
"act" at all. But he was just as innocent of tricks in 1927 as he is to-day.
And who i-hall say that Garbo's pervasive influence has not had much to
flu with the new appreciation given to
praised

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

acting Mich as

when answering advertisements

(
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\
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Continued from page 62
Brought over from England origially to play Errol Flynn's brother in
The Charge of the Light Brigade,"
'at resembles Errol slightly, in that
e is tall and slender, although a bit
ess rugged, and has blue eyes, very
jlue, and curly dark hair.
Of Pat's picture career? It began
men he made a hit in "There's Always
He had
|uliet" on the London stage.
igned a contract with Warners' Lon|on studio and continued his stage
ork along with pictures. Then Holvwood sent for him. Upon his arnal he was rushed off to the location
ite of "The Charge of the Light Bri-

He

Didn't
Pat

teen,

father,

left

Wait

for

73

Luck

school to work for his

and was successively errand

boy, typesetter, junior reporter
at eighteen, advertising manager.

and,

"But then," he told me. ""I had a
argument with my father and In'
told me to go and get a job some place
else.
He didn't intend I should leave
home but I did.
went to London, determined to get on the stage."
Pat had no money.
lb- slept in the
railwa) station, on the Thames Embankment, in doorways or any place
lie could.
Daily he made the rounds
of manager-' offices and employment
little

I

I

I.

manager,
duet ions

18."

appened and how he came to go on
stage, how he decided to be an
ctor when, at the age of six, he was
le

the theater for the first time.
Irish by descent

me although

[e

told

e

was born

moved

in

Yorkshire, England,

to Oxford,

where his

At four-

publishes a magazine.

ler

fa-

the Y.

\I.

to >lick
(.'.

A.

it

me,"
that

out. put

There

met an

I

Our cameraman snaps Barbara
Stanwyck in court over her son
Dion's custody.

call
I

bo)

and

stage

some pro

in

carried a spear."

A year with this company prepared
Pat for his next engagement, which
was a great adventure, for he joined
a group of traveling players whose
route led them through rural Ireland
for eighteen months.
Next he loured England with Frank
Forbes-Robertson and then came his
big opportunity on the London stage.

JVow t/izs /ww Cream witk
•>?

u,

SKIN-VIBMIN
doer moreJoryours&i/i
f/tan ever before
he " skin-vitamin"

is

now

in a beauty

cream!

Four years ago doctors barely suspected that
certain vitamin was a special aid to the skin.
hey applied this vitamin to wounds and burns,
jmd found it actually healed them quicker!
This

ow

in

the amazing "skin-vitamin" which
Pond's Vanishing Cream.

is

Pond's Vanishing

I

Cream was always great

is

"NOW

IT

NOURISHES,

for

TOO

moothing your skin for powder, and overnight,
bo. Now the use of Pond's "skin-vitamin" Vanshing Cream actually nourishes your skin!
The regular use of this cream will make your skin

.

.

my

skin looks
richer ..." says Miss
Geralt/irn' Spr<>ck<>ls

>ok richer, fresher, clearer.

Same jars, same

labels, same price
new Pond's '"skin-vitamin" Vanishing ("ream is
the same jars, with the same labels, at the same
?rice. Remember, the vitamin it contains is not the
isunshine" vitamin. Not the orangetice vitamin. But the vitamin that
his

i

specially aids skin health
ious "skin-vitamin"!

McJts

— the

I

me

I

talked of all the things that had

iiken to

at

traced

realizing

acted as his secretary, assistant

Husbands" and "The Patient

Room

>

mother
"'and.

Irishman who knew another Irishman
who was a producer. lie introduced
me and the producer gave me a job
with his slock company in Margate.

Pat not only gives a fine per formluce and looks about as handsome as
tall Irishman possibly can look in
Robin Hood," which is in Techni»lor, but he has recently completed
ading roles in two other films, "Ex-

.iter

|
f

We

Pat.

was determined
i

>

m\

"Finally

continued

ade.

|ensive

m cans.

have always praised Pond's Vanishing Cr
Now it is grand to know that it
time you have it on. It certainly keeps my skir

after exposure.

Pond's, Dept 14-VP, Clinton,
Conn. Kush special lube of
Pond's "skin-vitamin" Vanishing Cream, enougb for '*

pre-

Roughness

Holds Powder

Please mention

treatments, with samples of
2 other Pond's "skin-vita-

C

#&Test
'

.

it

in

9 Treatments

PICTURE PLAY when

min" Creams and

smooths nkin so wonderfully
loing more for your skin all the
."
perfect condition
I

i

.

.

Name
Streel

S different

ehades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10* to cover
postage and packing.

-late
CitJ
Copyright, 1938, Pond's Extract

answering advertisements.
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Hollywood Morals

GRAY
STREAKS

become sadly de trop these days to indulge in anything savoring of scandal,
or to have attributed to you Valentino-

Vanish

like or sirenlike qualities.

George Brent found out about scandal

thing in Hollywood as a result of his
marital peccadillos with Constance
Worth.
And so did Martha Raye
when her noisy battles with her hus-

—

on

clothing. Entirely

band,

women have

SAFE.

received

MARY
T. GOLDMAN
Minn.
Goldman

Name

I

—

,

Bldg., St. Paul,

4763

—

I

Street
J

City

|

State

dailies,

I

gents,

flK>iei\e

>

.

SEND FOR FREE copy of RHYMING DICTIONARY and Instruction Book on HOW
TO WRITE POPULAR SONGS. Submit

who

Nope, that

I

II w9
I

KINSELLA

their careers to look after?

Learn Profitable Profession

QO days

at

And

Home

$70 per week but many prefe

1

the

ol"-

Large income:
nd private patients come to those who
qualify through our training. Reducing
"one offers rich rewards for specialists.
Write for AnatornvGhart-. samp'.- les\ son sheeta and booklet-They 're FREE.
THE College of Swedish Massage
7} 1601WarrenBlvd.Dpt. 348, Chicago
.

{Successor to National College of Massage)

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE -

Without Calomel
of

The

Bed

in the

liver should

— And

You'll

make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet
amazing in making bile flow freely. For a free
sample of Carter's Little Liver Pills, also free
entitled "The Interesting Story of What
M:ikis You Feel Good," address Carter's, 21 Park
Or ask your druggist for Carter's
Place, N. Y.
Little Liver Pills. 25tf. Stubbornly refuse anything

book

C

IB38. c

P.

INC.

about to

split

is amusing.
Couples
suddenly remember the

so< ial oblivion they face, the possible
catastrophe to career involved. Then
they rush back into each other's arms!
Even the coldest alimony seeker hesi
tates when she realizes that divorce
may ruin her meal ticket's career,
What price alimony if he can't pay it?
Will the landslide toward Puritan
ism not only cancel a few divorces, but
have a stimulating effect on marriages
because marriage boosts popularity?
Well, we wouldn't be knowing.
It's hard to guide that rascal Dan
Cupid, but we can point out that when
Dick Powell married Joan Blondell,
Joan's professional stature increased.
So to a degree did Dick's, despite some

indifferent films.

And

that the

rence

fori

Fan

:

n

mar

Gene Raymond to Jeanette'
MacDonald, Alice Faye to Tony Mar-)
tin, Miriam Hopkins to Anatole Litvak,
Anne Shirley to John Payne and Jackie
Coogan to Betty Grable show similar
riages of

favorable signs.
Even the press agents, once so grim
and full of black forebodings, are be
coming reconciled.
The producers
have already capitulated and are actually costarring husbands and wives,
Francis Lederer and Margo, Betty
Grable and Jackie Coogan, John Bar
rymore and his Elaine, are to be paired'

fltji

Joel McCrea and Fran
Dee are in "Wells Fargo." Alice
Faye and Tony Martin have beer
teamed, and will be again. Even Dixie
Lee Crosby has had to refuse more

on the screen.

Ear/.

ces

KDlli

10
:iei

than once offers to appear with Bing
Bing may have been kidding, one
day on the Lakeside golf links, wher
he said something about a studio
desire to present the whole Crosb)
family in a big picture together. Bui
maybe not. That sort of thing is the

iere

pi
aft is

nam

next logical step!

there you arc!
Even the hold-outs from matrimony
among famous Hollywood twosomes

the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
U> get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and

©

movie divorces

And

liquid

bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays in

else.

who

Street

.i

respectability.

Jump Out
to Go

Morning Rarin'

pour out two pounds of

so Darryl Zanuck,

signed
Miss Lee, told her to change her name
to Louise Hovick and advised her to
go eminently, eminently respectable.
Miss Hovick was so stunned by Hollywood's indifference toward her and so
impressed by Mr. Zanuck's advice that
she followed it to the extent of taking
her mamma along when she went on
Furthermore, she
her honeymoon!
look that honeymoon in a trailer, the
new vehicular symbol of middle-class

Salaries of Men and Women
fession of Swedish Massagi
fices.

go any more.

Hollywood never gave
her a tumble when she came to town,
although she had bedazzled Chicago
and New York, by gum. Why should
they be bothered with strip-tease numbers when they had their babies and

Beg. or Adv. Tap $1. Sample Tap lesson
for Beg. with Standard Time-Step & Break,
HAL
23c
Beg. Wall/. & Foxtrot, $1.
LBROY studied here. Send for list "P."
ACADEMY. 2538 May St., Cincinnati, Ohio

i

stuff doesn't

it.

sion of a siren.

DANCE-BE POPULAR

in

to

the case of Gypsy Rose Lee,
the strip-tease girl, or the modern ver-

MUSIC PUBLISHERS, DEPT. 34

W%
IB

up

Take

OFFER.

STUDIO BLDG., PORTLAND, ORE.

I

couldn't, by the farthest stretch of

the imagination, live

best poems, melodies today for our bonafide,

MMM

all

with this chap who had been ballyhooed as an Apollo. They asked embarrassing questions and ribbed the
daylights out of Bob with "beauty or
brains" gags. And the ridiculous publicity was nearly fatal to the career of
this normal, healthy, handsome guy

IS IKeaire

Graduates: Lee
<44th Year.) Statre. Talki... _ idio:
Tracy. Fred Astaire. Una Mt-rkel. Zit l Johann. etc. Drama,
Directing.
Personal
Musical Comedy. Teaching,
Dane,'
(Appearances). For
il.-vriopmcnt. Stuck Theatre Trainint
ratal. B write Sec'y. LOREE, 66 We ;t 85th St., N. Y.

superior

reporters for the New York
good hearty, masculine
decided that they'd have fun

News

|

Color of your hair?

I

aired.

has been pretty unhappy about all the publicity about
her unfortunate marriage.
Consider the case of Robert Taylor,
who was the luckless victim of oldfashioned and ill-advised press-agentry
of Valentino vintage
women swooning in the streets, girls hiding under
his bed
when he went through New
York en route to London.

this test. It can be your priceless
beauty secret. Just mail coupon.

-

Buddy Westmore, were

And June Lang

FREE TEST Why hesitate?
3,000,000

when he received some big black

frowns from the people who are Some-

You can prove it yourself on a single lock
snipped from hair. You don't pay a penny.
You don't risk a thing. We send Complete
Test Package Free. Simply comb on clear,
water-white liquid. Gray goes. Lustrous
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft takes wave or
curl. Nothing to wash or rub
off

Co Main

Continued from page

I

can be classified as steady if not spectacular romances. \\ e're thinking now
of Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck, Clark Gable (when he gets his
divorce) and Carole Lombard, Ronald
Colman and Benita Hume, Kay Francis and Delmer Daves, and others.
To an observer on the side lines, the
effect of the new morality trend on

The attentive host, Basil Rath
bone, with Mrs. Geoffrey Toye

Hon

socialite.
!

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

when answering advertisements.
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Head Over Heels

Romance

in

Continued from, page

4~>

I
jlhy Janet

may

not yield to his ardent

Headings and become Mrs. Power.
small matter of difference in their ages. Tyrone is twentyJanet is thirty-one. But this is
our.
lie least of the stiimblingblocks in
I

First, there is a

peir romance from Janet's angle.
Far more important is Janet's deep'ooted conviction that careers and
matrimony do not mix. The experiAlmost from
ment failed her once.
[he beginning, though their marriage
.asted three years, Janet and Lydell
!'

'eck

must

have

realized

Inion was eventually

that

doomed

their

to fail-

ire.

Shortly after her separation from
Lydell, Janet told me: '"Neither was
Lydell was always sweet
o blame.
But our lives
md understanding.
Ly[eemed at such cross-purposes.
By six
lell
was a business man.
/clock every day his working day was
He had every right to expect to
•ver.
tome home to find his wife sitting
licross the table from him and to look
forward to an evening of social engagements. Yet, because of my work
doubt if we ever ate a meal at a reguFrequently I worked at
ar hour.
light just when Lydell had planned
or me to meet some of his friends, or
o celebrate a birthday or an anniI

!

versary.

We

seemed

to

be in two

dif-

erent worlds."

But overshadowing even these good
irguments is another which I doubt if
It
fanet herself will readily admit.
that in spite of her great
Is merely
emininity and appeal and "littleness,"
fanet is more typically a bachelor girl
han any other star I can name in Holywood except Garbo.
She
Janet hates ties of any kind.

does not enjoy anything in connection
with the running or management of a
home. In spite of her wealth she has
never owned a home in California and
the only piece of property she has ever

fflSW

TO

bought is a cottage on the beach at
Honolulu used exclusively for vacations.

Now let's look at the other side of
the ledger and note the arguments why
Janet, in spite of her convictions, might.
be willing to make another try at
matrimony

—with Tyrone.

In the first place, her closest friends
believe that she is more sincerely in

love than at any time since her famous
romance with Charlie Farrell. I think

has always been ironical to Janet
and Charlie allowed their am-

it

that she

bition

and

their careers to

come

be-

tween them just long enough to permit them to meet, fall in love with
and eventually marry other people.
Strangely enough, Tyrone has come
into her life at almost the same point
in her career Charlie did
ten years

—

—

Janet's star

later.

was

just rising to

the heights when she fell in love with
Charlie. After a slump of two or three

beginning to rise again
and she meets Tyrone.
She made the mistake once of sacrificing love for ambition
now she has
a second chance at that same decision.
In many ways Janet has been a lonely
girl. With the exception of her mother
and one or two friends, there has been
no one very close to her. Right now
in her early thirties it is much more
important for her to make the right
decision regarding her future happiness than it was ten years ago.
years,

—

it

is

just

—

Men

are attracted— by natural loveliness,

so why risk a painted look? Unlike ordinary
lipsticks, Tangee intensifies your own natural

—

coloring
never coats your lips with ugly red
grease... nor leaves red smears on teeth or
handkerchiefs.

Tangee looks orange in the stick. But it
magically changes on your lips to a warm
blush-rose shade, blending perfectly with your
complexion. Only Tangee has this famous
Tangee magic color-change principle.
Tangee's special cream base soothes and
softens lips. No drying, no cracking, no chapping. Get Tangee today. 39^ and $1.10 sizes.
Also in Theatrical, a deeper shade for professional use. See coupon below.

—

Untouched Lips left
untouched are apt to have a
faded, parched look.

—

Greasy, painted lips
Don't Ti-k that painted look.

Men

don't like

it.

I

Tangee lovable lips—

her

Intensifies natural color,
ends that painted look.

believe Tyrone's greatest appeal to
lies in the fact that he is a real
companion as well as a devoted suitor.
Unlike Lydell, he is in and of her own
profession. They enjoy the same things,

places and people.

Moreover, Janet is
She came into
his life at a time when he was in a very
good way of being spoiled by fame
and attention and permitting it to go
to his head a little.

"good" for Tyrone.

Janet,

—

happiness that eluded her years
Or is she more
content as "a woman alone," going her
almost Garboesque way through life?
Only Janet knows the answer and

the

ago. Will she take it?

she hasn't told

Please mention

World's

Most Famous

Lipstick

T|

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only
one Tangee — don't let anyone switch you. Be sure
to ask for TANGEE NATURAL, If you prefer more
color for evening uear ask for Tangee Theatrical.
t

wise in the ways of Holly-

wood, who knows every angle of the
picture game, advised and guided him.
And what woman can resist this strong
appeal of dependency in the man she
loves
even when he happens to be a
romantic Don Juan of the movies?
Tyrone is Janet's second chance at

The horse didn't come in, but Gilbert Roland and Connie Bennett
Have other consolations.

VE LONGED

—
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Courageous Irishman
Continued from page 51
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wasn't until after he scored on
as Killer Meats in '"The
that Hollywood wanted
Fox signed him, used him in

Mile"

films, never discovered the real

qualities of the

tossed into one

young actor. He was
program picture after

another without pause.
The experience almost broke his
heart.
It did demoralize him for a
curious period of his life.
After hitting passable success in the

Tracy went

into

a

po

CANFIELD ELECTROLYSIS CO.. 12-S. 267S Broadway. N.Y.

City

ShxLpueLn XgjqA*
STKAIfiHTEN
ltOW-SJ4*S

a real person.
He learned from his
boy's bravery and hope, from his fa

come, from his
and his wife's un
He came to know him

faith in life to

tiler's

own

brief weakness

derstanding
self.

You

sense

these

from

things

From passably

roles.

effective

hi
filn

Tracy suddenly did the victirhysteria in "Fury," the hard
fisted, understanding Catholic pries
of "San Francisco," the Portuguest
sailor of "Captains Courageous."
had arrived.
Tracy says the friendship of Wil
Rogers helped him a great deal. The;
parts,

mob

of

both loved polo, they both, at heart
were simple souls. "I can't begin ti
express how much Rogers meant ii
my life. He was the sort of man wi
all would like to be.
If Hollywooi
never gave me anything else, I'll eter
nally be in its debt for Will's friend
ship."

There you have Tracy.

Hollywood

tailspin.

usranteecl
hair forever by
"in.: eaas directions or money

.funded.
by physicians.
nt not

him.

films.

tu

elc
to kill

<

Last

many

ABSOLUTELY

magazine
by

tell

,

of,

It

Broadway

>

I

v.
ii

I

S-

read

ever

you
'

;;

tlir,
i

receive
pleased,

\,ill

oungei

!

new treatise called "BEAII\ ^ s
which is being

l\

was Professor Boody who per-

suaded Tracy to try his luck in New
\ork.
Tracy attended the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts until his
money gave out.
ihen he got a job as an extra on the
stage.
He was a robot in "R. U. R."
and lie got fifteen dollars a week for it.
Stock and other engagements followed.
Bit by bit he advanced.
He met Louise Treadwell, leading
woman of a stock company, and mar-

A

of simple faith.

Ingenuous

pleasant Irishman

about his Hollywood success
through the eyes of a boy
It takes a long time for an Irishmai
to grow up. His imagination is hiding
diffident

Suddenly Tracy threw everything
aside, went away by himself, spent
money recklessly, snapped his fingers
his career.
Luckily his wife was
understanding and waited.
In time
Tracy came to himself.
Past these milestones, Tracy became
at

viewing

—

life

always behind a guileless exterior.
suspect Spencer Tracy never will gro
up.
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Careers.

—While

were

filming that
series of "The Case of the Velvet Claw
the) should have filmed the much more
puzzling "Case of Claire Dodd." Even
after six reels of revelations I doubt if
you could figure how she came to be
cast as a conniving other woman.
She
\\

sent

Ward

arner

medium-blond, and
Hollywood. In Manhattan she was out for a whirl and
is

a fragile, shy,

li\e~ quietl)

missed a night spot.
Mosl
of the time her escort was tall, slender, wealth) and good-looking young
Gerald Lambert, United Airlines e\ecutive, who was very attentive.
Claire
confided she had her mind on serious
things, too, and she ma\ play in Chicago and on tour the role thai Frances
Farmer is doing on Broadwa) in
"Golden Boy" and if she does, see her.
Personal to Fat Girls'- Now
down
face and figure without

>•<>„

<„,

sum

strict dieting
s
or back-breaking exercises, .lust eat sensibly and
take
Prescription Tablets a day until
i

—

you have lost n v^ H tat
then stop.
mola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by must doctors in treating
»

<

> 1

1

their fat patients. Millions of people arc using
them with success. Don't lei others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the- slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

Ethel's

York

15

Hollywood.
He has been ai
countant for the same firm for thirt
five \ears and wants to go right o!
Ethel is a girl who wants her famil
right around her all the time, and yo
know that steam-roller mamietisi
with which she puts over songs. Da
is going to give in all right, even if
doesn't think so.

to

in

scarcely

I

New

Continued from page

measday or

for

in

Dad Problem.

1

1

i

I.,

—

Hollywood Impressed. Wallac
Ford has caused a real stir because (
his brilliant performance in Broat
wax's mo-t controversial play,
Mice and Men." by John Steinbecl
and glances nil nightl) over a sta
studded audience. Hotter than all tl
"you were swell, darling. I alwa)
knew you were wonderful." el ceter
sort of comments he has been geltiii:
was a personal tribute from Paul Mm
who paid Ford a call in his dressii
room and offered his personal coi
«

than graduating from typist to Broad-

gratiilations for

"one of the

way's favorite singer, harder than making good in a big wa) in "llappx
banding" and getting a 20th CenturyFox contract, is Ethel Merman's stru

of acting

year.

ele to get her lather to

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

move

with

b

this

finest jol

Ford,

who

hi

gone along quietl) in Hollywood, sa'
lor "The Informer" and "Lost Patro
is now being paged loud
1>\ the pr
I

ducers.

when answering advertisements.

\
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Will

Powell Find Peace?

Bill
(

'mi

ihuel Roman emperor, Tiberius, that
BPowell felt he had, for a time at least,
found the solace and peace he sought.
He said: "Life is unhurried in Capri.
[The sun shines and gives you a certain

peace of mind.

You

sit

and

listen to

the beat of the surf and a curious nos-

Hurts seem
mar away. Pain is remote and vague.
The pulse of the world is off in the dim
uistance. I want to go back there again
land again when life presses too hard."
Powell talked to me of California.
never own another house
"I shall
there," he said.
"I don't want to be
anchored. I want to be free to move
talgia eases your aches.

pbout, to pull up and
jtnood hits

flee

when

the

me.
is

expensive.

Your

standard of living climbs with your

Your

'"When you've been through as
I,
you begin to appreciate
your friends, he said. "Ronnie stood
by me so steadfastly here, Dick was so
marvelous to me when I was on the
mess.

much

as

'

other side.

"My grandest
my first night in
went

trip

was

Dick Barthel-

Paris.

mess met me with

We

my

night on
his

wife.

Jessica.

and for
an hour and a half we unburdened our
souls.
We had not seen each other in
nearly two years
and we had so much
to say.
Dick had been terribly ill in
London, with one sinus operation after
another.
W e talked of this and that,
going back to the moment I met him
to a little restaurant

—

r

en route to Havana to make "The
Bright Shawl' in which he was to star.
I had been signed for a role in the picture.
We disliked each other at sight,
had a few drinks together, discovered
we weren't so bad, became bosom pals.
And we've been pals since.
"A lot of things about my trip
amazed me. The way people recognized me, everywhere, in the tiniest,
first,

"Hollywood
salary.

OR YOUR WIFE

tinned from page 29

taxes are terrific.

Your

expenses run away with you, no matter how you try to curb your budget.
(You strain and strain to make this
[money, which takes your time, keeps
lyou from thinking, and then it all goes.
ft love California but I refuse to be in

bondage to it."
Powell paid a tribute to his friends,
Ronald Colman and Richard Barthel-

most isolated
tion.

It

villages.

made me

It

was

a revela-

the

realize

far-

reaching power of Hollywood.
"One old woman drawing water at a
well in an Italian village saw me. She
pointed at me, dropped her pitcher,
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screamed Tow-well!' Conductors on
trains asked for autographs in the
.same breath they asked for my tickets.
an

In

Amsterdam

theater

a

young

woman saw

me, seized her mother's
arm and whispered loudlv, 'William
Powell!' Her mother paid no attention.
The girl did it over again. No
response.
Again.
Then the mother,
still without looking around, snapped,
'Nonsense, how could he be here?'
"Another thing that impressed me
was the way French. Italian and German voices are dubbed into Hollywood
films. Stock companies are maintained,
a player for each American star, so
that the Crawford, or the Garbo. or
the Powell voice in French, for instance, continues unchanged in every
one of our films. These voices, in reality, become part of you.
I met all

my

European

selves

— shook

hands

with all my 'voices.*
It gave me a
strange feeling."
He paused and looked out his hotel
window across New York.
It
was

dusk and the lights of the city were
beginning to gleam in the twi-
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light.

"She was so young, so

Kay

Francis

whoop

it

up

in

and Andy Lawlor
beach garb at the

fashionable "Bal

Cap

D'Antibes."

alive,"

he

whispered, half to himself. There was
a pause again. "Yes, it will hurt," he
went on. "but work will be good for
me again."
Is Bill Powell finding peace?
Time
will tell.
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The

It

.

ontmued from pageol
"I
was so happy I could have
screamed with joy, but I wasn't going

rue Love Story of Alice

and Tony

(

Tom know

quickly before we
mess of our lives."

'What's the use

"And

asked.
"'If that's the way you feel,' Tony
began and then I just let my pride go

denly?"

to let

of that?'

it.

I

Tony, I will!'
"That night we had a long talk.
We decided that we were two silly
people who could be very happy if
-'I will,

we'd give ourselves a chance. We decided that wed better get married

that's
I

made

a

complete

why you eloped

so sud-

asked.

"Yes, that's why we eloped so sudWe chartered a plane and flew
Even my family didn't
to Yuma.
know a thing about it until we came
back and said. 'It's done.'
"Have you made any plans for your
future?"
"No." Alice said, "we're both aoinsr
denly.

'

on

Wagon." "The Pony Express. " without

the strip of eyelashes to cover that op-

It
the attractiveness of any of these.
brings in the Civil War, too, and Abra-

his deftness in pasting

is

tical
nakedness which embarrasses
Of more
every Hollywood actress.
spectacular interest are the orchestras
of Benny Goodman and Raymond
Paige and the broadcast of the wellknown radio program from the orchid
room, with columnist Louella Parsons

Dick Powell sings his faas hostess.
miliar role of a hick who makes good
on the air. and a varied assortment of
personalities do their specialized stuff.
I still think that Mr. Westmore's makeup stunt is the most interesting moment in the hodgepodge.

—

"Wise Girl." RKO. Just where lies
wisdom of the character played by
Miriam Hopkins in this terrible comedy, or where was lost the star's judgment in choosing to play it, who can

the

tell?

is

It

a mystery, as

is

people, then I am all for it.
And
weren't they smart not to let a few
scraps more or less stand in the way of
i

their

happiness?

Norbert Lusk's Reviews

Continued from page 67
thrilling

on with our careers and that's about
all.
I
have great hopes for Tony.
I
feel he's very talented and will go
far.
He's headed for the very top.
Maybe some day we'll have children,
but not for a long while."
If Alice Faye and Tony Martin are
an example of what marriage does to

why

no-

body reminded Miss Hopkins that she
is plump in the wrong place, which in
her case happens to be below the waistWell, anyway, she's a rich girl
line.

ham Lincoln, with a touch of about
everything that happened in this country from 1840 till the reconstruction
period.
Failing to create interesting
characters, the picture concerns itself
with sketching episodes and trying
hard to achieve human interest. Joel
McCrea
who is

is colorless as a young man
enthusiastically concerned in

blazing a path across the country for
Mr. Wells's express company, while
Frances Dee has an assignment that is

no more interesting.
She is his St.
Louis wife with a Southern accent that
would seem to have originated in the
Florida Everglades rather than in Missouri, if we relate speech to geography, as indeed we must. Even Lloyd
Nolan and PoYter Hall, prime villains
always, do not come up to expectations
in .their evil doings because the scenario won't let them.
Bob Burns is
helpful as a drawling plainsman,
though.

who

learns that her disinherited sister's children are living in Greenwich
Village.
She goes to investigate and

discovers a neighborhood more picturesque than could possibly exist anyThe
where but in a picture book.
children, two precocious little girls,
are in charge of a ne'er-do-well artist,
Ray Milland, and he is the center of a
bohemian group carefully chosen for

picturesque dissimilarity. Miss Hopkins pretends to be poor in order to
know every one better and first antagonizes then wins them all, Mr. Milland
holding out longest because he is the
hero.
A courtroom scene determines
who shall have custody of the children and a jail sentence benevolently
maneuvered by Miss Hopkins for Mr.
Milland in order to force him to paint
and proclaim his genius, brings the
rambling picture to a welcome end.

—

"I'll
Take Romance." Columbia.
Grace Moore has shot her bolt, she no
longer is a sensation and her pictures
since "One Night of Love" have steadily diminished in novelty and interest.
It marks the passing of a vogue, not
the fading of an accomplished singer,
for Miss Moore is still that. The days

the operatic films are numbered
largely because our Metropolitan divas
of

are not cinema actresses.
The difficulty of combining operatic arias with
a believable story becomes more la-

bored.
It is especially so in what I
think will be Miss Moore's farewell
film.
In this she is an established
prima donna who refuses an engage-

Buenos Aires but is tricked
into sailing for South America In Melvyn Douglas disguised as a gaucho.
Because Miss Moore has only two expressions, smiling and unsmiling, and
ment

in

dame

Butterfly" are elaborately presented and it is in these musical interludes that Miss Moore finds excuse for
stardom on the screen.

"Navy

Blue

and Gold."—MGM. All

Annapolis pictures are reminiscent of
each other and this goes for West
Point, submarine and naval films generally.
So we don't look for novelty
any more. We do find in the latest
reprint of a familiar pattern some exceptional acting on the part of James
Stewart.
It probably is the best he

has given us. Perhaps that's because
he has long been absent on account of
illness and we are glad to see him

Be

again.

that as

name. Let the story stop
There is football, a cynica
classmate who doesn't respond to the
nobility of the navy, a juvenile who is
overenthusiastic about everything, anc
several stock figures that we have seer

"Love and Hisses."

—20th

Century
feud of Waltel !
\^ inchell and Ben Bernie is carried oi'|
in another musical and it's too, to*
much. And Simone Simon is waste I
in the current attempt to put ther

The

Fox.

so-called

-•

i

The French

across.

girl sings for

novelty and her soprano
thin,

is

sweet an

better than the singing of

I

mo?

actresses who suddenly develop voice
Otherwise the part she plays might b
handled by any one. She is a provoci
tive actress, not a musical-comedy it

"La Traviata," "Manon," and "Ma-

sorted entertainers.

of

excellent,

»

picture.

"Cimarron," "The Covered

posite

is

estley as an

I

on the parade grounds before, includ
ing a lean- jawed coach admirabh
played by Paul Kelly. Robert Youn«
and Tom Brown are others in a defi
nitely pleasant but vastly unimportan

genue.

\\

this is his

there.

and so is Helen
ex-prima donna, a sort
of duenna to Miss Moore. Portions of

example,

may,

his father's

she smiles practically all the time, the
other characters are more interesting
because more real. Stuart Erwin, for

its

it

His simplicity and honesty
are beguiling and, as is the case with
so-called natural acting, conceal skill
in timing and in getting the most out
of every situation and every word.
What he does doesn't matter much, but
it
is pleasant.
As a plebe at Annapolis he is chiefly concerned in clearing

picture.

Fargo."
Paramount.
All
way. if you want merely a
picture with mass action against picturesque backgrounds, this fails sadly
Deas drama or even entertainment.
spite its big canvas, it is a dull com-

"Wells

right in

.:.

and

deserves

a

better

brea

than playing second fiddle to Messr

Wine

hell

and Bernie and a

lot of a

m
^

—

a
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What

Continued

upon her, and her voice grows
quality and strength each day. That
b why I feel in four or five years, or
tssibly sooner, she will be ready to
ake her operatic debut at practically

ipade
jti

as did Geraldine Farrar,

pe same age
J,ucrezia

Bori, Kirsten Flagstad, and

more famous prima donnas."
One need only recall Deanna's sing-

,nany
]

ng

"Three Smart Girls," delightful

in

was, to be reminded of the progess she made in "100 Men and a
Her tone is more buoyant and
Girl."
is

it

When you menDeanna, she gives full
;redit to her teacher.
She says: "Mr.
'le Segurola has taught me everything
as greater
ion

this

luster.

to

!—how to visualize tone,

;nd brighten the voice.

how to lighten
You see, you

[an color your tones just

them

by thinking

way. If you
hink happy, you will sound that way.
[)f course, I realize how correct Mr.
le Segurola is when he tells me to
.mile when singing, because smiling
elaxes you and makes you happy.

jibout

in the right

really quite a sight to watch
teacher work together.
[There exists the closest sympathy be•ween them. De Segurola himself is a
;

It

impil

is

and

uperb showman. A man of middle
and past, he brings a rich background of experience to his teaching,
iind he has found in Deanna a young,
impressionable girl with a glowing
alent who is eager to accept every bit
;>f
knowledge, training and tradition
at he can impart to her.
There hovers about him the aura of
he great musical yesterdays that inluded his name with Caruso, Norlica, Tetrazzini, Destinn, Melba, Sem>>rich.
Such is the teacher of Deanna.
^ hen she asked if I would like to
ige

lear

her sing

C and Fame?

Cost High

"Ave Maria"

of

Gounod

front

page 25

— that
ticing"

is.

if

I

mind her "prac-

didn't

— De Segurola urged

graciously,

and

simply

it

UGLY ADOLESCENT
P IMPLES ?

and she

without

Let millions of tiny, living plants

the

walked
self-consciousness
over to the piano, stood perfectly still
while the accompanist played the introductory measures, and then sang
slightest

with exquisite beauty and deep meaning the devout and impassioned prayer.
During all this, De Segurola stood
only a few
directly in front of her
feet separated them
and in the fashion of a conductor he directed her
singing. Once, twice, three times they
stopped in the middle of a phrase and
Several times she
started over again.
suggested: '"Let's take that again; I
know I can improve it.'' Everything
she asked, her teacher assented to.
Everything he suggested, she listened
to intently and the next moment applied to her singing.

—

—

help cleanse your blood of poisons

Stop suffering the curse of youth—
pimply skin. Get at the root of your
trouble, unclean blood.
Between the ages of 13 and 25, you are at a
time of life when important glands are developing. Your system is upset. Poisons pollute
your blood stream and bubble out on your
skin in ugly pimples. You need to cleanse

and purify your blood.
Let Fleischmann's Yeast help by removing
these impurities the natural way. Millions of
tiny, active, living yeast plants will help keep
poisons from the blood and help to heal your
broken-out skin. Many people get amazing
results in 30 days or less. Neglect may ruin
your skin for life. So start eating Fleischmann's Yeast at once. Buy some tomorrow!
Copyright. 1938, Standard Brands Incorporated

Remove

the hair permanently. t afe
home, following simple directions with pr<

gali

And Deanna

herself relies upon
it to a high degree, as she implicitly
believes in his teaching. This was il-

tense.

OENISON'S

and

Rubber
metics,

appear

attractive.

Face Masks, Face Lifters,
Opera Hose and Tights.
A.-

Cos-

FEMALE

Impersonators' Outfits.
Booklet, 10c, deductible from order.
SEYMOUR, 246 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

LIKE TO WRITE?Earn extra money preparing news clippings
Simple,

lishers.

fascinating,

for pubExperience

profitable.

Stamp brings details. Div. 42; National
3923 West Sixth St., Los Angeles, California

unnecessary.
Press,

Want a Career in

photography?
\Ye give you personalized training.
Commercial, Ncu s.
Portrait, Advertising, Candid or Motion Picture t'liotonrdphy. Big money-making opportunities.
Or learn for
pleasure.
Personal Attendance and Home Study courses.
28th year. Write fur Free booklet.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

10

West 33

(Dept.

St.

New York

3)

City

right!"

Deanna has developed a hobby.
collecting elephants of all kinds

is

to

A. L.

—

all

made

STRIP TEASE

—

it's

rickets

BUST FORMS for breast
and undeveloped busts.
ELASTIC CORSETS & STOCKINGS.
REDUCING RUBBER GARMENTS.
WIGS. TOUPEES & EYELASHES.

kowski are waiting to record the aria
'Semper Libera' from 'Traviata' and
Deanna will not sing because she says
she must fi rst talk to y° u!
Please
hurry we can't afford to wait much

says

N. Wabash, Dept. 52. Chi cago

amputations

Sto-

moments she smiled and said: "We
can go ahead now. Mr. de Segurola

^^

BUBBEK

Koster, the director, called De Segurola on the phone in frantic voice and
said: "Come at once to the studio.

The end of the anecdote is that De
Segurola rushed out to Universal,
talked with Deanna. and after a few

lOFHITSY gongs, Make-up Goods.
Catalog Free

& Co. 203

"LEGPADS" MAKE SHAPELY LIMBSDEFY DETECTION. Legs thin, bowed

making of "100
Men and a Girl" when one day Henry

longer!"

-^^T^^f Musical Comedies, OperOO /ettas. Vaudeville Acts,
f
lYEARS/Minstrels, Comedy

PLAYS
T.S. Denlson

lustrated during the

One hundred men and Leopold

ately
.

The Mahler Method positively prevents the hair
from growing Benin. The delightful relief will hring
him M ninni nn.i vr.-ftt.-i -in .'.hai.['tn.'B-<, lr
Bacned hy 45 years of successful use all over the
world. Also used by professional-. Send 6c in
"How
stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet,
'*
to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever.
D. J. Mahler Co.. Deot. 26C. Providence. R. I.

They are completely en rapport,
and if the phrase weren't so obvious,
one might say that they suggest Svenand Trilby. Certainly the magnetism of De Segurola could be felt
by a chair in the room, it is that in-

HAIR ROOT

KILL THE

It

and

Her teacher started her in this
by giving her a replica of one Caruso
gave him. One day in the middle of a
lesson she stopped abruptly and he
waited to hear what she had to say.
sizes.

Instead of a typical question pertain-

ing to the work in hand, she said abruptly:

"I

think the

little

porcelain

elephant with the hat on his head

is

the cutest in your collection!"

"That's what

Gladys Swarthout and husband,
:
rank Chapman seem happy to be
n New York.

I

mean," De Segurola

explained to me, "when I say that
Deanna is a dual personality. She is

and a matured woman
one and the same time."

a child
at

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

in art,

THIS EASY-SURE WAY
you arc Flat Chested or embarrassed by sagging oi
large Busts, let the famed authority, Paul Renard,
show yiiii how to acquire the form you've always wanted
Nature's way. His Method on BUST CONTOUR i< one
which has been endorsed by many Beauty Exncrts and

If

over

has helped thousands.
NO' CONFINING GARMENTS.
CREAMS, HARMFUL MEDICINES, NOR GADGETS.

A method

that

GUARANTEES

simple and easy

is

to

Name and

satisfy

you.

t<>

use

A

mcthnii that

SEND NO MONEY.

When Postman

with
your package in plain wrapper deposit with him $1 ss
plus few cents postage.
Follow simple instructions foi
ten days.
If
you are not entirely satisfied with the
results, .send it back and your money will be immediately
refunded no questions asked. Nothing else to buy
I'w
ouiek results, write to P. P. Renard. 160 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
lie;:, p. p. <\
Just

Address,

—

—

when answering advertisements.

©

arrives
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ADDRESSES OF PLAYERS!
COLUMBIA STUDIO
Gower

1438

Robert Allen

Walter Connoll)

Allwyn
Richard Arien
Jean Arthur
Maiv Vstor
George Bancroft
Ralph Bellam,
Herman Bing
Grace Bradley
Leo Carrillo
Marguerite Churchi

Melvyn Douglas
Frances Drake

Istrid

UNITED ARTISTS STUDIO

Hollywood, California

Street,

Edith Fellows

Wynne Gibson
Gary Grant
Jack Holt
Buck Jones
Francis Lederei
Leona Mariele

Douglass Montgomery
Grace Moore
Jean Parker
Charles Quigley
Lionel Slander
Charles Starrett

Annabella
Smith Ballew
Warner Baxter
Thomas Beck
Ben Bernie

Edward Bromberg

I.

Brooks
Eddie Cantor
John Carradine
Phyllis

Lon
Jane
Joan
Alan

Cesar Romero
Sig Rumann
George Sanders
Joseph Schildkraut

Allan Lane

Gloria Stuart

June Lang

Slim Summerville

Peter Loire

Shirley

Keye

Arthur Treacher
Claire Trevor
Helen Westley
Michael Whalen
Walter Winchell
Jane Withers

I

Chaney

Darwell
Davis
Dinehart
Brian Donlevy

Dixie

Douglas Fowley
Jack Hale)
Sonja Henie
Jean Hersholt
Kenneth Howell
Louise Hovick
Rochelle Hudson
Robert Ken

uke

I

Joan Marsh
Tony Martin
Victor McLaglen
Warner Oland
Tyrone Power

Dunbar

George Ernest
Mice Faye

Gregory Ratofi
Leah Pun

Virginia Field

Ritz Brothers
Bill

Miriam Hopkins
Andrea Leeds

Mary Pickford

Gary Cooper
Paulette Goddard

Joel

Thomas Mitchell
McCrea

Frank Shields
Ernest Truex

Robinson

Douglas Scott

Simone Simon

Temple

Young

Loretta

Gower

Street,

Culver City, California
Barrymore

Lionel

(

led]

i<

I

lardw icke

Freddie Bartholomew William Henry
Irene Herve;
John Beal
Fay Holden
Janet Beecher
\\ allace Beery
Henry Hull
Josephine Hutchinson
\ irginia Bruce
Rita Johnson
Billie Burke
Bruce Cabot
Allan Jones
Joseph Calleia
Guy Kibbee
Frances Langford
Jean Chat burn
Edmund Lowe
June Clay worth
m
Joan Crawford
Myrna

Margbt Grahame
Katharine Hepburn

Fay Bainter

Ruby Keeler
Thelma Leeds

I

Man

Jessie

Ralph

Victor Moore
Chester Morris

Jack Oakie

Betty Furness
Clark Gable
Greta Garbo
Judy Garland
Gladvs George
Charles Igor Gorin
I.

:>mt

i

(

ranville

Stanley Morner

George Murph)
Edna M.u Olivet
Maureen O'Sullivan
Reginald Owen
Parker

Cecilia

Robert

Young

UNIVERSAL STUDIO
Universal City, California
Mischa Auer

Sail)

Noah

Nan Gre)

Beery, Jr.

Mice

Brad)
Danielle Darrieiix
\nclv Devine
I

K\i

una

Dm bin

Eilers

ward
Samuel S. Hinds
Henry Huntei
Frank Jenks
I

ouis

I

li\

Mary Maguire

Beverly Roberts
Edward G. Robinsoijf

Billy ,and

Ann Sheridan

Bobby Mauch
Frank McHugh

June Travis
Lana Turner

Wayne Morris
Paul Muni
Pat O'Brien

Jane

Kay Francis
Fernand Gravet

Marathon

Douglas fail banks, Jr.
Gaynoi

Janet

ic

March

Alan Marshal

Anita Louise

Rudy Vallee

Wyman

Street,

Hollywood, California

Johnny Downs
Irene

Charles Bickford
Ben Blue
Beulah Bondi

Dunne

James Ellison
Leif Erikson
Frances Farmer

W.

C. Fields

William Boyd
Olympe Bradna
Bob Burns
George Burns
Louise Campbell
Judy Canova
nh-le
Mai\

Franciska Gaal
Betty Grable
David Jack Holt

Claudette Colbert

Beatrice Lillie

Ruth Coleman
Gary Cooper
Larry Crabbe

Mary Livingstone

John Howard
Marsha Hunt
Roscoe Karns
Dorothy Lamour

(

Harold Lloyd
Carole Lombard

Ida Lupino

Fred MacMurray
Ray Milland
Isa

Miranda

Lloyd Nolan

Lynne Overman
Elizabeth Patterson
Gail Patrick

John Payne
Anthonv Quinn
George Raft
Martha Raye
Gilbert Roland
Shirley Ross
lharles Buggies
Randolph Scott
Gladys Swarthout
<

Akim Tamiroff
John Trent
Terry Walker
Mae West
Eleanore Whitney

WALTER WANGER PRODUCTIONS

John King
Ella Logan
Barbara Head
John Wayne
Robert Wilcox
Charles Winninger

1045 North

Formosa Avenue, Hollywood,

Man Baxter

Henry Fonda

Joan Bennett
Charles Boyet
Madeleine Carroll

Tim
Pat

oh
Paterson
II

Californi

Louise Piatt
Maria Shelton
Sylvia Sidney

HAL ROACH STUDIO
Culver City, California

\dolplie

C.

Rathbone
Donald Reagan

Basil

Margaret Lindsay

Bing Crosby
Robert Cummings
Rufe Davis
Frances Dee
Marlene Dietrich

Gracie Allen
Stella Ardler
Lew Ayres

Vherne
Constance Bennett
Ronald Colman

Brian
Fredi

Howard

PARAMOUNT STUDIO
5451

Culver City, California
Mnold

Dick PoweU
Dick Purcell
Claude Rains
Marcia Ralston

Bette Davis
Olivia de Havilland
Errol Flynn

SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL STUDIO
Edward

Wheeler

Bert

Robert Woolsey

Leslie

John Barrymore
Bennie Bartlett
Jack Benny

Spencer Tracy
Sophie Tucker
Virginia Weidler
Johnny Weissmuller
Warren William

Barbara Stanwyck
Fred Stone

Ian Hunter
Allen Jenkins
Boris Karloff
Patric Knowles

Rosalind Russell

Lewis Stone
Una Merkel
Robert Montgomery Robert Taylor
Franchot Tone
Frank Morgan

Ginger Rogers

Anne Shirley
Ann Sot hern

Joan Blondell
Humphrey Bogart
Veda Ann Borg
George Brent
Jane Bryan
Marion Davies

Elaine Barrie

Buddy Ebsen
Nelson Eddy

Pons
Gene Raymond
Erik Rhodes

Burbank, California

Benny Baker

Jeanette MacDonald Gale Sondergaard
James Stewart
Ilona Masse)

Lily

Kenny Baker

Mickey Rooney

Curtis
Henry Daniell

Gordon Jones

WARNERS-FIRST NATIONAL STUDIO

Florence Rice

Ann Rutherford
Norma Shearer

Harriet Hilliard

George O'Brien
Joe Penner
Barbara Pepper

Marjorie Lord
Herbert Marshall
Burgess Meredith
Gertrude Michael

Milton Berle
Bobby Breen
Helen Broderick
Joe E. Brown
Richard Dix
Joan Fontaine
Preston Foster

Hugh Herbert

Nat Pendleton
Walter Pidgeon
Eleanor Powell
William Powell
Juanita Quigley
Luise Rainer

Hollywood, California

Walter Abel
Heather Angel
John Arledge
Fred Astaire

Dick Foran

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIO

Merle Oberon

RKO STUDIO
780

Lucille Ball

Beverly Hills, California
Don Ameche

Binnie Barnes
Elisabeth Bergner
Charles Chaplin

Swanson

Gloria

Raymond Walburn
Barbara Weeks
Fay Wray

CENTURY-FOX STUDIO

20th

North Formosa Avenue, Hollywood, California

1041

Menjou

Aubrey Smith

Bonita Granville

Oliver Hard)
Patsj kell>
Stan Laurel

Man Mowbray
Lyda Roberti
Margaret Sullavan

•
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WE HAVE NO WALL FLOWERS

W^

GIRLS WHO READ MADEMOISELLE ARE NEVER
LEFT TO DECORATE THE WALL AT DANCES.
BUT NO! THEY'RE ENTERPRISING YOUNG
THINGS, AGED 17 TO 30, INTERESTED IN
WHATEVER MAKES THEM INTERESTING.
MADEMOISELLE PROVIDES THE CUNNING CON-

TACT WITH MODERN LIVING AS EXPRESSED BY
SMART AND WEARABLE FASHIONS, BEAUTY
SKIN DEEP AND DEEPER, AMUSEMENT, CAREERS, WHERE TO GO, WHAT TO WEAR WHEN
THERE, AND WHAT TO SAY WHILE WEARING IT.
TRULY (AND HERE WE TOSS ASIDE FALSE
MODESTY) AN INVALUABLE BOOK FOR ANY
CURLY-HAIRED YOUNG WOMAN WHO'S GOT A
MERE $2.50 TO SEND IN FOR A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION.
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It's

always a race

when Tootsies

are the goal!

delicious, soft, chewy-chocolate candy that

this

makes

everybody ask for more!

PURE

.

.

at

flavor sealed in

that tempting

One

quickly they disappear!

.

Keep

a

Good Housekeeping's

.

supply always on

"home-made"

of the few candies that I

Not only delicious, but good
NUTRITIOUS
your parties, and watch how member to get Tootsie Rolls
.

/„;•;

— kept always fresh with the special I

protective wrapping.

bears

.WHOLESOME

Serve Tootsie Rolls

«r

hand. Let the children have them. They're pure

Winter or summer, everybody loves them. And no and wholesome, with
wonder! Because there's something about

l

Seal of Approval.
for you, too!

today!

Co. of America, Inc., Hoboken, N.

I.

TwoOtteb Tootite
Theati!
CARAMEL
TOOTSIE

New

.

.

.

POPS

Filled

different

delicious!

A

.

.

.

and

long-last-

ing pop-on-a-stick in

5

TOOTSIE

creamy Tootsie
Caramels. Chocolate,
Soft,

and the new licoSo good they
melt in your mouth. Invanilla

rice flavors.

only ones

filled

with

the distinctive Tootsie
Roll center!

dividually

wrapped

in

Cellophane. Try them!

I
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Directed by

ROBERT

Z.

Produced by WILLIAM
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•

LEONARD Production
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ANTHONY McGUIRE
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She evades close-ups. ..Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her
charm ... She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

3ERHAPS you've

seen her— this girl
whose wistful beauty captures the

You stare— a little breathss— waiting for that smile which will
ght up, intensify, her loveliness.
And then it comes— but with what bitr disappointment! For her smile is dull,
mgy. It erases her beauty as if a candle
id been blown out... another tragedy
dental ignorance or neglect.
iger glance.

NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
he warning

may some day come to you

that faint tinge of "pink"
'Oth

brush. It

may seem

upon your

harmless, triv-

Please mention

ial,

unimportant— but never ignore

At the

first

it!

sign of '"pink tooth brush"

—see your dentist. It may not mean trouble
let

him decide. Modern menus

—from which

hard, fibrous foods have

ahead, but

largely disappeared

gums

— are

grown

"Pink tooth brush"

is

simply their plea for help. And usually
your dentist's suggestion will be "more
exercise, more vigorous chewing" and,
very often, the added suggestion, "the
stimulating help of Ipana and massage."
For Ipana, with massage, is designed
to benefit

your gums as well as clean your

PICTURE PLAY

gum

walls.

Why

robbing your

of necessary work. They've

flabby, sensitive.

Massage a little Ipana into your
gums every time you brush your teeth.
Circulation within the gums increaseshelps bring a new healthy firmness to the
teeth.

not take steps

now

to help pro-

tect yourself against tender, ailing

Make Ipana and massage

gums?

a part of your

With your gums healthy
and sound, your teeth sparklingly cleandaily routine.

there can be no disappointment, nothing
to

mar

the beauty of your smile.
•

•

.

TO "Town Hall Tonight," every Wednesday, N.B.C. Red Network, 9 P. M.,E. S. T.
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BE

Your own

own screen
Warner Brothers
new faces.

lake your
zst.
\/ant

your

In

f

to

own home

Warner

Young

personality
Brothers'

faces

c

Here

f

«

With your own camera
Is Picture Plays answer

demand

for

new

Middle-aged faces

Is

"»

faces.

Older

faces.

Opportunity!

Every one

is

eligible

Characters

r

Every one

Girls

f

Boys

f

e

Babies

t

Your own or
a friend's © 8 mm. or 6 mm. Then start planning your future e The future that may sweep
you across the sky to Hollywood and a career
that may equal Loy's
Gable's e Lombards.
All

you need

is

a movie camera

e

1

<*

miss

Don't

the

May

issue

of

Picture

Picture Plays screen test will begin
dealer to reserve your copy now!

!

Play!

Ask your

PICTURE PLAY'S MAY ISSUE WILL CONTAIN
I.

Complete

instructions for

2.

A

3.

Instruction

4.

Definite instruction

new department
on

style

your

for

and
on

camera operation.

own camera make-up.

color.

how

to act before the

camera.

Th us
newest hobby for every one e Spon$<ed jointly by Picture Play Magazine and Warner Brothers'
^idio. Warners' stars, alluring Bette Davis and handsome
rol Flynn will serve as your judges.
:ture

Play

offers the

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!
RESERVE YOUR MAY PICTURE PLAY NOW
ana

BE

DISCOVERED!
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In her spirited de
fense of Rober
Taylor, Elera Acut

observes that

hi

uniform courtesy am
sound morality make him
<

fine
I'h.ilc,

In Willi

Why Myrna

Taylor-made Man.

WAS

beyond measure l>y the narrow, spiteful
views expressed by Frank Bailey of Schenectady, New
York, concerning Robert Taylor in January Picture

I

irritated

Play.

do nol belong

I

in

am

ol

the classifications

shopgirls, old maids or di//\

coeds

but

I

lie

describes
a great

am

admirer ol Robert Taylor.
am a business woman.
admire Mi. Taylor for his acting ability, liis sincerit) and
Ins fine principles.
His uniform courtesy and liis sound
I

morality

make him

a

line

example

I

for his associates in

pictures.

example to other stars

Loy?

AM

surprised that Myrna Loy. pretty and sweet as sh
is, was "elected
1>\ a newspaper poll recently as "Quee
of the Screen," because she has never carried a major pic
ture to sin (ess on her own. and I am sure she could n
more do il than she could fly.
In fact, what can she do at all except look pretty anj
sweet? Hollywood is full of those. So why Loy?
When has she given a hint that she can act? W hen h;
she acted a memorable scene?
When has she created
single character thai -lands out?
Her Nora came nearest to being a real character, but
think most people will agree that William Powell was ll

I

Notwithstanding the biased and petty observations of
Mr. Bailey,
notice that man) men are among audiences
that attend Mr. Taylor's pictures.
would be no exagIl
geration to sa\ that as man\ men as women attend, and
do nol believe men are "dragged" in by women.
Ihrc in Seattle, one must go earl) to gel a seal for a
Il
will continue so notwithstanding
Taylor performance.
the smallness and the vindictiveness ol all tin- Baileys in
the counl \
Elera AcufF.
Hi.". Seventh
<Wenue,
I

I

i

real actor in

"The Thin Man"

|

j

H.

I

Seattle, Washinarton.

stories.

"Parnell," which was a dismal flop. Gable was
badly miscast that he couldn't carry the picture by bimsel
which he had to do, because Lo) gave him no help, ben
ust too busy being, as usual, "pretty and sweet."
"Double Wedding." gosh! Powell was -ick. and even
that, he and John Beal were all that was good in the sho
In "Man-proof," which is even poorer. Franchot Tone ai
Rosalind liiis>ell do all the acting dial's done. So why Lo;
In

Oxford. Ohio.

B.

ENRY

Carey.

(Continued on page
•floyb,
•finitl,

iARLING OF DIXIE!
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"Meanest when

she's lovin" most!"

ENRY FONDA GEORGE BRENT Margaret Lindsay
Donald
RICHARD CROMWELL • HENRY O'NEILL
SPRING BYINGTON
een Play by Clements Ripley
A WILLIAM WYLER PRODUCTION
oem
and John Huston
•

•

•

•

1

Finltel

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

when answering advertisements

Crisp
•

•

JOHN

From

Fay Bainter
LITEL

the Play by

Owen

Davis, Sr.

Music by Max Steiner

G

BY THE ORACLE
ARDENT ADMIRER.—Marie
son

bom

is

name and

her real

Wil-

she was

Anaheim. California. August

in

19, 1916; five feet five, weighs 104;
very blond hair, brown
eyes.
She appeared with

blond hair, blue eyes. Irene Hervey,
Los Angeles, California, July 11th;
five feet four, weighs 114; brown hair,
hazel eyes.
Harriet Hilliard, Des

early

loyhood he followed a musical

studying various instruments
At fournewspapers.
teen, he was playing violin solos at a
local theater.
Other in
struments on which he be
bent,

whi' e

selling

came

the Reverly

Hills Players
enterii g pictures.
Her latest is "Fools for
Scandal," and she is to
In

—

Frank; Eslinger. Ronald Sinclair used to be

Ra Hould. The
changed his name
for "Thoroughbreds Don't
Cry."
He was born in
Dunedin, New Zealand,
January 21, 1924; brown
as

studio

—

Juan ita Bennett. RobYoung is under contract
lo MGM, and it is quite
possible that you will be
the

same

Tom

Hi

his

own

studio.

voice,

He

baritone.

ert

able to reach

the

a ric
died on Ser
tember 2. 1934, after
accidental shooting. For
photo of the late Ro:
Alexander, address your r
quest to the Warner Studi
inclosing twenty-five cen
in stamps to cover the cos

tivated

hair, blue-gray eyes.

at

were

tempts to break into th(
movies failed. Success ii
pictures followed his popu
larity in the radio field. Hi
reached radio after spend
ing several years with vari
ous jazz bands, eventuall
establishing an organiza
Alon
tion of his own.
with his education in ir
strumental music, Russ cul|

play the female lead in "Boy
Meets Girl," with James
Cagney and Pat O'Brien.

known

proficient

guitar, piano, accordior
and trombone. Several at

fore

Sam McGill. — Frerf

W.—

V. A.
The music for
"The Sheik Steps Out" was
by Felix Bernard, Winston
Tharp, Alberto Colombo,

Washington is colorei
She made "One Mile fro

and Elsie Janis. However,
\ ou II
have to w rite to the
Republic Studio, 4024 Radford Avenue, North Hollywood. California, for the
names <>l the \ arious selec-

tract to

Heaven"

is not under co
any studio. Dickai
William Powell are not I

D.

1..

if

"l

oi NT.

—

you write

Barrymore
he glad lo

I

am

ing
tive"

lot are Ronald Sinclair,
pals around the
used to be known as Ra Houid, and who
scored in "Thoroughbreds Don't Cry," and Freddie Bartholomew.

sure

to Lionel

MGM

desire.

C

II

u;

LOTTE

MGM

Two
who

the
Studio he will
urnish the information you

at

CHAMPION.

Jean

Moines. Iowa. July loth: five feet five,
weighs 110: blond hair, blue-gra)
eyes.
Gene l!a\ niond. \ew \orkCit\.
August 13, 1908; five feel ten, weighs
57, platinum hair, blue eyes.
I

Arthur was born in New
oik City,
October 17. 1908; five fed
luce.
weighs 107, blond hair, blue e\ es. VIson Eddy Pro\ idence, Rhode Island.

California. January

June 29,

ther

,

>

901;

six

feci,

Jackie

lated.

tions played throughout the
picture.

that

for 20th Centur

Fox, but

weighs

17.1:

Moran

"lorn Sawyer,

is

maj

Detfl

for Selznick Interr|

Bobby Breen woi
be eleven until Novemli

tional.

1th.

It

is

customary

send twenty-five cents w
each request for a pho

—

Blake. Joyce Compt
from Lexington, Kentucl
where she was born March 17, 19'
She has blond hair, which I bell
she has now dyed red. and brown e\
do not find an) fan club in
honor, but there is one for Ceitn
A complete list of fan ch
Niesen.
will lie sent lo you upon receipt o
stamped return en\ elope.
Elgin

comes

1

Dee Kerlan. The late Russ Columbo was born in San Francisco,
1

1.

1908.

was an Italian contractor,

His la-

from
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DAVID COPPERFIELD
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Selznick International presents

MARK TWAIN'S BELOVED

*
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o
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OF
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>
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DANCING LADY
Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

DINNER AT EIGHT
when answering advertisements.

What

8

Continued from page
At Close Inspection.

the

Fans Think

\

M

in
the finest shop on
contact with stars ui t lie
screen ever) day.
study their personalities
and know them far better than the average
\

I

earth.

a

salesgirl

nunc

I

in

I

fan.

How

can

any one living

Hackensack,

New

Lombard

a

site isn't

is

in.

us

let

say,

Jersey, deckle that Carole

marvelous person?

a marvelous person at

all.

In

fact,

I've

read

how charming Constance Bennett

I'd

is.

rather sec the devil himself coming into t lie
What a sad thing
store than Miss Bennett.
it
would be if some of Robert Taylor's fans
could meet him. He might go over in a big
uav in a sister ad in vaudeville. As far as
concerned, Marlene
Dietrich's
looks
are

chauffeur

is

the so-called

Why

far

better-looking than

he-man

stars that

work

am

ol

in films.

that no one ever reads about the
I've failed to see
in pictures?
any article telling ol the Marion Davies Foundation Fund or the work sin- is doing for
.She is an artist worthy ol praise
charity.
ami ju-i as beautiful to-day as when
saw
her across the loot lights at the New Amsterdam Theater, in the Ziegfeld "Follies."
In brief summary I'll tell you what I think
real

is

it

people

I

of

tin'

stars:

Joan Crawford: a lovely girl, very friendly,
one whom you would really like to meet.
Dick Powell:
think he'd have had a
much better lime in the navy or the marine
I

corps.

Mary Pickford:

a

really

charming woman.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lloyd: really worth

knowing.
Betty
Furness and Paulette Goddard:
beautiful and very friendly.
Katharine Hepburn: very unpleasant to
wait on.
Nelson Eddy: 1 wouldn't walk across the
-licet to hear him sing even il it were free.
Cheap in every sense of the word.

Beatrice

Lillie

cops her man

Doctor Rhythm."

Crosby doesn't seem to mind.
Carole Lombard: ratty looking.
Joan Blondell: looks like she always needec

wash her neck.
Barbara Stanwyck: she certainly goes in foi
the feminine type in pictures.
Helen.
to

I

n-

\ngeles, California.

Throw Away the Peroxide.
I'D like to put in a boost for one of the
best actresses in Hollywood.
In a picture
loaded with stars. Claire Trevor grabbed al
lie spotlight
a very meager role could get
For many years Claire has played second fid
die to stars or played leads in second-rate
pictures. I think she deserves a chance. Hon
ever, as one of her ardent fans, I must admi
site has one thing that holds her back.
He;
bleached hair makes her look like so many
other actresses.
Her hair always seems t<
need touching up and I think she should stoj
bleaching.
It seems that every actress in Holl\w,.n<
has to try peroxide sooner or later but why':
They all give the same old gag photograph!
purposes. But 1 don't think it has helped an;
one vet. Joan Crawford tried to be a blond*
several years ago and was unsuccessful. Fa
Wr.iv had the same experience.
Margare
Lindsay looked terrible as a blonde in "Pub
lie Enemy s Bride."
Alice Faye has becom
a big -tar since she quit using peroxide. Bill
nie Barnes made a lot of progress with elarl
hair but only gets minor roles now that he
hair is bleached.
Bette Davis, on the Othe
hand, is becoming a bigger star since sh
Stopped being light-haired.
By the way. \ irginia Bruce insists she is
She had dark-brown hai
natural blonde.
when -he wa- in the Ziegfeld "Follies" and
was ill the -how with her. It wa- while sh
was there thai she became a blonde, bu
she's a rare exception for she looks well as
blonde.
Dorothy L.
i

—

Once she reaches her native shore, Greta
able to relax and be her natural self.

Garbo seems

to be

585 West End Avenue.
\cw York, New ^ oi k.

—

No Matinee
CONGRATULATIONS,

Idol.

HOW DO YOU LOOK

Hollywood! You
have finally recognized what a wealth of talent you have in Charles Boyer. Solely through
his efforts, he saved from box-office failure
such anemic pictures as "History Is Made at
Night" and "The Garden of Allah"; and al
last he is given, in "Conquest," a role that

Here

is

a real actor, one

YOUR BATHING SUIT

IN

his artistry merits.

who knows

his
great

whose work shows
technique and a keen
sense of characterization. And, above all, he
has a vitality and humanness that colors
every part he approaches.
thoroughly,

craft

sensitivity, a finished

Please, Hollywood, don't attempt to make
Mr. Boyer into a matinee idol, tm \,>u umi'l
succeed.
He has too much respect for his
work to take the easy road to popularity.

Katharine Sewall.
77 Linden Boulevard.
Brooklyn. .New ^ oik.

Behold the Day!
IN your moments

of gloom and mild inwatching the antics of beautiful
Robert Taylor, or hearing the rasping notes
of Dick Powell, I respectfully suggest that
you hurry to the nearest theater, where Basil
Rathbone is appearing and you will be
sanity, after

quickly reassured that acting and its technique are not vanishing from the earth.
Mr. Rathbone, an artist to his finger tip<.
has seldom appealed in really worth while
pictures.
The insanity of producers is further shown, for here is one of the great of
the acting profession, in every way equal to
Paul Muni, cast in picture after picture that

and talents. It is gratify
that he appears in "Tovarich."

insults his ability

know

ing to

As

it

is,

the greatest box-office attraction-

SKINNY ? THOUSANDS
GAIN 10 TO 25 POUNDS
THIS NEW EASV WAY

can hardly be called actors. Particularly do
I refer to Robert Taylor, Dick Powell, and
Joe E. Brown. Three more insufferable bores
Perhaps the
it would be hard to imagine.
public has yet to be educated to worth while
entertainment. When that day comes, and it
will, we shall be rid of the asininity of such
players mentioned above.

Rathbone's Sincere Admirer.
Chicago,

NEW

Illinois.

Just

One More Chance.

THE

majority of movie critics have had at
least one thing in common for the past several months, namely, running down Frances
Farmer. Maybe I'm wrong, but it seems to
me that this makes them all out liars. \\ hen
she made her first hit as Lotta in "Come ami
Get ft,"' every reviewer had nothing but
She was acclaimed the most
praise for her.
promising actress in Hollywood.
Then came "The Toast of New York." Same
leading man. a much better cast, a milliondollar production, but a flop.
Miss Farmer's
performance was a lifeless piece of work, but
all the blame should not rest on her shoulders.
The part was frozen to begin with.
There was hardly a lifelike line in it. Close
on its heels, came "Exclusive," definitely an
inferior production, but highly entertaining.
if
only for the performance of Frances
Farmer.
Her role was human and vibrant.
Yet reviewers still expected super-work, and
booed the film.

Her

"Ebb Tide,"' gives her
makes her merely a prop
with a role inferior and silly.
Now MisFarmer is appearing in a New York play and
latest

no chance to

picture,
act,

winning nothing but highest praise.
If Hollywood would give her a good part in
a good picture, she would prove again what a
great actress she is.
losing
gold mine.
;,

Longview. Texas.

If

they don't, they're

A. V. Goyne, Jr.

— gives

IRONIZED YEAST ADDS POUNDS
thousands natural sex-appealing curves

you ashamed to be seen in a bathARE
_ing
because you're too skinny
suit,

and scrawny-looking? Then here's wonderful news! Thousands of the skinniest,
most rundown men and women have
gained 10 to 25 pounds of firm flesh, the

women naturally alluring curves, with
this new, scientific formula, Ironized
Yeast.

Why

it builds up so quick
have discovered that hosts of
people are thin and rundown only because they don't get enough Vitamin B
and iron in their daily food. Without these
vital elements you may lack appetite and
not get the most body-building good out
of what you eat. Now you get these exact

Scientists

missing elements in these new Ironized
Yeast tablets.
They're made from one of the world's
richest sources of health-building Vitamin B the special yeast used in making
English ale. By a new, costly process
this rich yeast is concentrated 7 times,
taking 7 pounds of yeast to make just
one pound of concentrate thus making
it many times more powerful in Vitamin
B strength than ordinary yeast. Then 3
kinds of strength-building iron (organic,
inorganic and hemoglobin iron) and pasteurized English ale yeast are added. Finally every batch of this Ironized Yeast

—

—

is

tested

Vitamin

and retested biologically for

B

weight-building power.

Please mention

its

strength. This insures its full

PICTURE PLAY when

No wonder

these

new

easy-to-take

little

lionized Yeast tablets have helped thousands of the skinniest people who needed
their vital elements, quickly to gain new
normally attractive pounds, new charm.

Try

it

To make

without risking a cent

easy for you to try Ironized
Yeast, we do better than offer you a
offer you a
small sample package.
FULL SIZE package, and you don't risk
it

We

a penny. For if with this first package
you don't begin to eat better and get
more benefit from your food if you
don't feel better, with more strength, pep
and energy if you are not convinced
that Ironized Yeast will give you the normally attractive flesh you need the price
of this first package will be promptly refunded. So get Ironized Yeast tablets
from your druggist today.

—

—

—

Only be sure you pet genuine Ironized
Yeast. So successful has it been that you'll
probably find cheap "Iron ami Yeast" substitutes in any drug store. Don't take substitutes.

To

,

Special offer!
up their health
>vay, we make this valuable special
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast

start thousands building-

offer.

tablets at once, cut out the seal on the bo:<
and mail it to us with a clipping of this par-

agraph. We will send you a. fascinating new
book on health, "New Facts About Vein
Body." Remember, results with the very first
package
or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 74,
Atlanta, Ga.

—

answering advertisements.
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THIS IS THEIR
AFFAIR

BY BILL COLBY

THE

romance of Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Taylor
is the most exciting of all Hollywood love twosomes.
Much of what has been said and written about their
situation has been haphazard speculation, personal
assumption and unfounded rumor. As a confidant of Barbara and Bob. 1 am writing facts.
Personally, I am inclined to feel that the day

come when they see
Yet. some

will eventually

way

THE TRUE STORY OF THE ROBERT TAYLORBARBARA STANWYCK ROMANCE BROUGHT UP
TO DATE, WITH MANY FACTS NEVER BEFORE
REVEALED.

their

clear to marry.

thing or anything might

happen to-morro w that

I

would make marriage impossible. Then again their marriage might be announced before this stor) reaches print.
rhere are main reasons win such an alliance would be,
from my viewpoint, the most wonderful thing that could
ever happen to two such admirable persons.
There are
few reasons that present opposition.
But let me tell you of
Bob and Barbara as
know them, of their romance as I
have observed it.
Ever) week
drive oul to San Fernando Valle) to have
dinner with Barbara and Bob. Sometimes we dine at her
beautiful ranch. Other times we drive over the three and a
half miles that lie between Barbaras house and Bob's.
J

I

Anthony, Barbara's son, gives all a
devotion to Robert Taylor. He nicknamed him "Gentleman Bob" at first sight.
Dion

child's

This

Is

11

Their Affair

urns tn her for advice is representative of his struggle
or stability.
Being quiet-living and quiet-mannered,
he suffered when he found himself in the turmoil <il
ime.
He started out in his studio life hoping some
la) lu be a good actor,
lie was not prepared foi
whal happened to him.
Being torn l>\ mobs, made
the bull oi jokes, was not his idea of a future.
Bob,
grateful, tried to adjust himself.

women

All the things that other

worked feminine

do, those over-

wiles, those semisubtle bids for

attention, those sex)

looks

Bartime to

his direction,

in

When

iara dismisses with a shrug.

it's

serious she talks to Bob right from the heart.
hen he has something to sa) she is his best
When the conversation becomes gay,
istener.
she kid- Bob good-naturedl) about "his famous pan." Barbara has great respecl for
moods and the oilier person's point ol view.
I
have seen her wait hours until she
though! it was the right time to point out
some particular thing to Bob. And al-

>r

\\

ways when she finishes comes this question:
"Do you agree or disagree with
me? Tell me what you think because
I'm iudging from m) own point of
\

And I ma) be wrong.
hen Bob went to Europe it was
the turning point in their romance.
After Bob left, Barbara and I went
for a long drive. We almost reached
Santa Barbara before she realized
she had been talking all the way.

iew

.

\\

is

It

good

Barbara

for

to

talk.

many

years she denied
herself the luxury of confiding
in a friend. There wasn't much

For so

make Barbara

to

believe

in

people.

J^^^

\|

"This is going to be a new
experience lor me." Barbara

H^-~

Bob and Barbara may marry any
day, then again they

may

never

wed. What stands between
them and their perfect love?

This

is

He was
for

the
in

home that Barbara worked so hard on for Bob.
England and begged her to select the furnishings

him, to have the place in readiness for his return.

The enjoyment that Bob gets out of his new home i>
ample proof of the excellent job Barbara turned in. Every
nook and corner is livable and attractive in masculine simplicity.
Bob's preference for leather prompted Barbara
to choose drapes in blown suede.
The club chairs are upholstered in tweed and leather. The lamp standards are in
the shape of riding boots, the general scheme of decoration
features the horse motif.
All the rooms are on one floor.
In his

own home

is

a very different

Bob Taylor.

Seeing

him there with Barbara Stanwyck presents him in a new
light.
Bob is definitelv a one-woman man. He has proved
this by two years of complete devotion to Barbara.
And
Barbara alone. Bob shows his great respect for her in the
way he listens to her and watches her. Stretched out in
front of the fireplace, he becomes any handsome young

man who would

rather take his ease with the woman he
loves than cause feminine heartbeats.
Sometimes hours

go by and

He gets
he knows

Bob never say^ a word.
great comfort out of being with Barbara, because
The easer wax he
she is for him all the wax.

was saying. "You see. didn't go out for -ix months after
mx separation. The first night I did. I met Bob.
I've
never had a date with any other man since.
Bob's kindI

wax of demonstrating

his

in front of other people, the great

re-

nesses, his courtesies, his tender

toward me

feelings

spect he lia> for all

women, have played an important

part

in restoring belief in myself.
But absence doe- strange
things to peojde.
It gives them time to think.
Sometimes
it

brings peojde closer.

to see hox\

_

self-sufficient

Sometimes
the)

are.

believe that anything ever last-.
tried

all

my

life to

It's

want

I

Bui

believe!

gives them a chance
so hard for me to

it

I

to believe!

can't help

I've

wondering

Imw

it's going to end."
That Barbara Stanwyck can believe in anything or any
one is a miracle. The stor) of her childhood, the ugliness
of her early background, has nevei been scratched below

the surface in the telling.

One

Barbara and

Some

>\.\\

I

hope

to write

it.

hours before her
here was no parfireplace and she told me about herself.
ticular reason.
Barbara doe- not encourage sympathy.
But she bad to keep talking about something to keep her
senses together. She had that day spent torturing hours in
court.
\- usually happen- in such (Continued on- pa
night

I

sal

seven

I
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STARS IN
NEW YORK
MANHATTAN THEATERS, CAFES AND HOTELS
FILLED WITH VISITING HOLLYWOOD CELEBRITIES.

BY

KAREN

MOLLIS

c<^

\«

H

sports writers were completely
Sonja Henie on her arrival in New York for
appearances with her ice ballet at Madison Square
Garden. She was quite composed through the attention and admiration bestowed upon her and had me

won

\

HP-BOILED

!>\

completely

baffled

until

I

realized

that

she

is

a

grown-up Shirley Temple.
Her bead isn't turned 1>\ adulation, because she has
bad it ever since she was four. She knows her skating is magnificent, but is free from conceit about it.
She acts a- if that serene, doll-like creature who accomplishes incredible wonders on the ice were a creation as detached from her personality as the immortal
Dopey is from Walt Disney. Just a little something
she whipped up with some ice.
She disposes of questions about romance b\ pointing out tliat she has been very busy working, but
when talk i- of skaliim she is guileless and lender.
"Yes. that came out very nice, didn't it?* she says
when you speak of the tremendous tin ill you got from
thai crescendo of swoops and swiils in "Happ) Landing" that seemed to grow artlesslj out of sheer exuberance and not from painstaking practice.
i> little wonder thai the Norwegian government
It
had its minister in Washington knight her with the

prder of

St.

01o\ for glorifying the

ice sports of

Noi

Vera Zorina, of "The Goldwyn Follies," preparing for film with Jascha Heifetz in June.

13

o*

way, no wonder at
sored her ice ballet
leged children.

Astors. Vanderbilts, and Carnegies sponso as to raise money for underprivi-

all that

in

New York

The children got

a lot. but Sonja got more.

—

They Won't Take 8t. Soon after the Broadway critics' squad had
buried the Fredric March play with their barbed shafts, Miriam Hopkins decided her play wasn
strong enough for Broadway and abant

doned her company in Baltimore. Katharine Hepburn derided not to
do "Jane Eyre" in New York for the Theater Guild, but to sta) safel)
in Hollywood.
Some Hollywoodians who weren't scared and who have
made good include: Paul Lukas in "'Doll's House." Sidne\ Blackmer in
an old-fashioned play called "Stop Over.'' and Allyn Joslyn of "They
Won't Forget" is one of the town's darlings in "All That Glitters."

Own

—

Minding Her
Business.' Theater managers are groaning because Constance Bennett, who couldn't be bribed to make personal
appearances to help her pictures at the box office, will brave anything
She braved plenty when die spoke

to

promote her cosmetic company.

in

the auditorium of a mass-trade department store in Brooklyn.
I

thought

I

was pretty smart when

me around the
deposit me up

I

got two stalwart store cop'- to

—

edges of thousands of shoving women
and men
and
front with Constance and the Countess di Fra--o.
A minute later I would have traded my vantage point for the comparative peace of a subway jam or a May Day riot.
No one had figured
on the steam-roller tactics of the hardy Brooklyn schoolgirls.
\\ ith a
rush as terrifying as the crackle of an avalanche, they surged forward,
filling the aisles, knocking over chairs and blocking the stream of light
projecting a color movie of Miss Bennett's morning beauty ritual.
lead

A

recommended immediate flight out the
quavery but determined, ordered the picture
stopped and got up on the platform to speak.
The elegant names she mentioned in her breezy address lent torn to
it, but not to this audience which had
obviously never heard of them.
Hoarse whispers of "Is that mink or sable she's wearing?" and "Hei
dress is kinda plain. isn"t it?"' competed with her modulated lone-.
With good judgment she stopped talking and left. The impression of
just her radiant appearance was belter.
(Continued on pagt
store

manager,

terrified,

rear door, but Constance,

Eleanor Powell, eloquent only on her
is subdued
when interviewed.

feet,

1!
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NORBERT

A Contest

That Js a Contest!
of contests
OLD-TIME readers know well how chary this magazine has beensponsored
1>\
the twenty-three years of its existence. The few that have been

in

us

can be counted on the fingers of one hand. That alone should cause you to
and then reread it. For we
read carefully the announcement on page three
believe it to be the most original, provocative and worth-while competition ever to be
launched by any magazine.
Though aimed especially at followers of motion pictures it is by no means
necessary to be a fan, or to have any knowledge of films, to compete and to become
a winner. We consider our contest to be truly constructive, too. For it is not merely
the possibility of winning a prize but of changing the fortunate ones' whole lives
Now read that preliminary
and the lives of those nearest and dearest to them.
announcement once more and order the May number of Picture Play for the actual
beginning of the big drive for success.

—

—

Why You

Should Read Picture Play.

IF you don't believe Picture Play is getting better, let me tell you about some of the
just
stories you will find in the pages following.
I believe you will want to know
what you, our readers, are getting these days. Take, as Exhibit No. 1, Edwin Schal-

"The Truth About Star Salaries," page 22.
Everybody is interested in what the stars earn. Their pay checks are fabulous,
unbelievable, to most of us.
No one in his right mind envies a star or his salary,
of course, although it's only human to wonder sometimes what they have which we
Perhaps some of us never get over the thought that we have something of
haven't.
what it takes, too, if we only got a chance to demonstrate it. Then we must realize
that forcing, creating, the chance is part
of the talent that makes
a very big part
lert's

—

—

But about those salaries.
From time to time we read in the newspapers what this or that star earned last
year or the year before that.
Often as not it is in connection with income tax
arrearages. Rarely, if ever, do we find Hollywood's salary list in its entirety, right
stars.

up

.

.

.

to the minute.

Such a

you

list

will find in

Mr. Schallert's

You

article.

will find

it

nowhere

but in Picture Play. It is complete, correct, authoritative. His sources of information
are second to none, his figures based not on hearsay but fact. As drama and motionpicture editor of the Los Angeles Times for many years. Mr. Schallert occupies a
This, plus integrity and perspective, gives unusual
position of unusual authority.
weight to his story on a subject as debatable as salaries.
Just another proof
of Picture Plav's intention of giving its readers the best on every subject covered
in a fan magazine.
.

Most Honest and Courageous

A NOTHER

— Fredric

.

.

March.

month's magazine which every fan should read is "Freddie
Takes a Fall,"' on page 54. It is important and significant because it reveals
the honesty and candor of a leading actor. Fredric March, in facing facts and admitting a mistake.
There is no self-delusion, no striving to save face and excuse
failure in a recent stage venture. He admits he backed the show with hi- own money
and he alone is to blame for its short life of one week.
Now, any one who is familiar with the mental make-up of the average -tar
knows that assuming blame for anything and especially a picture or a plav is
next to "impossible.
He just can't see failure in that light. But Mr. March comes
right out with the brutal truth about his play as well as other things.
"If it were not for Hollywood, I'd be a ham."' he admits without a qualm!
item

in this

—

—

LUSK

.

Tie s so perfectly proper
She's so properly furious

.

.

YOU'LL BE SO DELIGHTED

.

.

THEY'RE

.

.

PERFECTLY DELIGHTFUL TOGETHER!
What do you
when

Bill at his

and the

think happens

in

.

who

.ambitions!

isn't

entitled to.

debonair best

.

.

whose breath-

you merely glimpsed

now,

.

ambitions serves a lady

girj

"Wings of

.

he

taking beauty and dramatic
fire

?

a butler with un-butler-like

in

.

thinks

annabella
ctl Baroness

the Morning"..

her

first

**£&, Sutler

American-

made picture, the most glamorously exciting personality

ever to grace the screen!

A 20tb

Century-7ox Picture with

HELEN WESTLEY • HENRY STEPHENSON
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT • NIGEL BRUCE
J.

EDWARD BROMBERG

•

LYNN BARI

Directed by Walter Lang
Raymond Griffith • Screen Play
by Sam Hellman, Lamar Trotti and Kathryn Scola
Based on a play by Ladislaus Bus-Fekete

Associate Producer

The years gayest and

brightest

romantic-comedy sensation!
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Our most glamorous screen wife.
Just for a change, plays Clark
Gable's girl friend in "Test Pilot."

V

Photo h» riirrnre

S. Bull

V
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charm to work
"Wooden Wedding" as a husband who

Putting his gay, debonair
in

sends his wife to alimony

jail

is—

HELEN

LOUISE

WALKER

ANDtfVUi
D

Ginger Rogers is determined to star
her own. See for yourself how she mak
out in "Having Wonderful Time," wi
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as leading m<

G

LNCER ROGERS

at last

going places on her o\
^he hasn't got red hair
nothing!
Being first da

ing lady of the screen isn't enoi
for her.

Always she had

some one

to lean upon.

to

h.

Now

i

wants to carry a picture by I
self.
She wants to create thai
ter

—

to act.

Ginger doesn't admit this, h
ever.
She will tell you that
day's job

is

enough

for her.

will insist that she is content,
is

any

actress ever satisfied v

it stands?
If there w
no ambition there would be
progress, no change to keep f
on their toes. And so Ginger

success as

ambitions.

She is banking her hopes
never before on two pictures
recently has made "on her o»
so to speak. Pictures without di
ing
without Fred Astaire.

—

<

"Having Wonderful Tin
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is

is

leading

Lady"

man

in this.

"Vivaci

the other, with Ja
her hero.
Good op]

is

Stewart

tunities for the men, but
Rogers is the star.
Ginger began to be ambit
for independence over two y

Of course Ginger
in

will conti

dance pictures with

F

Astaire, but not as often
formerly. Daughter of a
reer woman, trained in sh
manship since she was a
she is the hardest workei

any one

in

Hollywood.

——

—

—

ago when she made "In Person," with George Brent. The
Before that she had been teamed with
picture Hopped.
William Powell in "Star of Midnight," a sophisticated
mystery yarn. She did well in it but the more experienced
Powell outshone her. Rut she didn't give up. She bided
her time.

Her increasing success and prestige in pictures with
made it impossible for RKO to deny her made it

—

Vstaire

impossible for her to suppress her ambition.
Then she
was persuaded to play in the star-studded "Stage Door."
Katharine Hepburn had the better part in the script.
That was Ginger's challenge, a means to an end, an outlet
Ginger made her part the better one in
for her ambition.

—

won

the picture,
self a

new

critics

away from Hepburn, won

for her-

following, earned completely the right to star

alone.
V

(lose-up of the girl behind all this?

as she

Here

is

Ginger

Mrs. Lela Rogers, Ginger's mother, says she
has never made a decision for her daughter.
She stands aside and "observes."

is.

Daughter of a career woman, trained in showmanship
since she was a tot. Ginger Rogers is practical first of all.
She has dreams but she is afraid of them.
"I found out long ago that the things I dreamed about
seldom came off." she told me recently. ''The thing that is
important is next day's job. Maybe it's fittings, rehearsals,
some sort of appointments or playing my role. I learned
long ago not to plan much bevond to-morrows jolt.
To-morrow's job for Ginger Rogers? Who can tell.
Yesterday's jobs have not been easy. They have taken
not only a lot of good hard work, but a great deal of intesThere have been triumphs. There have
tinal fortitude.
For instance. Ginger speaks of
been disappointments.
those ''first two dreadful years in Hollywood."'

—

Fresh from the stage and good lusty vaudeville experiand fresh and pretty, it seemed then as if all
doors were open for Ginger.
And she was pretty good.
Once she was so good that a dancing sequence she made in
"Gold Diggers" was cut completely from the picture because of "political" reasons.
That was a bitter period for Ginger. Later, when she
was trying to catch her breath and remodel her career,
came the crack-up of her marriage. Came other things.
She yvas pretty young to cope with life as it unfolded and
But
to learn.
"I did learn," she says, "not to depend upon friends or
promises, not to lean upon any one. You have to do things
ence, bright

"wanted to do any of those things better than anybody else
could do them.
1
just wanted to prove to mvself that
could do them."
"Exactly," her mother nodded. "You never finished an
atghan or learned an entire number on the piano or
"Rut I knew I could do it," Ginger protested.
"And I finished the afghans." her mother added.
I

said in the beginning, she's a practical soul.
And
worker of anybody in Hollywood.
She doesn't give that impression when you meet her
casually.
If you watch her at work and at play, you can\s

I

the hardest

—
—sense

not
ter

unless you are a seventh daughter of a seventb daughthe earnest and sincere little artist which she

is.
Ginger is always so gay!
She clowns consistently and insistentlv upon the set.
She cannot be prevailed upon to sit down and relax between takes.
She never admits being tired. A director
said to her, "The only way- we ever know Ginger is tired is
when we find her in a crumpled heap somewhere.
Ginger and Fred Astaire relaxing between shots burlesqued some of their own dance numbers so successfully that

really

'

—

—

the director included the burlesques (Continued on ixiqe

7,i)

for yourself."

The biggest lesson of all.
She was hurt and bruised. What's more, she yvas mad
fighting mad. She took her destiny into her own two small,
firm hands and started out to lick Hollywood as she had
licked other things in her younger days.
Ask her

ma

about the fighting spirit she

shoyved, the determination to get out and
win, always to be trying something new.

Ask Mrs. Lela Rogers, a brisk, businesslike
mother yvho has turned her energies,

stage

since her daughter started to find her

way

up the ladder, toyvard developing other
kids into actors and actresses.
Mrs. Rogers says she hasn't advised Ginger in years, and she has never made a decision for her.
Rut she's watched Ginger
as what mother wouldn't?
and done a lot
of observing and approving of this restless
spirit which leads Ginger into new fields.
"She's always had it." Mrs. Rogers told
me quite placidly. "It goes back to when
Ginger was a tot. First she made a hobbv
of dressing dolls.
Then she had to learn

—

to

play the piano.

knitting,

"But

I

After that

it

was

tennis,

badminton, fudge, embroidery
never," interrupted Ginger swiftly,

To make doubly sure of her ability to star
alone, Ginger made another independent picture, "Vivacious Lady."
She loved acting
with James Stewart.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT
I

WHO

makes the most money among the
Who the least? You've wondered
ahout this and have been amazed at some
of the figures you've read or heard. Yov

stars?

have perhaps discovered that your favorite star, the
one whose artistry you rate above all others, is receiving less money than some one you think cannot

f.n

act at all.

Curious differences in the amounts paid stars can
be attributed to various things. One of them is the
varied types of contracts they make, and the fact
that some very prominent stars are still working off

k

old contracts.

As a rule, children, even though topnotch in
popularity as stars, are not paid as much proportionately as adults. And a player who is engaged
by the week will generally accept less than one who
contracts by the picture. Contracts by the year are
for forty weeks only, while big stars in class "A"
films generally give from ten to twelve weeks of h
their time to the making of each picture.
Mae West continues to draw most money from
the movies with a salary that amounts to $15,000 a
This, of course, includes her services as
week.
writer. William Powell leads the men with $12,000
weekly. Gary Cooper and Ronald Colman are next si
at $10,000 each.

\

ill

H

Simone Simon at $3,500 a
week, and Don Ameche at
$2,500, are paired for the
first time in "Josette."

23

|TAR SALARIES
BY

It

is

interesting to note the salaries of

some of the

EDWIN SCHALLER

ro-

twosomes, and to check up on the comparative earnIt proves
if anydg power of some famous lovebirds.
that opposites are attracted to each other on salary
ling
ists and that no one apparently is in love for money.
Foi example, Barbara Stanwyck is ever so much better
She receives $5,000 per week as
ff than Robert Taylor.
and she has earned it much longer.
gainst Bob's $3,500
Iven more of a disparity is found in the earnings of Janet
aynor and Tyrone Power. Her new contract with David
\ Selznick raises her to $11,000, while Tvrone worries
$2,500.
long on a beginners stipend
Following is a list of stars and amounts thev are norlally paid at the present time:

lantic

—

—

—

—

taeWest
Ireta Garbo

-515,000
I

I

larx Brothers
7illiam Powell
llaudette Colbert

I

Gaynor
ack Benny

anet

I

luth Chatterton

ionald
;.arv

1000

2.000
12.000
12.000
1 .000
1,000
10,000
10.000
10,000
0.000

larlene Dietrich

Colman

Cooper

1

nntinucd cm paqe 77

ary Cooper's earnings average $10,000 per week,
laudette Colbert tops him by a thousand. They're
>qether in "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."

Joan Crawford's forty-week contract nets
her $7,000 every pay day, with radio
broadcasts at $5,000 per.
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Nelson Eddy was unknown.

yesterday, in the calendar of

Hollywood

affairs,

Success came in a tidal wave with "Naughty MariSucceeding pictures have maintained his position out in front of the pack. He is unquestionably the bigetta."

draw of all singers. Could Nelson face this
without it affecting him in some way? The
is obvious
he couldn't, nobody could.
Let's find out, then, what fame has actually done to Nelson Eddy. Let's review his meteoric rise which swept away
all familiar landmarks.
In the beginning, Nelson was a concert singer who had
excited attention in the comparatively small circle of music
lovers, who had won an
test as a result of an appearance at the Philharmonic Auditorium in Los Angeles. A con-

gest box-office

sudden
answer

rise

—

MGM

tract resulted.

Came

restless

Here he

is,

months while

—Nelson

girls

Eddy, the warbling heart
throb, as a rugged Western
bandit.

i

Nelson awaited his break. Then an unimportant picture or
two. Then "Naughty Marietta," which skyrocketed him as
high as a film actor can go which is pretty much elevation for any man in his right mind!
Up to that time Nelson had seen success as his only objective. It probably
had never occurred to him that success in itself was a costly
thing, and a dangerous pal. He soon found out!
His life
was no longer his own.
In Hollywood he got so much attention that he hated to
go down the street. His concert tours, once the great love
of his life, became frightening tasks.
He found himself
yanked and pulled and beset by admirers who could not

—

contain their enthusiasm.
In one Ohio town he had his clothes
badly torn before a squad of policemen could rescue him from the stagedoor crowd, commandeer a car, and
rush, him to his hotel.
This was not
the exception but the rule
and for a
man who always loved freedom of
movement and a measure of privacy.
Wherever he went it was the same.
The tours became nightmares of trying
to be polite and still save himself from
exhaustion.
And in Hollywood phointerviewers,
tographers,
autograph
hunters, exploiteers
all began spinning a web around him and his home.
No man could take this barrage
calmly, nor ignore it. Nelson had to

—

—

This is Nelson in goggles with his
real-life girl friend, Miss Ann
Franklin. 'Tis said their romance
flourishes.

—
)

—

do something turn one way or the other. He decided he
must grimly try to hang onto his character and resist the
encroachments into his private life.
His decision may have been totally unconscious. But
as his film stature grew, he went more and more into reNot screen retirement, but he had to give up
tirement.
casual appearances in public life, shopping tours downtown, and visits to the night spots.
Stories started that he had become a sort of recluse, that
he did nothing but stay home and bemoan his fame.
Such assumptions were ridiculous. Yes, he was a recluse
from publicity, but strictly as a measure to preserve his
Yes, he asked photographers and newspapermen
sanity.
to leave him alone except on obviously necessary occasions.
Some journalists understood and accepted his plea.
Others decided he had gone high hat and tossed barbs at
him. If they can get any pleasure out of it, they might as

know that the barbs hurt him personally but did nothing toward injuring his career.
"I really didn't become a recluse," Nelson says now.
"As a matter of fact, hardly a week went by that I didn't
have some sort of a quiet party at my home. People knew
they could come to my house without fanfare, dressed as
they darned pleased or as the occasion demanded, and think
well

They always could and they still do.
it.
"Perhaps there are only four or five people present, or perhaps twenty, but we have a swell time and there are no phonothing of

tographers flashing bulbs!"
That brings to light an
unusual evening he spent
recently.
In a town near
Beverly Hills a lecture was
being given on the theory
of music.
Nelson felt he

would

benefit by attending,
he climbed into dress
clothes after dinner and
drove himself to the adver-

so

tised lecture.

Only a handful of people
were present in the hall, people interested in music and art.
After the lecture, they gathered in a group and passed
pleasantries. Nelson became one of the party. He realized
that no one had recognized his face so he deliberately
avoided giving his full name.
Soon he was asked, then urged, to join his new-found
friends at a party at a near-by home.
He accepted, and
spent the whole evening without any one identifying him
as Eddy, the film star. Strange as it may seem to some of
us, he says that was a bigger thrill for him than recognition ever could have been.
Nelson has been steadfast in his determination not to go
out in public socially. Until lately, when, after two years
of comparative seclusion, he made several excursions into
Hollywood night spots, astounding the gossip
columnists, starting Hollywood guessing.
Nelson Eddy told me about these jaunts.
Said he:
"After one of our Sunday broadcasts Dorothy Lamour asked us to the Cotton Club where
her husband, Herbie Kay, was leading his orchestra.
Ed Bergen put Charlie McCarthy to

bed in his suitcase, where all good dummies
should be, and practically the whole cast of the
air show grabbed hats and coats.
"After we got there Herbie asked us if we
wouldn't like to entertain a bit. We were in
the mood and the audience was giving us just
the right kind of a reception. So Dorothy sang,
Edgar did an act without Charlie, and the rest
of us all added something. That's very logical
and unimportant, isn't it?"
Obviously, the way Nelson Eddy told it, it
was trivial. But what about the Swing Club,
that giddy, noisy night spot which late-hour
revelers frequent and which he hit later in the
same week? After all, two reversals of form
in one week
"Well, that's simple enough, too," Nelson replied.
"We had worked late on 'Rosalie' and
perhaps should have been too tired to move.
But one of the gang was curious to see what the
Swing Club was like. So Ray Bolger, Van
(Director W. S. Van Dyke), Frank Morgan and
myself went over. We were quietly minding
our own business, watching the crowds, when
somebody asked us to dig up a touch of talent
for the audience. You don't have to coax BolSo Ray began the fun. Then
ger to dance.
Frank convulsed the crowd with a monologue. I
sang a song or two. Van ? He got up with a big
grin on his face and sang, 'Did You Ever See a
Dream Walking?' Boy, was that a nightmare!"
Nelson makes his sudden splurge into gayety

sound

F

Nelson is reunited with Jeanette MacDonald,
his screen sweetheart, in "The Girl of the
Golden West." Top, a youthful Nelson as he
looked on arriving in Hollywood.

insignificant.

more behind

You wonder

the story.

I

if there isn't
believe there is

whether or not Nelson himself realizes it.
To me, looking on from the sidelines, another
facet of fame has sent (Continued on -page ? t

A

pilot's girl should fly and Clai
Gable persuades Myrna Loy to c
for a spin. "Test Pilot"—

Ml

Bette Davis, a 1938 deb in e
1 860 setting with Henry Fond
her Civil War day suitor. "J

bel"—Warners.

BY
me a comfortable chair and
and
GIVE
can be very happy watching other people work.
a cigarette,

I
I

have even been known to encourage the workers
from my spot on the side lines, with uplifting words
of good cheer. However, watching people work in pictures
is not really as comfortable as it might be.
If they would
only just stay put, it would make it so much easier.
If
they would just work longer in one place, and not bounce
about so, it would be far less strenuous for the watcher.
10 illustrate. Over at Warners, they are making "Robin
Hood." When I arrived on the set they had just completed
a spirited brawl. The first person I encountered was Friar
Tuck (Eugene Pallette to you).
He Hung himself into a chair next to me, and said,
"Cripes!
Am I tired!" He then launched into an animated discussion with a couple of juicers with regard to a
horse in the fifth race at Santa Anita who could have won
with two legs tied behind him. Lights were being dragged
around. I was in the way of a sun arc would I please
mover* Certainly I would. The show must go on. Then,

—

DICK

PINE

from nowhere, Basil Rathbone, resplendent in a red tunic,
He took me by the arm.
"Come and watch me practice dying!" he demanded
"I've got a grand death scene to rehearse."
I went, obediently, to watch Basil dying.
Above us were
seventy-five arc lights, all around us were enormous sun
arcs.
It was really quite warm.
Basil was to engage in a
duel, and to topple backward over a parapet.
"Errol
Elynn kills me with a thrust," he explained, cheerily, "and
then I do this!" He disappeared, base over apex, with a
beautiful back flip. I ran to peer over the wall. Basil lay
on a pile of mattresses, looking rueful. "Forgot to take
the cigarette out of my mouth," he called up to me.
"Burned my nose! And maybe, next time, I'd better drop
the sword and dagger before I go over." Well, Basil wenl
on practicing dying backward, frontward, sidewise. Dy
Swooning with the heat,
ing became a vice with him.
managed to steal away after he had done a particularl)
Olivia A
spectacular "die," and found Maid Marian
Havilland). who had permission to go home.

erupted.

—

I

I

—
27

—

Maid Marian was devoid of any make-up whatever not
even a dash of powder but, even so, she was devastatingly
"I don't know
beautiful, and bubbling with high spirits.
why I don't go home," she told me, "but I simply must
watch this shot. This picture has taken all my sense of
perspective, and I can think of nothing else."
A few steps away is the "Jezebel" set, where I found a
beautiful exterior of a Southern mansion. "Jezebel" sounds
to me reminiscent of "Gone With the Wind," and with
which it will inevitably be compared when, and if, the latBette Davis, on
ter reaches the screen in our generation.
the veranda, was being serenaded by a group of Negroes;
she joins them in song; at the end, she is inundated by a
bunch of picaninnies who fall all over her. She explained
her part to me afterward.
"I'm a 1938 debutante in an 1860 setting. I'm spoiled,
hot-tempered and absolutely unconventional."
selfish,
Sounds awfully like Scarlett O'Hara to me, even without
the additional information that she has two suitors, Pres
Dillard (Henry Fonda) a hard-working, ambitious banker
who could be Ashley in "Gone With the Wind"
and Buck Cantrell (George Brent), a harddrinking, hard-riding, hot-tempered

—

—

Southern

dandy who

spends his time

As soon as that air traffic clears,
Spence Tracy, Clark and Myrna,
above, are going for a sky ride.
"Test Pilot"—MGM.
"The Baroness and the Butler,"
upper right, otherwise known as
Annabella and Bill Powell, are
apparently miffed. Fox.

Jane Withers, right, as a knifethrower, scares the daylights out
of Borrah Minevitch. "Gypsy"'—
Fox.

drinking, making love, and fighting duels, (who could be
Rhett Butler). I left the "Jezebel" set wondering where
on earth they dug up the old carriages not made in the

—

—

prop department that you will see in this picture.
And so, a few more yards to the "Fools For Scandal" set,
where I met Fernand Gravet and Carole Lombard. I thought
Gravet was a Frenchman. He was; but he isn't any more.
His Gallic idiosyncrasies have been overshadowed by an
English education, and he has that Anglo-Saxon poise that
is often wooed but rarely won by Continentals.
He plays
the part of a bogus French nobleman laying siege to Lombard's heart. In reality, he is a magnificent chef, masquerading. And resplendent in white wig and satin what nots.
The first was a kitchen scene where Ralph Bellamy, the
rival for Lombard's affections, was sending in a
dinner "served backward" to Lombard
and Gravet you know, begin-

—

ning with (Continued
on page 76)
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no reason why all
should or do know each other.
Confidentially, if some of them hadn't met unexpectedly under unusual circumstances, they might
never have met at all.
For Hollywood is different from
other small towns as, socially speaking, it is one hundred
per cent closed shop. There are many different groups,
sets and cliques. And never the twain shall meet. Even in
spite of the Countess di Frasso and her little gatherings for
because they are
JUST
the Hollywood stars

in pictures is

hundred of her intimate friends, the big-time Marion
Davies tent shows and the Basil Rathbones, who are ready
lo entertain at the drop of a menu
the social paths of
five

—

Hollywood seldom

cross.

Irene Dunne's first meeting with William Powell took
place in a shower!
That is, Powell was in the shower.
Irene was fully dressed and innocently unaware that a male

Gypsy Rose Lee was

in the same room.
few weeks before Irene had completed "Magnificent
Obsession."
Bill Powell arrived on the Universal lot to
K

work in "My Man Godfrey." When Irene was called
back for retakes, it never occurred to her that her same
dressing-room bungalow wouldn't still be waiting and unoccupied. Ladies as lovely as Irene Dunne aren't supposed
start

such inconsequential things.
bungalow Irene walked. She thought the
articles strewn around the room seemed strangely unfeminine.
No one was in sight. Then, just as she started on
an inspection tour, from the general direction of the shower
came the voice of William Powell singing merrily as he
to think of

So

into the

washed away the cares of the working day.
"Who are you and what are you doing in my dressing
room?" Irene called out. There was a moment of silence,
as the running water gradually stopped.
"Who are you and what are you doing in my dressing
room?" Powell's voice answered back.
"My name is Irene Dunne. I thought I still belonged
here," she nervously replied.

"My name is William Powell. I've always wanted
meet you. Sorry I can't ask you in." he
shouted out again.
"T-t-hink nothing of it," Irene forced
out.
"I re-e-eally must be going now. It
was nice meeting you." And Irene was
out the door and gone. Bill Powell turned
on the shower and began to sing again.
When Margot Grahame

left England
Hollywood a mutual friend asked her
to look up Joan Crawford and deliver
messages. But Joan, like all Hollywood

for

had an unlisted telephone number.
meantime Margot started work. So
she never got around to getting in touch
stars,

In the

w

Bob Taylor's college dream was to
meet Janet Gaynor.

he

When

was a

he did,
star, too.

itli

Joan.

time Franchot Tone met
George Raft face
First

to face, Georgie
was in his shorts.

to

61
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One night Crawford entertained a few friends at the
Trocadero.
Excusing herself to make a telephone call,
Joan noticed a blonde sitting in front of a dressing table
mirror.
The strap on her evening gown had torn away.
Facing herself in the mirror, Margot Grahame was trying
to repair the damage.
Finally Joan walked over and introduced herself, then offered to help by sewing the strap herself.
While Joan wielded needle and thread, Margot delivered the messages given to her in England.
The origin

of the

dates to the time

Cary Grant-Randolph Scott friendship

when both were struggling

actors.

It

hap-

pened that each was living in an apartment and each terThe morning that
ribly anxious to have his own home.
Cary got a call from his rental agent. Randy got a call
from his. Both actors showed up at the same house in
Naturallv an arguthe Los Feliz hills at the same time.
ment ensued. Both actors wanted the house. And both
When the price was
agents claimed the right to rent it.
quoted it became a different story.
Cary and Randy were earning a
small income.
Neither could swing
the deal alone. So they talked it over
and decided to share the place. Several days later they discovered they
were both under contract to the same
studio.

Margo (Mrs. Francis Lederer) and

BY

pointment was made with Nina Koshetz. Hollywood voice

Through an error Claudette was given the same time that
had been reserved for Margo every day for a year. ClauWhen Margo walked in she graciously
dette arrived first.
offered to wait, knowing that Claudette had torn herself
from the studio. But Claudette insisted that it was Margo's
time and she should have it. Finallv it ended with the two
actresses taking a singing lesson together.

A

duet, so to

speak.

Like Fred Astaire, Franchot' Tone has a "tough-guy"'
complex.
Fred would rather see Jimmy Cagney on the
Franchot, who made
screen than almost any other actor.
his first stage success as a cowboy, is a push-over for the
Continued on ixtr/e 74)
George Raft kind of role.

Their singing teacher
introduced

Claudette

Colbert
and Margo.
So they

sang

friends.

a duet.

IRVING HOFFMAN

ASHER

coach.

Claudette Colbert have

many mutual
Both have worked on the
same lot at the same time. But they
had never met until recently, when
Claudette had to learn a Russian
song to sing in "Tovarich." An ap-

JERRY

.

i

\<*\

casanov;

•\ro

account
amours
ANYWayne
Morris would make
of the

nova,

Don

Where Wayne nn
place to Cecilia Parker.
her, deponent sayeth not, but the boy gel
around! When he starts out at night he real
covers territory and there is nothing hall
hearted about it.
While his passion for Cecilia was at a fiet
peak when he was so miserable away from he
that he had to go all the (Continued on pageT^

of

CasaJuan and Lothario

seem like pikers. Every movie
column in the Los Angeles newspapers
carries practically daily accounts of
his social activities of the night before.

—

met Wayne Morris before he
nad started on his whirl, when outside
of Lana Turner he hadn't a girl to bless
himself with, and when the head waiters had yet to bow as he came through
the door.
He was an amiable, goodnatured, likable kid who was always
going to previews and sitting on the
edge of his seat for fear people he knew
I

first

Left,

ment

Then "Kid Galahad" came to the
screen and a star was born. "Submarine D-l "reached the public and proved
him not a flash in the pan but a fullfledged performer.
What no one guessed was that with
success would come a love life that
Jimmy Stewart and Lyle Talbot, or
maybe even Valentino, in their palmiest days could never have hoped to
equal.
everlasting credit,

let it

be said that, a kid himself, he has only
gone with kids. The older and trainedin-fascinating-wiles

glamour

belles, the

would-be socialites of Hollywood, the
sophisticates such as Countess di
Frasso, have had no play from Mr.

tf*

Morris.

His

wood

that

first girl,

girl friend

is,

his first Holly-

C*r

was Lana Turner, also

Warners.
In reality,
their flirtation was inspired by the publicity department who told the two to
have some dates together, to attract atpublicity. They achieved
tention and
the publicity and it launched Wayne
on his romantic career.
Lana was succeeded by Nan Gre\
another cute youngster. That was not
It came straight
a publicity romance.
from the heart. It is sad but true that
the hottest flames burn themselves out
just starting at

—

the fastest.
In

no time

at

all.

Nan had given

WAYNE MORRIS

Kid. Wa]|
t

t

Lane, one girl j
rate a real enga-

wouldn't see him.
He was only playing second lead to
Dick Purcell in "King of Hockey" then,
but it didn't take a crystal-gazer to see
that Wayne was going to overshadow
Dick in that picture.

To Wayne's

The

Morris, starting
on an informal dc
Below, with Prise

IN

PERSON

£**6U

ring.

Handsome is as handsome does and Johnny,
as an operatic star, never sonq better than
in "Romance in the Dark."
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QUR

Own

Success

—Ann

Yarn

who

Miller,

sprang into prominence as Ginger Rogers's
dancing partner in "Stage Door" wanted a part
in "Radio City Revels," but the producer said he
wanted a singer as well as an actress. So Ann

gambled $200 of her own money to hire a fivepiece orchestra and have one of the local recording stations record her singing two popular tunes
one in swing time and the other as a ballad.
P. S. She got the part. Hollywood appreciates

—

gestures like this.

|N "Every Day's
as "Mile. Fifi"

A

Holiday," Mae West is billed
and sings a song in French dia-

lect.
Digging into the files we find that The New
York Dramatic Mirror, dated April 17, 1912, reviews a show called "A Winsome Widow" and
lists Mae West (no less!) as portraying a character called "La Petite Daffy." In reviewing her

performance, the Mirror merely states, "Mae
West assaults the welkin vigorously." We wonder if "Mile. Fifi" and "La Petite Daffy" are one
and the same.

A Din
home.

a local trade paper:

"For sale

— new

Neighbors, Claudette Colbert, Raquel
Is it
Torres, Irene Dunne and Walter Wanger.
a build-up or a warning?

IT was a sentimental occasion and a swell one.
The famous Hollywood Hotel the first hos-

—

—celebrated

telry in the city

versary.

anni-

its thirty-fifth

Every star and featured player

in Hol-

lywood attended.
<

)n the tattered

pages of

its

registers,

on

>

dis-

names of
the honeymooning Rudolph Valentino and
Jean Acker; Fannie
play, were the

KAY FRANCIS

Ward and Jack Dean;
iNazimova; Geraldine Farrar and

Lou Tellegen; Francis X. Bushman; Shirley Mason; Viola Dana;
Grace Darmond; May Allison;
Harold Lockwood; the Harry HouBetty Blythe; Marguerite
Clark; Ella Hall; Gareth Hughes;
Norman Kerry; Elinor Glyn and
dozens of others of whom you who
go to the movies to-day have probdinis;

But in their
ably never heard.
day they outshone the Crawfords,
Garbos, Colberts, Gables, Lombards, and Taylors.

JANE WITHERS'S
trailer is really

new auto

sumpin.

One

part can be closed off as a schoolroom, there is a dressing table,

sleeping accommodations for four,
stove, ice box, bathroom, dining
table

and desk.

We

sneaked

in

and tried the desk, thinking we
might be inspired by sitting in
But it was too
Janey's chair.
small.

VOU

Some

trailer,

though.

should have seen him!
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., started
sneezing on the "Joy of Loving"
set and Irene Dunne lent him her
He wore it all day befur coat.
tween scenes.

JT was a very swanky party and everybody looked pretty
gorgeous at the affair given by Mrs. Jack Warner and
Kay Francis for Virginia Bruce and J. Walter Ruben following their wedding. Kay wore a black gown with a
white flower at the belt; Dietrich was in black velvet with)

an emerald pendant relieving the neckline; Mrs. Gary

Cooper in white chiffon with a bolero jacket solidly incrusted with rhinestones and lined with emerald green;
Virginia Bruce, white tulle cut very low in front, a fitted

j

|

bodice and an extremely full skirt of many layers of tulle;
Constance Bennett, mostly white beads (to our eye) and
Maureen O'Sullivan in cream-colored slipper satin.

CVERY

one knows what passport photos look like, but
when Claudette Colbert and her husband, Doctor Pressman, had theirs taken for their European trip, Claudette
took one look at hers and shuddered violently. She was
reaching for a pen to indicate where it should be retouched
when Doctor Pressman put his foot down. "They want us
as we are and if that's the way we look, that's the way|
I

he announced. But there is slight resemblance between the picture of Claudette in her passport|
and the pictures you see of her in magazines.
they'll get us,"

£LARA BOW
in

and Rex Bell are expecting another baby

May.

JUUSCHA AUER

is receiving $3,000 a week on his per-l
sonal-appearance tour. A few years ago we used tol
meet him at Neil Hamilton's when he hardly knew wherel
his next meal was coming from. In fact, things became sol
tough for a time he gave up acting and led an orchestral
(ContiimedowpagellA
at one of Pasadena's fashionable

Jtf*

3l.

m

PENNY SINGLETON
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CAUGHT

OFF

GUARD

r

ON

1

T»

—Our hero,

Fernand Grav
levels his glas

3

—So?

—Why, Carole, you don't take him

4

seriously!

She gets the French raxzberry!

-rtf***

-

i_»i

jwfa}caMdJL

5
A stirring game of checkers while lights are set up.
Allen Jenkins, Gravet, and Ralph Bellamy.

t

role
10

i

Lombard
pretends

be bored
ith

such.

—

O. K. for the morning, Director Mervyn LeRoy? Then, they'll be off to lunch.
&

38

1:

A

—

merry quartet Dorothy Lamour, Charlie McCartt
Edgar Bergen and Lupe Velez around the mike at Cha
and Sanborn broadcast hour.

liete,

Marion Martin, last of Ziegfeld-glorified
Hollywood at Universal City.

girls,

shows up

The*

in

From that scowl, tennis

is

a seriousi

matter to Errol Flynn as with frauf
Lili Damita, he watches the Vines}
Perry match.
Latins prefer blondes and

and Virginia

Cesar Romen

Field are having themselve

a time at the Clover Club.

I

Despite strong rumors that ro-

mance is a-cooiin' between
George Raft and Virginia Pine,
here they are stepping out for a
quiet dinner at the Victor Hugo.

Nothing sad about this farewell party for Fernand Gravet
Toby Wing and Ethel Merman on either side.

at Club 21.

A

bathing suit ensemble is no hindrance to Jane Bryan in whipping up
a salad de luxe for that hot Cali-

»n& £*rfAy<#4(A£~

gay threesome out to do the town. Claire Trevor,
the Eddie Robinsons at Billy Rose's Casa Manana.

id

go—that's Doug Fairand the missus, here
on a Manhattan pier after

Iways on the
inks,

Sr.,

riving

ililliinnMnnlnn

fornia day.

40

Some fun! Jon Hall
and Betty Grable in
a Big Apple Number
while Jackie Coogan
with is that a knife?
looks on at Hawaiian Paradise costume
party.

—

—

The Chuckaboo, newest hot swing number as only
Eleanor (Tap-Dancing) Powell can push it out, above.
Bob Burns, Ida Lupino, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., doing
their stuff on the Kraft Music Hall hour, below.

Joan Bennett and daughter
Diana try their luck on

skis.

*

41

At a Hollywood party, Anita Louise dressed as French
peasant girl meets Comic Jack Smart all done
up to look like
the hopes) an English trader.

Rudy Vallee
girl friend,

What? An ice cream soda with all
those calories for Danielle Darrieux? But the studio doesn't mind.

—soon

in "Gold Diggers in Paris"—and his
best
Gloria Youngblood, at the tennis matches.

42
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atoL^i^

Poor Ralph Forbes! He's been
jilted

at the altar.

r

fs

T^m

'You can't make a fool of me!" shouts
Ralph to the lovers who have kissed
and made up.

And here they
It was just a

go,

bound for

silly

Blissville.

quarrel after

all.

co'^us.
nfl8»*

J *****

A *

**
csc °_ \r e*c
«* x ° „ee«*

With her secretary, Jean Dixon, the actress rejoices
over an English picture offer.

J'

ite

of mischief-makers are the five

d Steiner twins,

Dorothy and Estelle

1

Guy Kibbee and

Alice Brady resent their famous daughter being

in

the spotlight.

^•7

r
Don't worry.

This business of ignoring doesn't last very long.

46

Caught Snapping
c

'^

\\<>: so*

x
V
*+
*e*

Norma Shearer gets a

kick out of her candid camea.

c*

4se*

*W

e^

e*

****

Clark Gable's all set to
take some one's picture.

Guess who?

\L

47

Nothing better than a good book

between takes.

So thinks Jimmie

Stewart.

:

A nice sun bath and then
Olympe Bradna will be
ready for the next scene.

Rest Period

<2/VL

jE§xs(&mm
carefree Virginia Cherrill, and that
they were platonic pals who could
never be more. The spark wasn't

\

—

But he married her.
Yet he isn't insincere. At the
time he wasn't planning marriage.
Something primitive walloped him
there.

into

it.

when described as a dashing young husband about town, he
was miserable. He didn't like to
be talked about even in praise. He
was, and still is, reticent about his
personal affairs. He didn't want
to share any of his and Virginia's
secrets, and he can't glibly dramaLater,

tize

superficialities to satisfy the

curious.

**S

•"•v^

jw
GRANT
CARYHollywood

in demand than any other man
now.
Both professionally and personally fully arrived,
he is in that enviable position of being able to choose
is

in

more

just

the best of everything.

He

—

earning a top salary $125,000 per picture. As a possible husband he has no peer.
What sort of a fellow is he?
Until you know Cary very well you don't get behind the
amazing front he puts up. Apparently blithe, he actually
reacts terrifically to every situation.
He assumes a gay, joking air when he could be taking
something big. He hugs his crises, is skillfully silent. Yet,
though he plays down his own attitude, Cary is really an
impulsive romanticist who is forever seeking an emotional
cyclone cellar.
Nowadays he dates the blond, carefree Phyllis Brooks.
Once he swore to me he wasn't serious about the blond,
is

"A brown
his dressing

suit,"

room

Cary was repeating loudly at me from
home. "Is it all right for a Friday

at

night date?"

"You're on the verge of getting somewhere, I see," I re"A date with Miss Brooks?" Yes, I was right.
After his
Definitely, Cary prefers Phyllis these days.
divorce he and Mary Brian were devoted, but that ended
It's been said that he and the social Countess di Frassc
were romantically interested. They ran around togethei
However, just pals they were, too chumm)
for a while.
ever to become emotionally involved.
Six months ago Cary was reluctant to talk about Phyllis
Now he's enthusiastic in his praise of her. He met her les;
than a year ago. He and Randy Scott, with whom he share.'
a domicile, hold open house on Sundays and last summei
she came down to the beach with the Earl of Warwick. Shi
was attractive, intelligent, and laughed easily.
plied.

—

!

)

to wara
Cary thought she was cute, so he proceeded to concenThen he began to learn about Phyllis that she has
undoubted acting ability, that she can have fun without
fretting over clothes and make-up and pompous people.

—

trate.

Now, he tells me she's his favorite type of straightforward, companionable girl. That she's earnest, yet sophisThat she has a sense of humor, is a smart girl,
ticated.
ready for fun on the spur of the moment, pretty without
being vain, who speaks his language.
it must be love
Listen to him go on
But still he won't betray their confidences. After all, so
far as the public is concerned he's an actor and he abhors
heavy-lover stuff. He simply won't talk won't tell.
fourteen weeks on my last picture
"I've been so busy
that we don't go out much." he said apropos of how they
spend their time together. "We take in the fights, previews,
and the few parties we can. Phyl's been working steadily,
too, so we meet between takes, you might say."
Each obligingly joins the other, according to which is
most convenient, and their romancing thrives on last-minute dates. They try for leisurely Sundays at the beach with

—

—

—

mutual

friends.

About Cary's
career? He credits

his

progress

to free-lancing

which has enabled him to pick

.*•£**"'«

-

1

fir'*

!*

(Qssm^

or reject roles.
He originally had a long contract with
Paramount but when it expired he sagely refused to re-sign.
"No studio is able to give a stock actor the privilege of
selecting all his roles," he explains.
"I know I can't deliver in straight leads, so 1 don't want to play them."

He really

believes this.

He

doesn't want to rely on looks.

"What can you do with such 'handsome' assignments but
be a papier-mache guy?" he asks. "I enjoy cracks at characterizations. By the way, since you asked, you might explain that I did not turn down a role in 'Mannequin' because the part was unsympathetic. I'd liked to have had a
chance at that role with Joan Crawford. I couldn't even
consider it, though, for I was already scheduled for that
I'm glad a new fellow, Alan Curtis, got a break
time.
with it."
Cary's prestige took a strong upward turn, I feel, first
because he'd painstakingly studied his craft, next because
he courageously declined a tempting money deal to strike
out and make each individual role the selling point for his
next one. He didn't sell out for money and become a safe
carbon copy.
But he was shouting at me again. "Which tie? The tan
one with the polka dots, or a dark one?" As though my
decision mattered! All along I knew he'd grab the one a
certain blonde

would

like!

What's he like since becoming a major star? Not different on the surface.
A "nobody" continues to receive
the same considerations always from (Continued on page 71

HERE

is scarcely an important player in Hollywood today who doesn't find some form of physical culture abso-

"-

What will be news to many people is the simplicity of
the exercises favored by the great stars. Garbo, for example,
prefers walking to all other health-building activity. Spencer

Bend way back,
Diana, but slowly.

This

is

lutely vital.

recom-

Tracy

is

an ardent horseback devotee. Charlie Chaplin swings
and Carole Lombard spends a good deal

you wish
a lovely neck and
shoulder line, and

a

what

exercises.

mended

if

girl

mean

of time

Rut

doesn't?

tennis racket

swimming.

— no matter how they take

In the

it, actually every one of them
The reasons are simple but important.
first place, no one can overestimate the impprtance of

Hollywood.

Not only is being "in the pink"
but to the studio which might lose
thousands of dollars should its star performer develop a serious cold in the midst of expensive production.
In the second place, the camera catches and reveals to the
world the first signs of ill health, strain or worry on a star's countenance. It is also
merciless in exposing extra avoirdupois. So the stars must exercise not only to feel
well but to look well.
In the effort to look their best, manv women stars have discovered that they may
attain a perfection of form and a more pleasing shapeliness by following certain
definitely prescribed exercises. They may build up one part of the body and dimin-

good health

in

vital to the star personally,

another, thereby attaining more perfect and pleasing contours.
have worked out certain exercises to help attain this ever-desired attractive shapeexercises, which I think are extremelv beneficial to other women intent upom
liness

i

ish

I

—

he pci led contour.

In a

minute or two,

I

will describe them.

Meanwhile,

I

wish to

make a point. It is: don't get the impression that outstanding stars exercise longer
and more strenuously than people in other walks of life would find possible or plea*
ant!

_>

i

|
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Moderation in all things is a sound rule for everybody, and the stars follow it.
Several hours of exercise a day for any one but a professional athlete would take
the sparkle out of the eye and oppress with insufferable boredom and ennui. The
maximum daily workout 1 recommend is from fifteen minutes to a half hour.
An exception to this rule is the person who really enjoys a sport. He or she can
indulge in calisthenics much longer without injury to the health unless suffering
from a heart or other vital ailment.
Very often the movies themselves call for extraordinary athletic feats. Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr., climbed, leaped and cart-wheeled himself into the hearts of fans.
Cowboy films always have been and probably always will be immensely popular
attractions. But Doug and the cowboy stars are great exceptions.
Most feminine stars are never called upon to bash in a villain's face, scale a wall
or leap from a cliff, but they continually are called upon to wear one or more evening dresses, sometimes a bathing suit in their pictures, and they must keep themselves graceful and slender. If you would be as shapely as some of them, and wear
evening clothes to such good advantage, cast your eye over these exercises which
will develop your back, bust, shoulders, arms and legs.
First do an arm exercise that will also serve as a splendid warming-up routine.
Stand with feet together and arms stretched above the head. Then twist the entire
arm from left to right twenty-five times as fast as you can, being careful not to bend
your elbow while doing so. Next, hold out your arms horizontal to the shoulder

Known

as the

"cold preventer."

V

Stand on your
hands

five times a
day, as does Dorothy Moore, and
you will never
have the sniffles!

and again twist the arms
twenty-five times.

When

completed, allow
your arms to hang limp
and shake them for a mo-

this

is

*»

ment or two to stimulate
circulation.
If

tear

done

daily, this will

down

the fatty tissues

of the arms.

Up on the toes, stretch,
stretch

haps

—

ah, that's

it

and per-

time you'll develop a
shapeliness like Jean

dt

in

lush
Parker's.

The second, illustrated by Jean
Parker, is a towel exercise designed
to develop the bust, back and arms.
Jean first holds the towel at knee
height, each hand grasping one end,
then raises it high above her head
while standing on tiptoe. Then she
brings her arms down, still holding
the towel, to back of her thighs, forming an almost perfect semicircle.
I

have found

this exercise

fective as a bust-developer.

most efAt the

should be performed four times, which number is graduYou inhale as the towel is brought up and
over your head and exhale as it is being returned to original posiBest results will be obtained by those who do the exercise
tion.
slowly, keeping the elbows straight.
The third exercise is the floor push-up. In this, you push your
body up by your arms until the arms are fully stretched, then you
lower body to floor, inhaling as you raise body and exhaling as
you descend. At the start you should perform this exercise six
start

it

ally increased to ten.

times,

and increase

to a daily

The knee bend on

>

maximum

<•
/

of fifteen.

very important and should never be
omitted from a daily routine as it keeps the joints of the knee limber. People seldom
bend their knees in daily routine and when that occasion arises they find them stiff.
It also strengthens the back and aids in avoiding sciatica and kindred ailments.
With arms held horizontal to the shoulder, stand erect with feet close together,
then bend to squatting position, keeping back straight and tense your leg muscles as you return to standing position, inhaling through nose as you rise and
exhaling through mouth as you squat. Starting with five times, this is increased
(Continued on page 79
to a daily fifteen.
toes

is

—
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MICHAEL JACKSON

SHIRLEY

01
Y,.OU'D

be surprised

who

arouses the most gossip

in

Hollywood.
1

not

s

lav lor or

—

and biggest
actress.
^ on hear from every one
except those who know her
Shirle) is spoiled, overworked (and underworked).
slipping, through, a nuisance on the set. overweight (and
underweight), precocious, dumb, and that she is leading
In- lonely guarded life of a "poor little rich girl."
in

—

last lour years, Shirley has drawn more comprinted and spoken- -than any other studio person\n<l. unfortunately, most of what has been printed

the

menl
age.

hhI said about her

i^-

inaccurate.

For some vague reason, the truth is apt to fly out of the
conversation when little Miss Temple steps in.
In those days when we were a press agent at Shirley's
irkshop, 20th Century-Fox, we found Shirley to be the
little girl we ever met
neither shy nor forward.
est
neither spoiled nor overworked.
A happy, but not happylucky baby unconsciously holding a world in her tiny
.(Is.

more than
\ n«l

in

that

up, was getting wise to her fame and spoilShe was becoming a problem on the set. She was
losing her elfin looks.
She was getting tired of picturemaking. She was ill. She was well, she was just about as
many and as contradictory things as any person could be.
We did not believe manv of the stories we heard about
her.
But a vear is a long time in a child's life, and a year
is an era in the strenuous, high-pressure Hollywood existence.
So. to find out, once and for all, what has happened to- Shirley to herself and her career in the past
ing.

Mae West or Marlene Dietrich, and not Boh
Tyrone Power. None of the glamour lads and
lassies has inspired the amount of misinformation that
been heaped on the shoulders of Hollywood's littlest
1

now growing

.1

year passed without our seeing Shirley.
more came those tales. Shirley,

lime, once

—

—

-we made a trek to her studio.
But then, in a year, what child
Shirley has changed.
does not'.
Shirley, whose ninth birthday is April 23rd. has about
her a buoyant healthiness that dispels immediately all
doubts concerning her well-being. She has suffered only
one mild cold in the last twelve months. Her hazel eyes
-parkle. her pink-and-white skin fairly glows with a coloring no camera has \et matched, and her almost perpetual
good humor testifies to a happiness that has not been disturbed.
The bisrgest change in Shirley is that she has lost all her
l>ab\ teeth, and is nov\ displaying a permanent set.
more will she he bothered about hiding sudden gaps fr
year

-'

the camera!
\ll

in

all.

the changes that

have come

to

Shirley

53

simply the changes that time brings (<> am little girl. In
fact, one of the best ways to check on her development is
to disregard the wild stories you might hear, and watch,
instead, the little girl next door.
Tor. in most ways, Shirlex's development has been exactl) like her-.
\o one. least of all Mrs. Temple, would claim perfection
for Shirley.

Psychologists tell us that a person's character
is set h\
the time he i- -i\ years old, although, of course,
it
is much
later that these characteristics have become
grounded and recognizable.
In Shirley's case- as with most children
i- too earl}
ly
it

what sort of person she will turn out to In
Most of us are pretty much a mirror of the treatment we
That i-. we show our best to those who like us
receive.
most.
Because pretty nearly ever) one gives Shirley
boundless affection, she responds b) being a beaming little
to foretell

Shirle) - playmates are most!) the children from Santa
Monica who have known her all her life and are consequent) not in awe of her. Like Shirlev'- stand-in, Vlar)
I.

on

md

[sleib, these children take the -tai as one ol themseli es
-he considers herself one of them.

To -how how much

-In- considers herseli
regulai
in Id.
her favorite radio program, "The Lone
Ranger,
-cut bread wrappers to the station so that she
could become a member of the club. She received an answer saying that little girls shouldn't tell lie- about then
name-!
Mr-. Temple finally straightened this out. and

Hoi

i

i

ley, listening to

now Shirle)

i- a full-fledged member of The I. one
Rangers
has graduated from the mud-pie stage and is
busy with baking real biscuits, which, -ad to say. ire

Shirle)

now

not uniformly tasty.

However, manv have been enjoyed

portrait of happiness.

rabbits and chickens that are quartered back of her
dressing room.

In her private life. Shirle) ha- three outstanding traits:
her constant humor, hei sense of posse— ion and an inflexible rule of what she feels to be justice.

with her lor a while, you soon take her
the normal, happy, lovable kid that -he i-.
Vnd then
Startlingl)
you realize once more thai here i- one -i the

Her humor, typically childish, springs from the people
around her, and from the knowledge that they all like her.
Her pet dislike is having other children play with her
favorite

tov>.

or

b)

i

lie

When you ne

I'M

most famous people

in the

world.

disarrange

playthings in her dressing
inordinately neat.
\\ hat
i- hers
istrongly hers. Shirle) is not outspoken in this, but those
who know her well can easil) read her thoughts.

room, for Shirley

i>

Mrs. Temple has inculcated m Shirle) such a strong regard for truth that sometimes there ire little misunderFor instance, when -till pictun- are
standings on the set.
and Shirley submits I" an average <>i thirt) a da)
taken

—

she is told that, say, three more pit lure- are needed.
If
something should happen so that a fourth i- wanted, it takes
a little smooth talking to net that last one.
Vnd even then
Shirley sometimes -hows that she feels -he has been tricked.
To visitors -he seems naturalness itself, lint anv one
who has ever worked on a sound stage know- that it i- impossible to he truly natural when doing the same motion
What is needed i- the appearance and the
for ten takes.
conscious imitation of naturalness.
\fter all. -he i< more
experienced in picture-making than most "I the grown-up
ingenues.

ahead for her years. Shirlev is now in what equals
Her working time i- limited to -even hours
dav. three of which must he -pent in schooling. Because
\ hit

the fifth grade.
a

-he

given specialized treatment, the three hour- schoolmore education than the average child gets

is

big affords her
in a lull day.

\o

genius, Shirlev like- school work and lake- to it as
Her teacher, Miss Klamt, ha- regulated the -indieto the pictures in which Shirlev i.1

name.

For instance, when Shirwas making "'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." Miss Klamt related
her study to farming, cattle, and
working.
lev

agricultural problems. In such pie
as "Heidi," Shirlev learned

tures

geography.

To

say that Shirley

fame

is

oblivious

no longer true.
But she takes this fame as a responsibility rather than any excuse
She realize-.
for spoiled tantrums.
brimarily, that if fame means anything, it means that -he must lie a
good girl and not set any wrong

of her great

sort of

is

example for other children.

The ninth year of any child

— more

is

criti-

so when it happens to
be one of the most famous personsin the world. And Miss Temple will
be nine nexf month.

cal

Above, Shirley in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm." There is more
gossip and misinfor-

mation about her
than any star in Hollywood, but in this
story you read the
the low-down
by one who knows her
well and isn't afraid
to write the truth.

facts,

.
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"Hollywood is insidious." says
Fredric March. "It is wise to
get away even if you fail."

—

REDRIC MARCH HAD ONE OF
those unfortunate collisions with the
New York theater recently. "Yr. Obedient
Husband." the costume drama in which he
played the role of the 18th Century journalist. Richard Steele, lasted one week on
Broadway.
March was a good sport about the flop.
On the closing day of the play, the Metropolitan newspapers carried a comic drawing

Sorry." And
bearing the phrase, "Ooop
Marches sent out a black-bordered card to
their friends who had sent condolences. The
card read: ""Florence and Fredric March
wish to thank vou for your kind thoughts in
their hour of need."
Broadway had whispered a lot of things. March had
been persuaded to make the stage try by his wife, Florence
Eldridge. who had grown tired of Hollywood's lack of inShe it was, the gosterest in her acting ability, they said.
sips declared, who managed to get her famous husband to
adventure behind the footlights.
And she it was who
played the leading feminine role opposite her cinematically
celebrated husband.
The adventure cost the movie star
something like $65,000.
It had been eleven years since March had faced a New
^ ork stage audience, since he had appeared behind the
New York footlights. March, by the way, met Florence
Eldridge when they were both playing in summer stock at
Elitch's Gardens in Denver.
They were married the follow ing spring, in 1927.
In "^ r. Obedient Husband" Miss Eldridge, in hoop skirt
and wig, played Prue Steele, wife of the brilliant, erratic
essayist and pamphleteer, who. for all his doublet, hose
and chestnut curls, was eternally pursued by bailiffs for
!

the

The costume comedy was written by Horace Jackson, a Hollywood scribe, and John Cromwell came on
from the movie colony to produce the play.
March >a\> that the stories about his stage return are entirel) unfounded.
When I talked to him he was barelv
able lo gel about. A form of arthritis had hit him, in fact
had delayed his Broadway opening.
He had underdebt.

it

gone one leg operation to speed his recovery. And pain
had haunted him through the brief New York run of the
plaj
"1 came back to the stage because
March told me. "Hollywood is too

1

achieved youi

myself

in a rut,"

easy, once

you have

felt

softens you, wrecks your point
of view.
I've wanted to try my luck on the stage again for
a long lime.
I've been reading an endless stream of manuset

place.

It

Maybe that steady reading dulled my point of
view, chloroformed my judgment.
Anyway, I was inveigled into doing 'Yr. Obedient Husband' in spite of cerscripts.

tain

qualms about

it.

But

it

seemed the

best manuscript in

sight.

—

was tired of Hollywood and wanted Broadway and
warped my judgment. I produced 'Yr. Obedient Husband' with my own money. So my rush into the New York
theater can be checked entirely up to me.
I alone am to
"I

that

blame.

"Maybe my illness hurt things. I know I was infinitely
glad when the curtain came down on the last night of 'Yr.
Obedient Husband' and I could go to bed."
Here Mrs. March Florence Eldridge joined us. She
was having a late breakfast and over her grapefruit she
put in a word now and then.
"Hollywood is insidious." March went on. "The sal-

—
—

—

aries, the flattery, the adulation, all those things are devas-

—

even if you fail. It is bad
It is wise to get away
have things come too easily.
"I've been working steadily, too steadily. The past two
years
since I started free-lancing
have been busier than
even the old contract years. The pace wears you down.
I felt that I
"I felt that the stage would tune me up.
needed the personal fight it would provide. The break-in
of the plav on the road was interesting.
It was good to
face audiences again, to have the nightly battle to win them.
I'm sorry 1 hit New York feeling so wretchedly but I doubt
if my physical condition had much to do with my play's
fate.
I picked the wrong play, that's all.
As I write this, March must wait in New York for some
weeks to complete his medical treatment. He is in no shape
But he may try another stage play before he
to work now.
returns to the sound stages of Hollywood.
tating.
to

—

—
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Jean LaHtte, above, the elegant pirate
in "The Buccaneer," will be Freddie's
last film role for

some time.

He's

ill.

On

the right you see him as he appeared
the play which caused Broadway critics to jeer. That wig and costume would
try the art and courage of any actor.
in

Mrs. March

— Florence Eldridge—below,

said to have egged her husband on in
their stage venture.
is

'

'If

we can

find

something

in

which we have confidence.

put in Mrs. March.
"Yes, I'll have to believe completely in it," said March.
He went on to talk about his screen work. "I wasn't at a
In the first place I wasn't
satisfied with my Anthony Adverse.
voung enough. I'm forty. Anthony was a whole lot younger

When I looked at the young people about me in the
was apprehensive. Thev were mere children, it seemed.
Kb, Anthony Adverse is not one of my favorite roles.
"The best thing I've done on the screen, I think, was the
fading Hollywood star of "A Star Is Born.' That role interested me. \ou could get your toes into it. Types like that are
think that picture represents
all about vou in Hollywood.
I
my best work. I liked doing the farce comedy, "Nothing
Sacred,' with Carole Lombard, too.
"Hollywood has been damned kind to me altogether. Since
it took me from the stage it has given me a number of fine
roles.
Cecil DeMille. in particular, has been generous to me.
He made me the Roman prefect, Marcus Superbus. in his 'Sign
of the Cross.' one of the four or five top money-earners of all
than that.
cast,

I

time in films.

And he gave me

the role of the pirate, Lafitte,

'The Buccaneer.'
"I have a bone to pick with some of the New York critics
and writers who talked of my appearance in 'Yr. Obedient Hushand' as if it marked .my footlight debut. You would think
I had grown up in pictures and was
(Continued on page 79)
in his latest spectacle,

FREDERICK

JAMtS

SMITH

The first warm soft winds of spring didn't catch Betty Furness napping. Lo, she sallied forth in the smart
outfit pictured above
a black suede dress with John Fredericks hat in dusty pink. Note the details. It is
collarless, beltless, features black fabric buttons on the bodice and a love bird ornament is its only trim.

—

Here's Betty, above, in one
of Lily Dache's new chapeaus.
It's really only a
high swoop of square-cut
velvet fastened on one
side by a jeweled clasp.
Her evening gown, left, is
a black-taffeta-and-velvet
combination with squarecut neck, full skirt and
puffed sleeves. No, that,
isn't a hat on her head.
It's
a nose-length veil
sprinkled with sequins and
caught to her hair by a
cerise hand-made flower.

.

Marjorie Weaver shows how a clever girl
with imagination and a few yards of lace
can maneuver several costumes out of one
dress. First she wears her wine-red velvet
with a bolero of powder-blue satin. Marjorie changes the effect completely by
donning a full lace overskirt in matching

—

and we have Marcolor. Presto-chango
jorie pulling the lace back of bodice over
her head in alluring hood and cape effect.

Starting a new style trend in hats was
probably far from Walt Disney's mind
when he conceived "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs," but look what happened!

Above

—The

blue felt and

"Happy" hat of delphiniumworn by Alice Brady.

—Anne Shirley
her "gnome"
Of larkspur-blue
Lower
—The "Sneezy" model black
simply adores
and
Bottom — The "Huntsman" number

Left

calls this

number.

felt.

left

felt

in

Lucille Ball

it.

in leaf-

brown

felt.

Anne Shirley

likes

it.

Right—Like the hat that "Doc" wore
this pale-blue

is

antelope on Ann Miller.

}
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TIME FOR

IS

BEAUTY
WHY NOT GIVE YOUR DRESSING
TABLE AN APRIL RENOVATION
FOR THE SAKE OF LOVELINESS?

BY LAURA BENHAM
EVER

can remember, spring cleaning has been
more real than the first
robin or budding crocus or hurdy-gurdy on the street
corner. And I'm sure it's the same with every one.
For as the days grow gradually longer and almost but
not quite
imperceptibly warmer, we feel a need to set our
homes in order, whether by "home" we mean a one-room
the

since

first

I

Teal sign of spring

—

\>°

^O^

...V.

—

—

bachelor apartment or a nice large house in which a comfortable family dwells
whether the "order" must be
achieved by our own lily-white (I hope) hands or by a
corps of well-trained servants who need only a word of
guidance now and then.
We're tired of winter and of all it stands for of closed
doors and windows and dark draperies, of covered floors
and heavy chairs drawn up to the living-room logs. We
want to clean house to sweep out all the soot and dust
and grime that have accumulated during the past few
months and prepare for a gay, bright season ahead.
We want to place light-weight rugs in the center of
gleaming, polished floors, to hang our windows with crisp,
fresh curtains that can flutter in the breeze, and cover our
chairs with colorful chintzes that are harbingers of the
sunny, carefree months to come.
And the other day, as I was thinking of how fine it is
for a house to be made fresh and sweet and charming every
spring, it suddenly occurred to me that what's so fine for a
home should be equally fine for the persons who live in it.
So why not a spring cleaning for oneself?
People, like houses, accumulate soot and dust and grime
during the winter. And their dressing tables accumulate
strange collections of jars and bottles containing cosmetics

—

—

—

seldom if ever used.
For smart modern girls follow the season in cosmetics
as surely as they do in clothes. But all too often one forgets to pack awav Uic sunlan oil when October comes, and it

that are

s*«

**i
^••V
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remains on the dressing table or cosmetic shelf until it has
is anything but a lovely sight to see.
Or the ski cream, used on winter week-ends, stands alertly
amid the cosmetics in use to-day. though the snows that
made it such a boon have long since melted.

partially evaporated and

—
53

Ready for the beach, Joan Blonde)! looks
glamorous and beautiful in a bathing suit.

And

so

it

goes with most of

us.

We

do hate

to

throw a

away

as long as there's a drop left in it. and we cherish the sixteen flakes of lovelv golden powder that just

bottle

matched our skin last summer, in case we attain the same
degree of tan next year!
As a result, our dressing tables are so crowded with
things we aren't using that there's no room left for the
things we need and should be using to-day.
80 for a real spring beauty cleaning, take a day off or
an evening, if you're a business girl
to check up on yourself.
It's one of the easiest, pleasantest tasks you'll ever
perform, and it will pay you well in dividends of increas-

—

—

ing loveliness.

may

begin, take a paper and pencil, sink down in a deep
chair and ponder for a moment. Then pick up your pencil
and make a list of the cosmetics you are using at present
or should be using.
Also include on this list the things

needing during the next two or three months.
this list clutched in one hand, take a wastebasket in the other and go over to your dressing table.
And now. be a brave girl! do a thorough job of throwing away the cosmetics that are not on this list.
Naturally, you'll find a certain number of creams and
lotions that should not be discarded, but should be saved
for use when they're in season again.
These you should
pack away carefully in a box. And after you've finished
sorting, if your job has been really thorough, your dressing table should be a joy to behold.
And it should boast,
beside the perfumes and eau de colognes that are v our own
preference, the following basic items:
you'll be

Then with

—

good cleansing cream.
of (he same texture

lie

you use during the winmi may do as such increasing numbers of smart girls
are doing to-day. and prefer a
lighter cleanser during the
spring an<i summer months.
If you re over twenty-five, the
second item on your dressing
table should be a rich nourishing cream, to be used every
night or on alternate nights, dependent upon the dryness
1!
your skin.
Or. if you re a real time-and-space saver, you may use
one cream for both cleansing and lubricating, such as the
fine four-purpose cream that is famous for its penetrating
that

is

To

—

First, a
It

ter,

m

\

qualities.
!

he ingredients that

trating qualities

-eem

<-i\e this

to sink

particular cream such pene(Continued on jmgt 7o)

deep

\

!
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THAR S GOLD

IN

His most outstanding characteristic is that he never
demands anything of his friends and that is
probably one explanation of the longevity of his friendships.
He knows some one, likes him and likes to be
with him. He sits and chins exchanges ideas and philosophies
and that is all there is to the relation as far as

—

asks or

Bob Burns's outstanding characteristhat he never asks anything of
friendship.
That's why he's popular
with top-notchers. His chief idiosyncrasy is dislike of sugar in any form.
tic is

Bob Burns wandered forlornly around
INHollywood,when
scarcely knowing where
next meal was
the days

his

coming from.
would ever be

had the slightest idea he
in a position where he could, if the mood
struck him, throw a banquet for half the town's unemployed.
To-day the money from pictures, broadcasts, royalties on
1

don't think he

the sale of bazookas, et cetera, rolls in so fast that even
Bob has no idea how much he is making how much he is

—

But he hasn't forgotten the lean years, and success
hasn't gone to his head.
He wouldn't be Bob if he had
changed. At heart he is still just an Arkansas hill-billy
a hill-billy who struck gold with a bazooka.
Uncle hud and Grandpa were part of Bobs repertoire
even in those long-gone days but they hadn't
begun to pay dividends.
Outside of Bing
Crosby, Lew Ayres, Ben Alexander and few
others, it was pretty hard for Bob to get any
one to listen to him tell about his family.
Nowadays people frequently ask if that
drawling philosophy of his is a gag if his
radio family really exists.
His philosophy isn't a gag.
He doesn't
drawl quite so much in person but he will
philosophize as long as he can get any one to
listen to him. His radio family is not entirely
his real family but he says that every one of
them is patterned on people he really knew.
He cannot understand why he draws huge
salaries in pictures and on the air for talking as he does because, he maintains. "In
Van Beuren, practically every one talks thai

THAT

—

—

Bob

is concerned.
Success hasn't changed him. He doesn't drive a big car,
he has no chauffeur or valet and he goes out only one night
a week. That is after his broadcast when he feels the need
of relaxation to ease the strain under which he has labored.
He usually goes to one of the swanky night clubs, where
there is good food and music. He takes ten dollars extra
with him and after dinner he gambles. When that ten is
gone he quits. But he says he is one of the luckiest fools
alive at gambling.
Not long ago he ran his ten up to fifty and did what not one
man in a hundred would have done he quit. He said he
had had a good time, he was ahead and had only gambled
for fun. So he paid his bill and left. (Continued on page 7 1)

—

worth.

—

—

—

way
If

man

there
is

is

any truth

known by

the

in

the old adage that a

company he

keeps,

Bob

Burns should be prett) nearly tops. He is one
of the lew people in Molhwood who ever succeeded in becoming intimate with stars when
Vrt only were the
he, himself, was unknown.
friendships

<>l

the stars' seeking rather than

have been enduring, which
another unusual thins in Hollywood.
Bob's,

bill

they

is

Mrs. Burns was Harriet Foster, Bob's secrestill types out his letters and keeps
the accounts in order
tary. She
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musics

*©»»«**

Logan, Bobby Clark
and the "Gorgeous
Goldwyn Girls" besides those mentioned as principalsall ready, willing and able to give value for Mr. Goldwyn's dollars, you know what you're in for.
Bitz

Brothers,

Phil

Baker,

Jerome Cowan, the American

—

Old Chicago."

Ella

Ballet,

—20th

Century-Fox. As a screer
Like most pictures that climax in
flood, typhoon, fire, or any catastrophe on a big scale, the
disaster is more realistic than the characters.
The stor)
only marks time while the studio summons its resources
for the big splash.
"San Francisco" was the exception t(
this rule, and even it was not perfect as, for example
when Clark Gable knelt in prayer among the ruins. Ii
this. Alice Brady is the elocutionist.
After fire has re

"In

spectacle this

Vera Zorina's "Ballet of the Water Nymph" beautiful high
light of "The Goldwyn Follies."

—

"The Goldwyn Follies." United Artists. The most
beautiful and tasteful of musical shows is one of the mildIt misses being the knock-out it should have been,
est.
even with technicolor to glorify it, and an almost limitless
"Pleasing" is the word for this two-hour
roster of talent.
lavish outlay. "Sensational"

is

the

word

I

had hoped

to use.

Perhaps there's too much picture, too much talent, too
Mind you, everybody's good. So
of everybody.
is
But there isn't any excitement and not
the music.
enough laughter. Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy
perhaps too
There's wit and intelligence
get most of it.
much for a large-scale musical. Opera, ballet, tap dancing, a Venetian serenade, patter songs, crooning and much
else are carried along by a good story.
We lia\e a normal girl attracting a film producer by
The girl's comher criticism of a scene he is staging.
ments open his eyes to her value as a critic. So he nicknames her "Miss Humanity" and hires her to give the
reaction of an average person to many mistakes he is
making because of his distorted judgment. The picture

much

—

kept moving b) the girl's suggested changes.
Andrea Leeds, who stood out in "Stage Door."
fectly cast in this part and Adolphe Menjou has
i-

is

per-

a role

own heart -and ours— as the nervous, undecided
Kenny Baker is the carefree juvenile who sings
at his hamburger stand and is magnanimously raised to
stardom by Mr. Menjou after the youth wins Miss Leeds
after his

producer.

awa) hum him.
Vera Zorina makes her film debut as Mr. Menjou's
temperamental foreign star who also dances on occasion.
Trained in the classical ballet tradition, she stretches and
whirls proficiently, but she conveys onlj skill, not beauty.
Helen Jepson, of the Metropolitan, sings beautifully some
of
ioletta's music from the first act of "La Traviata."
There is. as I said, plenty for everybody to do. \\ ith The
/

is

duced Chicago

great.

to

smoking embers and probably

slighth]*'

singed Mrs. (TLeary, the part played by Miss Brady, tin
actress radiantly poses against a backdrop and envision;
on the painted canvas a new city which she raptly de>
scribes.

Now all this is lovely, of course, and sends you out o
the theater with the feeling that the fire didn't really mat
ter
that neither it nor any other act of God could pre

—

vent a happy ending if Mr.
goes before is something like
Mrs. O'Leary and her two
of the prairie city of pioneer
politician

He

who

Zanuck so decreed.

W

ha

this:

sons thrive in the lusty
days. One of the boys

lif

is

incredibly rises to the position of a crookc

Tyrone Power, looking all of twenty-one
The other is a lawyer, Don Ameche, who becomes a en
sader determined to prevent his wicked brother from In
coming mayor. Glamour is supplied by Alice Faye in th
dubious character of a saloon prima donna who desert
Brian Donlevy to become Mr. Power's girl. It is an ui
pleasant role for the rising Miss Faye. The liveliness c
boss.

is

Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Don
fire in "In Old Chicago."

Ameche secondary

to grec

i

Norbert Lusk's Reviews
\mi
However, this is a big picture. Ii is never dull.
perhaps the fire with its dynamiting of city blocks, stampeding steers from the stockyards, the river ablaze with
kerosene, will put the whole thing over as a picture you
must see.

"The Buccaneer."
goes mushy

in hi-

— Paramount. Veteran Cecil DeMille

new picture.

It

isn't his fault.

He

>ti!l

supremel) good dramatist. It's censorship and ancesll
tor worship thai stand in the was of hi- being himself,
lie told the truth about Jean Lafitte, (he pirate, a distant
relative of the old scalawag probablj would crop up and
demand a price for defamation of character. So Mr. Deis

has Fredric March elegant, harmless
Akim Tamiroff, Franciska Gaal.

Buccaneer"

"The

pirate, with

Robert Taylor's best performance with Vivien Leigh

in

"A

Yank at Oxford."

a

Mille gives us a romanticized, dandified young man who
insists that he is a privateer, not a pirate.
He is gallant, a patriot, considerate of his victims. We
are assured thai he gives special protection to an) one
aboard a captured ship that flic- the Star- and Stripe-.
He does nothing more dangerous than scowling, lied
ric March manages this handsomely, leasing Robert Barrat to force the heroine to walk the plank.
This elegant marauder is in love with a New Orleans
He wants respectabilit) for her sake. His men.
belle.
as true-blue Americans as himself, give their lives in defeating the British and presenting the capture of New
But Lafitte's piratical past confront- him at a
Orleans.
Victory Ball, and he is forced to take flight with the connivance of General Andrew Jackson. He takes with him
not the voluptuous Margot Grahame, but a little Dutch
girl who has loved him shyly all along. Franciska Gaal.
Miss Gaal is the heroine of the piece, a good actress
who works too hard for the comfort of her audience.
liked better Spring Byington's sprightly Dolly Madison
The
and Hugh Sothern's impressive Andrew Jackson.
others do well enough with stock characters.
The picture is richly done. It looks like DeMille. but
it
is weaker than anything of bis that I recall.
I

"A Yank
performance

at Oxford."— MUM. Robert Taylor's best
is here.
He gives more than he has ever

He

does more. also, to answer his
as the actor his fans have
always known him to be. His acting has vigor, humor,
and if not depth exactly, then a manly seriousness that
is disarming.
Best qualit) of all is his sense of fun.
He
shows that he doesn take himself seriously.
His English-made picture i- entertaining and unusual.
It good-naturedly ribs American and British conventions
in a way that should be enjoyed by both sides.
The title
describes the film to perfection.
Mr. Taylor i- exactl)
what one would expect, an American college athlete out
of his element at the famous old seat of learning.
The
given his admirers.

critics

and establish himseli

t

Gladys George, Franchot Tone,
light

in

"Love

Is

a Headache,

but entertaining.

humor

of his classmate-,

their ethics

and

their

customs

both on track and campus are opposed to his own.
One
of the picture's virtues is it- fairness in acquainting ussith both points of view.

Sonja Henie, Cesar Romero, Don Ameche, make
Landing" popular success.

Merle Oberon and Laurence Olivier
"The Divorce of Lady X."

in

technicolor comedy,

supposed to come from their brawls, which
end with rough-and-tumble fights on the floor.
true love is

Mr. Power gives a
actor.
tician

We

can't

fine, performance because he is a fine
blame him being miscast as a master poli-

with an undergraduate's face.

"Happy

I

b8

Norbert Lusk's Reviews
Her partner

thal.

out ol

hi.-

is

clement

in

Laurence Olivier, a romantic actor
farce and unhappily the victim of

technicolor's whims.

The picture is held together and il- comic intent driven
home by Ralph Richardson. His bouncing performance
of a slow-witted
piece.

And

husband is the funny high light of
Morton Selten is richly amusing
I

the veteran

as the philosophical
\Ii-s

grandfather of the flighty heroine,

Oberon.

Caught

in the

fog after a ball, she insinuates her

way

Mr. Olivier, borrows his pajamas
and turns him out of his bedroom.
She leads him to
think she's married, and leaves next morning without tell
When Mr. Richardson brings suit for
ing her name.
divorce because his wife was guilty of an indiscretion in
the same hotel after the same ball, Mr. Olivier thinks he
There you have what the flurry is
is the corespondent.
into the hotel suite of

all

about.

"Happy Landing." — 20th

Century-Fox.

Sonja Henie

phenomenon, an ace attraction on the screen!
and in the rink. The public is ice-skating mad, or is fori
Miss Henie's particular brand of gliding. In her case it
is rhythmic grace, technical precision and brilliance and,|
what counts perhaps more than anything, a winning, infection- personality.
She is at her best in the new picture.
The ice sequences are splendidly staged. They have verve.
Never do they partake of al
beauty and imagination.
gaudily mounted stunt.
The story built for the star has Don Ameche and Cesad
is

a latter-day

I

Mae

West, Charles Winninger, exchange wisecracks
"Every Day's a Holiday."
Far from being onl)
minates and informs.

a

in

rollicking affair, the picture illu-

That is what we are told is the
purpose of the exchange of films between Great Britain
is serious, too. with a more
It
and the
nited States.
open discussion of sex than we find in Hollywood comedies of so-called college life. Here we have a full-Hedged
temptress in the young wife of an Oxford bookseller, a
Maureen O'Sulpart beautifully played by Vivien Leigh.
livan is the nominal heroine, but Miss Leigh has the more
Another line performance
colorful and slv character.
I

comes from
This

is

Griffith Jones.

the best picture of universit)

life that

I've ever

-ceil!

"Love

Is

a Headache."— MGM.

A

good deal of

ex-

goes into a picture that should have been
stronger because of it.
But it frequently is funny in diaThe plot, though slim, is out of
logue and situations.
(he ordinary, too.
In fact, it's a likable picture for all
its unimportance.
Franchot Tone is a gossip columnist,
a mild pattern of Winched; Gladys George is a typical
actress, with the late Ted Healey her fast-talking press
agent.
Frank Jenks is funny, too- as Mr. Tone's leg man,

cellent talent

or gossip scout.

A couple of comic orphans. Mickey Rooney and Virginia Weidler, are ""adopted*" b\ \li-s George as a publicii\ stunt.
The) turn the tables on her by winning her
affections so full\ that she insists on adopting them in
fact.

Then Mr. Tone

loves

her.

Romero giving
Ethel Merman,
incidental

her chief support, with such specialists asl
the Peters Sisters, the Condos Brothers asl

high

lights.

Again the Condos boys amaze|

with their tap-dancing routine.
Mr. Romero is a band leader

who

lands in

Norway

withl

Mr. Ameche, and finds Miss Henie participating.1
naturally enough, in an ice carnival. Because Mr. Romerol

his pilot,

dances twice with her, she naively considers herself almostl
She follows him to NewT
as good as married to him.
York, discovers that he's a heel and is consoled by MrJ
Ameche. who shows her that Madison Square Garden is
just waiting for a little girl with silver skates.
The rest|
is Miss Henie playing herself as queen of the rink.

—

"Every Day's a Holiday." Paramount. It is no
longer smart for any self-respecting critic to find anything
to praise in a Mae West picture, but 1 -till like the old gaLpn
Naturally, her pictures haven't thr
think she's foxy.
1
old-time gusto and bold innuendo of. say, '"She Done Him
The purity leagues and others have cramped hei
\\ King.
\\ Inch is as well, or there's no telling how far she <
style.
have gone. She's foxy in putting on a good show in spih
She's not squeamish, either.
She doe-n
of censorship.
( Continued on page 7$
insist upon playing hypocritically

steps in to prevent it because he
There's a lot of hocus-pocus to keep things
moving and the audience in laughter. You won't mind
this

picture.

—

"The Divorce of Lady X." United Artists. Technicolor fails in capture the line beauty ol Merle Oberon.
It
turn- her porcelain duskiness into hearts ruddiness at
times, though it does reflect the coppery sheen ol her hair.
prefer her in conventional black and while, which treats
her lairlv without promising what it cannot give.
Bui
to her picture, her first since- "Beloved Enemy."
I

\n English film, it is cleverer than most, with an ingenious, farcical plot thai is labored in the telling and a
bit still, but is politely diverting in the British drawing-

room manner. Sec it lor \li-- Oberon's sake, but not
with the expectation of finding her an exciting comediile
arch, (harming, persuasive
Let it so at

"Swing Your Lady" teams Louise Fazenda, Nat Pendletor
in hill-billy

farce.
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Meet

Continued from page 30
way

MGM

—

lunch with her he
caught sight of Eleanor Powell at MGM.
Mmosl overnight Cecilia became just a
memory and Eleanor was the Big Moment.
More luncheons, calling for her at night at
lo

daily

I < >

—

the studio, \isiting her at home
for Eleanor
doesn'l go oul much when working.
Then
that bubble burst.

—

Nov
at this writing, but not predicting
the Inline for there is no telling about the

—

Wayne he is engaged to Priscilla
This also stalled out as a publicity
sinni
they were cofeatured in '"Men Are
Such Fools" and the press boys thought
they'd whoop up a little romantic interest
copy for the picture
hut il turned into the
Real Thing. Or so it seems.
In the interim there have been, oh, perhaps,
a dozen other girls who in the parlance of
the theater were only one-night stands
he
had a single date and nothing more. A member ol this group, before she married Tony
.Martin, was Alice Faye.
But to give you a picture of Wayne as a
erson let me tell you of a poker game he
sal
in
on recently during which he was
kidded unmercifully about his "queens," the
romantic status of all of whom he denied
flatly and had pretty nearly convinced us he
was on the level a shrinking violet when
But here's the yarn:
We had been chatting and the subject of
poker came up. "If you can get free of your
numerous social entanglements," 1 suggested
maliciously, "we'll have a game at my house."
"Cut it out, will you?" Wayne said soberly.
volatile

Lane.

—

—

—

i

""The studio felt they had to get my name in
the papers somehow and as far as pictures
are concerned 1 wasn't important enough.
Romance was the only way they could man-

age

it."'

He

brightened, and continued:

the poker game.

Do you mind

Willard Parker along?

He's

my

"I'd like
if

I

pal.

bring
I'll

Kid

:

Casanova
"Which is more important," Wayne dil
manded in exasperation, ""college I nevd

you something funny. He posed for the
illustrations for 'Kid Galahad' when it ran in
a magazine and
played it on the screen.
But we never knew each other."
Johnny '"Scat" Davis appeared.
"Hey,
Scat," Wayne accosted him, "want to play
poker out at Dick's? We'll have eats at his
house, poker at his house and," he supplied
as an afterthought, "we'll reline our pockets
at his house because he doesn't know anything about the game."
On the appointed night the crowd assemtell

went

I

bled

— Wayne,

drenched

"Couldn't afford
as he dealt.

in

Scotch

and

down |o ihe card table.
"Say, Wayne," I began as the chips were
being counted, "how did you break into pica day off between dates." Pat put
"and the studio had a chance to make a

member

of the

of the Theater.

"I

was a

Pasadena Community School
The week before the course

assistant over to see the last play.
He sent
me a note and told me to report at the studio
next day. When 1 got out there they made a

"Don't be a fool," Pat cautioned him.

—

I

persisted.

1

"S'

can buy herself flowers. Send her an end
aid bracelet so she can see you're serioi 1
The queen bets a quarter."
"Mr. Morris," I continued, "is it true yo I
name is really Bertie DeWayne Morris?"
Mr. Morris flushed the color of the n
hogany table top and pretended he had)!
"Didn't you hear the gentlemij
heard.
speaking to you, Bertie?" Scat asked mer

—

"What about college?"

luiel

ports were true'?"

test

trouble," Scat suggested.

me

!

ended the Warner casting director sent his

and gave me a contract."
"Just what I said," Pat rejoined, "you had
a day between dates. What is this
dealer's
choice? Yes? All right. Seven-card stud
nothing wild" and he dealt.
"Didn't you go to college?" I inquired of
Wayne.
He shook his head. "Fifty cents on this
first ace," he offered the company.
"Raise you fifty," Mr. Parker supplied.
"Why don't you guys get a gun? You
could clean us out quicker and with less

told

—

test."

to Pat.

Wayne

"i'd like to meet her sometime."
Way]
reddened. "I don't know how that got in I
the papers."
He cast a murderous look
Mr. Williams, the press agent. "I don't evl
know the girl let alone have dates with In
although I'd like to."
He turned lo n
"Since you're so quick to crack about eveiB
thing any one does, do you think it would
all right to send her a box of flowers with
note saying, T only wish these newspaper i]

"He had

Wayne

it,"

"'Five-card stud."

i

tures?"

"Shut up," said

in

a trey.
"That's their money." Wayne remark*
"All right, Pat. you're high with a queen."
"From all I hear, you're high with sevei
queens," Pat came back.
"Yeah," I interposed, "Alice Faye. for
stance."

finally sat

in.

I'm draw

"But your biography says you lived wi'
your folks on Millionaire's Row in Pas
dena," I countered, disgustedly turning doa

Parker,

themselves

flush

"Why didn't you go?" I kept at him wheil
Mr. O'Brien had finally raked in the pot.

Scat. Pat O'Brien.
Bernie Williams of the Warner publicity
force, and Dick Arlen.
They gorged on tur-

key,

or this straight

to,

to?"

(

lessly.

"Do you have

to keep that Scotch hidd
kitchen?" Mr. Morris queried acidu
"Looks like my pair of queens are higl
Pat smiled, glancing around the table .is
fifth card was finally dealt.
"Fifty cen
Any argument?"
There being none.
raked in the pot.
"Say, stupid," Parker addressed the slj
when the chips were safely mixed with Pa
"didn't you know you had a straight them
A few minutes elapsed while a white-fa<
Morris, trembling with indignation, pulltj
in the

i

himself together.

Alien dealt. "Draw," he told us. "Ma\
Wayne can hold all his cards in his ha
instead of having some face down and so
face up on the table, he can tell what
if

has."

The phone

rang.

A moment

later the mil

stuck her head in the door. "Lady wants!
speak to Mr. Morris." she told me.
"Ask her if she has a friend" Seal adm
i-lieil him.
"Make it two" Bill increased the order.
"Three," I raised it.
"Do you think Eloise would find out
went ?" Pal wondered.
"(
"We'll all go." Arlen took charge.
wives can't kick if something like this j:
happens, and there'.-, a whole crowd."
I!ui Wayne bad disappeared into the b
room with the phone and closed the door.
-

i

Parker motioned us

to follow.

He

.

led e

way to the closed door. Through the dp
we could bear a soil. "But I'm playing pol
bunch

with a
right.

I'll

of

see

if

fellows, honey.
I

can gel away

.

.

.

in half

j
tl

hour."

"Sure

you

bur-iing

the

can gel away," Scat
door open.
"Wc can

yelll
all

"t

away."

And

thai

is

why

this interview

ends

lie)

had a chance to tell you success ha
changed Wayne, his smile i- just a^ in
lions as it ever was and. while be no loll
T

-

"v-:r

Allan Jones and Irene Hervey are hoping for another songster
in the family in young John Allan, born January
14th.

has

worry because people don't recog
still siN on
e
edge of his seal in the theater for tear pole
he knows won see him.
to

him or remember him, he
t

:

'

—

.

Jim.

friend,

jtion."

The

monej -and $125,000
means is plenty
high spending. Cary isn't splurging,
thing a

first

f

fain

\

lot of

— usually

The

lotels.

nicest

from four 34
part

ol

He

waking.

aid lie still

i-

and give her the cues?
Getting into a studio like thai seemed fun.

ST

1

In Passing:

that

he's

—

Bing Crosb\
and he just

—

V

is

now

I

i

change?"
Catching up with Cary?
It's
!an and a swell gin

He's just

There seems to be no
Lombard's practical joke-.
On his birthday she sent Fernand Gravet a
huge cake. When he cut into it il exploded.
Tin- inside wa- a football bladder.
Mice Faye and Tons Martin, il reports are

"Parleyvoo fransay, by any chance?"
The star -poke a mouthful of rapid French.

true, are rinding the process ol readjustment
after marriage more than a little difficult.

A LOS VNGELI S soi ialite
** when told she couldn't bu)

.

.

.

.

The

stared

visitor

but

came

v,

shop

until

is

a

d by the dog'- ow ner.
"Well, madam. I'll telephone Mr. Co
he - vei") particular bill I can
i

" the

you. and

shopkeepei began.
"What Mr. Cooper''" she queried sharply.
"The movie actor, madam."'
The socialite hastily withdrew her objecShe passed intions to being interviewed.
and Gary's te
spection successfully
"Penny," changed hand-.

ver' nice."

Did it take
"Such an intriguing accent!
you long to learn it'.'" the lads queried. And
before Annabella could reply, she added.

doesMore f/ianEeer

Jbryourskin
something

new

i-

years ago!

few

vitamins lias been
be a special aid to tinskin. This vitamin is now known
to heal wounds and uglv burns
quicker! It even prevents
infections ill wounds!
And this "skin-vitamin" win
are now getting in Pond's \ anto

—

ishing

Cream.

You have always used Pond's
Vanishing Cream for melting
away skin rlakiness and making
-kin
this

i-

carried right to the skin.

the skin! This is
the "sunshine"' vitamin,
Not the orange-juice vitamin.
It is the vitamin that especiallv
help- to maintain skin beauts.

It nourishes

not

>ne of the

found
I(

"skin-vitamin"

this precious

now

smooth for powder. Now
famous cream brings added

Same
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Same Price

Jars

.
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.

.

.

same

jars, with the

at the

same

price.

same labels,
"Women who

Use

have
it say they're
crazy" about it.

.,,,1.1,,
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r«;i in

1

.1

3 U

.

•

•kg

e

rCNlP
^il/

look-;

Melts Roughness
(

npA^'

CR
,

clearer, fresher!

iream.

I

^fct*

Holds Powder

Please mention

,

Test it in
9 Treatments

PICTURE PLAY

;,l* ,n. Fell

..fur.-

ff/t

as you always have.
few weeks, just see how

In Pond's Vanishing

la

says: "1 >ve

pQr<

it

much better your skin

The Countess de
<

tried

benefits.

After a

.

Get a jar of Pond's new "skinvitamin" Vanishing Cream tomorrow. You will find it in the

II

,

II

5

interview

with

possible in beaut) cream-!
A thing not dreamed of only a

indig

she had

NewCream

TODAY

a!

like a native!"

.

—

.

blankly,

back with, "Win. you speak French

ANNABELLA

rais-

tough job.

a

'

terrier at a certain

laid $1,500
ing boxer dogs
line for a champion named Gunda ol
Clark Gable's dressing room
"iarmere.
s indicated by a brass nameplate with his
\fter tour of the
signature etched on it.
ilates had been stolen (yeah, they have souvenir hunters inside the studios, tool lie had
.

I

:

and \\ illiam Powell weie rehearsing a scene for "The Baroness and
lie- Butler," when a lad) tourist appeared on
To the French actress she gushed,
the .set.
"Mv dear, how 1 admire you I've seen all
''
your pictures!
''That ees
Annabella remarkei
1' .lite!

Im the

.

sa) about mysell and what
questioned
learned?" he parried when
"1
think iu>
opinions have
him.
don't
changed.
nder the same circumstances I'd
probably do the same thing over again. Nov.
lake [he mailer of that tie for to-night.
D
you SUppOSe she'd like a blue one

"What can

I've

and Off the Set

one welded on.
(ure lor Carole

—

1

says.

ii

has been givtwo of
ing out announcements lately
hem being that she will retire at twenty-six
ind raise a family, and that she will play no
anii' native girls wearing sarongs
will -wear
sarong in "Tahiti."' her next picture.

them

mastered

I

.

yillOTHY LAMOUR, who

he's

unhappj discover) brought him re<
of what make- him truly content, he

tioit

Within six months he was being talked
about as an up-and-coming young performer.
In another si\. Hollywood knew
had some
one to reckon with and Car) knew that with
his sudden good luck had come problems.
Well, he's laced his due portion ol dilcin-

size hat.

r*

and

I,

ilii-

forgotten the lean days

hasn't

wears the same

IlolKw

in

a big shot said. "I'm testing in> wife for a
How d you like to stand
picture to-morrow.

On

money

e cpei

He also came across love and it- troubles.
He learned what heartache can mean. Hut

)

this

all

Jisclia deserves every cent of the

Ik's

le's

He had a new show lined
of them.
up on Broadway, but he went to a party and

wife.

home. He says he'd rather not be tied
own.
BO he still lives light on the beach front
Monica, comfortably and inconn Santa
ffpuously, sharing the rent with his best

'ontinued

up

I

skillfully.

the test was mu oil the contract was
handed to Cary instead ol to the anxious

ing a

downed

them b\ using his
iem ed the ti ials and tribulations which come to any one on the
head

When

nause he remembers when he had to worry
limit hills.
He isn't even considering Inn-

i

mas and

There the ocean and

Scott.

come one

in

owevei. For, in the first place, the Federal
[nd State income taxes take most ol his salIry in one fell swoop. Secondly, he is thrifty

(

Randolph

the sun revitalize him.
it will be six years this summer since he
drove to California to see the sights ol Hollywood. To his astonishment he stayed to be-

fashionable car and then traded it in beJause folks might think he was putting on
When he was broke and striving
Cegance.
tr a break he didn't enjoy the foibles of the
Jvrtunate.
His chief trait remains "considerI

ler picture is a lot
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Up With Cary

Catching

Continued from page r 9
He's completely unspoiled. He bought

1

Faloise

owdcran oven
is made n. -kit
,1

i

I

,1

i^-l

se<

i, ii

>

1.
I,

houl Pon

No",
finer,

il
1

"« si.

I'h

Vanish n S

tplj m.ii_'i<

iveli. r

.

Pond's, Dept. 14-VR. Clinton. Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's new *'skin-vitamin"
>anismn S Cream, enough for
''
treatments, with sample*
„f 2 oilier Pond's "skin-

vitamin" Creams and 5 ,lif|,.,..„, shades of Pond's
ir<
enclose H»c t..
Powder.
packing.
cover postage and
I

I

when answering advertisements.

'ond'a r

..1.

—

I

What Fame Has Done

72

Continued from page '>
Eddy moving in another

N'elson

direction.

forced him into seclusion al first,
now ii seems to be drawing him ljuek, where
than ever to the public. 1
lie udl be closei
think li is popularity as a radio entertainer
has much to do with Nelson's recent reaction
quite
to fame, and for this reason alone

Jusl

as

ii

—

aside from obvious pecuniary advantages
think radio is a marvelous thing for him.

—

which overcomes some

of

if

he were talking

to

them over

the telephone.

There obviously must be a definite psychological reaction to every one in this respect.
People who listen to him feel as if they know
him better when they hear him laugh gayly
and joke with the others on the show. Curiis satisfied to a degree, and the star is
revealed in the light of a friendly, jovial human being, in which a lot of people had
never before seen him.
In return, Nelson himself is seeing all
those at the other end of the broadcast not
as wild mobs, but as fathers and mothers
and kiddies in their homes, listening quietly
to the fun.
He knows no wild tumults will

osity

Radio seems to he quieting some of his
worries about meeting people en masse. There
personal bond between Nelson and his
i- a
listeners

he would he

Nelson Eddy

to

the cold-

His millions
of listeners know that Nelson Eddy, in person, is on the other end of the line, just as
ness of strictly screen acting.

Cold

Thar's

Continued from page 64
There are lew people as outspoken as he.
He is what might he termed more forthright

than politic. When he doesn't like a person
he sits hack with a soil of half sneer on his
face and occasionally shoots a barb dipped
have
in a mixture ol sarcasm and vitriol.
seen the recipients of these barbs state ;ii
him with mouths agape, wondering if he
could possibly have the effrontery to say and
mean what they thought he meant.
The most amazing thing about him is his
He once remarked
intense dislike of sugar.
spoonthat in his entire life he hasn't eaten
ful of sugar.
He has never tasted candy,
won't eat desserts and wants no part ol anything with sugar in it. When he goes out to
Bing Crosby's for dinner Dixie goes into a
length) conference with the cook beforehand.
Meal, potatoes, vegetables and things like
that he will consume in astounding quantities, but such things as. say, candied sweet
Southern dish are
potatoes
a
standard
I

'

some new

insect or

heaven of

bliss.

In

—

interrogator soberly.
"Harriet was m\ wile's closest friend almost her only friend. When I needed a secretary my wife insisted upon my engaging

—

Maybe some

I

I

Later, after he was stranded in Hollywood, a circus was organized which showed
every Saturday night at Gilmore Stadium in
solved.

i

That hat should help Judy Garland to reach high C. She wears
this outfit in "Everybody Sing."

the place she belonged.

That's how-

learned to ride.
His hobbj .it the moment is microscopes.
He can become more excited over the acquisition oi a new lens than he can over
signing a new contract.
If he can discovei
lie

which Bob worked in blackface. He used to
take some awful punishment to get laughs.
One of his stunts was to wear a tit* that ».iheld

down with

a

clothespin.

Some

one

go anywhere my wile always insisted upon
taking Harriet along. There were the lour ol
us then
my wile, my -on, Harriet ami mysclf.
Now," he sighed, "there are the three
ol ii-.
know she would want us to be married.
She would feci ea-ier in her mind if
-he knew that Harriet was looking after Bob,

would snatch the pin off and the ends of the
lie would fly up and slap him in the face.
was at this circus that Crosby first -aw
ll
and tried to get Bob for his radio program
But the people who sponsored Bing at the
time didn't think Bob was funny. It was nol
until alter he went back to New York andl
made a terrific hit in one broadcast that BinsJ
was able to convince these sponsors that I'ml
Burns was going to he a sensation which Ik

Jr."

continue- to be.

from everybody

at

who

—

I

out

—

one

fine.
Congratulations.'
Then I'd
turn around, grab the blanket off the shelf
and shove it at the winner.
"Of course, the minute I pushed the blanket out, the guy would think there was something wrong, and he'd begin muttering, 'I
won, didn't I?
I got a right to pick my
prize, haven't I?
I don't want that thing.
I want a big kewpie doll.'
So I'd breathe a
sigh of relief and put my precious blanket
back and hand the guy a kewpie! It never
failed to work
I'm thankful to say."
Bob plays a mean guitar and piano. At
one time he worked in vaudeville and was
When
half
he team of Burns and West.
vaudeville petered out the team was dis

me intelligently. \|] the other people know
are interested only in pictures and gossip."

in town who owned one, and
them out to the pasture. In the evening he would get them, drive them down the
main sheet ol the town and cut each cow

being for any

'That's

talk about aren't of vital importance to him
hut as long as they are to me he'll listen attentively, interestedly, and discuss them with

drive

all

get the

before him.
the shelves
those

"Most of the prizes were a lot of junk."' he
had an Indian blanket that set
me back $15 or $20 and I was always scared
to death some one would claim it.
So every
time the totalizer would hit 16 I'd yell.

1

—

shelf

man

said, "but I

can't dis-

He
ides like a Cossack, which seems
strange when you observe Boh casually. Bui
in his childhood he was a cowboy
in Van
Beuren.
Every morning before school he
would get on his horse, collect the cows

and a guy would

stick

of the score of the

on the top
scored 16.

common

of the things

would

There were prizes on

one.

Bob.

beings.

employer and employee we are partners."
In the old days Bob had one rusty blue
serge suit.
To-day he orders five to ten at
a clip and has developed into what Bing
enviously calls "a rather snappy dresser."
The girls at the N. B. C. offices can hardly
wait from one Thursday to the next to see
what Bob's ensemble will look like.
It is when Boh starts reminiscing that he
is in his element.
He tells of his early days
in a carnival.
He had a pin board. Customers rolled balls down a board, four balls
for a nickel, and a totalizer marked the
score. "\ on got credit for whatever hole the
halls rolled into.
The highest score you
could get was 16 and then you'd have to roll
all four balls^ into the '4' hole, which was
practically impossible.
Sometimes the tobenefit

In the days when Bob was drifting around
town like a lost soul, lie used frequently to
he found al Lew \\res"s home. That was in
the days when there was no bigger draw in
pictures than Lew.
Bob is quite a hit older
Lew and the friendship seemed an odd
ili. in

with

human

further.

talizer

of lace."

in

as

of

when Bob
began being seen about with the lady
who is now his wife. He was so devoted to
his first wife
so broken up over her death
it
seemed strange to see him with another
woman.
\-ked about it, Bob regarded his

the rest of the day.
It's odd, too. beI've seen him
cau9e he's an excellent shot.
lake a small tin can, when we were down
at my ranch, tie it to the limb of a tree
when the wind was blowing, take a 22 repeater rifle, stand off about fifty or sixty
paces and keep it bobbing from side to side
until, when he finished, it looked like a piece

cus

knowing them

first

talk

I

—

tions that are prettj good.
Hollywood sat up in surprise

tific

Once Bing was asked what he and Boh did
when they were together. "Oh," Bing reBut mostly
plied dryly, "we hunt and talk.
we talk, because it is in the latter ait that
Most men, when they go
Robin excels.
Boh kills
hunting, want to get their limit.
one bird and then wants to sit down and

hen
asked what they had
lew answered: "There's nothing

another?
True, Nelson Eddy may not have time to
venture out often, but he is doing it when he
can. Fame is beginning to give back to him
what it violently took in the beginning the
pleasure of meeting people face to face, and

After they were married Bob went even
"Ever since she has been with me
Harriet has looked after the finances and
business end of my affairs.
She will continue to do so. It's simply that now instead

is in the seventh
His son, too, is of a scienturn of mind.
He ha- several inven-

strictly taboo.

\\

—

That Bazooka

germ he

—

—

follow the close of the radio concert, that he
can make a quiet exit, with the satisfaction
of knowing he has entertained people.
This contact with his public suddenly hecomes fun the same sort of fun he experiences in showing up suddenly at a night club
and handing out a few thousand dollars'
worth of entertainment for the asking. Can
you see now how one thing logically follows

Whenever we

Harriet.

—
I

hail

money enough

to

1

I

1

ill

.
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Ginger's Got Her Dander
Continued jrom page

M£N10VE

Up

.'1

This was.
believe, in "Fol- of the Andy Devines, Margaret Sullavan and
in the picture.
Leland Hayward, \nne Shirley and John
was Ginger who, only
llow the Fleet."
Payne, Gary Grant. Ben Alexander. Phyllis
I recently,
on the occasion of Katharine HepFrazer. One senses a hit of extra warmth in
Iburn's supposed birthday, planned the pathe greeting when Lee Bowman appeals on
rade, complete with brass hand, stuffed anithe doorstep.
mals, calliope and hot dogs, which invaded
Ginger is almost painfully shy when she
the "Bringing Up Baby" set and disrupted
attends a large party.
The set seems to be
work for the day.
home ground for her. She is at ease. She
I saw her when she had stood on her two
has fun.
But a large gathering of people,
feet for five solid hours for fittings, the most
done up in their best bibs and tuckers, inEvery one
trying part of any actress's job.
tent upon enjoying themselves at any cost,
Ginelse was nearing hysteria from fatigue.
appalls her.
She dislikes anything which
ger suddenly seized numbers ot hats and
smacks of formality.
perched them on her head at jaunty and
That is why all her parties are picnic parnaughty angles.
ties, with
outdoor cooking, people mixing
'"Now
""Now I'm Pagliacci!" she cried.
their own chocolate sundaes, inventing their
She sent out
Tin little Lord Fauntleroy!"
own fun.
for coca colas all round and suddenly the
Ginger never wears formal clothes, if she
entire affair turned into a sort of party.
When she isn't actually clowning on her can help it, in private life. She likes slacks
and sweaters and casual jackets. She rarely
two feet, she is writing jingles, working puzwears a hat.
She doesn't like
zles, inventing new games.
lo pull together some slender threads
She wants other
[to do these things alone.
which may tell you more about Ginger. There
people to join in her fun. The result of all
is a forma] sweep ol lovely lawn at the cenllii- is that all the people on a Ginger Rogers
ter of her garden.
The borders, which are
Iset are absorbed, most of the time, in answerGinger's own and where she digs joyously,
Big questions or playing games.
are
planted
in a hodgepodge of flowers which
Personally, I am tired of the stars who
have sweet scents.
Roses, mignonette, rose[maintain that their mothers are "like sisters*'
geranium all the spicy, smelly blooms withlo them.
out anj especial regard to colors or garden
Mis. Rogers doesn't seem a hit like Gin-

"Ttyfuf G/RLS/

I

1 1

—

me. But she doesn't seem like
traditional mother, either.
She might
street and take a casual.
[live across the
[friendly interest in "that Rogers girl."
Each
lias her own group of friends and they are
[ger's sister to

decoration.

Her house was planned
mother hack

the

sharply divided in tastes and general activities.
Mrs. Rogers officiates at the outdoor
kitchen sometimes when Ginger has her gang
lor a Sunday afternoon hoopla.
But Ginger
doesn't attend her mother's parties.
Ginger's gang consists, lor the most part.

—

for Ginger's

in
in

the first place
the days when

Ginger thought that her marriage was going
Compact, homelike, elastic enough
to accommodate a few guests.
The house
was in the process of being built when Ginger became convinced that her marriage was,
at least temporarily, on the rocks.
She and
her mother expanded and augmented the
to last.

you are happy and peppy and
IFmen
will take you
If

full of fun,
places.
you are lively,
to dances and parties.
BUT. if you are cross and lifeless and always
tired out. men won't !» interested in you. Men
don't like "quiet" girls. Men go to parties to

they

you

will invite

enjoy themselves. They want

girls

along

who

are

full of pep.

For three generations one woman has told
another how to go "smiling through" with Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It helps
Nature tone up the system, thus lessening the
discomforts from tho functional disorders which
women must endure in the three ordeals of life:
1. Turning from girlhood to womanhood. 2. Preparing for motherhood. 3. Approaching "middle
age."

NOW

Make a note
to get a bottle of famous
Pinkham's Compound TODAY from your drugEnjoy life as Nature intended.

gist.

plans.

Underneath the blue-and-white living room
they added a gay pine and red leather playroom where Ginger could entertain her gang.
Next to it they built a ping-pong room,
equipped with tables for all sorts of games.
The two rooms may be thrown together and
a screen slides out from somewhere if Ginger wants to run a picture.
She installed the soda fountain, complete
with all the squirting gadgets and the things
which go "spudge" when flavored sirupemerge from them.
An outdoor corridor
leads to a sundeck and a patio with an outdoor fireplace where Mrs. Rogers cooks those
famous steaks and chickens on Sunday eve-

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

i:«nmn:HirM.i.n
j/fflHlk

#9

]

Remove

the hair permanently. Fafely,
fely, privately at

The Mahle
from Krowi
happii

ons with proper cart
y prevents the ha

Method

htful relief will brin

and greater BUCCesi

eBfl

world. Also u«ed by Drofessionalf.
Senif 6c
"T
\ <^^7 /J stamps TODAY lor Illustrated Booklet. -'How
.—i——^^^fc/a to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."

12-SiMAHLEB) D.

.

J.

Mahler Co.. Dept. 2GD. Providence. R.

IF

GRAY
HAIR
DON'T
LIKE

and

nings.

Give Ginger's mother an iron skillet and a
pair of chickens or an earthen pot, a piece
of salt pork and some beans
and amazing
things happen.
Ginger and her mother shop, take long
walks and drives, lead aloud, and perhaps
there is something significant in the fact that
Ginger always calls her mother "Leilah."
Ginger's friends and Mrs. Rogers's friends
have a nickname for her which sounds like
"Leelee." Ginger never uses it.
In the new house Ginger had some empty
bookcases. "\\ hen I have time," she said, "I
shall fill these shelves with hooks of poetry
good poetry." Ginger's mother filled those
shelves with books of poetry at Christmas
time.
'"There you are, my dear," she -aid.
"Dip and dip. It will do you some good."
Ginger has moved some of the books into
the little studio where she works at her

I.

YOU HAVE
a

MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my

—

FREE TRSAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, 1 am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it Like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
free trial bottle ancl book tellingAII About Gray Hair.

GOOD

my

ARTHUR RHODES,

Hair Color Expert, Dept. 8.

fifti ei\e

"
OF

h$

™

THE

LOWELL, MASS.

IKe&tre
Radi.

ill
Tracv. Fred Aitaire. Una Merkel.
Zita Johanr
Dance. Musical Comedy. Teaching. Direct!
development. Stock Theatre Training
catalog, write Secy. I.OREE. it

—
Danielle Darrieux enjoys a brisk
iwalk with John King on the Universe! lot where she is to make

picture.
She's jus* over from
France, you know.

la

tical

way.

rifically at

Please mention

I

think, has fun in her own. prac-

She

likes her job

it.

PICTURE PLAY

and winks

ter-

$25-535

A

WEEK

can learn practical nursing at home
phj siin span- t ime. Coui
clans. Thousands of graduates. 39thyr.

Yon

!

ing.

One graduate has charge-of 10-bed hospital. Another saved Sioo while learnEquipment included. Men and women is to 60. High

School not required.

sketching.

Ginger.

MAKE

Easy tuition payments. Write now.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 464, 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago, 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name.
City.

when answering advertisements.

State

Age
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YOUR ANSWER TO THE QUESTION

Howdy

Hilarious Hollywood's
Continued from page
\nii speaking of Raft, one night at his
dinner table Franchot happened to mention
that Raft was one of the few actors he had
The
never even seen around Hollywood.
next day Franchot bad an appointment at bis
tailor's.

HELP FIGHT

Leaving his street clothes in a fitting room,
Franchot stepped over by a window where he
could try on his new suit in the daylight.
When the fining was completed, Franchot returned to the room to get back into his
things.
Standing there minus his trousers,
stood George Raft! Naturally the two actors
For a moment there
recognized each other.
was an awkward silence a- they finished
Franchot was the first one to
dressing.
-I

his

never thought we'd meet like this."
probability George Rait and Franchot Tone may never meet in Hollywood
again.
I nless, of course, they go for another
But

I

In

Paralysis?

all

at the same lime.
Once upon a time Janet Gaynor

suit

received a

from a buy in Pomona College named
Arlington Brugh. It was much the same as
thousands of letters that Janet received every
week.
So there was no particular reason
letter

^

\\ read

s

should impress her. The writer asked
photograph to put up in hi- room. He
explained that he wasn't exactly a fan. The
other guys were collecting stars' pictures, so
he thought he should have a few. too. To
make a long story short, Mr. Brugh never reInstead he received a
ceived the picture.
polite note from Janet'.- studio requesting
him to send twenty-five cents to cover cost of

why

it

for a

m° lhe
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may-
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mailing, et cetera.

The

first day oi shooting on ''Small-town
Arlington Brugh met Janet Gaynor.
When he was introduced as Robert Taylor,
Rob smiled and said, "We haven't exactly
met. But we used to correspond." For dayJanet puzzled over this, but Rob kept her
guessing. Finally Janet got the truth. "If I
had only known. 1 would have made you a
special price of nineteen cents," .-he laughed.

stn

,t

Girl,"

trve

possess

tavaS^.V'

Barbara Stanwyck and Rav Milland met for
the first time in front of a microphone in a
radio station. There was no formal introduction.
In fact there wa- no lime for anything
but Ray's first line, as he took Barbara in

.auona
?ataty

his arms:

ww y

ms

"Darling,

come!"
bit."

Send

one dollar or more...
whatever you can

We
you

will say

believe

afford.

in after

years

with millions of others,

was the best investment you
ever made ... to insure the protection
that

it's

wonderful

so

to

be with you

again. YouTl never know the agony of wail
ing and wondering when this moment would

Please"do your

it

of happy childhood
those

now

disease

— Infantile

afflicted

.

.

.

and to help

with that dread

Paralysis.

\nd

—

might

have

thought

she

brought

along

a

in wondering
ment would come at all.
Ray. who had been scheduled

the

When it comes to expressing enthusiasm
for his fellow artists, Francis Lederer walks
away with

honors.
Francis was getting a manicure
in the Westi
e barber shop.
He paid no
attention to the man in the barber chair, with
towels covering his face awaiting a facial
massage. To the barber, Francis was raving
over the brilliant performance of Fernand
Cravet in "The King and the Chorus Girl."
Just then the towels came off the other customer's face and Gravet himself turned a
smiling countenance in Francis's direction.
Introductions were exchanged.
Gravet told
Francis be had liked him so much in the
London stage production of "The Cat and
the Fiddle."
Francis told Gravet again how
much he liked his picture. It was a mutual
admiration party to end all parties.
After a series of pictures with Gene Raymond that didn't make her too happy, Ann
Sothern was delighted when she was to playopposite Robert Young. It was atMG.M. too,
where Ann had once been signed and neglected as Haniette Lake.
The first two days Ann didn't work. A
double was being used in a scene where Bob
was supposed to kidnap her in a motorcycle
sidecar. Then the studio gave Ann a call to
come out and do the close-ups. Rob didn't
know the switch had been made. When he
saw a girl silting in the sidecar, he sneaked
up, made a flying leap on the motorcycle and
started swaying dangerously down the street.
all

One day

Ann

let

out a terrified shriek.

"I'm si) sorry," apologized a dumfounded
Boh. "I still thought it was the double. I'm

Boh Young!"

"And
"Pleased

I'm a nervous wreck." gasped
to meet you.

\nn.

Milland will never know

l!a\

Barbara's suspense

before

screen John began to laugh.
The funnier
Lna got the louder John carried on. The
woman next to him kept giving him dirtylooks but John was not to be put off.
"Isn't
I na
Merkel wonderful?" he exclaimed in a loud whisper to hi- wife sitting
with him.
"1 think she's awful." answered the woman
on the other side of John.
When the lights went on, John turned to
glare at his rude neighbor. Instead he looked
straight into the eyes of Una Merkel.
John
took it big. Then they both began to talk.
I na explained that she really hated to stop
John hut she was afraid that some one
stooge.

leak.

"Hello. George," said Franchot, extending
hand. "I've always wanted to know you.

Infantile

Do's

29

broadcast,

ivas

il

to

detained

the mo-

rehearse
at the

Finally, when \u- did get away, his
It
was too late to replace
car blew a tiie.
him with an actor of recognized name. Barbara paced back and forth watching the
time.
Just a- they u >i > going on the air.
Ka> dashed in. grabbed the script away Irom
a substitute actor and made love to Barbara
\i
as il he had been doing it all hi- life.
the end of the broadcast, Barbara turned to
him and said, "Pardon me. but my name's
studio.

Stanwyck."
na Merkel became friends
John Beal and
in the darkness of the Chinese Theater in
But it wasn't as romantic a- it
Hollywood.
seems.
Long before John dreamed ol hecoming an actor he was a rabid Ian. He won
more movie-tar guessing contests than any
I

COMMITTEE FOR THE
CELEBRATION OF THE
PRESIDENT'S BIRTHDAY
Please mail your contribution to

kid

KEITH MORGAN,

in

50 East 42nd Street,
Every penny
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100%

ot all

Chairman
New York, N. Y.
you «end joes duectly
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Hollywood with

Bui

he continued

Merkel was

a

Eventually he landed
to offer the screen.
\nd I na
be a fan.

name
lo

bis favorite

comedienne.

While

waiting to go to work John went lo the theater lo see
na.
\\ hen
she came on the
I

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

Watch

for English Vivien Leigh

in

Bob Taylor's "A Yank at Oxford."
She's the campus vamp.

when answering advertisements.

.
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Spring

Is

Time

5

Beauty

for

Continued from page 63
you want the name of it, 1
be glad to tell
you if you write me.
Another eo-nieiic that you must have on
your dressing table is a good mascara like
the cream one made by a famous firm am
called simpl) by number instead of by name.
With ilie-e basic cosmetics for your face.
you will certainly be able to keep your skin
in fine condition, your make-up will be soft
and flattering, you'll look charming and attractive and well groomed.

your pores, refining them and ironing out
tiny lines at the same time that a thorough
cleansing job i9 done. And ii you write me,

in

be «ila<l to send you the name of this
tour-purpose cream.
The next item deserving a prominent place
mi your dressing table is a mild astringent or
-kin tonic, and next to it should be placed a
cake of bland, pine soap.
These, then, are the basic cosmetics you
need to take the proper care of your complexion, plus whatever other creams or lotions your particular type ol -kin requires.
And alongside these items mi necessary for
skin care, belong the oh so important make-up
I'll

fine

Items.
First,

in

this

calegoiy

is

a

g

Hut there are several other items every bit
important as the ones we've just been
talking about, if you would be truly the fastidious

foundayou must

course, and in selecting it
your own taste and skin need-, in
choosing between one of the cream or liquid

I

know you want

admiration she wins

of

So, topping this

After your foundation

comes your powder,
which should be soft and light and clinging.
Next, your rouge, which should be chosen to
match and intensify your own true skin
tones, and that most important item, a liptruly believe that lipsticks cause women
more dissatisfaction than any other cosmetic.
For it"s so difficult to find exactly the right

and

That's

lasts,

is

and

the desired shade, that
is

why I'm sure

cream)

and smooth.

you'll be interested in

the fine indelible stick thai comes in five
luscious shades, and is made on a real beauty
cream base. It costs on!) fifty cents and if

not

survive

a

cosmetics is
the hath a real beauty
as a cleansing routine.

list

something

to

make

treatment

as

will

o|

This naturally means an oil or powder that
soften the water and give it a delicate
fragrance, which will be imparted to your skin.
And one ol the nicest bath accessories 1
know is the delicate powder that comes in
an attractive tin, and is most moderately
priced.
\
small amount of this fragrant
powder sprinkled in your tub will make the
water luxuriously soft and fragrant, and it
will make your skin smooth and delightfully
scented, too, with a fragrance that will last

I

that

will

"11111-1"

EYE MAKE-UP

IN

HPIRED,

WHEN NEW LOTION
CLEARS EYE5

veined and red
ruin
*- eye make-up. Now, a great new advance in
eye lotions clears up dull, veined look due to
fatigue, exposure, etc. In seconds eyes look
dull eyes

.

.

.

.

.

.

thrillingly brighter, whiter, and therefore larger!
Use Eye-Gene before eye mnke-up. for sparkling new eye beauty
drops soothe and refresh tired, irritated eyes wonderfully!
other
eye lotion like Eye-Gene! Purse size at any 5
and 10c store. Economy size at all drugstores.
.

!

.

Two

No

will

stick.

— one

to he.

closer acquaintance.

variet)

lasts

woman

For a lovely appearance tells only part of
the beauty story, and unless a woman is thoroughly dainty from the skin out, the glances

follow

lipstick

***f%

%n\iVS-

as

I

tion, ot

A DIFFERENCE

EYE-GENE
Wt:

DRAW VOIR PICTURE

using only your handcharacteristics as our guide.
A startling new
developed by two noted artists
you will be
amazed and delighted,
Write us a tetter in your nun
handwriting, stating age and enclosing 25c stamns or coin.
writing

HUDSON

STUDIOS,

ORANGE.

CALIFORNIA.

hours.

But let me remind you once again, as I
have so main times before, that all the efforts you make toward fragrance and daintiness will fail unless you use a nonperspirant
regularly, not only during the spring and
slimmer, but the year round.
For no matter how lovely a girl's skin, regardless of how subtly she applies her
make-up, if the slightest odor of perspiration
surrounds her she will fail to have the immaculateness that is the basis of all (harm.
So put the regular use of a nonperspirant
down on your list as the most important part
of your beauty routine.
And be sure to
choose a nonperspirant that is really efficient,
like the pale amber-colored one that comes in
the low, squat bottle with the long neck and
applicator top. It's easy to use and detailed
directions come with every bottle, so there's
nothing to stand in the way of your quest for

He Said He'd
Never Ma rry!
Then
li.-ul

f'Fa
\

lie

In. oil.''
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met this

read

the

scina t in
a

Wlliell

she

girl,

secrets

g

of

Woman-

daring new booh

shows

how

can attract men
using the simple laws
oi man's psychology anil
human nature. Any otlnr
in.iTi
would have been
equally helpless in hvr
hands. You. loo. can have
you. loo. can
this book

woman
I

>v

:

enjoy the worship and admiration of men. and
he the ra li nit bride of th: man of '.our chcice
Send only 10c I'm- the booklet, "Secrets of fascinating Womanhood." Mailed in plain wrapper.

PSYCHOLOGY PRESS,

Dept. I6-D, St. Louis, Mo.

daintiness.

There's one other cosmetic item that I
think belongs mi your dressing table after
you have had your spring cleaning, and that's
a hand cream.
It's another one of those
things you need the year round, if you would
keep your bands always soft and white, hut
it's
especially necessary during the spring
when winds blow so sharply.
Not only lor your hands, but for your elbows and ankles and heels, you'll find a
soothing emollient cream indispensable. \tnl
one of the finest is the one that has been the
favorite of women for several generations,
and is ju-t as fine and pure to-day as when
our grandmothers depended upon it.
In fad, science has even enabled this cream
improve, as it now contains the sunshine
vitamin U that the skin absorbs.

AVOID WRINKLES!
USE SMOOTHIES NIGHTLY
.

s>

dispenser top the most convenient.
These, then, are the cosmetics you need
ever) day.
\nd if you've done a thorough
spring cleaning, your dressing table should
be spic-and-span and charming just as you,
yourself, will be if you use faithfully the eon-

—

Joan Davis goes hill-billy
Irene and Mary."
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Weeks Trial— 25c

(coin).

D'ARZI

LABORATORIES

Dept. 196

Box

117,

DAYTON, OHIO

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel

The

its

These impregnated pads applied at the
3 DANGER POINTS work while you
sleep! No Creams
No Massage
No
Exercise. Movie Stars Use Similar
Mi-thnd. 2 Months Supply SI postpaid.
2

to

bottle has been modernized, too. and
is most attractive, and while it comes in several sizes, you'll find the fifty-cent size with

-

of

Bed

in the

—

And You'll Jump Out
Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays in
the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet
amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's
Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all drug stores.
Stubbornly refuse anything else.
© 193a. c. p. inc.

you
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Scouting the Sound Stages
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'ontinued from page 11
and working back to the
(

dessert,
d'oeuvres,

liors

order to '"queer" Gravet, who
'"inside" with Lombard.
v., iThis take was taken without much event,
hut when the scene v\as shifted to Lombard
and Gravet in the sumptuous dining room.
Little Marie Wilson,
there were hitches.
whose duty it is to wail on Lombard and
Now
Gravet, put her thumb in the soup.
Marie is a verj cute tiling, and Lombard is
her idol. She told me that she i- thrilled to
Nevertheless, Marie
work with Lombard.
fnii
her thumb in the soup that she carried
in From the kitchen.
The Napoleonic eye of Mervyn Leroy, to
-,i\
nothing of the cameras, picked this up,
and there had to he retakes. On the next
Marie didn't put her thumb in the
lake.
soup, but she lost the inside portion of the
The prop department
heel of her left shoe.
had to go into action and provide new shoes
or at leasl new heels.
Marie's next chore
was to lake in water to Lombard. She look
it
in, and upset it all over Lombard's beaut ilul
costume.
There were no fireworks.
ombard is fond of Marie.
Things jusl
happen to Marie V\ ilson. She doesn't bring
It
her fault.
She's so
them about.
isn't
in

I

i

ute.

Next stop was Paramount, where
found
hem making "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."
First person I saw was Claudette Colbert,
silting placidly alone.
Second person
saw
was Gary Cooper, walking placidly alone,
thinking.
At least, he looked as though he
were thinking you can never tell about
Gary.
The thought struck me that maybe
these peopk- preferred working at their jobs,
where nobody took any notice of them, to
lining to fight their way through mobs ol
people at the Brown Derby or elsewhere in
1

l

1

—

public.

The

set

was

gay
There

a

restaurant

on

the

was great activity.
People were surging about and shouting.
Lights weie being moved, and moved again.
technicians were technicianing, camera experts were doing something awfully imporcameras, and people with microtant
to
phones were doing what people usually do
I-

1

-neli

Riviera.

Voices came from above
to
microphones.
and below. It was all tense and feverish.
From somewhere, in a corner, a piano
It
tinkled.
was not being tinkled very expertly, but it sounded like an oasis in a
followed the sound, and
I
pandemonium.
came upon Ernst Lubitsch, cigar and all,
the raison d'etre of all the hullabaloo: be
was having a fine time, and was utterly
oblivious to all the preparations going on
around him. The Lubitsch "toui h" on the
piano

is

much

heavier

than

it

is

on

the

picture.
at
I stood over him and waved helplessl)
the frantic preparations going on around us.
''Ja, ja." he nodded, grinning, "when they
\mi again
are ready. 1 shall be ready."

became absorbed in his noisy arpeggios. He
reassured me. I didn't stay to see the take.
was sure it would be all right.
I

At

RKO

making
Oakie,

Moore,
pardon
cover

found them busily engaged in
"Radio City Revels," with Jack
Bob Burns, Helen Broderick. Victor
and several other people.
You'll
me, I hope, if my persona] tastes
somehow.
Victor
these
accounts,
is
one of my pet comedian-, and it
I

Moore
was with

ease that I settled myself into
Director Ben Stoloffs pet chair to watch
Victor work.
Victor had been called from
his Pacific Ocean home, for a four o'clock
call.
Well, there was Victor, entering the
set at half a minute before four.
He immediately became busy with Helen
Broderick.
Helen had to drag him through
one door, and out through another, in ordei
to hear a song that Burns had been comBurns i- a somnambuposing in his sleep!
^ ictor's line
listic composer in the picture.
1
was, "Why can't you leave me alone.''
was happy reading the paper!" The first
time, something was wrong with the sound,
had taken his
and Director Stoloff found
chair. I rose, and planted myself in front of
a baby arc.
That was wrong, so I went and
planted myself on a two-by-four perch above
a dark chasm.
(Of course I was in danger,
but duty is duty.)
The lights were changed. Helen dragged
"Why
Victor through the door once more.
can't you leave me alone? 1 was happy reading my paper!" wailed Victor.
Then- was
moie discussion between the director and
sound man. It sounded all right to me, but
had to be done again and again.
it
The
seventh take or it may have been the
was assured would be the last.
twelfth
I
1

—

—

man over there is what you may
suppose, a fetlock -tinker. He strokes
Miss Mai Donald's horse's fetlocks when she
dismount-.
It
soothes him, and keeps him
quiet.
And then, there's the burro man.
He prods the burro from behind, so that the
"Thai

call.

1

beast will move into the shot. Then there's
the pigeon man, in charge of eleven pigeons
which he has to release at the right moment.
Over there is the deer man. who herds the

one-month-old fawn which wanders through
the shot.
That serious-looking man in the
corner is the squirrel man to tend the gray
squirrel which eats out of Mi-s MacDonald's
hand."
began to feel as though I should have
known all this, but I espied four gentlemen
?" I began.
perched in trees. "\\ hat are
I

was forestalled.
of them drops pine needles gently,
as the horse goes by.
Another man drops a
pine cone exactly at the moment be get.- his
cue. The other two men handle pine boughs
at such an angle as to cast suitable shadows
1

"One

the

in

sunlight."

was interested in the pine cone gentleman. "Just one pine cone?" I wanted to
know.
I

"Just one," replied

They

rehearsed

it

my

guide firmly.
again and again

fetlock-stroking,

burro-stroking, pigeon-flutpine-cone-dropping, et cetera.
I left
them at it. But the only people you'll see in
the shot are Jeanette MacDonald and Buddy
Ebsen. The rest are dei ex machina.
Over on the "Test Pilot" set, I ran into
Spencer Tracy looking perfectly dreadful.
He smelled worse! I hate licorice, you see.
It seems that Spencer takes the part of a
grease monkey, whatever that may be. Anyhow, Spencer is allergic to grease. Allergic
means that one breaks out into bumps or
something, so Spencer has to be smeared
with licorice!
He didn't look happy, and
my nose began to quiver, so I didn't wait
to see the take.
But next day, I did see
Myrna Loy, Clark Gable and Tracy on a
kitchen set. They were examining an apartment, and Tracy was busy opening and
shutting cupboard doors. He shut bis fingei
in a door and yelled.
It was not
in the
script, but I believe that
Director \ ictoi
Fleming is leaving it in. See it I'm right.
And so to Twentieth Century-Fox, where
I found "Josette" in the making, with Simone
Simon. Don \meehe. and Robert Young.
tering,

To get in the mood for it, \ ictor and
Helen executed a nimble little step dance,
hand in hand. 1 chortled, but nobody else
seemed to take any notice of them. Then
came "Quiet, please," and once more Helen
dragged \ ictor through the door, and Victor
I
said. "Why can't you leave me alone?
Through
was happy reading my paper!"
the open door through which Victor was
dragged. T saw a prop boy whose duty it was
to close the door gently after Victor, gel
caught in the shot. 1 raised my aching bones
from the two-by-four, and eased my way off
saw Victor going
Vn hour later.
the set.
He had said his one
to his dressing room.
line, and he was going home
probably to
read bis paper in peace.
where they are making
Thence to
"The Girl of the Golden West," with
feanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy, Buddy
Ebsen. and Cliff Edwards.
kulele Ike
confided in me that he had to leant to play
the guitar because ukuleles weren't invented
I

—

MGM

1

gold rush times.
1 saw seemed to be very simple.
but there seemed to be swarms of people for
some reason or other.
soon learned the
reason. Jeanette had to ride a horse through
a
sylvan glade to her cabin, followed l>\
Buddy Ebsen riding on a burro, tootling on
in

The scene

I

arm-in-arming

are Janet
Gaynor and Tyrone Power, and
there are rumors of a more perStill

manent friendship.

it

a flute in

M>
to

accompaniment to .leanetle's song.
mentor explained everything

guide and
me.

When you see the English-made
"The Girl Was Young," you'll realize how Nova Pilbeam has grown
since you saw her
a Queen."

in

"Nine Days

77
on buzzing round bis nose. He dismissed the fly.
He thought nothing of it.
A fly man a gentleman with a spray gun
attended to it, before the actual take.
A
dust-pan gentleman bore it away in triumph.
Whalen looked alter the corpse with con-

mistook Simone's double for Simone, and
a great hash of things when I told
her I had admired her work so much, or
something equally blah.

sisted

I

made

was a night-club set, with lots of
It
champagne around.
was hot, and also
tired.
And
like champagne.
1
inquired
"Is there champagne in
of a prop man.
He looked upon me
them lun bottles?"
I

"No,

the real
Too many takes. But it looks like
thing.
it
sounds like it, and it even tastes like
It,
Want some?'' I tasted it. It was cold
it.
and wet, and it was welcome. ""See?" said
my prop man, "everything's in it bul the
kick.
have it made special.
Joke on
some of these guys, i.-n't it? Some of them
imagine the kick."
And he departed on

We

his
call

prop

work,

A

chuckling.

sad story

1

it.

Thence to the "Walking Down Broadway"
where 1 found Claire Trevor and
Michael Whalen deep in rehearsal.
Claire

gallery of a

me

ol a

going on
locked
locked

at

Uiealhless

all.

me

formed

mythical

individuals

Drake had
She was supposed

Frances

that

I

of ease.

Michael Whalen, however, didn't fluff his
lines in leheji -;i|. although a large fly in-

in a trunk.
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Walter Winchell
James Cagney

.

.

6,500
6.500

.

.

.

7,000

.

.

.

7,000
7.000

E.

.

.

7.000

Joe

.

.

Bette Davis

7.500

Hopkins

.

.

.

Margaret Sullavan

Miriam

.

.

.

.

Joan Crawford
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr
Walter Huston

Pons

.

.

.

7,500

Ka> Francis

John Boles
Nelson Eddy
Dick Powell
The Ritz Brothers
Edward G. Robinson
Alice Brady
Oliver Hardy
Myrna Loy
Martha Raye
Simone Simon
.

6.000
6.000
6.000
6.000
6.000
6.000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
4,500

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

.

.

8,000
K.000 to 9.000

7.500 to 10.000

I.ilv

.

.

8.000

MacDonald

.

.

Madeleine Carroll
Cary Grant
Sylvia Sidney

Jeanette

.

.

8,500

Howard
Grace Moore
Paul Muni
Edward Arnold
Leslie

Jack Oakie

Bob Burns
Leo Carrillo

Jean Arthur
Joan Blondell
Walter Connolly
Melvyn Douglas
.

Henry Fonda
Fred MacMurray
Eleanor Powell
Tyrone Power

.

.

...

M^m^K
* MW,M^M^
g" rw*
fW^
M MM 9 M.
1

....

McCrea

Jane Withers
Virginia Bruce
Foster
Maureen O'Sullivan

3 .000
3 000

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY

HOLLYWOOD LETTER—
ome

you canno

If

>d conic

to

you.

to Hollywood let HollySend only $'i.00 direct to

Jane Turner, Box 543. Hollywood, California, and receive
each month for one year (121 Letters; a Personal Letter
telling you al! you want tu know of Hollywood, and your
Screen.

favorites of the

Name
(please

print)

Address
State

Your

City
favorite

I

I

II

of

the

.Screen

is?

POPULAR
U DANCE-BE
Sample Tap
Tap
Beg. with Standard Time-Step & Break,

nI
III

Bi

tor
25c.

Ot

Adv.

Beg

lesson

I>1

Waltz

.^

Foxtrot,

$1.

HAL

LEROY studied here. Send for list "P."
KINSELLA ACADEMY, 2538 May St., Cincinnati, Ohio

SEND FOR FREE co,,\ of RHYMING DICTIONARY and Instruction Book on HOW
TO WRITE POPULAR SONGS. Submit
best poems, melodies today for our bonafiile,

2 500

MMM

500
500
500
500
500

OFFER.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS, DEPT. 34

STUDIO BLDG., PORTLAND, ORE.

250
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
,750

....

,750

,500

Rochelle Hudson

H

WOO D

O LLY

superior

Patsy Kelly

Wayne Morris

Color of your hair?.

2 .500

750
500

Arthur Treacher
Lionel Stander

City

2 .500

Deanna Durbin

Warner Oland
Gene Autry

Street

3 ,500
3 ,500

Minn.

Name

3 500

3 ,500
3 500
3 000
3 000
3 000

St. Paul,

.500

Helen Broderick
Jack Haley

Pie-ton

4747 Goldman Bldg.,

.500

(

Joel

3 ,500

—MARY T. GOLDMAN—,

.500

Luise Rainer
.i egory
Ratoff

Gene Raymond
Freddie Bartholomew

4 ,000

have sent for this free test.
You run no risk. Convince
yourself. Just mail coupon.

.500

ge Raft

(

4 ,000

4 ,000
4, 000

re-

tell

Simply apply to single lock snipped
from hair. See results this way. Color
comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft and lustrous.
Millions of men and women

to

4 ,500
4 ,000

experience

us the color you want
your hair. We'll send complete Test Package FREE. Or get full-sized bottle from
druggist on money-back guarantee.
quired. Just

in-

23

No

This way SAFE.

been

The Truth About Star Salaries
Ring Crosby
Clark Gable
Sonja Henie

Let us show you the way
to bring color to every fading strand.

be
in the trunk in the picture, but she
wasn't supposed to be locked in so that they
couldn't get her out by lunch time, Pacific
Standard Time. Francis Lederer seemed to
be very upset about it, and Frances, herself,
might have been more annoyed than she
actually was.
Anyhow, lunch was bad by
notwithstanding the fact that nerves
all,
were shattered. No one felt well. Especially
Frances Drake.

was shortly leaving for
New York, and was about to tell me .ill her
plans when she was called by Director Norman FoMei.
was Miriv. Claire fluffed her
lines continually in rehearsal, and I wondered however she would get through the
take, bul when the "'Quiet please"* came, she
floated through her lines with the greatest

Bottle \

ij i; i; /

i

I

she

that

Commons

of

(Test

kingdom.
Annabella and Helen Westle)
were silting up there. 1 looked for William
Powell but he was not visible. "You're very
was told, "to see a shot al all.
lucky,"
When liill Powell is working, they have to
put canvas Hats about so the crew can'l
It's
worse than what they have to
peak.
do for Garbo."
Over al Columbia, where they are making
"The Lone Wolf in Paris,'' there was no work

set,

told

House

GRAY

of

I'm

anyhow!"' he grinned.
On the "Baroness and the Butler" set, a
camera crew was scooting about the top oi a

ain't

it

nervous.

the

STREAKS

nervous

t

condescension.

with

make me

"Flies don't

tempt.

I

away

Tint

—

500

250
250
000
800
500

Personal to Fat Girls!— Nov. you can sum
down your face and figure without strict dieting
or back-breaking exercises. Just eat sensibly and
take 4 Marmola Prescription Tablets a day until
then stop.
you have lost enough fat
Marmola Prescription Tablets contain the same
element prescribed by most doctors in treating
their fat patients. Millions of people are using
them with success. Don't let others think you
have no spunk and that your will-power is as
flabby as your flesh. Start with Marmola today
and win the slender lovely figure rightfully yours.

when answering advertisements.

—

1
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This
imhii

(

when

cases,

id

one's

(I

jrom paye

soul

stripped

is

bare,

a

parade of memories goes marching by.
To see the ashes o( her past life splashed
across the front pages was painful enough,
but it hurt her even more when Bob's name
Bob begged to
u;is brought into the case.
Much as she
In- allowed in the courtroom.
needed his support and comfort, she would
not allow him to be subjected to the noSeasoned courtroom habitues tell
toriety.
of the splendid impression Barbara made on
In a low voice, without
witness stand.
dramatics and with simple, honest answers
-In- iniik tin- stand.
All during tin- trial she
Questions were left
lirld her attorney down.
unanswered.
Reasons were not explained.
Barbara had such faith in the justice of her
mse. -In- oid> thought of two things she
wanted to tell the truth and she did not want

the

—

.

to

throw

dirt.

Actually Barbara's son, Dion, ami
Bob
Taylor are great pals.
When Bob returned
from England In- brought the boy many toys.
—
lime tin- hoy met Bob he accepted
The
him as a friend. From that day on he called
/

1

J

t

him "Gentleman Bob."
During the time that Bob was
saw a great deal of Barbara.
I

England
Bob wrote

in

thanking me for being attentive, kidding him-ell for thanking some one who was
Bob wrote how
taking out his best girl.
much he missed her and how badly he
wanted her to come ovei for a visit.
He
letters

begged me

(

to

let

him know

il

Barbara was

On tinned from paye 68

Mi- West's
pure heroines as other stars do.
-ii I- air a- impure as th
imagination ol her
audience.
In her

late-t

she

is

a

Is

Their Affair

1

pickpocket with a

police record, a confidence woman who sells
the Brooklyn Bridge to an immigrant, forces
an infatuated fool to rob a -hop window for
Sin- isn't arrested, either, nor doe- adher.

worried or unhappy and trying to -pare him
the knowledge.
Often he called her on the
phone. At times her loneliness was so great
that, after hanging up the phone she would
-ii
foi
hours on the verge of tears.
Barbara Stanwyck'- womanly wisdom in
not taking advantage oi Bob's invitation to
England i- added prool ot why he is a
visit
fortunate young man.
She wanted him to
have plenty ol time to himself, to figure

and get a new perspective. Fortunately, Bob was hack in Hollywood for
( Ihristmas.
Ten of us gathered round the Christmas
table.
Dion sat at the head, happy and excited.
There were no stars present. Just as
ihe butler in front of the house started to
ring sleigh hell- that announced the arrival
ot Santa Claus, Dion in a horrified voice announced that the blazing fire would keep
Santa from coming down the chimney. Boh
dashed to the rescue of the child's faith and
beat out the flames.
Santa Claus made his
due entrance and Dion was called back into
ihiiig- out

the room.

Barbara watched his face as mothers all
over the world wen- watching the faces of
Bob and Dion assembled an
their young.
electric train.
When Bob collapsed on the
tracks, Dion, wearing a cowboy hat. draDion saved
matically came to Bob'.- rescue.
Bob's '"life" because, young a- In- i-. in Bob
he has found a friend.
ft I were asked to name the one out -land-

bond that attracts Barbara Stanwyck and
Robert Taylor besides the many obvious
and subtle reason
I
would say it is a
mutual love of peace. One can never know
what a far cry it is from the vicissitude- of
world acclaim, to the calm of the San Fernando Valley. Here away from the cry of
mi ilis, the cruelty of courtrooms. Barbara and
Bob live as two normal human be:
There is no reason why they shouldn't continue to do so as individuals.
Or as man
and wile.
ing

—

Bob

—

a free soul, except for the responhave come with success. First
and foremost in Barbara's mind is the welfare of her child.
Bob appreciates her feeling.
Barbara's career is important to her
because she has worked all her life and
knows the blessing of keeping busy. There
was a time when her own career wasn as
important as Bob's. Barbara received cruel
hi tci- from fans telling her to stop using
To-day they both are
Bob lor publicity.
constantly urged from all parts of the world
to •-tand up and face it" and that marriage
doesn't hurt at the box office.
If Barbara and Bob marry there is everything to be gained, nothing to be lost. Today Barbara has everything but peace.
Marriage to Bob should bring it. So much
depends on the future.
A single turn ot
events can change the situation completely.
I
hope they find the peace in life they both
-o richlv deserve.
is

sibilities that

t

Norberf Lusk's Reviews
versity catch up with her and part her from
single plume or spangle.
She ends in a
blaze of glory and not a -park of retribution.

a

the heroine of a mayoralty election she puts
over lor the cop she loves!
The show is not hilarious— -it i- only aniubutler squirts seltzer water in his
ing.
\
master's face, as a comic high light, and

Mi-- West's choicest bon mot is something
"He's so crooked he uses a corkscrew for a ruler." Yet. I found all this anything but a bore.
There's one thing even the most captious
critic must admit.
Never has there been a
mme elaborate and correctly detailed reproduction of the period. New York in 1900.
like this:

costumes for Miss W e-t are
There is dressmaker's genius in
Edmund I. owe.
their design and adaptation.
Lloyd
Nolan, and
Butterworth.
lharles
Charles Winninger get more of a chance
than Mi-- West sometime- has given her

Schiaparelli's
tgnificent.

(

cast.

"Swing Your Lady"— Warner-.
a hill-billy
I

comedy

nconventional,

that's

too.

funny and
violates

It

II

different.

box-office

No

sweet young
love; no dressing up; no elegant sets; no
beauty at all. and glamour i- completely
minus.
It's realistic, though, and honest.
The story centers on an oxlike Greek
wi -tier and a woman blacksmith with a
It climaxes when the
brood of young tins.
Now. this ma\ not
two meet in the ring.
seem the making of an appealing fane: the
idea of man and woman going into strangle
hold- and half nelsons may not intrigue you.
But the characters an- sympathetic and verj
likable- take m\ word for it. Theii subnormal intelligence make- you leel a little sorrj
for them, especially when you see them vic\nd
timized lis their spiritual inferiors.
they triumph because of their simple-mindedtradition on several counts.

ness.

Louise

l-'a/enda

i:-

fine

as

the

leather-

blacksmith.
She'- restrained and
natural, acting not I'm tun but tor human-

aproned

Nat

i'i-ss.

Pendleton

i-

equall)

skilh

It
i- unusual tor a
the Greek strong man.
pair of character comedians to play lead-

Mi-- l-'a/enda and Mi. Pendleton prove the)
can carry a picture if given the ch
Humphrey Bogart, Frank McHugh, and Ulen

Jenkins

wrestler

are

colorful

exploiters

of

the

and his muscular ladylove. A newPenny Singleton -formerly Doroth)

Joan Blondell seems to be studying the back of Dick Powell's

comer.

head, but wonder what he's looking at?

McNulty— will

mk

bear watching.

I

!
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Freddie Takes a

TIRED OF LOATHSOME
SCHOO L-AGE PIM PLES?

Fall

Contin ued from page 55
Most of these
to get by on the stage.
writers have no background, they know nothing about the stage once you reach back of
the season before last. That is, their knowledge stretches just a short distance and no
further.
"I made my debut with David Belasco
hoping

—

when he produced 'Deburau.'
clerk with the National

City

I

had been a

Bank

in

New

Let millions of tiny, living plants help

,

ink after being graduated from the Uni\ersity of Wisconsin.
Belasco gave me my
chance. I played Victor Hugo at sixty when
1 walked on the stage for the first time.
"I went on in various plays, some of them
flops anil some of them successes.
In fact, I
i

keep blood free of skin irritants
of young people have said
good-by to the curse of youth — a pimply
skin. They know what happens between
the ages of 13 and 25, the time of life
when important glands develop. Your
system is upset. Poisons may pollute your
blood stream and bubble out on your skin
in ugly pimples. Then you need to cleanse
and purify your blood.
Let Fleisehmann's Yeast help remove these

Thousands

landed my first chance in pictures when I
was playing on the Los Angeles stage in 'The
Royal Family.'
I know a little about the
theater in spite of the belief of the lads
writing about the drama in New York.
'"Of course I am going to do more pictures,
I want to get
if Hollywood will have me.
away from the costume thing if I can. I
want strong modern drama, if I can get it.
But I shall continue free-lancing, with no
long tie-ups that bring bad roles along with
an occasional good one now and then.
"Please don't think me ungrateful in the
face of Hollywood s lavish favors.
I'm not.
If it were not for Hollywood, I'd be a ham,
playing sometimes on Broadway, sometimes
on the road, out of work a good part of the
time. At liberty, as they used to say. And
hoping for the best. That's the life of the
average stage actor.
No, Hollywood has
given me a home, comforts, a great deal of

impurities the natural way. Millions of tiny,
active, living yeast plants will help keep poisons from the blood and help to heal your
broken-out skin. Many report amazing results in 30 days or less. Start eating Fleiseh-

mann's Yeast now. Buy some tomorrow!

—

fun and lots of money.
"I'm just afraid of growing soft and lax,
that's all. I make no comparisons between
the stage and the films. I just wanted to fight
hard again. That I came out second best in

my

first battle shows I need hardening. More
road work and a better sense of timing. And
better judgment."'
The two adopted children of the Marches
arrived from school with their nurse.
They
climbed all over the softened film idol from
movieland.
It was the birthday of one of
the kiddies. Mrs. March busied herself with
arranging the decorations for the children's
birthday lunch.
"I can get along without a lot of things,
including
the
California
sun,''
March
chuckled.
'But not without the children.
Mrs. March brought them on last fall, estab-

them in school here. Then I arrived
and we started rehearsals. We took the play
out on the road to break it in. Do you know
what was the toughest hardship of that tour?

FOR YOUR CHILDREN

TIPS

Teach the children safety and
to practice

Barbara Read finds this beach
coat not only decorative but perfect protection against the sun.

missed hearing the

every night
''You see

children's

prayers

don't forget

yourself.

Accidents steal the joy from the lives of
little

children.

Play where there is safety, health and fun.
Play on the sidewalks, not in the street.

Look

both ways for
don't run.

Then walk,

safety.

Stolen rides are always risky.

Our

national disgrace

—crippled children.

Courtesy of

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL, INC

lished

We

it

.

LADIES
BALM

for

.

CAN

BEST BEAUTY BALM
be made AT HOME at

a much SMALLEH cost than
cm buy a BEAUTY
you
fresh, smooth, soft white. YOUNG LOOK-

a

ING

An old
Now you know how much I
sentimentalist.
need hardening. I'm as soft as the Roman
how

Empire before

its

soft

I've

grown?

fall!"

velvety skin, vanish pimples, freckles, blackheads,
wrinkles, chaps and rough ugly skin
SIMPLE TO
.

MAKE,

.

.

too
merely a. Id one package of BOKA-ZEA
ounces of glycerin and enough water to make one
[)int which
will last yon for months.
SEND 50c coin
I'mBORA-ZEA and complete instructions for making.
BEAUTY LAB, BOX 505, Williamsburg, Kentucky.
.

.

.

3

to

•NEVER A HUNGRY MOMENT

Streamlining the Stars
Continued from page
Diana Gibson illustrates an exercise that
is
most beneficial to the back and neck.
Holding hands on hips, she leans her head
back as far as possible, without straining
then tries to touch elbows, moving
them back and forth fifteen times. This is
also a first aid to the development of bust
and shoulders.
Another good arm, bust and back exercise
is to lie flat on the floor, lift the head and,
herself,

with arms horizontal to shoulders, rotate arms
in circular

movement

also to hold the feet

fifteen times.

Be sure

up while doing

this ex-

ercise.

An amusing

exercise for two girls

human rowing machine
Gibson and

Ann

as iljustrated by

Miller.

The two

girls

is

the

Diana
brace

one another's, grasp ends
of a towel, then pull backward and forward
their feet against

">!

slowly. This strengthens arms, shoulders, back
and legs and should be done until slightly
fatigued.
In closing, there is one special exercise I

would

like lo

recommend.

This

done in the illustrating
Dorothy Moore. This is rather

stand

the handpicture by

is

difficult

and

should place their feet against
a wall.
Do this about five times, holding
position for a few seconds.
I call particular attention to it because it
not only benefits every muscle in the body
and helps the complexion but also is a preventer of colds.
If a woman practiced this one exercise for
a few moments each morning she would not
be subject to frequent colds.
(Editor's Note:
This is the third and
concluding article by Mr. Hunt on how he
novices at

first

conditions the stars.)

Please mention

PICTURE PT.AV

when .n.^rin,,

SAFELY-

EA5ILYQUICKLY Or fioCcst

NO LIQUID.

PILLS.OR LAXATIVES TO TAKE.

NO

DIETING-NOEXERCISING-LOSEWUnDS&INUItS

1

you're
fat.
not due to gland
trouble- if dieting is a hardship and
fear
drugs just eat 3 squ
meals daily and rub on delightful Dr.
Lino's
Stimulating
and
Reducing
Balm.
Pay
nothing
if
reducible
pounds and inches of excess fal doesn't
4NKIES
melt away almost like magic from
neck, double chin, arms, bust, abdo
men, hips, calves, ankles and feet. You are the iudge.
II
ni dais treatment doesn't
ticfirst
show Hie
to
lose
bulky weight, regain slender fashionable youthful
curves, gain in health and visor, without one minute's
discomfort, return what's left for full refund.
Redui log
If

loo

—

.von

.

SEND NO
I

MONEY-TEST AT OUR

RISK

-y/ A

Write today for the Ill-day treatment of Dr.
Laun's Reducing and Stimulating Balm
lo
\7/-.y^M Posit $1.00 plus postage with postman when it
arrives.
Wfcy
Mbne>
refund
GUARANTEED on
return of empty treatment if you're not delighte
with results in m days.
Send remittance with
HJ\
ml we pay postage.
Don't delay.
Hft
Test
tin.
new eas\ ua\ In [educe at our Msk. Write
IJg^^J
Dr. Laun Sales Co.. Oept. I-P, 207 N. Michigan. Chicago. III.
I

1/
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Gossip of Stars

Continued from page 13
Bennett: Audience chatter told
were most interested in your shiny
Many forswore permanents and
sleek hair.

Dear

\li>-

the)

wave-setting
a

lotions

right

then.

Better

add

And they
shampoo to your products.
to know the name of your next pic-

wanted
ture.

Keeping

the

Crowds Back—Gary

In the past he has had
major skirmishes with welcoming crowds, but not this time. He and his
wife brought a most engaging Sealyham with
them, Rabid fans in Grand Central Station.

Cooper is
to engage

a

sly one.

in

who think nothing of bringing scissors to
snip oil a sample of hair or necktie, aren't
enough to trample a dog.
hard hearted
Thanks to the tail-wagger Cooper's arrival
had the dignity of a well-ordered parade.

Pleased to Meet You — Until

Eleanor

came

East recently on a Panama
Canal boat, she told me. she had met
only her attorney, her doctor, and insurance agent outside the theatrical profession
which she refers to primly as "her walk of
life."
She -aid she loved the non-theatrical
people on the boat, '"they hail such beautiThey never asked her what
ful manners."
Join or Myrna are like or anything else
the) might like to know; just seemed interested in her. She was so grateful -he danced
for them lour times, although she had promised herself a teal vacation.
She wds deepl)
touched l>\ the five thousand or so fans who
met her boat al Havana and sam: "Rosalie, 1

Powell

in

New

York

Love You" and yelled *'We want more Powell
pictures."

She seemed wan and dispirited, though,
when 1 talked to her at her hotel, subdued
by the necessity of creating more and more
frenzied dance numbers for her pictures intd of just playing girlish roles with the
dancing incidental. A few nights later, however, site was in her element.
Teamed with
Bill Robinson, she did a tap dance at an
Actors' Fund Benefit that all but brought
down the house. She is eloquent only when
she is on her feet.

Are You a

Bug?— Jf

you

sometime-,

waving a baton others.

can

Benny Goodman's band
"Hollywood Hotel" with a fair amount of

watch and
in

Jitter

That's all very well, says Jackie, if you're
the type that wants to spout "Hamlet" but
as lor him, he wants to lead a barnstorming
swing band when Hollywood wearies of him.
He carries Benny Goodman's records around
with him on tour and practices drumming

listen

to

—

you are out of step with the times on
the shelf.
The young folks call themselves
jitter bugs, and the ticket of admission to
their brotherhood is a fervid performance
when .-wing music is played.
With eyes glazed, tap your feet, crack
poise,

knuckles, sway your shoulders and
when the drummer really gets going, clam-

your

ber into the aisle and strut.
Goodman invaded the precincts of Carnegie Hall, sacred
to symphonic music, and his cult followers
turned out in full force.
Even the rafters
seemed to be doing a Susy-Q.

Up—

Skippy's Grown
Fifteen now and
a big boy for his age, Jackie Cooper, here on
a personal-appearance tour, has been hailed
as a juvenile Walter Huston for his rugged
performance in ''Boy of the Streets."

Andrea Leeds scores again in "The
Follies," and if we're
any judge at all, she's headed for

Goldwyn

big things.

—

Such- Is- Fame Note Dick Barthelmess, out of pictures only a few years, returned recently from retirement in England
with the announced intention of returning to
Hollywood and picture-making. Social columns hailed him with considerable enthusiso short is memory
asrri, but referred to him

— as

—

Dick Bartholomew.

Ballerina at

Home —

Wherever there is
Russian, everybody becomes gloriously
Russian, living every minute vividly according to \ era Zorina of "The Goldwyn Follies."
Wherever there is a room walled with mirrors and ballet bars is home to Zorina
whether it is Norway, her home country, Berlin where she went to school, London, Paris.
Mexico City, or any of the hundred and ten
American cities where she danced with the
Ballet Russe.
But Hollywood is nicest because the sun gleams at five in the morning,
starting you off nicely on a long day's work.
Now living at the Ritz Tower in New York,
conveniently near the American Ballet school
where she practices two hours or so ever)
morning, rehearsing a stage play, going to
parties with her innumerable artist and composer friends, seizing eagerly every scrap of
information about the Goldwyn picture she
will make with Jascha Heifetz in June, Zorina i- unhurried, savoring every minute.
She has that most precious and ingratiating of gifts, complete concentration in the
present.
While you talk to her. nothing disEverything is important, nothing
tracts her.
annoying to her from the daily newspapers
which she reads avidly, the wax which will
let her finger nails grow long without breaking, the snowbirds her grandmother -hipped
her from Norway for a gala luncheon, the
experimental theaters, new music and painting and costume design.
She is beautiful in an intense sort of «a>.
young and thoroughly alive.
1
hope you
will feel that when you see her on the screen,
because she is the lovable sort ol person for
-

whom

every one wants success.

The Last Gangster Obliges— Edward

The family he kept a secret!
little

ones.

Phil

and Mrs. Regan and the four

G. Robinson, Jr., is destined lor great popuPop walarity with news photographer-.
eager to be off alter pausing momentarit)
for the news men to record his arrival al
Grand Central Station. Not Junior. With
the air of a Studio director hi- childish voice
rang out authoritatively, "Now let's take another."
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WE HAVE NO WALL FLOWERS

w^

GIRLS WHO READ MADEMOISELLE ARE NEVER
LEFT TO DECORATE THE WALL AT DANCES.
BUT NO! THEY'RE ENTERPRISING YOUNG
THINGS, AGED 17 TO 30, INTERESTED IN
WHATEVER MAKES THEM INTERESTING.

MADEMOISELLE PROVIDES THE CUNNING CONTACT WITH MODERN LIVING AS EXPRESSED BY
SMART AND WEARABLE FASHIONS, BEAUTY
SKIN DEEP AND DEEPER, AMUSEMENT, CAREERS, WHERE TO GO, WHAT TO WEAR WHEN
THERE, AND WHAT TO SAY WHILE WEARING IT.
TRULY (AND HERE WE TOSS ASIDE FALSE
MODESTY) AN INVALUABLE BOOK FOR ANY
CURLY-HAIRED YOUNG WOMAN WHO'S GOT A
MERE $2.50 TO SEND IN FOR A YEAR'S SUB.
SCRIPTION.

MADEMOISELLE ONE

EAST FIFTY SEVENTH STREET

NEW YORK

CITY

CLAUDETTE COLBEKT
in Paramount's
" Bluebeard's Eighth Wife'

Co-starring

P

*

.

From Laughs to Tears
in 30 Seconds
Claudette Colbert

tells

how

strain of emotional acting led her
"Emoting
throat.

^*§

,e

to order"

is

a real strain

on the

That's why an actress thinks twice
choosing a cigarette. Miss Colbert

"After experimenting, I'm convinced
that my throat is safest with Luckies."
Ask a tobacco expert why Luckies are so

says:

He'll undoubtedly exStrike
plain that the choice tobacco Lucky
easy on the throat.

>!&

WSS&.

the throatto

Luckies

buys,

makes

.T

for a light

smoke.

And

he

m

proo
add that the exclusive "Toasting"
a/ltobaa
takes out certain irritants found in
Here' s the experts' actual verdict . Sw<
.

records show that, among

.

independent.tobac

cigare
experts not connected with any
manufacturer, Luckies have twice as many
smokers as all other brands combine
|

elusive

*"17*tZ£. with men who know tobacco

best-

IT'S

LUCKIES 2 to
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Mayer's Finest Motion Picture
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MARIE ANTOINETTE
JOHN BARRYMORE • ROBERT MORLEY
ANITA LOUISE* JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
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Directed by
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VAN DYKE

•

Henry STEPHENSON
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c
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A DAY

combination of desk and
Remington Noiseless Portable Typewriter! Just imagine!
Terms are as low as 10c a day to get this combination at
once. You will never miss 10c a day. Yet this small sum
can actually make vou immediately the possessor of this
amazing office-at-home combination. You assume no obligations by sending the coupon.
easy

it is

THESE
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pay

for this

A

beautiful desk in a neutral blue-green which will

decorations of any

home

of sturdy fibre board
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you

will

have a miniature office at home. Learn the complete
Mail the coupon today.

details of this offer.

TWO EXTRA FOR YOU

LEARN TYPING FREE
To

help you even further, vou get free with this
special offer a 19-page booklet, prepared hv experts, to teach you quickly how to typewrite by
the touch method. When vou buy a Noiseless
you get this free Remington Rand gift that
increases the pleasure of using your Remington
Noiseless Portable. Remember, the touch typing
book is sent free while this offer holds.

SPECIAL CARRYING CASE
The Remington

Noiseless Portable is light in
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COMING NEXT MONTH:

"Hollywood Career

Girl."

Rich, fo-

mous, attractive, one of the most popular and vivacious of the
Hollywood glamour girls, red-headed Ginger Rogers has had only
one date in six months! She lives in a palace on a moimtaintop—all alone. Why? What great emotionai problem does
typical of alt modern "career girls"?
Is
It
Ginger face?
-

'! Can't Exploir It, But
" Were they dreaming, or did these
strange experiences which Sette Davis, Maureen O'Sullivan, Joan
Crawford, Jimmy Cagney and other Hollywood stars recount for
you in this most unusual story by Gladys Hail actually occur?
Can you explain them? Whether or not, we think you will find
that they may recall strange experiences in your own life.
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DIRECTED BY BUSBY BERKELEY-

Screen Ploy by Jerry Wald ond Richard Mocauloy
From the Saturday Evening Post Story by H Bedford-Jones and Barton Browne • Music
Lyrici by Horry Warren, Al Dubirf ond Johnny Mercer • A first Notional Picture.
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new song hits: "GARDEN OF THE MOON." "LOVE IS WHERE
"CONFIDENTIALLY," "THE LADY ON THE TWO-CENT STAMP."
•GIRL FRIEND OF THE WHIRLING DERVISH."
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answering advertisements.

behind the scenes on the west coast
front with our

own

sleuth Ted

DATE WITH A STORK

Margaret Sullavan's latest "act of God" has at least two
studios in a dither.
brought her back
to the screen after a long lapse of time.
Two pictures brought her back to the top,
and now she's headed for temporary retirement until the stork whizzes in early next
year.
Figuring that they can make one more
film before too much time has passed, the
Metro story department is working on
twenty-four-hour shifts looking for the right
material.
Meantime Universal, who had her
signed for one picture and had the story
selected must wait until another year.

MGM

The only person totally unconcerned over
coming event is Margaret herself.

the

Magee

IT'S

REAL LOVE

Dick

Greene

Arleen Whelanwhich started out

more

as a publicity stunt than anything else,
continues long after the front office has said
"enough."
The two young 20th CenturyFox players have found they have a lot of
fun; they go everywhere and they see no
reason to start forgetting each other just
because the studio says so.
Incidentally, we hear Dick squired Sonja
Henie around town on studio orders, too,
just to publicize their college picture together, but as soon as Sonja left town Dick
was back keeping company with Arleen.

GYPSY ROSE

HUBBY.— Bob
husband of Louise (Gypsy Rose) Hovick. has removed that
Van Dyke beard he sported for some time.
Louise shunted him into the House of Murphy of a recent night and told every one
present, "See
he ain't no Bluebeard."
The Hollywood Reporter hints that Bob
wore the beard while playing a role in a
16 mm. movie made by him and a group
of friends up at Malibu Lake.
They say
it couldn't get a Hays office seal in a milMizzy, better

Carole putting in a hard day as press
agent for "Made for Each Other."

—The

romance,

LEE'S

known

as the

—

PUBLICITY WITH A SIREN

Passing
by Selznick's film emporium in Culver City,
I dropped in to pass the time with Russell
Birdwell, head of the praisery department.
Instead, I found Carole Lombard in full
charge of the publicity department for a
week.
She said: "Sit down I'll ring for a
drink." She pressed one button and a loud
gong began banging. She pressed another
and it started a fire siren. When she pressed
the third I expected the worst
and got it!

lion

years.

—

—

A

firecracker went off practically under

my

chair.

Some

fun!

MEXICO LURES STARS

Those

old-

time days when a visit below the Mexican
border was part of the film colony's weekly
pattern of fun are returning, it seems.
Old
Mexico is beginning to laugh and sing and
dance again.
Following the bullfights at
Tia Juana, most every one with the exception of the unfortunate bulls
kept on going
right down to Ensenada for a brief holiday
in thai enchanted land.
Tyrone Power and his guardian. Frank
I).
Adams, led the van of fishermen, who
made it a decidedly unsafe and unsane
Fourth for the deep-sea fish; Edgar Bergen
and ken Murray enjoyed motor-cycle races
en tin- golden strand; the Arthur Hornblows
(Myrna Loy) entertained a large
group of Latin-American dignitaries for dinner; Joe Penner realized a lifetime dream
when he pitched and won for the Playa Ensenada baseball team over the Tia Juana

—

—

nine.

Noted among the other holiday guests
were Doctor and Mrs. Francis Griffith (Irene
Dunne), Marie Wilson and Nick (irinde,
the Brian Donlevys, Walk and Juel Kline,
June l.ang, her mother, and A. ('.. Blumenthal.

Crosby leaves her big family long
enough to attend the races with Bing.

Dixie

BING'S GOING

GOOD

Bing

Crosbys

career has been perhaps even more
amazing than his success in pictures. From
a casual crooner on a fifteen-minute program, Bing has gradually become one of the
two best "emcees" on the air.
I'll
give
Rudy Vallee equal billing in this respect.
Anyway, if you wonder every week
whether Bing will be there next Thursday,
rest easy.
He has just signed a straight
ten-year deal with Kraft Music Hall.
And
no options to upset it!
radio

HOLLYWOOD HEARTBREAKS
has been

a

disastrous

month

New
It

for marriages

ily!

addition to the famous Lane famwith her arms full.

Rosemary poses

in filmland.

Joan Crawford's break-up with Franchot
had been generally anticipated, although apparently Joan and Franchot did
their level best to keep together.
When
Franchot came back to Hollywood from a
trip to the Canadian Rockies, they went to
all parties together and were seen together
right up to the moment they announced their
Most of us feel there isn't any
separation.

Tone

third person

an

in this break-up.
"incompatibility" problem.

It

is

strictly

PRISCILLA STEPS OUT

—

Since her
break-up with Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane
has been keeping steady company with Orin
Hagland, who met her while he was assistant director on her new picture, "Sister
Act."

They drive about town in a ritzy-looking
foreign car which is the pride and joy of
Orin.
Oh, yes, he bought it at a bargain
pi iee.
(Continued on page 10)
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Deliriously delightful as

^s-yf?

Mr. De Pinna

,^S7C2-~

7aohk Cafvia's
\

JEAN ARTHUR

•

JAMES STEWART • EDWARD ARNOLD
s^
Mischa Auer* Ann Miller
Pulitzer Prize Play by GEORGE S. KAUFMAN & MOSS HART
/

LIONEL BARRYMORE

Based on the

•

Screen play by Robert Riskin • Directed by

FRANK CAPRA

COUJMBIAHCT^'
FRANK CAPRA
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THE VALENTINO CURSE?-Hollywood

RAINER VS. ODETS. —Another

major
marriage of this film village on the rocks is
that of Luise Rainer and her writer-husband,
Odets.
Luise married Odets a

Clifford

When

wood eyebrows went
varying

interests

of

up.

lot of Hollycould see the

La Rainer and Odets

common meeting

finding

Few

still sad over the death of Jack Dunn,
Sonja Henie's former ice-skating partner.
His one consuming ambition was to see himself on the screen, and it was only death
that stopped him from realizing his desire.
Jack died on the day he was to face the
cameras for the first time, in "The Duke of

is

ground.

usually classed among the upper
intelligentsia.
Luise, on the other hand, is
an elfish little thing who is more delighted
with the world and its people than in studying what lies behind their faces.
Only a miracle could have brought the
two of them to find a common denominator,
in our opinion.

Odets

West Point."

is

NO SCRATCHIN', PLEASE

Herbert

Marshall's British dignity came to the front
recently when he was asked to pose with a
set of trained fleas as a blurb for the film
"Zaza."
The serious Mr. Marshall was finally persuaded to meet Sam and Sadie the fleas
as they arrived aboard a plane from the
East.
But when one of the photographers
asked him to start scratching himself, he
retorted, "Sorry, boys, but you can't make
a monkey out of me."
And the picture taking was over.

—

POLO BIRTHDAY DINNER.—Joan
Bennett's birthday party for Producer Wal-

was a victim

Joan Bennett, Joan Crawford and Hedy
Lamarr, fans of Uplifters Polo Team.

Wanger

has them talking. Joan arranged her table decorations in the form of
a miniature polo field, Wanger's favorite
sport, and guests found their places not with
the aid of table cards, but something characteristic of them.
Mrs. William Goetz's place
was marked by a tray of many kinds of
small medicine bottles, and Hedy Lamarr's
ter

was

still

by

signified

a

sign,

Metro-Goldwyn-

Lamarr.

Among

the guests were the Countess di
Mr. and Mrs. David 0. Selznick,
Mr. and Mrs. William Goetz, Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr, Reginald Gardiner, John Hay Whitney and John McClain.
After dinner a rhumba band furnished muFrasso,

sic for the

LANNY

too-dignified

Massey and Eleanor Powell were
the celebrities at "Antoinette."

AN OLD-TIME PREMIERE.— "Marie
Antoinette" will go down in history as drawing the biggest premiere crowd Hollywood
has seen since the old prosperity days of
another generation.
Thousands of admirers lined the street for
blocks to watch shiny limousines bring the
stars to the Carthay Circle Theater.
Inside the theater that night we saw the
French Revolution depicted with all its
bloody reprisals. It might have made some
of those wealthy movie stars wonder if "it
could happen here" with so many people
outside the theater.
But when the show was over at midnight
and the stars began streaming out, they still
found thousands of fans waiting to cheer
them and I mean cheer!
In America any one is a potential movie
and most stars came from absolute
Star
obscurity.
That's why I think the crowds
will always cheer instead of jeer.
There's
an easier way to "overthrow" a star than
inning to revolt the fans can just stop
going to the theaters.
destitute

right

—

l

—

a mysterious

first

of the

"Valentino

traditional

Curious superstition,

it?

isn't

TIMES ARE BETTER.— Film

extras

have been getting better breaks this past
summer. They earned approximately seven
hundred thousand dollars in ten weeks. On
one occasion two thousand fifty-nine peoand that's
ple went to work in a single day
a record. The eligible list has been sharply
cut in the past few months, but extras still

—

making a good consistent
you have any ideas of coming
aren't

wood

to

living.

to

If

Holly-

be an extra, think twice.

farehis friends

Tony Martin by
of

Its success
the town.
the fact that the usually

Lanny Ross broke down and

did his own version of a strip tease!
This is the way it started: A bunch of
Tony's friends, including Benny Oakland,
the Columbia song writer, started a chain
party with Tony and his lovely wife, Alice
Tony was to leave
Faye, as honor guests.
a few days later on a personal-appearance
tour of the East.

The gang went from house

to

house build-

ing up "enthusiasm" for the climax. Finally
they all went to the beach and took over
the concessions.
But of all guests, sober Lanny Ross distinguished himself.

FLASH NEWS NOTES
Wendy

curse."

he

STRIP TEASE.-The

IN

may be judged by

Ilona

illness

When

guests.

well party given
still is the talk

among

was

and baffling
went to Hollywood Hospital, doctors diagnosed his ailment as a
streptococci infection.
Just before he died
they decided it was a disease called tularemia, transmitted by rabbits.
A dramatic radio plea sent over KNX
brought two volunteers to the hospital to
give their blood for serum purposes, but it
was too late.
Because the young actor was to play the
role of Rudy Valentino in a movie based
on his life, stories have started that Jack
His

one.

Barrie

looks

It

may wend her way

like

to the al-

She looks pretty cozy running the
Don
night spots with Lee Bowman.
Ameche, before he left on his European
tour, was warned by a fortune teller of a
Friends recalled the incipossible illness.
dent when they received word that Don had
undergone an appendectomy in Holland.
There's speculation around town
over Joan Bennett's recent public appearances with John MacLain, former ship news
reporter.
Can it be possible that Joan's
boss, Walter Wanger, is getting some real
tar yet.

.

competition?

.

.

Anita Louise is being seen here and
abouts with Buddy Adler. A new flame?

DEANNA SAVES HER MONEY.—UniStudio officials are reported doing a
slow burn over that trade publication which
hinted the studio gave Deanna Durbin a
nifty new dressing room-bungalow on the
The article suglot in lieu of a pay raise.
gested Deanna's picture grosses were so
great that her image ought to replace that
of Atlas in the Universal trade-mark.
The truth is that Deanna's moderate but
"plenty-good" salary is being invested in
such a way that within a few years she will
Meanbe financially independent for life.
time, the studio must be given full credit
for carefully planning the little star's picShe is betures with an eye to the future.
ing allowed to grow up gradually in her
films, thus lessening public consciousness of
versal

the change that comes with more years.
Continued on page 12
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fffdn!
At

FRED ASTA|RE
GINGER ROGERS
Lyrics and music by

IRVING

RERUN

Come

on, Ginger! Hurry, Fred!
Slap that floor and paint it red!
Sing it, swing it, make gloom scram—
Heat your feet and do THE YAM!

with

RALPH BELLAMY

they come! . . . Dancing to your heart's conent! . . . Dashing, bubbling, floating on a cloud of
hythm through a romance that will make you sigh
lere

is

much

as you laugh,

and

thrill as

much

LUELLA GEAR
JACK CARSON

CLARENCE KOLB
FRANKLIN PANGBORN
.

WELCOME, FRED AND GINGER,
YOUR BIGGEST HIT OF ALL!

ap your toes!

N

Please mention

PANDRO

A

as you

PICTURE PLAY when

answering advertisements.

.

.

S.

BERMAN PRODUCTION

Directed by Mark Sandrich
Screen Play by Ernest Patano

and Allan Scott
and

Adaptation

Story

by

Dudley

NlcMi and Mt|« Wild*
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CLAUDETTE

A "CAN-CAN. "-

IN

Claudette Colberl dropped from sight for a
few days and set the town to wondering,
turned out she had just sprained an
luit
it
ankle while doing the "can-can" dance for
her new Paramount film, "Zaza."
The "can-can" won't be half as naughty
Credit the
as you can imagine it, though.
Hays office, which has strict regulations ruling out suggestive motions in any screen

dance numbers.

CASANOVA WAYNE AT WORK.
Elsewhere

in this

column you

Lane has

Priscilla

broke up with
wouldn't be fair

been

Wayne

doing
Morris.

since

she

But

revived more than any other Hoi]
wood marriage, but this time Lupe insi'

been

what

will read

it

—

is final.
But they have an
blemished record of "reconciliations"!

the thing

ir

to stop there.

Wayne himself has been quite the lady's
man since their romance went phooey. I've
seen him about town with Rochelle Hudson,
Paula Stone and Lana Turner, to name just
a few.
But I should add that all these girls
are dating other fellows, too.
That gives
Wayne a clear field for new romantic notions.

ANOTHER 4 iCE SKATER

In a recent
issue Picture Play told you of Bess Ehrhardt, the ice-skating sensation, and showed
the stars watching her do her stuff at the

Hollywood Polar Palace. We predicted then
she might be some studio's answer to Sonja
Henie!
Now we can add that Bess and her troupe
will appear in "Excess Baggage," an
picture, sometime this fall.
If Bess clicks
in films as she does on skates, she will become a star overnight. The troupe will get

MGM

eighty-five

thousand dollars for

its

efforts.

Another West Side Tennis Club tw
some Lili Damita and Errol Flynj

—

I

STEPPERS OUT.— Some

twosomes abcl

town: Edwina Mandell with Director Ed<i
Sutherland; Hedy Lamarr out with Pat
Cicco at Victor Hugo's, but usually
Reginald Gardiner; Paulette Goddard
the La Conga with the Earl of Warwick (|
squires a big variety of ladies about
town!
Olivia de Havilland with Billy Ball
well, previewing a picture; Wayne Mor|
with Rochelle Hudson on a round of
night spots; Dixie Dunbar and Bob Hel
ljj

Young

Lorefta

sat with Frank Ross

and

Jean Arthur at West Side Tennis Club.

MICKEY BITES A PLATE

Mickey

Rooney is still looking for the fellow who
nearly ruined his teeth.
Mickey walked onto the set of "Stablemates" with a "prop" dish made out of
candy. He made two or three people nearly
swoon by sinking his molars into it without
batting an eyelash.
The rouble came when Mickey put the
plate down for a moment behind him.
The
third time he gave a demonstration of his
might he nearly broke bis teeth off. Now

A HOWARD HUGHES RUMOR

Ob-

report Howard Hughes, who produced "Hell's Angels," made movies of his
recent world flight apparently with the idea
of later producing a full-length film.
servers

Warners, meanwhile, decided to cash in
on the Hughes publicity. They'll do a picture showing five women flying around the
world with Kay Francis, who still says she's
going to retire after the wind-up of her contract,

as

its

star.

I

Mickey wants to know
switched plates on him.

who

it

was

that

;

don

sail

his

Anl

PUP

Has Good Taste. Richard Green!
pup has a propensity for doii

—

little

Dick

settles weekly with his lailady for injuries to property, but he is I
ginning to get a trifle annoyed with t!

Ronald

hound!

of the public

own

boat in the Los Angeles-to-San Francisco yacht races sponsored
by the northern city's world fair.
Friends say that is the biggest concession
he has made to the public eye in months.
nquestionably it is true that Colman fights
harder for privacy than any other player in
town and usually gets it.

eye, will

also

Ronald Colman.

damage.

Colman, who usually keeps out

Murphy,

of

escort,

nifty

HO, FOR A SAILORS LIFE'

House

the

at

Louise with Bud Adler and Marie Wilsj
with Nick Grinde; Claire Trevor just
fore her scheduled marriage to Clark
drews, looking excited and happy; Ge
Markey devotedly watching June Gale
the La Conga; Benita Hume en route
the Frank Lloyds" party with her constsj

Recently Dick bought a new sport cot
on the loud side. The reaction t
the studio was so varied that Dick tookt
home while trying to decide whether h
keep it.
A six-hour date yes, probably with pre!
Arleen Whelan one evening settled the ml*
ter.
When he got back home, the pup fl
confiscated- -that's a mild word for it!- '
slightly

1

1

Hot stuff! Jack Benny, Dick Powell,
Ken Murray, Bing and Tommy Dorsey.

——

coat.

LEE TRACY

"RIBBED."—When OTHER CRACK-UPS

Then the Richard
\rlens decided to go their separate
paths and really startled Hollywood.
Howex or, there is some chance they will forget
their troubles and go back together.
Tom Brown and his wife of one year,
Natalie, gave up the ghost.
Tom has revealed that a divorce is contemplated on the
grounds of incompatibility.
My own opinion is that there may be a reconciliation.

YE -EH,

eloped to Yuma with Helen
Thomas, many provoking things happened.
The worst break was when their plane was
forced down with motor trouble in a steaming hot Imperial Valley desert.
Hack in Los Angeles again, Lee was met
at the airport by a squad of photographers.
They took one look al him and said. "Aw,
that's no| Spencer Tracv."
And left him
.standing there.

Let's

watch and sec.
For the umptieth time in the past lew
years
upe called ii quits with Johnny. The
\ clez-Weissmuller
match has failed and

rounds

Lee

IS

Tracy

Lee was

still

doing

a

burn when the boys

came back, grinning, and
tures.

It

was

just

took their
a gag. of course.

pic-

I

Hollywood Does That!— When e
ambassador visited town. Hollywd
gave him a merry round of parties. Bn|
Cabot, who «.i- with him a lot, took a i]
Polish

out

lo

the

airport

to

see

They walked up and down
before the plane
like

lo

thought

The

give
I'd

left,

the diplomat
the field toget

and Bruce

l

said,

you some little token, anil
ask you what you would lik"

worn

from
e
out
a grin as «
in the WOU
replied,
would be a powerful sleeping tablet."
ambassador,

gayety, managed
"The greatest gilt

of

Continued on page 76
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IMAGINE THEIR JOY
WHEN THEY FOUND
THEY COULD PLAY
This easy as A.B.C. way!
PLAYS ON RADIO
i"

you that for four weeks T have been on
local
radio station.
So thanks to your
such a wonderful course.
tell

r our
for

•\V.

II.

s..

Alabama

SURPRISED
FRIENDS
I

want

my

to

say

friends

that

are

greatly surprised at
pieces
different
the
can already play.
I am very
happy to

have chosen
method
of
ing.

your
learn-

*B. 1<\,
Bronx, N. Y.

BEST METHOD BY FAR
is
my last examination sheet
course
This
in
Tenor Banjo.
have taken lessons
I
completes my course.
hut
my instrucbefore under teachers,
tions with vuu were by far the best,
'A. 0-, Minn.

Enclosed

fm

my

What Instrument Would You Like to Play ?
'ST

name your instrument and

we'll

—

show you how you can learn
Never mind
don't worry

play il
quickly, easily in spare time at home.
you don't know one note of music from another
•out
"special talent."
And forget all you've ever
'usic's being hard to learn.
to

—heard

about

is that thousands now plan
Who never
men and women everywhere have disamazingly easy way to learn music at home.
Now
ey are enjoying the thrilling satisfaction of playing the piano,
(ilin,
Some i.l
guitar, saxophone or other favorite instruments.
others are
em are playing in orchestras and over the radio

truth of the matter
ought they could!
Yes.

te

vered

this

;

aching music,

making money

spare or full

in

FOR FREEs^

•END

EMONSTRATION LESSON
AND BOOKLET
mi'11

your

open

eyes

when

you

how

find

and easily you can learn to play your
instrument. Don't doubt
don't hesite.
Send for the fascinating illustrated
.'Oklet that answers all
let
your questions
"e free demonstration lesson show you how
is method actually works.
There's no cost,
lickly

vorite

;

:

obligation.

nstruments

Just mail the coupon. NOW.
supplied when needed, cash or

time.

And

thou-

sands

are

the time of their lives playing
the entertainment of their friends.

having

enjoyment

anil

dual pupils' names on request.

Please mention

own

all

the

start right in almost at once with the melody
playing
tunc:
It takes only a few minutes a day and the cost
it
1
s
you save the expense of a private teacher.
sound too good to be true'.'
Mail the coupon and get the FREE
PR( )( )F. U. S. School of Music, 5310 Brunswick Bldg., New York City, N. Y.
Fortieth Year (Est. 1898)

by

play

of a simple
is
trifling;

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
5310 Brunswick Bldg., New York
Without cost or obligation
demonstration lesson.
Piano

am

1

City, N. Y.

me. please send me your free illustrated
interested in the instrument checked below:
to

Banjo
Mandolin

Violin

Ukulele
Cornet

Guitar
Piano Accordion
Plain Accordion

booklet

and

Trombone
Flute
Piccolo

Organ

Saxophone

Trumpet
Harp

Drums and Traps
Harmony and Composition

Cello

Clarinet

Voice Culture

Hawaiian Guitar
Have You

Name

.This Instru?

Pictures by

professional models.

their

came about when they wrote to the T'. S. School of Music
Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson that show you
No
how EASY it is to learn music at home this modern way.
tedious study and practice, no tiresome exercises.
You learn to
It

for

Address

edit.)

for

City

State

.

PICTURE PLAY when

answering advertisements.
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<$J
triumphantly to Master Rooney as
to whom huggin' and kissin* have
suddenly unfolded their clandestine deHis "women" are Ann Rutherford
lights.
and Lana Turner; but it is really Judy
Garland, who has a terrific crush on him,
longs

Andy,

who

Cagney,
kid

Marie Wilson,

Hollywood

in

O'Brien

Pat

waggish

satire.

The
"Boy Meets Girl." -Warners.
madhouse that is Hollywood, as set forth by
the Spewacks in their popular stage play
and now in the movie, adapted by them-

helps him out of his

difficulties.

Andy,

Cast in
has mixed his "dates"!
a "legitimate" role for once, Miss Garland
has divested herself of an annoying precoHer winsomest song is "Meet
ci»usness.
the Beat of My Heart." But it is the impish Mickey, whose happiness is your happiness and whose tears seem to be coursing down your cheeks, who makes this unpretentious little effort seem one large, slice
of humanity.

you

see,

the

John

foppish, scheming

Due

d'Orleans,

r

X

Barrymore's

irascible
Louis
makes a curiously effectK

Gladys George
though unorthodox, Mine, du Barry, An:
Louise a lovely Princesse de Lumbal
Henry Stephenson, Reginald Gardiner, Co
Witherspoon, Barnett Parker, Henry Danit'
Joseph Calleia. and Leonard Penn menu
able as a faithful soldier

— are

—

others.

"A

Star Is Born," I think, pretty
dispelled the notion that only audiences "in the know" could properly appreciate these waggish thrusts at the motionThis one would be firstpicture industry.
class nonsense in any industry; it moves a
mile a minute, its exaggerations are not too
profound, and it satisfies the universal desire implicit in title and theme: Boy meets
Satyrlike
girl, boy loses girl, boy gets girl.
selves.

have endured another of them. Mr. Puw
is very good, and devastatingly
handsorj
But next to Mr. Morley 's, the most trencha
displays are those of Joseph Schildkraut

definitely

James Cagney and open-faced Pat O'Brien
go to town as the two loony scenario writers, Law and Benson, who completely ball
up the already tangled skein of movie-making.
They do not succeed in investing Law
.mil Benson with flesh-and-blood characteristics, any more than the stage performers
did: but that could scarcely be achieved by
anybody short of, say, Bad Boys Hecht and

MacArthur

themselves.

The authors save

boy (Bruce Lesand girl (Marie Wilson). Mr. Lester
is A-l, and Miss Wilson simply immense as
the ga-ga waitress who becomes the involuntary mother of Baby Happy.
It's her first
real opportunity, and Miss Wilson rises to
it.
Most excruciating moments are those
corresponding to the curtains of the first
and second acts; the word lor both is bedlam.
Ralph Bellamy as the slow-witted produce], Dick Foran as the western star saddled to a baby, and Frank McHugh as the
actor's agent add their voices to a hilarious
their real affection for the
ter)

choi us.

"Good-by, dear!"

Joan Fontaine
Richard Dix, off for an Arctic flig

"Sky Giant."— RKO.

Transport
has its bright side usually a g
Richard Dix and Chester Morris are frier
in this one until Joan Fontaine happ<
along.
Miss Fontaine takes up with >
Morris, but on the eve of the big arc
flight elopes with Mr. Dix.
Well, you kn
how those things are. There's a crack
in Alaska which
kills
Paul Guilfoylt
whose only mistake is being the gi
cousin and solves nothing.
Not, that
until
But if you haven't guessed
won't tell you. "Sky Giant" is compete!
written, except for a "mister" gag that

Idyllic

love scenes of

Norma

Shearer,

Tyrone Power are beautifully enacted.

"Marie Antoinette."— MGM.
paradox

Tis a

only a democracy could have
served a Royalist cause as extravagantly as
that of France is served in this production.
With it bigness returns to the screen the
bigness of that glittering, decadent period
when the last of the Capets, Louis XVI, a
girl of Austria at his side, spilled his riches
and his blood over Paris and Versailles.
that

—

—

The

—

girl,

played by

which

Dauphine

and

later

Norma Shearer; and

unfurls

its

gorgeous

Queen,

is

the picture,

photographic

tapestries for nearly three hours, is essentially hers.
Enviable the position of this
star for whom, at a lift of the hand, an
epoch is re-created! Again one is impressed
by her capability in meeting not only the

emotional demands of the role, but particutransformed in spirit as well as decor
by a blond wig, its coaxing caprices. And
what clothes!
Yet her Marie Antoinette
even the dazed, pitiable creature mounting
to the guillotine
never quite blinds your
eyes with tears.
possible that she
It
is
weeps so copiously herself we feel spared
the need.
The film is so constructed that.
except tor the tears, the mob scenes and a
thrilling flight by coach, it stands always on
its dignity.
W. S. Van Dyke has done an interesting, intelligent job of direction, but
something the inevitability of the theme,
perhaps
has caused him to discard the dynamic lor the static.
Robert Morley must
lie acclaimed lor his studied portrait of the
impotent Louis XVI the most eventful debut since Charles l.aughlon's Henry I' III.
So strongl) does he make hi- presence and
absence felt, that the passionate attachment between the Queen and ('.aunt Axel
(Tyrone Power) is deprived of some of its
potency. The sweet sorrow of their partings
is idyllically realized, although I could not

I

—

ing

—

worked overtime, and

is

performed

w,

obvious effort by the principals
Harry Carey, a martinet of a colonel v
has his good points. The air-wise may li
askance at his high-handed methods of c
ducting an aeronautical school. Miss F
taine is gentler, less the high-strung filly
her present role an improvement w<
out

;

—

noting. A take-off at dawn (the transpo;
not hers) is a camera gem.

larly,

—

—

—

Mickey Rooney steals the whole
show in "Love Finds Andy Hardy."

tlmpish

"Love Finds Andy Hardy."

MGM.

\ou, too, once you settle down
to enjoj
The
the simpler things of life.
Lewis Stone, Fay Holden,
Hardy Family
Mickey Rooney are no.
Cecilia
Parker.
This episode be-]
jstrangers^ to filmgoers.
It

will

tind

—

—

—

—

—

"Margaret Lindsay comes to life,
Payne is a personable singer.

"Garden of the Moon."— Wan
in everything but
the netting of this nervous farce with
is the dining-and-dancing room ol a sv
Considering the
Los Angeles hotel.
Uess of the incidents used to fill il out,
ifilm maintains a surprisingly sma

"Cocoanut Grove"

—

y
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Our

Critic,

Rates the

White
o

better show than its predecessor.
Pal O'Brien is accorded first billing as the
fast-talking John Quinn, who .will stop at
nothing to make the Garden the show place
He even feigns dying, as
of the Coast.

John

i

.

Rarrymore

tury," to gain
disaffection is

did

in

"Twentieth

The

a point.

\

Una Merkelish role of a Southern coquette.
Incidentally, Tommy starts life as a boy soprano but Mr. Taylor isn't required to sing,

—

too!

Winchell

object of his

arid his other

contempo-

Fair

they have found it when she stumbles on
a colonial "dream house." The. rest of this

;

quietly charming interlude treats of the
Careys' efforts to hold on to the dream
house.
Each of the five is allotted his
share of the film, even tiny Peter, who gets
tangled up with the wallpaper. Miss Keeter
has her romance (with James Ellison i,
Miss Shirley hers (with Frank AlbertsQg)
and Master Moran his (with Virginia Weidler).
When two nasty, would-be buvMrs
are frightened away by the Careys playing
spooks, the house seems really theirs at

Kate Douglas Wiggin penned flic
and Rowland V. Lee has directed it
with a melalgia for the naive, if not always
last.

Jerry Colonna,
raries as a featured player.
he of the popeyes and double talk; Johnnie Davis, scat singer; Joe Venuti, hot violinist, and others help persuade one that

band is not just a dummy outfit. Mr.
Payne sings as well as he acts; vaguely remindful of James Stewart, he will bear
1 enjoyed this in
watching on his own.
spite of myself, if you know what I mean.

Good

.

Cen-

John Payne, a personable if
comparative newcomer who reveals more assurance -than most veterans as the bandMargaret' Lindsay
leader, John Vincente.
comes fc> life for once as the lady pre**
agent, and Jimmie Fidler, the radio columnist, tops

Films:

Excellent

....
....

Black

ami

.

.

.

Gray

New

novel,

The picture starts out more
importantly than it finishes. I felt. And yet
the prosaic pattern into which it soon falls
gay, nineties.

Warner

tycoon in tramp disguise, meets pretty Marjorie Weaver.

the

"I'll

Baxter,

Give a Million."— 20th

is

precisely

what

will

endear

it

to others!"

Century-

Fox.
Hollywood tackles French satire
with results more amazing than amusing.
Noisy where it should be ebullient, asthmatic instead of airy, this hybrid retails the
adventures of a disgruntled tycoon (Warner
Baxter) seeking "some one to lift a finger

me"

own sake. "I'll
(francs,)" wails this modern Diogenes, setting forth in a tramp's disfor

for finger lifting's

Give a Million

The word spreads like wildfire; and
soon the vagrants for miles around are being wined 'and dined, on the theory that
one of them must be he. The whole countryside becomes a paradise for hobos
and
character actors all of whom converse in
the excited patois of so many bogus Chevaliers.
Among them are Peter Lorre, John
Carradine, J. Edward Bromberg, Fritz Feld,
Sig Rumann, Christian Rub, and Luis Alguise.

—

—

'Bob Taylor stands up and takes

Maureen O'Sullivan

Is

it!

appealing ..."

Mr. Baxter, [Marjorie Weaver and
Jean Hersholt stick to Americanese, and a
chimpanzee addressed as Darwin wisely
keeps his mouth shut. The picture boasts
more mugging to the lineal foot than you'll
see again this year; but occasionally a gag
"takes." I wouldn't have you miss the hotel scene in which long John and short
Peter are guests of the management. Write
this off as a noble experiment
and page
berni.

"The Crowd Roars."— MGM.

To-day
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
he is a man.
now made out a complete case for Robert
Taylor's virility, and we can all breathe
easier.
As one who has never cherished the
desire, secret or otherwise, to see his handsome profile covered with gore, I can still
pplaud the manner in which he stands up
and takes it in this film smash entertainment any way you view it. Not since Wayne
Morris's "Kid Galahad'' knocked audiences
for a loop has the cinema contrived as

—

—

Rene

Clair.

"The
throat-tightening a bit of fistic lore.
Crowd Roars" is a happy inspiration on all
counts: writing, Richard Thorpe's unerring
direction, and a cast that is so nearly allThe story,
star you can't tell the difference.
which pulls no punches, is straightforward
and sincere.
It socks home the career of

Tommy McCoy

(Mr. Taylor; Gene Reynolds
boy), whose "lucky punch" proves his
undoing when it stops his best friend (Wil-

McCoy's comefor keeps.
back struggle, the opprobrious epithet of
"killer" ever in his face, is one of steadily
climbing suspense. That last fight particu-

—

—

—

of

— Univer-

John M. Stahl usu-

seem

to this reviewer overstudiously deIn his
with a dull-as-life effect.
admiration for the theater, Mr. Stahl would
allow his scenes to run on forever and
often does.
His theme ("Parnell," "Magnificent Obsession," "Only Yesterday," et
cetera)
is
almost invariably based on a
misunderstanding which a few honest words
could blow sky-high; in which case, of
course, there would be no picture.
"Letter
of Introduction"
does not escape these
charges, but it comes closest of all to vindiBeautifully incating the Stahl method.
terpreted by all the players, who are subtle
and moving in even their most casual relationships, it cannot fail to stir the more
The screen's "great
thoughtful spectator.
ally

veloped,

—

(In this sequence

jHere are the members of the family
of the

—

eighth round is one you'll
not forget.
Essentially this is a man's world
Edward Arnold as the promoter, Frank
Morgan as Tommy's bleary, bombastic "old
man," Lionel Stander as his trainer, and
Mr. Gargan are all superb
but the women
Maureen O'Sullihave their rounds, also.
van is appealing, as always; and two standout bits are realized by Isabd Jewell (where
has she been?) and Jane Wyman in the

The productions

self.)

Gargan)

larly the fateful

"Letter of Introduction."
sal.

lover" (Adolph Menjou) learns in the letter
The
that he is the father of Andrea Leeds.
efforts of the two to keep their bond secret
is the cause of all that ensues, with a c__maxing tragedy at a New York first night.

a9 a

liam

Andrea Leeds and Edgar
Bergen enliven John Stahl's fine effort.

Charley,

i

Kate Douglas Wiggins novel.

"Mother Carey's Chickens."—
RKO.

The Careys

arc six: father

(Ralph

Morgan), mother (Fay Bainter), Nancy
(Anne Shirley). Kitty (Ruby Keeler). Gr7bert (Jackie Moran), and Baby Peter (DonWhen Captain Carey is
nie Dunagan).
killed in the war with Cuba, the others
carry on as best they can. Most of all they
want a home of their own. Nancy thinks

Mr.

Mr. Stahl surpasses him-

Menjou

is

simply

flawless

as

John Mannering, the sad-eyed
Miss Leeds responding lustrously in her
moments with him and also with George
Murphy, the boy she loves. The wit of Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy is like a
running commentary on the story, only once
definitely slowing it up, and then, perhaps,
More, Mr. Beigen introduces
forgivably.
another fascinating dummy by name, 1 believe. Mortimer Snerd.
Rita Johnson hits
just the right note as Honey, the other girl;
and Eve Arden, Ernest Cossart, and \nn
Sheridan contribute. (Continued on page 78)
the

great
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BABCOCK

BY MURIEL

he magnificent flight of Howard Hughes around the world recalls the marvelous yarns told about
him when he was a boy motion picture producer shocking Hollywood practically every other day
think
by something daring in the way of casting, story buying or just plain movie making. ...
my favorite story is the one about the way he hired Pat O'Brien by "mistake" for the role of the reporter in "The Front Page"
and when Hughes made a mistake, he made a good one!
he not only hired Pat when he intended to get Lee Tracy but, because he didn't have
his good ear to the telephone, he thought he heard Pat ask $1500 weekly instead of $250, and $1500
Hughes paid.
Of course, you remember that it was Howard Hughes who not only gave Jean Harlow her chance,
but made her name a household byword with his spectacular publicity buildup as the "platinum blond
that it was Hughes who made the first real air spectacle, "Hell's Angels," at a tremendous
cost
that it was he who had
imagination enough to give Adolphe Menjou a chance
to play hard-boiled characters, instead of male butterflies
that he was one of our more colorful producers, showing imagination and
that he invariably made darned good
courage
movies, which we can always use.
I

I

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

* * *
from Hollywood on the great "Gone with the Wind"
made by W. S. (Woody) Van Dyke, the director,
who doesn't want the job
says Woody:
Every one
"It will be the most difficult picture in the world to make, regardless of how you make it.
has a different version of Scarlett and a different version of Butler and the other characters. You'd
have to live up to a thousand different versions in the minds of a thousand different people. Believe
me, I'm not keen about the job!"
And the most original casting suggestion to date from a fan comes from Joan Davis of Hanover,
Maryland, who nominates C. Henry Gordon or Adolphe Menjou for the role of Rhett Butler.
Miss Davis is not so positive about her choice for Scarlett^ although she thinks the late Jean Harlow
would have been "perfect."
All we have to say is we wish Mr. David Selznick would hurry up and produce "Gone with the
Wind" with we-don't-care-who in the cast, if he will only make the picture.
C'mon, now, Mr.
Selznick, there's going to be an awful lot of conversation no matter whom you pick, so make up your
own mind and let's get going and get on to something more important.
It

seems

to us that the

most pertinent remark

to date

hubbub

that has been raging, lo, these two years, is
latest nominee to direct "Gone with the Wind," and

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

* * •
T

we think
"umph"

Hedy Lamarr looked very gorgeous

in "Algiers" and that she certainly has plenty
probably would decorate beautifully any film
but why all this
furor over her in Hollywood?
Did she reveal any great histrionic qualities in "Algiers"?
If so, we didn't notice
we have a well-defined notion that movies have progressed
beyond the point where a girl with a lot of sex-appeal and a handsome romantic leading man can make
a box-office hit
if you will recall, Mr. Charles Boyer and Miss Sigrid Gurie
there's a girl
on whom we'd place our money and some of the minor characters did the acting in "Algiers"
meanwhile, Metro is going ahead with plans to surround Miss Lamarr with a lot of expensive production values in her next effort and have secured Josef von Sternberg, the gentleman who made the
terms Marlene Dietrich and beautiful legs practically synonymous, to direct Hedy.
Hy-de-ho.

that

es,

of

.

.

.

that she

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

—

—

.

.

.

* * •
...

And now for our contest news
as we go to press, early in August, the little rolls of
magic film are piling up
by the time you read this, the contest will have officially closed
and we will be working at top speed with the other judges to review the films and pass judgment
just as soon as possible Picture Play will announce the judges' verdict.
Until then, thanks
for your marvelous response to our efforts to give you something different, interesting and worth
while in a contest
and to each of you who have entered, our best wishes.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

* * •
w,

e are terribly proud of our cover this
Olivia de Havilland, which our own Bob
r

month

the beautiful natural color photograph of
Wallace took at Olivia's home in Hollywood one bright
fall afternoon ... we think it's different from anything we have ever seen before
and really
lovely ... we want to call your attention to the exceedingly interesting story on Shirley Temple and
Barbara Hutton on page 28
we like the way Laura Ellsworth Fitch has written about
Tyrone Power's romantic difficulties
she gives us a most clear picture of what is going on in
that handsome ^young man's life
good reading.
Yes, and be sure to notice our fine
enlarged beauty department!
Three whole pages, in which Elita Wilson tells you the beauty secrets
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of the stars.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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A

MODERN

HAVING A MODERN GOOD TIME
SWANK CLOTHES, SWELL DATES, SWEET ROMANCE
THAT'S SONJA NOW, SO DAINTY, SO DESIRABLE, SO INCREDIBLE
GIRL

and plenty of
places to go, as the queen of
a co-ed campus Laughs sail
All dressed up,

!

through the air like ski-jump-

Kv

ers!

Love

good

calls in the

—

foryoung American way
ever and ever And the sump!

tuous ice climax will bring

you
of

to

your

feet with shouts

wonder and delight

SONJA HENIE
and

RICHARD GREENE

with

JOAN DAVIS

CESAR ROMERO

BUDDY EBSEN

4*

Arthur Treacher Billy Gilbert
George Barbier Louise Hovick
Paul Hurst
Patricia Wilder
•

"T

•

Directed by Roy Del Ruth

in

.deep
,f

- *^
"*—
^

•

I!

Goi

Associate

UhaDiea**,,
vri'

a Date
In
I've Got
^°u Pa9 °
,

-Could

e

„

Svnng'

a 20th Century-Fox Picture
Darryl F. Zanuck
in

.,

Bv

a

Producer Harry Joe Brown

Screen Playby Harry Tugend and Jack Yellen • From
an original story by Karl Tunberg and Don Ettlinger

Charge

of

Production

w»

Every

woman

America

will

in

be

crazy about Sonja's
twenty - eight new

Fa 11 costumes
styled by Royer!

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY when

answering advertisements.

_^

—
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Photo by William Wallini:
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Then, a holiday with faithful hubby,

Flannel shirt

and boots

no sarong!

for

"Spawn

—

Dotty

of the

Herby Kaye, band

in

North."
leader.

i^MMM
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interested in "some one else"
was there a definite impression that the aforementioned p. a. was beating some

one
thing straight from the gossip whisDid Tyrone Power really break little Sonja Henie's

Let's get

pers:
heart ?

Was

at

Loretta

Young

miffed because their romance lasted

such a short time?

When an enterprising press agent sent out what
amounted to a formal announcement that Janet Gaynor
had ended her love story with Tyrone because she was

to the

punch?

And what

this

of that "inside" that Arleen Whelan, publicly

enamored with Richard Greene,
ated with young Power?

More

is

really secretly infatu-

recently there's the story that Annabella, the litFrench star, delayed her departure for France in order
to be on hand to say good-by to Ty before he left for his
vacation in Mexico City. But apparently even that didn't
turn out to be much of a vacation, because the beautiful
tle

m wf&
tow

»

(ftffl on

^

TOO MUCH TALK ABOUT TOO MANY ROMANCES
es\ns»crt
t lj c m/\i
IDOL
FORCED THE

a c

u ai v \a#
n
OF HOLLYWOOD
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wnuckl
WOMEN

I

it

was a

Heme was m

t

'Y
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•
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,

•

some

_..ui;»»Shi?

the

•1

last

'

lady

Tyrone

0T
-»V,

when
a capital "R"

Tyrone.
love with

should have the right to fall in love, not once, but a dozen
times before he marries, into a cynical gent hiding away
with his books and pipes a good seven years before frost-

should normally set in.
Already there are evidences that all this has taken its
Tyrone escorted his sister to the pretoll in wariness.
miere of "Marie Antoinette." His best girl at two recent
Brown Derby dinner twosomes has been his mother. And
just the other day, when an interviewer tried to talk to
him very subtlely about love and such, Tyrone sighed as
he hit the nail over the head through her subterfuges.
"If you're driving at my friendships with Sonja and
Janet," he said directly, "there's nothing that can be said
bite

in

Ah_

^
Sonja

woman

—

mobbed Tyrone wherever he went and so he came
ahead of time.
weeks
home two
Before me on my desk are newspaper clippings of these latest
printed stories about Tyrone Power, ranging from the present back
And whether or not it is anybody's fault, what they
over a year.
amount to is that one of the swellest guys I know in Hollywood is
being painted as a heartbreaker de luxe, a dangerous young man
to trifle with a lady's heart and a carefree Don Juan going from one
glamorous romance to another.
Which is a darn shame.
I say that in all seriousness because I think that too many romances
in his twenty-three years of life, too many misconceptions about his
friendships with the beautiful women of Hollywood, are going to
have a marked effect on Tyrone as a person. I think the hectic rumors of "too many women" are going to change him from a happygo-lucky young man who enjoys the society of women, and who
senoritas nearly

iainally

•

^i^^"^'^
i.rM

HAS
TO SURROUND HIS LOVE LIFE WITH SECRECY.
li

overemphaand made embarrassing for all concerned.
I've
said it before and I'll say it' again that I don't expect to
be married for years yet.
"Quite frankly, I'm not in quest of the one great love
of my life
or that girl who may some day settle down
to share my heart, home and future happiness. If it were
possible for me to do so without being made as fickle as
a cartoon in Esquire
I would like to be able to take a
charming girl to dinner once in a while. But if these
casual friendships are going to embarrass girls who are
my friends, and if I am to sound as though I don't know
my own mind as well as my
(Continued on page 77)
that hasn't been said, colored up, doctored,
sized,

—

—

—
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Jane Bryan's contention that if you don't
glamour and beauty, then you must have

IT'S
have

With Jane's
something to make up for it.
freckles, unruly hair and a nose that's much
too small, she says her face is about as fancy as
the plain dress she wore in "Girls On Probation."
"And anyway, I don't think looks have very much
Of course they help, but I think
to do with acting.

you should work with what you have and

trust to

luck for the rest."
This monologue was delivered in one onrush,
while Jane tried between words to catch her breath.
You see, little Bryan's call had been changed and
as we went to see her at the Warner Studio dressing
room she passed us en route, on her bicycle, as fast
as the northbound mail plane.
"Back in a minute," she yelled as she pedaled

She was back in ten
to find her hairdresser.
So, between curls, Jane
with her helper in tow.
Nothing seemed
confided that she was a misfit.
well, it
right about her and as for type casting
was out because she just wasn't that way.
"You see, they have a pretty tough time with me
because I'm not old nor young, and could never

away

convincingly be the ingenue. Anyway, there's no
such thing as an ingenue the way they write 'em
in real life, so how can you really play one?
That's the reason I practically murdered 'A Slight
Case of Murder.' Gosh, I hate those saccharine
parts! I guess that's why I love doing 'The Sisters.'

—

—

Jane Bryan's

freckles,

her too-small nose and her unruly
making her mark in films. Why?
some place in a hurry on the studio

hair haven't kept her from

When
lot

hf R&b&U Mc9UuMUH&
It's

the

new

attractive

Bette Davis picture and I'm the unone of the three. Anita Louise is the

beautiful one, but Bette

we

is

the smartest.

fuss a lot, in the script,

Of course

and the other day we

were going at it so hard that the director asked us
not to live our parts off the screen! After the epic

—

that's

is

like being

—

what we call 'Girls On Probation' this one
on vacation. Why, do you know I even
have a baby? In the picture, of course."
Not so long ago Jane was going her quiet way
to Hollywood High School, with her freckles, her
unruly hair and nose that's too small, when she was
bitten by a yen to express herself histrionically.

Well, she hied herself down to Jean Muir's Workshop that's the experimental little theater which
Jean ran for a time and embarked on a theatrical
career. However, she didn't last long in this group,
for the ever-alert gentry known as talent scouts took
a long look and whisked her away to Warner

—

—

Brothers' Studio with a contract.
at my face and decided to
stay as is," Jane confided. "You see, I thought
that once I was in the make-up chair it was a cinch.
With all those magic boxes and a few strokes from
the head man
presto!
I would be a 'glamour-

"They took one look

let it

glamour'

girl.

— Well,

I

was too scared and im-

—

she's gotta

go

to the hairdresser, or just to work

—Jane

rides a bike.

25

pressed to say 1 didn't care too much about becoming just another beauty, so I just sat still and let

them sweat.
"After what seemed days they announced that it
was no go. I would just have to stay as is! You
see, there's not much they can do with a pan like
mine. These freckles and features were wished on
me and I just can't change them."
Not much they could do with a pan like Jane's?
Notice the pictures on this page and you'll see
somebody's been fooling Jane. The make-up men
have done their work and Jane is as glamourglamour as any of the other g.g. girls.
"But about that baby sequence in the 'The
wotta time they had getting one to
Sisters'
Gee, they coo all over other people
work with me
but one look at me and they bawl their heads off.
.

.

.

!

know why they don't like me except
won't talk baby talk. I can't stand this 'itsy
I treat 'em like grown-ups and talk
bitsie' stuff.
about world conditions, but they don't like it! Why,
we had three for the picture before we got the scene
and then we had to go back to the second youngster
before we finished. That just gives you an idea of
the way I don't fit. Anita and the others could hold
that baby for hours and he'd just gurgle for 'em!
But once he was back in my lap he'd let out a lusty
I

don't

that

I

yell for help.

"All the same,

I

think

its

going to be an awfully

good sequence," Jane continued, her eyes sparkling.

"They took one look at
is

.

.

.

there's not

my

face and decided to

much they could do

with

it stay as
pan," said

let

my

Jane. Well, Janey, from these photos it looks to us as if a
couple of smart make-up men slipped something over on you.

"That kid is so cute! We tied a cat to a little wagon
and pulled it in front of him to make him smile.
It tickled him to death and you should have seen his
little eyes!
Like stars. Of course, these are just
some of the things that make working in pictures so
much fun that you forget about it being a job."
Jane peeped out from under a veil of curls. "The
other day was my birthday. We were working so
I didn't tell any one about it.
Well, I was standing
talking to one of the players and the assistant director came over and yelled, 'Jane, have you fitted
your costume? You know we're shooting that scene
to-night, so don't make any plans to get away.'
I told him I knew we were working and the costume
was all set. Then, Mr. Litvak, the director, came
over and called me. Well they just pulled me back
and forth till I thought the war was on. Litvak
wouldn't shoot till he saw the costume and where
was my hair? Things were so bad, he decided he'd
have to do a test of the hair and costume that night
before he could shoot the scene. I was just about
set to cloud up and cry when I heard the little band
on the set start playing 'Happy Birthday to You.'

—

I

whirled around, not sure

if it

was

in the picture

or for me.

"Over on the set stood Bette Davis with a bunch
of roses as big as herself.
Beulah Bondi had a
lovely box all fixed up for me and Anita Louise, a
Well,

nosegay.
started

to

roll

couldn't help it when the tears
down my (Continued on page 68)

I
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woman

But nobody bothers to go a step farther and analyze
funny little look in his eyes, which is half soft and
Paramount "If I Were King" set, "that's a good
half glittery-hard, but which is all mischief, all secret
make-up you've got! It looks like a real beard,
delight
and all an indication that the game which he is
She thought the poor fellow looked depressed and
playing is more fun for him than it is for any of us.
too."
needed cheering up.
A lot of peculiar ideas have been built up about Mr.
"1 grew it myself.
Colman down through the years. Because he enjoys pri"It is real," came the answer.
It's
just eight weeks old to-day."
vacy and peace we have been led to believe that he is
"Hm-mm," mused the extra woman cannily. "Doesn't silent and sad that he's Hollywood's Number One MalI mean
content. But does it always hold that a man seeks privacy
that handicap you?
are there a lot of calls for
because he wants to be alone in it? Pish, tosh and twaddle!
beards these days?" His mien was really very dark, his
beard frightfully matted.
If Mr. Colman puts a wall between himself and the outer
"Oh, I make out all right."
world, it's not because he's dissatisfied with his private
"You should," she nodded cheerfully. "Because, you
world, but because he's having fun in it, and he doesn't
know, you've got a real nice voice. If they gave you a
like binoculars peeping into it.
"
chance at 'bits,' now, I should think
You have only to take one look at the Colman home and
The "ruffian" rose. "Excuse me a minute, will you
When Miss Garbo wants to get
you'll see what we mean.
please? That's what I'm going to ask about right now."
away from people she rents herself a little place, like the
He hesitated. "You don't happen to know the director,
one she had in Brentwood, where there weren't even
enough trees to give a garden party. No guest rooms, no
by any chance?"
"Not very well, but I'll be glad to introduce you."
play rooms, no bar, no nothing, except maybe an extra
Together they sought out Frank Lloyd, the director.
chair in the living room.
Summoning all her courage, the little woman said: "Mr.
When Mr. Colman wants to be alone or so the world
Lloyd, here's a friend of mine who wants to talk to you."
says he does
he gets for himself one of the most beautiful
Frank Lloyd stared in bewilderment. Then he caught
mansions in Beverly Hills. Rolling lawns with a croquet
Beautiful canvasseda warning look in the ragged fellow's eye as he thanked
set planted firmly in one flat corner.
his benefactor.
When she had gone the two men burst in tennis court with a shade pavillion alongside where there
out laughing:
"Damned rascal!" Lloyd exclaimed.
are eight white lounge chairs, covered with turquoise
He was speaking to no
canvas.
A little table by
For Mr. Colless than Ronald Colman.
each chair.
star of the picture! Colman
man to sit there by himself
was portraying the famous
and watch the wind ruffle
EDITOR'S NOTE: Says the author of this
Francois Villon
of
the
the tennis net? Hardly.
story: "Mr. Colman absolutely refused to divulge
Behind the tennis court
fifteenth century.
Villon,
any of the intimate details of his private life. He
whom they called rascally
there is a gabled guest
cannot understand why people are interested in it.
house which is cute and
and a rapscallion and,
But by a little hooking and crooking
though they hang us for it,
found out his
cozy like something out of
home address and ruined a pair of shoes climbing
we also apply these words
a Walt Disney dreamland.
up the hill next which his mansion reposes, and
to Mr. Ronnie. Villon, they
Then the main house with
specialties
said, was "a bold, beloved
little
over his fence. My dog dug up some tulip bulbs,
all
the
villain, a maker of mislost my car keys in the brush and it was all
that make not-entertaining
chief,
dazzler
impossible. Have no doubt
a
among
so delightful and disastrous, but
got the story!"
women" and that's our
about it: Mr. Colman may
impression of the Villon
prefer to have the white
goodness," exclaimed the motherly extra

to the bearded ruffian sitting next to her on the

that

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

I

I

—

—

Hollywood to-day the
same Mr. Colman.
The above little anecdote is typical of this suave English
actor who has become more or less of a legend insofar as
being perfectly charming to lady and gentlemen interof

very

viewers alike, but most unsatisfactory "copy."
So the gentleman won't talk? Oh, yes, he will talk
but not always about the subject

you happen

to be inter-

And

incidents like the above are seldom repeated
because certainly Mr. Colman, or Mr. Lloyd, wouldn't blab

ested in.

them around, and the woman was tmly on the set for one
day, so had no finale to tell.
No, there is only one way to get something cute, personal and whimsical about the dignified, aloof Mr. Colman,
-and that is to overhear, oversee, and snoop-scoop around.
Even if you do have a chance to sit down with him and
chat, the gentleman is so wise about what you're up to that
he gives you a perfectly beautiful run-around. Courteous?
Oh good heavens, yes! And charming! And pleasant
[
and devastating and divine
'

wall around his place of
cement rather than glass,
but it's not because he's mooning around inside and beefing about the problems of being an actor and having to
pay so much income tax. It's because he has guests to-day
the Warner Baxters, Bill Powell, the Richard Barthelmesses, Benita Hume, and any and all of the English colony who wish to come and with these friends he wants to
enjoy himself as ordinary people do.
On that tennis court a number of amusing Colman
anecdotes have occurred. There was that time when he had
tried for two Sundays in a row to have a good tennis game
with one of his pals, a Hollywood agent. But every time
they would start to play, the agent, who always left forwarding phone number wherever he went, would be called
to the phone on business.
Finally on the third try Colman, a little chagrined, didn't
even ask him to play a set; he said, "How about it, Noel?
Shall we phone a set or two?" Which of course brought
a laugh from every one present. (Continued on page 72)
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Can Shirley Temple escape

QletcUe*
the jinx that

has pursued the wealthy Barbara Hutton?
Will her money be a honeypot for
titled

foreigners

charm

world

and

will

make her

their
their

old-

easy

Will she grow up convinced she can
buy anything her heart desires to
learn, too late, that happiness always
must be earned?

—

If these

questions seem far-fetched,

something trumped up to make sensational headlines, consider fur-

For there is a dramatic
between America's

ther.

parallel

A

million-dollar smile

on a

baby. Shirley's lat"Just Around the Corner."

Dollar
ica's

Princess

Movie

and

mately two hundred and
fifty
thousand dollars is
being invested for her.

Such sums out at
and compound

fifty,

and sixty

re-

This in itself is enough to light a
gleam in the eyes of those prospecting
gentlemen from foreign shores who
have more ancestry than funds,
more charm than industry, and
more cunning than loyalty.
When Barbara Hutton in-

Franklyn Hutton,
broker wise in money matters, undertook to invest her
wealth for her.
Aware of
the responsibilities that attach to great wealth, Frank-

lyn

Hutton

also

tried

to

train his daughter for her

interest

future.

interest

she

multiply rapidly.
And
even though the world
turns topsy turvy and

i

—

one, thirty, forty,
spectively.

father,

i

I

"staggered" so she will receive five
separate fortunes
when she is twenty-

herited her mother's third of
the Woolworth fortune, her

Amer-

Princess.

When Shirley is twenty-one
years old she won't have the
fortune Barbara Hutton has
but she will be very, very
rich.
Every year approxi-

Even though she squanders her wealth,
she'll always have more than she knows
what to do with, because her investment
trusts and annuities and the maturities on
her government bonds have been

Lucky girl to have a mamma
and daddy as far-sighted as
Mr. and Mrs. George Temple.

mil-

lion-dollar
est,

great fortunes dwindle, Shirley won't have to
worry about money as long as she lives.

It

was

his belief

should grow accustomed to handling money
and learn to stand upon
her own expensively shod

I

t
I
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Even when she was very young he permitted her
have her own apartment with a governess-companion,
and later a secretary-companion. When she was six she
had an annual allowance of seven thousand dollars. At
She turned
nine this was increased to twelve thousand.
thirteen and was given thirty-five thousand dollars every
And when she was sixteen she had sixty thousand
year.

feet.

to

dollars to spend.

When it became apparent that Shirley Temple was to
earn fabulous sums of money, even for Hollywood, her
father, George Temple, a banker wise in money matters,
undertook to look after her affairs. But George Temple
is preparing his daughter for the responsibilities her income will entail in an entirely different way from that
which Franklyn Hutton brought up Barbara.
To-day, at nine, the age at which Barbara was handling
over two hundred dollars a week, Shirley thinks in the same
financial terms as other little girls her age.
When she

It also might be that a girl growing up sheltered, with
no more comprehension of the power of money than the
few small coins in her little red pocketbook give her, will,
when she comes into her fortune, be a sheep among wolves.
Barbara Hutton is unhappy and famous because she is

rich.

Shirley Temple will be rich because she is famous and
happy.
But can Shirley continue happy when some one else is
the darling of the screen and the honors and importance
and publicity and admiration, which she naturally has
come to take so much for granted as her mother's goodnight kiss, belong to her no longer? Or as she grows older
will she try to compensate for that which she has lost by
seeking social acclaim? By crowding her life with people
who pay their way by being amusing? By easing her
vanity against the ceaseless attention and the smooth,
veneered flattery which some gentlemen will give her be-

A REVEALING STORY THAT TELLS
WHY THERE ISN'T A CHINAMAN'S CHANCE
THAT SHIRLEY TEMPLE WILL TURN OUT TO BE
ANOTHER DISILLUSIONED "BABS" HUTTON.
HERE

t
L

day my prince will come,"
Barbara seems to be saying
she gazes on^-distant shores?
ie

little

as

"I'm waiting

for

the

IS

one

I

love."

"Babs," two years later, killing time with wealthy Fortune Ryan.

This

is

Well, she got her prince, and she
got her count, and now poor
"Babs" Hutton has a big headache.

also

loses a tooth

cause their leisure permits

the

estates

she leaves it on her bureau at night and in
morning she is overjoyed to find twenty-five cents in
its place.
She lives with her parents and her two older
brothers.
Her brothers adore her but they have such a
horror of her becoming a little brat that they sometimes

show disapproval

when she

is

only

being

youthfully

exuberant.

easy enough to say Barbara Hutton's training was
and that Shirley's training will save her.
But it's hardly fair to guess when you know one of the
answers.
Besides, cause and effect isn't always the same.
Much depends upon the individual. And it might be that
a girl becoming money conscious at an early age and having many people fawn upon her would grow canny about
It's

ill-advised

such things.

.1

'

it

and their bankrupt ancestral

demand it?
many ways it would be more understandable

In
if Shirley
did these things than it was for Barbara Hutton to do them.
Girls who are movie stars for only a few adult years find
it very difficult to adjust themselves to oblivion with any
happiness. Shirley has had the excitement, hand-kissing,
flattering looks and other accessories of stardom throughout her formative years.
And invariably the appetite
grows upon what it feeds on.
There's only one thing that can save Shirley, as I see
the picture. And that's herself
What is Shirley herself like? Not Shirley the movie
star.
Not the child you know from publicity stories
banged out by employees of the (Continued on page C>9
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just business.
It
wasn't even an issue of money. It was simply a question
of how many pictures I should make a year. I didn't think
Cruit was a good idea to be seen on the screen too often.
I'm no crusader, and I never
That's fantastic.
sader?
have been."
Thus, straight from the shoulder, spoke Jimmy Cagney in response to my assertion that he had been described as a "leftist" during his recent fight with Warner
Brothers Studio.
"But now I'm perfectly happy. Things are going"
and there he gestured to indicate everything was O. K.
"My contract calls for three
as far as he was concerned.
films this year, and two next, with the possibility of a
third if a very good story is found.
Two pictures a year
will be the rule from now on, but that rule will always
permit a third film if the right subject is available, and

seems a good idea

to

make more than

the two specified

in the contract.

good business

to run the risk of the
possible to avoid them. You
can't expect every one to be perfect or anything like
that.
When a picture's bad make another one quickly
and hope it will be a good one.
"By the law of averages, certain films are bound to
suffer by comparison.
When you make too many the
chances against you are often increased. That's the only
point at issue, that and the fact that audiences might
grow tired of seeing the same player in prominent roles
too frequently."
So let it be put down in the books that it was no rebellion for the sake of rebellion on Jimmy's part, according
to his own statement, and that now that things are happily ironed out
perhaps for all time he and the studio
where his success was born are on more friendly terms
than ever, based on a better mutual understanding.

"I don't think

wrong kind

it's

of films,

—

if it's

If

i

1

—
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JIMMY CAGNEY. THE "BAD BO
OF THE SCREEN, OPENS UP A
TELLS A FEW PQIJ^lD TRUTHS
ABOUT HOW HE'S ACQUIRED A,
REPUTATION HE DIDN'T EARN.

i

31

Since his return to Warners, Cagney has completed two
"Boy Meets Girl," which is now just being
shown, and "Angels with Dirty Faces," and has embarked on a third, "Each Dawn I Die," with Edward G.
Robinson. That will make his quota of three for 1938.
The company also plans to star him in the "Oklahoma
Kid," American historical play, in which Cagney will
appear as a good old-fashioned gun-fighter.
I chatted with Jimmy in an old warehouse adjacent
pictures,

the

to

tenement

street,

Jimmy was working

at

Warners, where

—

neighborhood boys the latter played by the "Dead
of hardy young actors.
The picture was
"Angels with Dirty Faces," and Pat O'Brien was depicting the priest who forces Jimmy to go to the electric
chair as a coward just to show the admiring tenement
youngsters that a malefactor is in no sense a hero.
Jimmy and the "Dead End" or "Crime School" boys,
as they are sometimes called, had had a kind of rough-

the
|

so-called,

as a criminal-at-large, an idol of

End" group

Take a look at them, folks. Jimmy Cagney and his wife
are the same pals to-day they were in trouping days.

is
a "right guy" to the "Dead End" boys
appearing with him in "Angels with Dirty Faces."

Jimmy

And Jimmy, who knows

he said.

all the tricks, is

certainly the one to teach them, while the boys are
for

him

hundred per

a

cent.

Jimmy was back and forth between the hot
and the cooler and much more comfortable

Since
street

warehouse where I waited, he brought his little sister
And there's a
Jeanne over to keep me company.
For Jeanne, I gathered, is the
story of devotion!
apple of her brother's eye.
As you may know, she's the only girl in the family with four brothers, two of whom, Harry and Ed,
are doctors in the East, while Bill and Jimmy spend
much of their time in Hollywood.
Jeanne had come out to visit Jimmy just after
graduating from Hunter College at nineteen years of
age, and her Phi Beta Kappa pin was glintingly visi-

we

ble as

chatted.

Her eyes are

de Havilland, and she

like those of Olivia

may soon be

seen on the

screen.

But

and-tumble tussle a few days previously.
Jimmy had
endeavored to do a strong-man act, holding one up over
his head and another at arm's length, and had strained
his back, reviving an injury he sustained several years
ago dancing.
He was wearing a brace and walking with difficulty,
because the pain inevitably spreads from his back down
into his legs.

"Oh,

it's

all

right," he said.

"I must go and try to

pretend I'm a Sandow."
Of course, the "Dead End" boys would scuffle with
him all day long if they had the chance, just because
they have to live up to their hard-boiled reputation, and
naturally Cagney spells a worthy adversary.
As a matter of fact, when they were playing basket
ball one day he gave them a taste of a few of the gashouse gang tricks and tactics.
One tried to tie him up
with a hammerlock, whereupon Jimmy vouchsafed a
mild but effective bump on the chin, and then stepped
suddenly on the feet of one of his worst hecklers.

IB

"They might

as well learn to take care of themselves,"

Jimmy has

ideas about that, too.

While he

doesn't oppose a career for Jeanne, he feels it must
be the best sort of career. "It's heartbreaking to be anywhere but the top in pictures, or, for that matter, on the
stage," he pointed

shine for Jeanne,

it

out.

will

So when the cinema sun does
have to be most brightly or not

at all.

have any glimpse of the family
since he has always kept this apart
as witness the preserving of his solitude at his Martha's
Vineyard Island retreat, off the coast of Massachusetts,
It

is

rare, perhaps, to

side of

Cagney 's

wither

he

—

life,

retires

whenever

time

allows

between

pic-

tures.

There are other actors who lead lives of commuters
between the two coasts, but none as definitely as Cagney.
He loves the seasonal changes now that he can enjoy them
In other days he was only able to
at his country place.
spend his summers there.
Cagney will never be accused of garrulousness. He
doesn't want to be charged at any time with spouting
buncombe. He'll listen rather than speak in any strange
gathering.
To some he has even appeared inarticulate.
(Continued on page 79)
Others have said that he would

1

FILMDOM CALLED HER "A HOAX" AND THE "BROOKLYN
DUCHESS," BUT GURIE GOES BLANDLY ON TO FAME.

by £lqa ScUallesit

twelve years. When one star steps
out of a place on the glittering
film horizon, there generally
comes another to assume his or
her mantle of fame.
Hollywood is still looking for
a

Hollywood there is an eternal cycle of personalities.
They come, they go, and they duplicate themselves. Calculators figure that such duplication happens about every
In

Marie Dressier.

Perhaps

it

is

too soon to expect her advent, yet filmdom seems to have
found a second Will Rogers in Bob Burns. Possibly Robert
Taylor and Tyrone Power are the Valentinos of to-day.

-

And now

Sigrid Gurie has cast her shadow as the Garbo
New, streamlined, yet in essence a viking
and in spirit an exotic girl from the land of
fjords and Midnight Sun.
To be sure, her destinv is not
vet full-fledged nor does her gypsylike portrait in '"Algiers"
fit into the "divine" Garbo pattern: but innately, at
least,
she has the qualities of her Nordic predecessor. And she

1938!
daughter
of

—

reminds

me much

in manner of the Greta Garbo I had the
meeting when she first arrived in Hollvwood. under the artistic sponsorship of Mauritz Stiller,

pleasure

.

of

celebrated European director.
In the beginning of her Hollywood career. Miss Garbo
was social and friendly. One guested with her at dinner
parties given by Mr. Ernst Lubitsch and Dr. Ludwig
Berger.
While never talkative she was a trifle too delached for that
still she was cordial and gracious.
It
was the death of Stiller, her discover, that sent her into
retirement from social and public life, and undoubtedlv
ast the veil of secrecy about her.

L

I

—

—

I

.

Miss Gurie in no way resembles Miss Garbo physically,
she has certain definite qualities that remind one of the
Swedish star. For instance her simplicity and natural
ness. her courtesy and gentle reserve.
But above all. the
lorceful assurance which she carries underneath an exterior of great calm and quietude.
However, Sigrid Gurie's arrival on the Hollywood scene
was, in some ways, less auspicious than Miss Garbo's.
Success in European films had already attached to the
Garbo name and, consequently, it had glamour, which was
augmented by the imposing sponsorship of Mauritz Stiller.
Iier director and discoverer, who brought
her to the
et

,

:

MGM

-tudios.

—

To Sigrid Gurie, the name of the astute producer Mr.
Samuel Goldwyn lent prestige to her introduction. He
-ent forth a mighty publicity campaign announcing
her as
his new Norwegian star!
The next thing, she became a
mystery woman. No one saw her no one knew what she

—

I

—

was

like.

And
into

then one day, out of the blue, news stories broke
headlines telling the surprising fact that Sigrid Gurie

was born in Brooklyn! Simultaneously it was announced
that she was suing her husband, Thomas W.
Stewart, for
divorce, whom she had married in the little town
of

Cucamonga. California—the place W. C. Fields always
kids!

The

A

blast of this

news spelled popular disillusionment

scene from "Reunion

in

Vienna"

—Gurie's

he tiery, tempestuous gypsy girl Sigrid portrays in her
newest picture, "Algiers," conveys little of that serene,
passive quality she possesses that is so like Garbo's.
I

and therefore also a high hurdle for a new and widely
publicized "star" to jump.
The manner in which Miss
Gurie rose above this barrier proved that she is both smart
and discerning.
She evidenced she knew the value of
keeping her own counsel. This was apparent again and
again during the time she was under fire during the litigation between herself

and husband. She kept an impressive,
sphinxlike silence quite befitting her Nordic ancestry.
How one enters Hollywood in the long run becomes a
question of little consequence.
Sigrid Gurie pursued a
path that was not unfamiliar. After all. she is not the first
star who was really different from what she seemed when
she arrived on the movie scene.

Only

screen

test.

Sam Goldwyn took the bait in a great big way. Picture on
opposite page was taken after Hollywood made her over.

IB

m

—

a few years ago Margaret Lindsay

was practicing
and
winning her first big chance in "Cavalcade" and then
right on the heels of this came Robert Cummings.
He is
getting his first real opportunity in "The Texans."
He.
too, went British to gain entrance to the studios, and now
has dropped the broad "a" and acquired a long one to
the deception of pretending to be an English actress

—

appear in the saga of the plainsland.
Granted Miss Gurie was born in Brooklyn and she is
the first calmly to admit it
she was transported bv her
mother and father to the capital of their native land within
one year after her birth, and remained there for the better

—

—

part of her life until four years ago.

when she came

to

Hollvwood.
In other words, a mere accident of birth scarcely could
be regarded as changing the influences of heredity and
environment to the extent where Miss Gurie would be
deemed Brooklynese rather than Scandinavian. She wants
to be known as an American, but momentarily her accent
would deny this.

And

the Number One axiom
mean a lot more than

of the screen

is that appearan actress has a
Hungarian accent and looks Hungarian, she might be born
in Borneo but she'd still be a Hungarian as far as the
movies are concerned.
Anyway, Mademoiselle Gurie has (Continued on page t>8)

ances

facts.
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They are
proving such a sensation that after "Rose
of the Rio Grande," their first picture
together, Monogram is planning to star
them in three more. Movita, comparative
newcomer, is a daughter of Old Mexico.
The screen's newest love ieam!
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Franchot Tone to-day
stan d S on the threshold of

His rea changed career.
from Joan Crawford and his intention not
sign another long-term Hollywood contract are evi-

cent separation
to

dence that he is planning a completely new life.
Five eventful years have passed for Franchot Tone
since his arrival in Hollywood.
It is a more mellowed,
friendlier, more communicative Tone who succeeds the
assured young man who came to Hollywood and gave
himself one year to make a lot of money, who changed
his plans and stayed in Hollywood when he fell in love
and married Joan Crawford.
Somewhere along the way the impression has been created that Franchot has disliked Hollywood.
It was said
that he was counting the moments until he could get away,
and that he'd never return! Perhaps it would have been
better had Franchot denied these rumors or explained
his real feelings.
He never did. His reluctance always
to talk of personal things is the reason why Franchot has
many times been misunderstood.
It is foolish to say that he has been perfectly happy in
But he didn't live in a perpetual
his Hollywood career.
Nor is he bitter over
state of despair, as some have said.
Franchot just did not fit into the
his disappointments.
Hollywood scene. Simple in his tastes, modest in his
desires, being used to the good things of life, he found
no great exultation in Hollywood "acclaim." To be able
to do good work, to advance and improve himself along
And then when his day's
the way was all he expected.
work was done to be able to live in his own way.

Hollywood gasped, blinked, said, "I don't believe it!" when
Joan and Franchot announced their separation. But it's true.

.

SUCH A VERY SHORT TIME AGO
JOAN AND FRANCHOT HAD EYES
FOR NONE BUT EACH OTHER. NOW
THEY ARE UNHAPPY STRANGERS.

THE FUTURE
Unfortunately Hollywood has no respect for personal
If you're a public figure, you pay a most exactAnd Franchot Tone was not spared. Had he
ing toll.
been allowed to do good work, had he been given the
encouragement and necessary stimulus that an artist must
have, many things might have been different.
"I think 1 was very lucky at the start of my career,"
"And believe me I am grateful. Being
says Franchot.
in picture after picture, regardless of whether I was right
desires.

I didn't know anyfor the part, was great for a beginner.
thing about the screen and it was wonderful experience.
Particularly I despised
I didn't like many of my parts.
playing those stuffed-shirt, wealthy-playboy roles. I don't
But I tried to make the best of
like that kind of person.
it, confident that I would get my break after I had once
served an apprenticeship.
"The years went by and I was cast in one Class B picIt was very discouraging to a person
ture after another.
whose work means so much to him. Such breaks as I did
I was given 'Bengal Lancers' beget came accidentally.
cause Henry Wilcoxon was wanted for another picture.
When Bob Montgomery was sick and needed a vacation,
inherited his role in 'Mutiny On The Bounty.'
The
I
part I played was originally written for Spencer Tracy.
When he had to have an operation they decided to use me.
But
"It's not that I begrudge any one else his chance.
So I have decided that
I am tired of being a handy man.
the only way I will ever get good parts is by free-lancing.
Then I hope to be in a position where I can choose the
roles I think most suitable. That's why I said I would not
(Continued on -page 76)
sign another long-term contract.

—

Franchot is meeting this new crisis in his
and calm that is winning the admiration of

life

his

with a poise

many

friends.
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Annabella, wearing a
playsuit, came streaking
across the desert sands.

She hurdled a

fallen tree,

and her legs flashed

prettily in

the hot afternoon sun.

Presently she stood beside Tyrone Power, and they were
ready to start a spectacular scene in "Suez," at the 20th
Century-Fox Studio. It was a desert scene, built on an

abandoned California golf course.

To

create

it,

some

3,000 truckloads of sand had been hauled from the real
Arizona sand stretches.
Giant wind machines had been rigged up to create a terAs I watched, the action
rific wind and sand storm.
seemed to center around two huge water tanks which
loomed high out of the level desert. Ropes hung
from the tank sides, so that the tribesmen might try
to prevent the tanks from blowing over.
A siren sounded. Cameras went into action The
wind machines roared like a fleet of enemy bombers.
Tyrone started toward the tanks, carrying Annabella
through a blasting curtain of sand. At that instant,
a tank gave way from its base and flipped over on
its side, presumably crushing Annabella under thousands of gallons of water. It was a swell scene!
The first take was a success, but they shot it again
Annabella and
to make sure they had something.
Tyrone came out of their "ordeal" red-eyed, their
hair full of sand and their faces raw.
"You can have two days to recuperate," the direc-

walked to the altar to meet Franciska. She
was dressed in a nunlike gown, with big
wide eyes. She was exquisitely sad and
beautiful. The scene called for her to say
nothing, but she miscued it.
"A-wa-hoo!" is the closest I can come to
quoting the loud exclamation she subsequently burst out with.
It scared every
one in the place, who expected nothing but
a yawning silence. Then she smiled apologetically and said, "I'll do it over."
Bing Crosby, who eventually wins Miss
Gaal, was missing. Some said he was out

!

tor said.

"A lot of good that'll do," Tyrone said. "I'm taking Annabella to a Hollywood premiere to-night.
We'll have to look like this with maybe five thousand people watching us."
He doused his eyes in boric acid and stumbled
blindly toward the shower room.
A few hours later, I saw them both at the premiere, both with bloodshot eyes, and they were so
sleepy from the day's work they could hardly stay
awake. Some fun working in pictures!

Sound

—

Effects.
Frank Tuttle was directing a
wedding scene in "Paris Honeymoon" on
Stage 9 at Paramount.
I
walked in just as gorgeous Franciska Gaal was to be married to Akim
colorful

Tamiroff.
Tamiroff,
niest

who can be

the worst villain or the fun-

comedian bv a mere change of the eyebrows,
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on a boat, away from the studio's beckoning
I understand, they were doing a lot of calling.

call.

And,

—

fog."

—

"Smile, Deanna, Smile!" "You're as Pretty as a Picture," was the song Deanna Durbin was singing.
It was,
perhaps, her best number in Universal's musical, "That
Certain Age." Irene Rich was playing the piano, an orchestra was busy in the background, and lights blazed
down on an elaborate set.
For a moment the 30-foot camera boom seemed to predominate the scene.
Suddenly, I saw Melvyn Douglas,
over by the director, making faces at Deanna very funny
ones.
She smiled, but didn't blow up in her lines as one
might think she would.
The song was finished and we remarked, "She's pretty
good not to burst into laughter over faces like that."
"It's serious business
not mere play," Melvyn said.

—

—

'That's right," Deanna affirmed.
"He's supposed to
otherwise I'd be too serious while sing-

make me smile

We

inquired if Melvyn were paid extra for such a stunt.
wasn't!
In her last picture, "Mad About Music," when she sang

He

"Ave Maria," Deanna showed

the

same tendency toward

Director Norman Taurog had a solution.
"Listen, Deanna, you've got to smile," he told her.
"If
you can't do it any other way, think of Benny Goodman
accompanying you in swingtime." Deanna pealed with

seriousness.

laughter.

Director Once Socialite.— Trick photography predominated as Gary Cooper and Merle Oberon did a flirtation scene at Sam Goldwyn's film emporium, for "The
Lady and the Cowboy." They were at sea on a boat, and

—
40

the script called for

Merle

to

vamp

There was

the hero.

delay in getting the lights just right, and the cast

felt

con-

versational.

Merle winked at a prop man, slid out of the hot set, and
walked over. "Don't you think Hank Potter is a swell
director?" she said.

We did. We had just seen his MGM
worn Angel," and it looked good.

"The Shop-

effort,

"Well," said Merle, "did you know he was more a New
We
socialite than anything else four years ago?"
"Yes and then he became interdidn't, so she kept on.
ested in a Little Theater on Long Island."
Somebody else said, "Mr. Goldwyn found him, and beHe's been good
fore long he directed 'Beloved Enemy.'
You'll love this yarn about Merle, the rich
ever since.
girl, and Gary, the poor cowboy."
Gary himself had been standing there in his usual siSuddenly he settled the whole problem. "This is
lence.
"I'm a cowboy again. That's the way
swell," he said.
Samuel Goldwyn started me off ten years ago in 'Winning of Barbara Worth.' Yep, it's swell."
Whereupon they all went back to work again.

York

—

—

Villain

Foiled.

— Bob

Montgomery gave his final
Owen: when the girl

structions to his butler, Reginald
tered his penthouse, the
lights were to go out

suddenly

—Owen was

in-

en-

to

enter and report the
fuses were blown.
Owen carried through
as instructed. There was
a knock at the door and
the girl (Claire Dodd)
entered.
Montgomery

-

Remember "White

Collars"?

Now

it's

"Three's

Bob Young, Lew Ayres, Ruth Hussey.

Cora Witherspoon, with her. It
fuses blew out and Owen walked

is

A Crowd"

Looks goodl

—

the
too late, however
on the smirking

in, a bit

one lone romantic candle.
watched the scene the opening one of "Three Loves
Has Nancy," as it was shot on Stage 12 at MGM. Montgomery finished the take with a flourish and walked our
way.
"Heigh-ho," he said, "and I'm the old playboy again.
side, with
I

—

—

—

It's Zaza!
La-la
George Cukor was busy on Stage
5 at Paramount doing the first takes on "Zaza," starring
Claudette Colbert and Herb Marshall.
Between scenes
Claudette was wearing a green dressing gown tied loosely
around her waist. It didn't seem like a very decorative
gown, and I asked her why she wore it. Claudette just
shrugged.
Later, I found out Claudette is superstitious.
She believes if she wears that dressing gown during the opening
scenes her picture will be a hit.
Zaza, as you may remember, was a French entertainer
with lots of "la-la." Claudette, wearing the clothes characteristic of the turn of the century, fits the role perfectly.
I watched her scene with Marshall and Michael Brook, the
Earl of Warwick, which called for them to approach the
Alcazar (outdoor garden and theater), and for Claudette
to leave a rickety carriage amid much laughter and excitement. She was, distinctly, the coquette.
Before the cameras started grinding Director George
Cukor enacted the whole thing for the cast, giving the
scene an amazing dash and verve. Then the camera started
to roll.
I could tell he didn't like the last few seconds of
the scene. But did he say it wasn't so good? He did not!
He said, "I got my head in the way that's too bad. Let's
do it over and this time put more punch into it."
Good psychology, what? One reason why Cukor is a
great director, I think. The technical advisor on the sidelines appeared to be nobody at all.
She wore slacks and

—

—

gave the signal, then
suddenly discovered she
has brought her mother,

with

But maybe it's about time. I was a murderer not so long
ago, and then a soldier in the mosquito country.
Yep
it's not so bad being a playboy."
I couldn't help agreeing with him.
Claire Dodd, lovely
to look at, starts making things interesting from the very
first.
And if that isn't sufficient, Janet Gaynor soon walks
in to make things even nicer.
Montgomery contributes
wisecracks to keep things humming in between shots. It's
a set you like to linger on.

A

scene

Catlett,

from
Bert

the
Lahr,

Walter
famous old play, "Zaza."
Genevieve Tobin, Rex O'Malley.

—

asked about her
and I found she was
dark glasses.
I
Nazimova, yes, Nazimova, the great, who a decade ago
played "Zaza" herself!

—

Director Falls Overboard. Before us was an ideal
love scene. Joel McCrea and Andrea Leeds were enacting
a nice bit of "woo," and everything looked pretty hotsyIt was a big moment in the (Continued on page 75)
totsy.
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do your hands reveal about yourself? Maybe
you hadn.'t even thought about it, being so busy
making the most of your face and stirring up your
glamour. But believe me, my dears, your hands
are just about the most telltale feature you own. And
before I really get going on the subject I want to tell you
about an experience I had some years ago that I am glad

to pass along to you.
I had gone to the famous dance studio of
with a young girl who was entering
girls' class at night.

The name

of

Ned Wayburn
his

business

Ned Wayburn should

is as familiar to you as the famous
"Ziegfeld Follies."
I don't mean the movie "Follies."
1 am speaking of the stage version, when that connoisseur
0f beauty, Florenz Ziegfeld, was alive and very busy
glorifying American girls.
Well, twenty-five girls stood in a circle wearing various
types of rehearsal clothes shorts, bathing suits, rompers.
I say "girls," but some were women of thirty, interested in
limbering up and acquiring grace.
In the center of this circle a large man with stern expression and keen eyes was stressing the importance of
her hands to a dancer how they convey moods, but especially how they aid or detract from grace. That man was

be and probably

—

—

Wayburn.
circle. Noting the number
the fresh young business girls, he said:
**A woman's hands, more than her face, tell her age.
I will pass
I want all of you to hold out your hands.
around the circle and tell each one of you how old you
are."
His accuracy was amazing; he told their ages within a
year. There wasn't any trick to it at all because, truly, a
woman's hands invariably show age before her face. But
more deplorable is that so many young girls have prematurely old hands. Why? Sheer neglect Unnecessary!
And such a blow to your glamour, my darlings! Almost
as bad, I do believe, as decaying teeth in a lovely mouth.
So let's not neglect them any more. Let's vision our
hands as slim, graceful flowerlike things over which, in
olden days, gallant gentlemen would have bent and kissed.
It's an old Continental custom and they still do it in the
movies. Which reminds me
Have you seen that new rage of the screen Hedy
Lamarr? She was the original "Ecstasy" girl, though the
foreign picture of that name was banned in this country
because Hedy was too beautiful and wore too few clothes.
Well, Hedy's first picture for Hollywood, "Algiers,"
started people raving about her as no actress has been
raved about since Garbo. There is a picture of this Lamarr
gal who goes to men's heads like heady wine (no pun

His keen eyes went round the

of

women among

—

LOVELY FLOWERLIKE HANDS ARE
THE AMBITION OF EVERY GIRL.
MEN NOTICE AND ADMIRE THEM.
•UT ARE YOUR HANDS "LOVELY
TO LOOK AT"? SWEET TO KISS?
Pb»to

Wm.

W»lllnt

"
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intended!) on this very page. I ask you to look at her
and then at yours. And I ask you, too, when you
see "Algiers" to watch how she uses those exquisite hands
and then try to do the same.

hands

—

—

You'd like to have hands like Hedy, wouldn't you? Of
course you would. And I "am going to tell you how to get
them. Or at least I'll tell you how to make your own
hands many times more lovely and appealing than they
are.
Then, when that breath-taking moment comes, when
the right man slips a flashing ring on your left hand you
won't feel like raving about the stone and then hiding
your hand from his loving looks.
So here goes.
A regular weekly manicure is absolutely necessary
whether your polish needs changing or not. Because, you
see, every step in a manicure is cleansing, stimulating and
nourishing to the nail. The nail is really an outgrowth of
your skin. But before I go any further I want to clear up
one great fallacy about nail polish. No longer can lacquer
polish he blamed for brittle nails that split and break if
you look at them. True, it used to be so but no more.
And here is why.
A famous manufacturer of nail polishes has just perfected a liquid protection that you apply before putting on
It guards against splitting and breaking and
the polish.
helps your nails grow. When I say this is brand new I
mean it, because I don't want you to confuse it with similar
protective coatings that have been on the market for several months. This one positively will not change or cloud
the color of the polish because it is colorless. You apply
It dries just as quickly and makes
it exactly like polish.

It is

best to file

first,

when

the nails are perfectly dry.

Never file with a sawlike motion. Always stroke from the
side toward the tip. An oval tip looks prettiest, but beware lest you file too deep on the sides because this
weakens your nails, encourages hangnails and soreness.
Next dip the fingers in warm soapy water for a moment
and clean underneath with a bit of cotton on an orange
stick.

Use the other end of the orange stick to push back the
it grows very tight.
Then you will need
cuticle remover and a regular cuticle knife, also nail scissors to trim it.
But if every time you wash your hands
you will press the cuticle back, in time it will vanish.
Cuticle cream is applied after the polish is thoroughly dry
because then there is no chance of it getting underneath
and causing the polish to peel. Here's the nail tip. If
you have short stubby fingers forget the deep shades of
nail polish.
You don't want to call attention to them.
Warner Brothers recently gave a perfectly scrumptuous
party for Olivia de Havilland. She was wearing a lovely
black net dress with a large hat and held one tearose in her
hand. I wondered why. Then I realized that it was because Olivia doesn't smoke or drink, and holding this rose
cuticle unless

a lasting protection for the nail.

Then you apply this same manufacturer's liquid polish
over it, which also contains special ingredients, and I guarantee that if you use two coats of polish and then put
another coat of the protective liquid over them you will
have a strikingly beautiful gloss and your manicure will
If your nails are still
last days longer than any other.
brittle, then it is because your general health is under par.
Your nails, just like your hair, reflect your physical condition.

Now

you want the price of this new nail proso glad to report that it's not expensive.
Only twenty-five cents for a generous bottle. The name is
yours for the asking. Honest Injun, the stars have told
me they wouldn't be without it because a broken nail is a
calamity in Hollywood, where lovely hands are so important.
But there's more to having beautiful hands than just
whether you have it
pretty polish. There's the manicure
done at a beauty parlor or do it yourself. Lots of girls
have discovered how easy it is to do their own nails, to say
nothing of the money it saves. The method is really very
simple.
tector
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You can have white and
Winters of "The

Sisters,"

velvety legs
if

like

you use the

the surprising information that it can be used on the face
as a powder base. I've really got to go off the deep end
out this lotion! First of all, it doesn't leave that horrid
Just
Sticky feeling after, and it has the grandest scent!
the thing for that moment when you're dancing with Him
to

something

like,

"Thanks for the Memory," and he
hand he's

can't resist the temptation to press that little

holding to his lips as a silent tribute to that moment
the moon shone down on you two, and the lake
waters lapped at your feet
and you gave him your lips!
You want your hand to smell sweet, don't you? I'm

when

...

to

v oor

WssoWe

a P
R|* loW »t w-.« absorb ugW.
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gave her something to do with her hands as she greeted
ner many guests as they stepped up.
It was a graceful
gesture.

But what impressed me most was that those hands
looked as if they had been made just to hold such a rose.
They were so smooth and white, so creamy-looking, that
I couldn't help asking her how she kept them so.
(Olivia
is one star who never has a hand model double for her
in a close up.)

"Why,

I suppose it's because I have always taken care
hands," she told me. "I wouldn't dream of just
washing and drying them and not putting on a lotion.
And at night I use a very special lotion that nourishes and
keeps them velvety.
A fine homemade hand bleach is
buttermilk, or cornmeal and water paste.
For stains,
lemon or tomato juice, peroxide and ammonia mixed in
equal parts
or cuticle remover."
Yes, I got the name of the lotion from her along with

of

my

—

sure

—

He

does.

But this particular lotion has still another use that I
don't believe you've thought about. If you could see my
beauty mail you would be surprised to know how many
girls are troubled with unsightly, coarse hair on their
egs.
Depilatories are good but unless you keep after it
the first thing you know you've got stubby bristles sticking through your stockings. You don't always have time
to bother with depilatory and it is certainly something
e has to use in the privacy of one's bathroom.
Now I'm not going to tell you that the hand lotion will
emove hair from your legs. It won't. But I have a
brand-new little gadget that will. You can use it to
imove hair on your face, too especially that contrary

—

upper

lip.

s a cute little

gadget that has all Hollywood agog,
me. You can stick it in your purse
use it almost anywhere. It isn't paste or a liquid or
ng but a small specially treated pad that you rub
the bristly hairs and they just vanish. Furthermore.
it actually discourages growth.
And it is one of
very few hair removers that can be used on chin,
upper lip, arms and legs. Priced well within
budget, too, and comes in a cute bakelite case.
Write me for the name.
arole

Lombard

tells

ore about the hand lotion.
.
I'll tell you
that lovely Kay Winters, (Continued on page
7+)
.

.

Kay

lotion

—
There

is

ute to the

no surer

no greater tribworth of a man,

certificate of his

desirability than the

love

and admiration and devotion and self-sacrifice of a

When

woman.

beautiful

June Collyer gave Stu her
love, forsaking all others

and all other things, including her career she placed
Stu in the ranks where
only the romantics belong.
And not only is Stu a
hero in his wife's lovely
eyes, but he is a hero also

—

Small Son
was told one

to his children.

aged

Bill,

six,

day that he has eyes
have eyes

like

Now,

mother's.

his

like

to

moth-

his

which are lambent

er's,

and golden, should have
swelled small Bill's chest
to the bustin' point.

But no. Small Bill was
indignant about it.

very

He

set the unwitting blunderer right as right.
He

said stoutly, "I have NOT
got eyes like my mother's.

have eyes like my dadI have ears like my
daddy's. I have teeth like
my daddy's. I have feet like
I

dy's.

my

daddy's.

am

I

isn't,

It

mommie

all over

..."

my daddy

like

of course, that

sweet and
and comforting,
isn't

beautiful

with all of the virtues.
She is. But daddy—GEE!
Daddy in "Pigskin Parade,"

fr

instance

Daddy showing

.

.

.

a feller

married an angel,

"I

says Stu Erwin of June

II!

II

I)

IT
When you

luf QladhfA,

Collyer, "and the change

Jicdl

has been good for me!

see

the movies,
hear him on

Squaw

you may think of him as "good old Stu," as a
bare-footed bumpkin, as a small-town goon who blunders
and stumbles from one mass of trouble into another, a
lovable guy but certainly not a Lothario.
But in the heart of beautiful June Collyer Erwin,
Stu Erwin is Taylor and Gable and Grant and Boyer and
Jimmy Stewart and Galahad and Lindbergh and all the
valiants and irresistibles combined.
He is all of these
heart throbs.
And he is none of them. Because he is
uniquely himself.

—

"It

seems like seven days," says June.

to hold a baseball bat

the small stock

the air,

He is a hero at home, is Stu.
And Stu and June have been married

how

Stu Erwin in

Valley, California
wanted to be a circus acrobat

telling about

.

raised, in

telling 'bout

.

.

when he was

a kid,

how he
how he

gave it up when he fell into a well and nearly drowned
making you laugh till
while practicing a flip-flop
you squeak describing how he used to give performances
making
for the cows and chickens in the barnyard
the works go round in engines that no one but daddy can
being as gentle
taking a feller fishing
fix
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mommie when

.

.

.

there are hurts and bruises
.
.
And very small
Yes, Stu is a hero to his little son.
Judy, aged three, offers up on the altar of Stu all of her
favorite toys, the best cookies on the plate, the first kiss
as

in the

for seven years.

Daddy

.

.

.

farm where he was born and

morning, the
is

name

last kiss at night.

Stuart Erwin, Junior, and Judy's real
June Dorothea, of course. I say "of course" be-

Bill's real

name

.

is

of course June would name her son after
Stu would insist that his daughter be named

mean

cause

I

Stu.

And

after June.

Yes, within the peaceful precincts of that tree-shaded
white house in Beverly Hills which Stu and June call
home, Stu reigns the undisputed sovereign.
This story should really be titled "For Wives Only,"
for what I am about to reveal may give some of us lessdedicated wives food for thought. But some of the men
who read it are sure to go into an Edgar Kennedy slow
burn and feel that, in comparison with June Collyer, their
"little women" do not shine too favorably.
It is simply, of course, that the Erwins are so very
much in love. You read a great deal of highly charged
copy about the loves of the Barrymores and Elaines, the
Bob Taylors and Barbara Stanwycks, Blondells and Dick
yet 1 tell you that
Powells, Gables and Lombards
one of the tenderest and deepest love stories in all Hollywood is lived in that white house in Beverly Hills, with
June Collyer Erwin as the heroine and Stu Erwin as the
.

.

.

hero.
It was so when,
has been so from the beginning.
June gave up her brightly flowering career to
"not that he ever asked me to
become Stu's wife
"He wouldn't.
stop working, of course," June explains.
As a matter of
I don't think we ever discussed it at all.
fact, I did make a couple of pictures after we were marBut I just knew that Stu didn't like the idea of my
ried.
working, and so I didn't want to work, that's all."
"You've never really regretted it, have you, honey?"
asked Stu. We were sitting at tea, Stu and June and I,
in the blue-and-rose living room of their home, Stu and
June side by side on the divan facing me.
"Of course not, sweetheart," laughed June, "you know
I just realized from the
perfectly well that I haven't.
beginning that for both of us to be under contract was
impossible and unbearable. Soon after we were married,
"
for instance, Stu had to go on location and
"And," grinned Stu, "June was all set to make a picture and she gives it up to go on location with me."
"Then, a little later," continued June, "they sent Stu
"

It

in 1931,

.

to

.

.

New York and
"And," Stu took up the thread, "again she gave up

picture so she could

"Because

A

I

wanted

it.

to be with Stu

rollicking gallop across the

Erwin domain

in

Stuart, Sr.,

Beverly
is

a

come along."

Hills.

more,

much more,

greensward of the
Yes, you've guessed

the horse and the happy riders

are Stu's youngsters

—

Bill,

aged

six

and Judy, three.

"Hi, folks!" Well. well, look who's here.
it's

papa

Stu,

day at the
like

Stu

in

home from work

studio. But

is

it?

Why

after a hard

Looks to us more

20th Century's "Passport Husband."

to be anywhere else in the wcrld,"
"That's why."
"We didn't want to be separated," Stu agreed,
"and we never have been, thank God!"
"Now I am at home where I belong," June said,
"so that when Stu has to work late I can go to
the studio to meet him, we can have dinner together.
Or I am here when he gets home, wait-

than

I

wanted

said June.

ing."
I said to Stu: "How do you rate all this?
Were
you such a romantic lover when you were ?wooing?"
"As a suitor," said Stu, with a wink, "terrific"
"Stu!" laughed June, something warm and lov-

ing in her laughter.
"Well, I was, too,"
was.

Why,

I

worked,

said

Stu.

"You know

I

(Continued on page 73/

—

—

A

HOW MUCH DO YOU REALLY KNOW
ABOUT OLIVIA DE HAYILLAND.
OUR NEW "GIRL ON THE COVER"?

MARY DE HAVILLAND, whose birthOLIVIA
place was Tokyo, and whose descent
Engis

without a doubt a rare example of
Hollywood glamour maiden. She is
sensitive, thoughtful, keen-witted, a gentlewoman in addition to being a Gradebeauty. Her friends shake their collective heads and say that Olivia is in the
wrong business for the full development of such tender traits. You see,
she is spiritual; Hollywood is maPerhaps, like fine china
terialistic.
and to protect this spirit, Livvy
should wear a tag marked "Handle
with care Fragile de Havilland."
Although her beauty, as recorded
on the screens of a thousand motionpicture theaters, is every bit as exJ[uishe and dainty as Haviland china,
or which she is not named, Olivia
Mary de Havilland is far from dainty
in her appetite. She gloats over roast
beef it's the English in her roast
lamb, beets, corn, baked apples,
cereals. And she shares in common
with America's Number One acknowledged sweetheart, Miss Shirley Temple, a fondness for spinach.
Of all
lish,

is

—

—

—

—

—

things!

Like Shirley, she does not barge

around much to night clubs, preferring to listen unlike Miss Temple

—

Crowd."

to the sweet strains of symphonies,

and other forms of artistic
expression.
She even likes to read
books. (My, my, Hollywood, do you

concerts,

hear that?)

"Singing in the Wilder-

"Of Mice and Men" or the fragile verses of Elinor
Wylie are her favorites. She wrinkles her nose, short and
shapely, and a disturbing dimple to the right shows, at
ness,"

the idea that she is "high-brow.
Men, she has discovered, after three brief but enlightening years in Hollywood as a filmster, don't like intellectual
.

girls.

So Liwy is smart enough to make capital of five feet
three inches of fairish feminine pulchritude
"I'm down
to ninety-nine pounds now, and I don't like it," she says
a pair of chocolate-colored eyes, curling dark hair, laugh-

—

ing lips. All these valuable feminine assets have won her
a starring contract with the astute Warner Brothers, for
whom she has made a baker's dozen, more or less, of films.
Most important were those with Errol Flynn five in all

—

among them "Captain Blood," "Charge
Brigade,'

.'Adventures of

Robin Hood,

— —
of

the

Light

"r
'and' "Four's
a

Her

latest,

"Head Over

Heels," is with Dick Powell.
As a self-analyst, Liwy is at the
head of her class. She worries about
herself so much
in a nice way, of
course about the way her eyes photograph when she is
weary, who stole the bonbons from her night-table, and
that her friends worry about her.
Totaled, her friends' worries amount to one big question mark:
Will Liwy find a man worthy of her love?
A husband, they mean. None of those Grand Romances
for Their Liwy.
Liwy is rather curious about it too.
But she doesn't worry about Romance. She's had a taste
of it, thanks, and finds it very nice. At seventeen she was
Madly in Love.
Now, at twenty-two July 1st was her birthday she
can look quite calmly upon the empire-rocking emotion.
Because her face is so patently seraphic, the film yokels
find it hard to believe that Liwy has known the grande
passion. Liwy's answer to those who find fun in discussing old amours is silence.
It's a potent weapon at all
(Continued on page 71)
times, she has found.

—

—
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HERE AT LAST IS THE TRUE STORY
OF HOW THE RATE GIRL REALLY
FEELS ABOUT HER BIG MOUTH.
^banotluf Quintan

iuf

— a clamor

among peacocks

Martha Raye, of the
ultra-violent Laugh
Rayes,

girl

amid glamour

—

is

girls.

a cuckoo

She's the

Hollywood Boulevard the slap-happy screwball of
the studios. The exotic elements lift their already arched eyebrows at Martha's zany antics, theater audiences roll in the
hoyden

of

aisles.

^
Well, ^ere

she

«

.

kAnrtv ol to-day.

a

They tell you Martha Raye was born with a silver tray in
Before your laughter at that witticism has subher mouth.
sided, they send you into a fresh spasm of hilarity by wisecracking that she has so many gold fillings she has to sleep
with her head in a safe.
But behind the boisterous figure of filmdom's ace feminine
buffoon there lies a poignant story of hurt and heartache, a
story which I know almost as well as does the Martha who

—

lived that tale.

have known Martha since she was a hard-working girl of
making several hundred dollars per week and never
seeing a penny of it. Her loyalty was always completely with
her family her salary was theirs much more than her own.
She was the pet pixie of the night club spotlights, and I was
press agent for the Chez Paree in Chicago where she performed.
In the days when we first became friends, no one laughed
Every one considered her shapely,
at Martha's large mouth.
attractive, and quite the cutest number in town.
She had more
boy friends than any one in the show, and best of all her
I

fifteen,

—

—

—

recent self-appointed critics did not know she was alive.
Martha never took her beaus seriously until the advent,

much
Buddy Westmore. When she became a star and married Buddy under the white heat of international publicity, the
marriage was doomed to failure.
Buddy, headstrong youth,
later, of

.

down

*y*

*•

&J3*."

better-dressed

b. a

rf— **

could not cope with her importance, and the constant activity
which surrounded her, demanding most of her time and thought.
Martha, in turn, was deeply hurt because Buddy resented the
things her stardom brought instead of rejoicing in the fame and
position she had worked so hard to attain.
And both their
families, well-meaning but unseeing, spurred them on in their

growing discontent.
Although still a very young girl, Martha has weathered the
disappointments of an unhappy match and the blind criticisms
of the envious few with a fortitude beyond her years. Her experience did not embitter her, but endowed her with a sane
philosophy of life and people.
David Rose, her fiance, whom she plans to wed this Christmas, has been a friend of mine for more (Continued on page 70)

Not

all embittered by the failure of her first Hollywood marMartha is going to take the fatal step with David Rose (left)
Xmas. Martha in scene from "Give Me A Sailor," (right).

at
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Prince Az'tm,
horse with
royal dignity as he reviews
his devoted native soldiers.
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An October

bride?

Why

not, at this

grand season

of

a bride, really. She is charming Ellen Drew, Paramount's exciting new discovery appearing in "Sing You Sinners." About the gown
Designed by Edith Head, it stresses a glamorous note
Yards of white chiffon went
in drapery and simplicity.
into a sweeping veil, caught at head with Calla lilies.
the year?

Only she

isn't
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Photoi by Carpenter

1

There's an "old-world" quality about
this Elizabethan adaptation of an evening coat of heavy white satin with cloth
of silver cording.
It was designed for
Maureen O'Sullivan in MGM's "Hold

That Kiss." The
in

its

fullness.

skirt is

Just

positively regal
suits

Maureen!

What
Moment

pius!

you do

your Big

to

couldn't
in

this?

shimmering black sequins
with over-shoulder drapes of chiffon.
Fits like your skin, with new side slit.
Reminiscent of the days when that arch
It's

all-over

temptress,

Theda Bara,

ruled the films.
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the

Starting

from the inside out

RKO

gown

of rose-beige

preview of her latest picture
"Mother Carey's Chickens,"
Ruby will wear something like this sosmart dinner frock.
Of heavy white
crepe, bodice tightly wrapped, it flows
into a graceful skirt. Minus the jacket you
are ready for the most formal affair.
t

for

is

trailing

band

silk

— Ruby's

net with a

of real lace.

Sapphire

flowers lend an interesting color note.
But the coat!
really something
It's
to

dream about,

long

sleeves

and

girls.

light

Blue fox with

as a

feather.
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Photos by Klmer Kryer

A

stunning formal

is

this.

Designed

for

Margaret Lindsay by Howard Shoup.

One

of those "simple

little

frocks" that

could easily be "whipped
up at home," but just try it! Foundation of black satin, covered with black
net,
and "winged" shoulder effect.
looks as

if

it

little number that Margaret
be sporting in Warner Brothers'
"Broadway Musketeers." Look for it.
And, listen to the color scheme!
In
shades of beige, tan and sage green.
Dress is simply styled and topped by
new seven-eighths length plaid coat.

Here's a

will
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EUROPEANS. THEY SAY. MAKE SWELL LOVERS RUT
POOR HUSRANDS. WHY? ARE THEY REALLY FICKLE?
AT LAST. WE HAVE THE TRUTH FROM FERNAND GRAVET.

By
HOW

Allan Qi*m

can you be sure of perfect romance when you're

in love?

And when you

are, how can it be preserved in
death us do part" tradition in these risky times?
You probably will be surprised that out of all the film
stars in Hollywood I asked Fernand Gravet, the young
French star, to answer those perplexing questions. No
doubt you think of him as the gay Continental of the screen
with hundreds of adoring women at his beck and call, and
"till

will ask:

"What

is

his authority to discuss the

ONE

romance in life? 1*11 bet he's had plenty of girls."
Well, Monsieur Gravet has not only found perfect love
in real life with ONE woman, but has made it last for
fifteen years!
For one of his allure and international
fame I think this comes close to being a record.
When you consider the upheaval of his youth in War
days and his hard road to fame it is all the more impressive.
Born in Belgium and educated in England, he
trouped as an actor in Europe, Africa, South America,
perfect

working up from bit parts. His path to stardom was
made on the difficult international stage of Paris. His
early mark in pictures was acquired on the hard-boiled
lots of Paris and Berlin. And, mind you, Monsieur Gravet
still is

only thirty-three!

long chat He was taking the 5:20 limited for Califoi
but he relaxed with an unconcern for time, typical of
boyish air.
His large brown eyes were radiant with friendliness,
spoke with a rich, baritone voice, perhaps a bit x
seriously than when I saw him at the Joinville (Paris)
studios. During the trip home he had acquired a snappy
Clark Gable mustache and rather long, intriguing sideburns. He reclined in happy and confiding mood in a
snug divan, winding a foot under him. He explained he
had crossed alone this time because his wife, Mile. Jane
Renourdt, wealthy French stage star, was detained at home
due to illness in his family.
"Of course, my wife and I do not regard our happinest
as being especially a secret," he began. "Romance is like
anything eke these days. It must be tempered with a sense
of realism. There must be something more than 'romantic
allure,' as

you Americans' say, to make it a go. For one
must be frank understanding of one anothei

thing, there

and of one another's problems. My own marriage is i
graphic illustration of the point It is based on friendship
My wife and I were pals for three years before we married
We are still pals because we make it our business to gel
along.

met Gravet in Paris, saw him on stage and screen,
and realized what his wife and home meant to him
as a true Frenchman who had kicked about
abroad. But when he recently returned to
these shores from a brief visit home to
do The Great Waltz" for MGM.
I felt he owed it to his millions of

I

fans

to

something of the
of his successful pri-

tell

secret

vate

life.

Only twenty-four
hours

after

rival in

we

his

ar-

New York

sat

down

in

the RitzCarlton
Hotel

"How? By little sympathies, concessions, sacrifices
Here's an example. My wife and I had co-starred foil
several years in many stage plays. In 1929 a career cri&ii
developed. I realized it was one of those things that havti
wrecked scores of successful marriages and romances I
Sound fihns were causing a sensation. We realized shovl
business was changing. I was ambitious, and she wantetl.
to see me get ahead. So I had a chance to do a pictun
for UFA in Germany. If I accepted, it meant possibly th
break-up of our home life together. My wife prompt]]
gave up her career so we would not be apart She hasn a
gone back on the stage since, unless it was when we wen
working together again.
"It was a wonderful spirit of sacrifice, very logical, ye
in good French tradition.
She is constantly assuring
that she has never regretted.**
Monsieur Gravet sipped a demi-tasse, and flashed J
smile. "I know in America it is harder for a girl to mak
concessions because the trend is in the other direction—
toward greater personal independence. Of course, sb
has every right to it, and the American man believe
(Continued on page 7C
it makes for her happiness.

i

m

I

women in Gravet*
home is more importer

There are three
life,

yet his

even than

his career.

wife, his mother,

The reason? Hi

and

rnother-in-lov

Soon

be seeing this romantic combination in
"The Great Waltz." Gravet plays the part of
the composer. "Johann Strauss." Luise Rainer is'Toldi."
you'll

MGM'S

Even in America, Fernand Gravet and his wife, the
former Mile. Jane Renourdt, French star, adhere
to the French tradition of always dining together.

Address your beauty problems to Laura Benham,
Picture Play, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York,
inclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

was **°*

LoV

•**?***

i*"

to splash or spray a favorite scent all
over your
body, as this is the sort
of fragrance that seems

really to

become part

of

you.

Next a light dusting of
talcum or body powder
and you've that from-theskin-out daintiness that is
the basis of all real
charm. So, with a well-

scrubbed look and feeling, you can turn your attention to your hair.
Now, a really well-

groomed

coiffure is the
result of healthy hair plus

Carole Lombard knows you
must apply make-up skillfully to appear smooth and

a good permanent. And
both these things are en-

intriguing.

tirely

A
So

let's start at

list and consider that wellscrubbed look that's in such de-

—

well-

scrubbed look isn't one that
you apply casually, like lipbefore you fly out of
the house twenty minutes late
for that appointment.
For real daintiness is as much
a feeling as it is a ZooA:, and the
first rule for both feeling and
looking immaculate is to take two baths a day, one in the
morning for no fastidious woman would dream of starting her day without a bath and another in the evening
either before you step out or before you retire.
And to make your bath a pleasure and a beauty ritual as
well as a mere cleansing routine, you need the right tools.
First, a bottle of bath crystals or bath oil to throw in
Second, a good
the tub to soften the water and scent it.
pure soap I like mine scented, too to work into a rich,
fluffy lather that will penetrate your pores and help you
relax as it cleanses.
And for a really thorough, luxurious cleansing, do get a
big bath brush, preferably one with a long handle, to reach
For a bath brush not
all over your back and shoulders.
only makes you feel tingly and well scrubbed, but its friction stimulates circulation and this makes the skin healthy
and keeps it young and firm and smooth.
Then when you step from your tub, reach for your nonperspirant or deodorant, for nothing so robs a woman of
charm and daintiness as even the faintest hint of perspiration odor.
And even if you think you don't perspire, you do. Every
normal body releases several quarts of water a day through
and while you may not be conscious of this fact,
the pores
people around you are. So a nonperspirant or deodorant
is a "must" on every girl's beauty budget during every season of the year.
Another must is a fine toilet water or eau de cologne.
For nothing gives you a greater feeling of well-being than
stick, just

—

—

—

to you.

healthy hair are yours for
the brushing, for a hundred strokes a night are
just as effective to-day as
they were in grandmother's time
only you'll be
able to use a better brush.
And this regular brushing, plus a shampoo every
week or ten days, will

the top of the

mand.
As I'm sure you know, a

up

clean scalp and

—

—

keep your hair

in perfect

condition.

For your permanent be
sure you go to a reputable
beauty shop where the operators are well trained and only
the best materials are used. There you'll be able to get
the sort of soft, loose permanent that looks completely natural and that will last for from four to six months.
When it comes to skin, the rules you should follow for
your own sake are those that will assure you a complexion
And the three steps in skin care are
that men admire.
cleansing, toning and lubricating.
For cleansing choose a cream of the weight especially
adapted to your own type of skin. If your skin is oily, a
liquefying cream will be best, but if it's normal or dry, use
a cream that is a bit richer and heavier.
Cleanse your face with this cream every morning, remove with tissues and apply an astringent or skin tonic.
Allow this to dry before applying the foundation you use
under your make-up.

Then at night repeat this same cream cleansing, but instead of applying astringent immediately after you've removed the cream, give yourself a good soap and water
cleansing, then apply the skin tonic, and follow with a fine
film of lubricating or nourishing

cream which should

re-

main overnight.

And while we're on the subject of skin, I want to tell
you of one of the best pick-ups for tired faces I've ever
found. Its a mask that smoothes out wrinkles as if by magic
and takes only fifteen or twenty minutes to do its work.
Made by a woman who is preeminent in the cosmetic
field, this mask is a creamy white paste with a faintly aromatic odor, and you apply it with (Continued from, page 71)
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wo know of one importanl
factor in skin beauty. We have
learned that a certain vitamin aids in
keeping skin beautiful. The importanl
"skin-vitamin" about which we are
learning more and more every day!
,

animal tests, -kin that had been rough ami
dry because oi "skin-vitamin" deficiency in
the diet became smooth and supple again
when Pond's Cold Cream containing "skin-
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HITHERTO UNREYEALED CHAPTERS

IN

THE EXCITING LIFE OF GEORGE BRENT.
•>

/

$Jt
tW LfiAJGM* -Jj&W>

Life doesn't really begin for the
majority of picture stars until
that particular moment when

they sign their names to a contract and the cameras start
grinding.
Up until then most of them have gone their
ways in comparative obscurity.

But not so with George Brent, who appears soon
Warner's "Wings of the Navy." Excitement,
movement, color, thrills even a close shave with
death crowded his life long before he had any
thought of becoming an actor. I had heard
that he had experienced many exciting adventures before he ever came to Hollywood so I made an appointment to meet
him, hoping to get a really exclusive
story.
I did, and here it is.
He drove in from his home to
meet me, and looked as though
he had been spending long
hours in the sun. His sweater
was open at the throat he
wore sports clothes. Darkcolored glasses could not

—

—

hide his quiet good looks.
"My father lived in Cal-

many

years,

and

was an Indian army

offi-

cutta for

cer," he began, "so were

most of the male members

my

may explain a bit of my liking for advenleaned far back in his chair, and lighted a cigarette
which he took from a thin fine case of silver.
"I was born in Ireland, you know, but spent the latter part
of my boyhood in this country.
I earned money to go to
school by working on farms in northern New York picking
fruit for a cent a basket, or toiling like a dog for ten dollars
a week. For a while I worked evenings (Continued on -page 81)
of

ture."

family. That

He

—

Now

he's

dog,

his

settled

pipe

down

and

in

Hollywood with

his

But
afternoon tea.
George Brent once tasted adventures such as
few men know.
Center photo shows him with
Constance Worth, to whom he was wed briefly.
his
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Men

smooth skin. When skin lacks Vitamin V.
the vitamin essential to skin health, it gets harsh and (fry. Now
Pond's Cold Cream contains this necessary "skin-vitamin."
fall for soft,

MY SKIN

has enough "skin-vitamin," Pond's brings an Extra Supply against possible future need. Smart girls follow llii- new
beauty care to help provide against loss of the "skin-\ itamin."
If skin

—

All normal skin contains Vitamin A
the
"skin-vitamin." • Jn hospitals, scientists
found that this vitamin, applied to the
skin, healed wounds and burns quicker.
• Now this "skin-vitamin" is in every jar

•

Cold Cream! Pond's has not
been changed in any other way. It's the
same grand cream you have always know n.
Use it as always night and morning and
of Pond's

AND PONDS IS
SAME GRAND
CREAM. ITS USE

THE

—

before make-up.

same

Same

jars,

same

HELPS GIVE SKIN
A SOFT GLOWVMAKES MAKE-UP
THRILLING.'

labels,

prices.

Statements concerning the effects of the
skin-vitamin" applied to the skin are based

3r

Upon medical literature and tests on the skin
of animals following an accepted lahoratory
method.
Tune

•vvk^.^.^

in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond's Program,
Mondays, 8:30 P.M., N. Y. rime, N. B.C.

Gi^jiA^.

Copyright, 1918, Pond's Extract
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is

\W.

she the garbo of
(

'on

known to most people even when Mr. Goldwyn announced her as his new discovery

know

Ami

her, she is
if
you
charming, with a soft, perShe has the physical quali-

arrived.
delightful and
suasive voice.

it was part of the pact
of silence that
public mention be made of it.
However, the filing of the divorce notices
broke that pact, and automatically hurled
Miss Curie's name into headlines.
It also
provoked the question as to whether she had
perpetrated a "hoax"' on Hollywood by not
telling in the beginning that she was born
in Brooklyn and that she was married.

—

race slenderness and
the Norse
clear blue eyes and brownish-blond
height
hair, and also the temperamental attributes
of serene, deliberate thinking and poised,
leisurely tempoed manner.
ties

<>f

—

Incidentally, her appearance as the Chinese princess in '"The Adventures of Marco
Polo" is not a clew to her real personality,
although she is stoical in the fashion of that
oriental lady.
It is truer to her type than
the gypsy, however, in "Algiers," which offend little of the real Gurie glamour. That
glamour, I believe, will be discovered in the
Of course, memory renext film or two.
minds that it took only one picture for
Garbo to register; but did she register any
more strongly than Gurie did in "Marco

remember:

it

is

1938

— not

.

.

.

think!"

That philosophy of "watchful waiting,"
coupled with her deep sense of values
the ability to discern what is important and
what is not has been the fiery sword with
which Sigrid Gurie has conquered Hollywood.
True, her first victory was a quick
one and the battle for stardom has just begun, because one picture, two pictures, three
pictures are not enough to stay at the top
these days.
However, the sturdy spirit of
her Norse ancestors is in this unassuming
girl and. having tasted glory, I don't think
she is the type to let it evade her.
If it
should, by any chance, I'm sure she'll just
"sit and wait" until the opportunity is right
and then, after coolly thinking out a campaign of attack, will probably walk right
out into battle and recapture it.
In this style her entire career has been
thought out.
To illustrate, she didn't try to crash Hollywood without any knowledge or preparation.
When she determined for herself that
it was the hard way, the uncertain way, to
follow the "extra" route to success she decided to study all about acting.

—

—

—

"1

realized

if

1

wrong

took a
I

1

I

these offered a contrasting mood to the
other, SO she had an opportunity to reveal
the extent of her talent.
That advance
"I

preparation

showed headwork!

o

effect all of this wih
upon Miss Gurie's career and upon
herself.
Judging by past precedents, the
"hoax." if it was one, will not bear unfa-

vorable fruit, insofar as her career is concerned.
It
might even give it momentum.
As far as she personally is concerned, the
opinion may be ventured that henceforth she
probably will pursue the Garbo method of

This is entirely possible, since
Miss Gurie is serious and thoughtful by
temperament, and her tastes do not follow
the popular pattern of night clubs and the
gay life.
Aloofness and a certain social
isolation might well be a suitable design for
living for her, apart from her work.
Then,
too, it might be expedient and professionally discreet.
It has proved so for Garbo.
Thus far Sigrid Gurie is the first likelycandidate for the Garbo crown, and, in fact,
for the whole Garbo tradition.

aloofness.

A

rose between two thorns? It's Richard
Greene, Alice Faye and hubby Tony

Martin,

top

stars,

recent

at

preview.

The

result?
She was immediately signed
a seven-year contract by Mr. Goldwyn.
Her initial salary was small, but after the
screening of "Marco Polo" it jumped to a

to

high point, and it is reputed her weekly
earnings are in the neighborhood of a thousand dollars.
But from the time she saw her first

grown-up

which

picture,

Hawk"

"The Sea
she dreamed of
was

with Milton Sills,
thing to be a picture actress.
About five years ago she received her parents' permission to go to London to study
art, but that was a slight deception on her
part, since she wanted to study acting, and
furthermore, did. While in London she met
Thomas W. Stewart, whom reports say had
just come into an inheritance and also had
screen ambitions.
Stewart and Miss Gurie, and Stewart's
sister, and one or two other friends, all left
on the same boat sailing for New York, and
Hollywood!
the ultimate destination
Shortly after Miss Gurie arrived in the
film center she and Stewart were married
in the quaintly named town of Cucamonga,
California, which proved to be quite an
amusing target for the reporters during the
Her marriage was undivorce litigation.

—

one

only

—

step in ap-

proaching a film career
would be lost. I
decided I must find the right way. So the
first thing I did was get a dramatic coach.
I took a lesson daily five days a week for
eight months, and practiced three hours every day.
After thai
felt confident I could
make a screen test, so
found an agent,
and he was both kind and fortunate enough
to secure a test for me for 'Marco Polo.'
That is the story of my beginning."
But there is much more to it than that,
because Miss Gurie saw to it that she was
prepared with material when she met Mr.
She didn't make just the one
Goldwyn.
test which the exacting producer requested
-a lest Iroin a scene in "These Three."
No, -lie was prepared to do scenes also from
"Reunion in \ ienna" and "Morocco." Each

ml

i

One wonders what

1926!

To-day there is far more competition than
existed when Miss Garbo first arrived. And
Sigrid Gurie is one to meet this condition
by "sitting and waiting."
"When I first came to Hollywood," she
told me, "T thought the way to get into
pictures was through working as an extra.
After I had been here for a while I decided
that was not the thing to do.
So I said to
myself: T won't jump in
I'll sit and

i

have

Polo"?
One wonders!
Perhaps the progress of this new star
may appear to be a bit slower, but there
is this to

;

tuned from page 33
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Contin ued from page 25
cheeks and Bette started crying, too.
She
had done it to embarrass me in front of the
company, for a joke, and here she was just
as embarrassed as I, so we had a good cry
together.
Then Mr. Litvak came over and

'Happy birthday. Jane.

That's all for
things like this that make the
movies more than just a job.
"That night Bette had me out to her home
and we laughed about who was the one that
really got the works and then, when I was
ready to leave, she threw me a dog. I was
I'd been crazy for this
never so thrilled.
said,

to-day.'

little

It's

setter

pup and here

it

was."

Jane's best friend and severest critic.
If there is ever any doubt
about anything, a trip to Bette's dressing
room is in order and there things are settled with Jane all ears and Bette giving hei
little friend the benefit of her experience.
As to Jane's histrionic ability, should
there be any doubt let us repeat an observation of Beulah Bondi's concerning "Plair
Jane." As you know, Beulah is an actress
of note in the legitimate theater and sinc<
coming to Hollywood has been acclaimec
one of the finest character actresses on th<
Bette Davis

is

screen.

Said

Miss Bondi, "I think you can

when you work with
what

it

who

just

takes.

a

person

if

There are so many

tel

she haout hen

through their assignments
lime to go home. But Jane is s<
She will worl
different, so full of ambition.
hour after hour till late at night if necessaryi
I was interested to see her in this part a:
she goes from a very young girl to a youm
mother.
I was amazed to see her take oi
the dignity that goes with motherhood. Sht
has something upstairs and it works ever
minute she is before the camera. That girl
waiting

walk

till

amount

to

something;

she'll

go

fai

E

will

N

the profession."
\nd there speaks an expert about a plaii
little girl called Jane Bryan.

ii
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huiilm keep away

fortune

Continuedfrom pane
company

which she represents a most valuable property. Not the delightfully preco
to

•cious nine-year-old

on her best behavior be-

Not the little girl of
you may have caught one enchantingly golden glimpse when she was on pafore

interviewers.

whom
rade.

None
•dam.

of these things are worth a tinker's
Shirley, unquestionably, has great

charm.
No, what

Shirley the human-being like?

is

When

she acts on impulse what happens?
she still charming, or is she a plain everyday nusiance? And off the record how does
she get on with her co-workers?
Is she
more courteous to those in authority than she
is to the grips, the property boys, and the
minor supporting players? What about her
attitude with her playmates?
And how dues
she adjust to her position in the studios and
the demands which it places upon her?
Let us answer these questions with illustrative incidents.
At a time like this it is
•actions only that count.
A month or two ago, during Shirley's travels with her mother and father, a great and
•elegant party was given in her honor at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York City.
Is

There were members of the press among
the

guests,

so

Shirley's

behavior generally

She was under the watchful
«ye of her parents and a baker's dozen of
press agents. She stood by her mother's side
and smiled at the dozens of people who just
simply had to speak to her because she
looked such a little darling. Sometimes she
•doesn't count.

You know how

broke out in a pun.

nine-

year-olds are!

Mrs. Temple forgot Shirley long enough
to ask some one what sort of clothes you
"wear in Bermuda.
The press agents, too,
were otherwise occupied, supplying some
guests with details of the new Temple picture and others with tinkling glasses. It was
then the impulse struck!
Shirley can travel fast. She ran the length
of that long room, pell-mell. The last of the
way she slid. She arrived at the little booth
where guests had checked their wraps before
the first two guests to leave could reach
there.
She put out her hand for the coat
check one guest carried. She grinned triumphantly.
The guest insisted she take ten
cents with the check, for the tip. But Shirley shook her head so hard there was frightful confusion

"You

can't

among her
tip

curls.

my

at

nounced "That's why
tell you!"

party!"

Peggy, and young Harold Lloyd in their litNormandy playhouse at '"Greenacres,"

tle

their father's hilltop estate.
Even small
"Brother" lisped Shirley's name with awe.
And they were, they told me, really going
to meet her soon!
It had been arranged
that she was to come and play with them.
I hadn't met Shirley then and I trembled

proved

otherwise

I

illusions.

crestfallen.

Since that time Shirley has played house
with the Lloyds and romped over '"Greenacres" with them many times. She also has

been elected

membership in their excluwhich Janie Bannister, Ann

to

sive club in
Harding's daughter,

the only other member.
It is Gloria, the oldest id' the group,
who delivers their verdict on Shirley.
'"We always have the most fun when Shiris

comes over."

she

an-

ley

To

adjust to her position in
the responsibility this
This most important
And the
question has still to be answered.
answer, I must confess, is equivocal. It depends!
Not long ago they decided it would be a
good idea if Bill Robinson, who long had

But

how does she

the studios and to
places upon her?

*

STAR GAZING
If

They are
and if Miss Temple
knew they would be

for the young Lloyds'
nice healthy children

I ran after you.

Shirley has been taught the laws of courtesy and she respects them, not in a docilely
obedient way but because she gets a kick
out of playing according to the rules.
Fair enough.
She passes muster nicely
here then.
But what about the other con-

*

29

siderations?
What, I'M instance, about her
attitude with those who aren't as important
in the studios as she is?
When Shirley was playing in "Now and
Forever" she demanded a stand-in.
She
take^ her work ver) seriously ami. as she explained to her director, Gary Cooper had a
stand-in ami so did Carole Lombard.
Marilyn Granis has been Shirley's stand-in since.
A short time ago \ was on the Temple set.
Shirley and Marilyn were sitting on the sidelines coloring paper dolls they had cut from
a fashion magazine.
The cameraman called
Marilyn. He wanted to get the locus tin the
next shot.
Shirley bounced up.
Marilyn
was coloring a dull that promised to be the
loveliest yet and her lap was heaped with
crayons.
Shirley, very admiring, much preferred to stand in for herself than have
Marilyn disturbed.
Shirley has a sense of democracy so comfor it
plete that it makes her an aristocrat,
never occurs to her that she cannot afford to
be on equal terms with any one she likes,
wh -lever their color, creed, or job.
But what about Shirley's attitude with her
playmates away from the studio? Does she
Does she believe the
queen it over all?
choice of games and everything else is hers,
Do the children she
by sovereign right?
plays with call her a '"pain in the neck" once
they cease to be impressed with her as a
celebrity?
I have to go back a year or two to answer
this.
It
was then I visited with Gloria,

PICTURE PLAY

will

provide you with the

the

ol

rors.

Overhead on the new picture, including
Shirley's salary, was mounting.
Finall) they
let the new
instructor go and called back
Bill

Robinson.

day Shirley went to work with
was beaming. They warmed up on
the time-step and then Bill introduced the
She took to it like a duck
first new routine.
to water and at the end of the first hour

The

first

Bill she

they were hitting it off in grand style.
Bill, who had heard about the difficulty of
Course, Stood back and wiped his dark brow.
"Honey," he said, "you're the same natural-born hoofer you always was.
Why
couldn't you dance for that other feller?"
Loud.
\\ lien
Shirley laughed.
Long.
she could speak she said, "Why Uncle Bill,
I wasn't going to do anything for him. What

do you think? That
on our secrets?"
She had preferred

I'd let

1 1

i

•

New

Make PICTURE PLAY your monthly
wood

contact with the stars.

now and send

it

to

Clip this

Holly-

coupon

PICTURE PLAY Magazine.

friend, Uncle Bill.

sans
So there you have Shirley
grease paint
sans spotlight.
Her fortune undoubtedly will loom as a
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

titled and impecunious foreignwould be the most understandable
thing if, having lost her fame and importance, she became ambitious for social acclaim and fell easy prey for those with oldWith a purchasing power
world charm.
that will make it possible for her to buy

honeypot for
ers.

It

almost everything, she might easily make
the mistake of thinking she could buy happiness, too.
The set-up for the Barbara Hutton jinx
to overtake Shirley i^ perfect, really, except
Shirley herself.
for one little thing
But that makes the odds all in her favor!
.

S.

.

MY MONTHLY

A. and

2 years

.

PICTURE

Possessions.

$1.75
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York City

NAME.
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else in
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79 Seventh Avenue

results.

any one

to appear stupid and
held up production, even
she wittingly
though she is proud of being a good trouper,
liee,ui-e -h.- would not he disloyal, according
to her childish lights, to her dear, good

PICTURE PLAY

most authentic and entertaining

Hollywood

And the day after that.
day following.
Shirley's instructor began to think her dancing scenes must have been done with mir-

Rates are for U.

year $1.00

in

her next picture.
The instructor naturally
anticipated no difficulty with Shirley.
He
had seen her dance.
To his amazement, however, Shirley
She acted
showed no aptitude whatever.
who never had moved with
like a ehilil
list,
despair, he suggested
\t
in
music.
they begin all over, and that they stall with
the good old time-step, the hist routine any
dancer learns.
I!ul Shirley blundered her
way through this. too.
And she looked
wretchedly unhappy.
Tie next day it was the same.
And the

FOR
$
PLAY SUBSCRIPTION AS CHECKED.

I

instructors

linest

was engaged. Shirley and this new instructor met and repaired to the dame studio to
rehearse the new routines she would use in

ENCLOSED FIND

you're star gazing, a look into the future

issues of

been Shirley's dancing teacher, was replaced.

One

STATE.

years $2.50
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frenchmen preferContinuedjrorn page 63
I
think there are times when he should
el
be a bit more resolute, for the sake of balance.

^

"When

in-law, who is seventy-seven.
There's a saying that a man who loves and respects his
mother will be likewise to his wife. Well,

I first came over in 1936 my idea
the American girl had been gained
largely from books and films.
1 was impressed, as I got around, with her passion
for real romance and her ability to dress so
smartly on so little. In France, girls of the
middle classes simply haven't got the money
for all these beautiful things.

Monsieur Gravet has gone this one better.
He also loves and respects his mother-inlaw.
He is passionately devoted to the two
elderly ladies, and I am persuaded that this
devotion is in no small part responsible for
his success in private and professional life.
And right here the winsome Fernand let
me in on a little secret. You've probably

"But I was struck by two observations.
One was the tendency to copy so much; it
is done at a sacrifice of individuality.
The
other was the trend here toward masculine
clothes.
Maybe it's the sport motive. What-

read

ever the cause,

the

ol

far,

to

it

feminine

a danger,
character.
is

if

carried too

"This all influences romance, but I am
broad-minded enough to realize you are a
new country, breeding a new race, working
out problems in your own way.
The new
desire to own a home will make people want
to stick together, which is good.
In France
the girl loves her home; in America she
likes it.
One evening my wife and I invited a couple we were visiting in Hollywood to join us for a gay evening, and were
astounded by the hostess's reply. She said
her husband would doubtless be delighted
to accept, but that she had a bridge engagement that night. In France this would be
fantastic
if it could happen at all.
Wives
go where husbands go, not in a spirit of
sacrifice, but one of companionship.
"True romance in any language," he remarked, "is true and faithful love put on a
sensible basis where there is no cause for

all

about his early refusal to accept

Hollywood contracts
how Mervyn LeRoy,
his sponsor, had to wheedle him into signing with Warners.
It is true that he was
;

diffident

about accepting, because he feared

of other European stars at the
hands of Hollywood Charles Boyer, Maufate

—

Anna

Sten, Francis Lederer.
great prestige at home why risk it

rice Chevalier,

He had

—

abroad?
Well, the truth is young Monsieur Gravet
actually staved off those rosy Hollywood offers because of the prospect of leaving his
mother! But she finally prevailed upon him
to go.
He keeps constantly in touch with
her when he is abroad, always consulting
her about his career. "There are plenty of
productions," he said wistfully, "but only
one mother."
This filial attachment to his home no

doubt stems from his rollicking days during
and after the War.
Son of the famous
Belgian stage couple, Leopold and Fernande
Mertens, he escaped with them, when war
broke out, to Holland and later to England. There, at Hammersmith, in St. Paul's
School, he got his education and a fluency
of English speech which has moderated,
through polyglot travels and work, to a
cross between American and Colonial in diction.

After the armistice, his father dead, he
accompanied his mother on tour with a
stock company, graduating from baggage
master and bit player to a full-fledged actor.
His first success, however, came on the
Paris stage.
Here he met Mile. Renourdt
in 1923, courted her passionately, and in
1926 they were married.
As for his future, Fernand has some
pretty definite ideas.
Listen: "An actor's
career, no matter how famous he is, doesn't
I
want to hold on to mine as
last long.
long as possible.
Then I shall direct."
I haven't any doubts as to Fernand Gra-

with a megaphone, either. For
days he worked in all branches
But
of the technical side of the business.
will be a long time, I hope, before his
it
public will want him to be shouting "Cam-

vet's success

in his early

era

!

—

In my life jealousy is unknown,
although naturally I could expect it if I
gave cause."

jealousy.

Gravet

is

so

wrapped up

in

his

family

madcap martha
Continued from page 55
years than Martha. If two people were ever
destined to make each other happy and contented, those two are David and Martha.
Buddy Westmore was never very interested in

music;

David

—a
—

known arranger

fine

musician

and

well-

music. He found
in Martha a girl who knew what he was talking about when he discussed the subject
nearest his heart, a girl who shared his passionate love for everything from swing to
symphony. His gentleness and understanding are as food and drink to Martha, and
his intelligence is above the petty annoyances which malign most inhabitants of the
Hollywood goldfish bowl.
The last time I visited Martha, she and
Bob Hope were engaged in a bit of tomlives for

one

of the last sequences of
Sailor."
"Open your mouth
wider, Martha," the director ordered before
the final take.
After the scene had been
shot, Martha joined me on the side lines
where I had been waiting for her. She was
ill
very ill
but she had left a sickbed to

foolery

"Give

for

Me

—

a

—

holding up production.
Her nurse
came over to spray her throat. "Open your
mouth wider, Miss Raye," I heard her say
to the effervescent comedienne.
Martha looked at me sadly and then she
attempted a smile. Her heart obviously was
"Clara Bow made the world 'It'
not in it.
avoid

A

couple of good

gether.

fellers

getting

to-

Bob Burns and Bing warm-

ing up their pipes for their air show.
thai
it

I

and

home

daresay if it came to a choice between
his career the career would lose.
His
is sacred
to him as it is only to a

Frenchman.

There

are, in fact,

two homes:

Cloud, suburban Paris; the other
an estate near Tours, in lovely Touraine.
Besides his charming wife, Gravet's famadopted son. now five, his
ily- consists of an
mother, who is seventy-two, and his mother-

one

in

St.

conscious, Marlene Dietrich made them leg
conscious but it certainly took Raye to
make them mouth conscious," she said and
then, almost as though she was speaking to
"Oh, well, let them
herself, she added:
laugh at me. At least, my large mouth can't
complain about lack of food these days!"
That afternoon on the set, Martha and I
"People
reminisced about the old days.
who were always my friends are still my
friends," said Martha, "but a lot of casual
acquaintances who once did not even acknowledge my 'Hello' seem offended now because I only greet them instead of throw-

—

ing

my arms around them

in

mad abandon.

long time that worried me terribly.
they said unkind things behind my
back.
Now at last I've resigned myself to
the fact that I have no way of preventing
from
their talk
I simply try to dismiss it

For
I

a

knew

—

my mind

entirely."

Are Martha's
self

spirited efforts to make herlate to be catalogued as

glamorous of

pose or pretense? I think not. When she
was performing at the Chez Paree she often
spoke to me regretfully about her lack of
beautiful clothes.
Sometimes, shamefacedly
and nervously, she would ask me to let her
wear my evening coat because she had a
never reI
particularly important date.
fused her because she was so obviously a
and deserved nice
girl who really loved
things.

Martha's struggle to make herself glamorous and lovely can be laid to three reasons:
A pitiful desire to make the public
forget her big mouth and concentrate on
her attractiveness; a very genuine interest
in style and fashion and a quite human urge
who really felt that way
to have her fiance
consider her the prettiest and
all the time
best-groomed girl in a city where competi-

—

tion

is

—

keen.

A

word about Martha's question-mark fuDid
ture would not be amiss at this point.
you ever hear Martha when she had dropped
her "jitter-bug" attitude and forgotten to"swing it"? Have you ever listened to that
rich, tremulous voice grow sweet, slow and
sad in a dramatic ballad?
Martha has the same depth, the same stirring melody magic that once distinguished
She is an artist
the beloved Nora Bayes.
She can take a
to her very finger tips.
tawdry popular ballad, a shallow hit-for-aday, and imbue it with a fine, lasting emoMartha will never play
tional greatness.
but
or even the hapless Carnille
Juliet
she'll do something just as poignant and
And when she doesevery bit as effective.
it will be set to music.

—

—

—
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handle
Continued from page
Despite

her

reputation

being a fas-

for

had her share of
the Hollywood beaux. John Howard, for one,
and Billy Bakewell, David Niven, Brian
Aherne, plus some non-glamour males. She
has also met up with the Pursuant-Director

really

tidious beauty, Livvy has

type, the French-Playwright type, the Persistent-Producer type, and all the others.
What she likes in a man is not what any
of the latter think, either. "A man's appear-

ance

isn't

says.

important to me," she
be interesting, but he
be handsome.
I like an

terribly

'"He

one who means it."'
much masculine charm

Her antidote

is

for too

She keeps her heart

in

/'<

is

unbeatable.

control.

\nd

he]

head.
Olivia

Mar>

arrived

pictures by the
in
played Hermia for
lien Doktor Max Reinhardt, late of Salzburg, in his production of "Midsummer
Night's Dream."
She might have gone to
Mills' College in Oakland, California, on a
scholarship she doesn't tell her romancers

"classics"

She

route.

—

but she chose a film career.
that
she frankly admits that she is sorry.
Not at all intoxicated by the glamoui
making routine through which she has been
put in the process of becoming a stellar pera
sonality, she appreciates the value ol
"If
had it to do over
formal education.
"
again
she says
II
she
liut thai belongs to another story.
had it to do again, she would finish college,
then invade Hollywood.

about

Now

I

.

.

.

must

doesn't

have to
amusing, witty man."

An additional requisite is that he be a
loquacious fellow. Livvy doesn't like to talk
much. Half the time she yells for her
sister, also an actress
they live with their
mother, Mrs. Lillian Fontaine— and because
of a Solemn Agreement Not To Infringe
Upon Each Other's Public Lives we can't

—

OFFER TO A WIFE

—

tell

you Livvy's

sister's

name

.

.

r

any-

.

way, she yells for her sister to come into

room and help talk to the gentleHer sister's time is pretty well
taken up by Conrad Nagel these days, which
the living

man

Who
www n/ Wants Her Husband to Relax

M

i

i
mm

caller.

a hint for you, dear reader, so Livvy must
back on her own vocal resources when
there are callers in the parlor.
Regarding worries as mentioned earlier
is

fall

1

MECHANICALLY
PRE-SMOKEO
Already "broken in"

—

— Livvy's

are not if she will find the Right
Man, but if she has let him slip by, unrecognized.

"There

is

so

much charm

in

Hollywood,"

she says, with heavy emphasis on the word.
'"Too much charm.
You build up a wall to
protect yourself from it, because you know
it can't all be genuine, and that you must
defend yourself and not be influenced by it.
And then you wonder if, in saving yourself,
you have not let the real thing go by. Perhaps among these charming men who have

murmured charming

things

to

you,

Women by the thousands will testify that

you know that you cannot get the
pleasure of choicest porterhouse steak
for a rump steak price. We gladly pay
premium prices to give men a finer
smoke. This costly leaf is then manufactured to the high Edgeworth standard
better tobacco, made to smoke cooler,
means no tongue bite and permits the
full enjoyment of its enhanced flavor,
greater mildness and richer aroma.

just as

husbands are not so restless and
nervous when they smoke a pipe. So, if
your husband needs to relax, help him to
start smoking a pipe under ideal conditions that almost guarantee in advance
that he will like it from the very first
puff. This unusual offer introduces pipe
smoking at its best.
their

there

—

Here's Our Offer

Second: A handsome Signature Pipe
(made by Linkman) that has been mechanically pre-smoked (already "Broken-In")
with genuine Edgeworth. It's sweet and
gentle from thestart. Then togive your husband an added interest in this pipe, we engrave hisown personal signature in gold
color on the pipe stem. No pipe so personal.

First: Trial Packets of each of the three
styles of world-famous Edgeworth, wrapin heavy foil. Edgeworth, famous for
more than 35 years, has always con-

ped

tained only the finest tobacco leaf on the
market. We know that you cannot make
good tobacco from cheap tobacco leaf

EDGEWORTH SnuJu^ TOBHCCO
TO GET YOUR HUSBAND'S EDGEWORTH SAMPLER KIT— JUST MAIL COUPON WITH
LARUS & BRO.

Co., Dep».

$1.00

SIGNATURE

PPM

Richmond, Va.
Enclosed please find $1.00 for
your Edgeworth Sampler Kit.
Opposite is the Signature to engrave on the stem of the pipe.
(Please print clearly the
and address below.)

name

Please have signature signed within exact space
allotted, or send us a signature clipped from a
letter
it should be the size of the space above

—

State

City

En route to Paris, Annabella, 20th
tury star, arrives

American

in

Airlines.

Cen-

Newark Airport
'

She's

in

via

1
I

Dealer's
City

PLEASE SEND US YO UR DEALER'S
Name

NAME AND ADDRESS

State

"Suez."

Please mention

PICTURE PLAY when

answering advertisements.
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hands up!
Continued from page
whose picture

me

about
keeping her legs as soft and velvety as her
hands.
Winter and summer she uses this
hand lotion on them that I've been raving
about. As a consequence she can go stockingless any time she feels like it, and you
wouldn't know.
You want soft, white,
smooth legs, too, don't you? Then ask me
about this magic lotion at the same time
you ask about the hair-removing gadget.
Now I must tell you about an exciting
new shampoo that has just been put out by
a famous laboratory that makes a specialty
of unusual cosmetic aids.
This new shampoo was created especially for girls with
bleached hair, to make it soft and pliant
and do away with that wiry feeling. Men
Haven't you often wished
hate fuzzy hair.
you had soft, silky hair like Joan Crawford
is

on this page, told

and Ginger Rogers?
It's no secret that many stars have their
not from vanity but because the
hair dyed
camera demands highlights and certain

—

shades.
Many a red-headed star to-day was
a brunette yesterday.
I know this is true of Barbara Stanwyck
because I met her some years ago when she
was on the New York stage and her hair
was brown. The next time I saw her she

was walking off a movie set, arm in arm
(one of her best
with Joan Crawford
I said to
friends) whom she was visiting.
some one near me, "Who is that red-haired
You could have knocked me over
girl?"
with a baby's breath when I was told "Why,
Barbara Stanwyck."
Ginger Rogers's hair is touched up, too.
But the stars simply won't have coarse and
wiry hair and neither need you. This new

that's

shampoo will prevent it.
It comes in a luscious lavender

bakelite
consistency of thick
simply make a lather

and is of the
whipped cream. You
on your hands and then apply it to your
And what a
hair.
And what a lather!

jar

leaves!
I know because I use
I'm a regular guinea pig; I try
You can really depend on
anything once.
the products I ask you to use.
So do write me for the name of this marvelous shampoo. Whether your hair is wiry
And
or not you'll appreciate the results.
for the price (it's only $1 for a large jar)

soft

sheen

it

myself.

it

and washes away easily, which some soaps
don't, and that is why you get that dry,
masklike feeling after.
I suggest that you ask me for the name
and start using it to-day, because it is one
excellent way to wash off the dead and
brown cuticle on your skin surface that any
minute now is going to look like a dirty
tan and
worse still may clog your pores
and cause goodness knows what kind of
If you supplement this with
skin trouble.
a bleaching treatment (you can make your
own bleach at home) you will have a pretty

really

possible

isn't

to

winter face in a miraculously short time.
The juice of a lemon, or half a lemon
rubbed over the face and allowed to dry is
a quick and harmless bleach. So is peroxide
diluted with water, but watch out that it
doesn't bleach your brows and lashes.

without speaking about our faces,
recalling

So,

how

know more about

Why

down now and
about your beauty
Now don't say you
problems?
haven't any because you have. We

write

—

believe is the most importhing for a girl to do if she wants a
healthy, clear skin?"'
Without hesitation, Mary replied: "Soap
and water, in addition to a pure cleansing

"What do you

tant

line

is

\nd

for sale

when Mary's own cosmetic
you

will find these

two items

prominently displayed.
Bette )a\ is,
assure me
I

Myrna Loy and Ruby Keeler

soap-andwater bath at least twice daily but that they
;m- \ei\ careful about the brand oi soap
There is one which, strangely
they use.
enough, they all agreed on. and I was delighted because iti my opinion it is the very
and here's why.
best facial soap
A group of important dermatologists (skin
made experido, lots
everyday lingo)
ill
ments thusly. They hired some people with
yer) sensitive skins and on the arms o) each

all

their

faces

got

a

—

they

put

a

smear

of

a

number

oi

not

me

sit

a letter

And

have.

all

I

want

can

Address your
beauty problems?
to Elita Wilson, Picture
Play Magazine, 79 Seventh Aveinclosing

stamped, self-addressed envelope.

different

brands of soap, covering each with tape and

I seem to be putting the cart before the
horse because before soaping or bleaching
you should first remove all make-up with a
know of
I
good, pure cleansing cream.
such a one that is used in all good hospi-

especially recommended for new
In liquid form it is put up their
little noses and their ears are cleansed with
Perso you can see how pure it is.
it
sonally I suggest it for any one who has a
tendency to blackheads or large pores be-

and

tals

is

babies.

—

becomes a

cause

it

as

hits

it

fine, delicate oil

your face, sinks

deep

as soon
into

little

it

costs.

I

got the recipe

help it?

She's so beautiful!
before I say good-by for an-

other month, let's speak briefly about a
subject very close to us that "personal
daintiness" business we are all so conscious
of in summer but are apt to neglect in winBecause, especially in
ter
and shouldn't.
the early fall when we are wearing woolen
and silk clothes, there is always a warm,
perspiry day, or a hectic one when we go
barging around on fun or business bent,
when the sweat glands become overly active.
You really don't want to offend with even
the tiniest hint of perspiration odor, do you?
Then let me give you the name of the
one deodorant that is advised for winter use.
You just apply it
It really lasts all day.
actually soothes
It
before leaving home.
your skin, too, and will not discolor or in
any way harm fabrics even though you apply
Comes in three
after you're dressed.
it
one for vour purse.
sizes
But to make sure you are thoroughly
sweet and desirable, you will want to put
into your bath a few drops of a new and
fragrant deodorant that comes in ten enJust a few drops, mind you,
ticing scents.
with the water turned on full force, and
you have a bath that's not only refreshing
with its twelve inches and more of foam,
(Especially
but is actually fun to take.
It's a bath fit for
grand for hard water.)
and all the movie queens use it.
a queen
So why don't you buy yourself a bottle

—

letter

City,

—

—

—

New York

I

And now,

really indelible!
All right then why not ask me
about it and let me solve your

nue,

for

from Anita Louise, whose name I had vowed
But how
not to mention again this month.

as sweet and
and alluring as you can be.
Have you a poor skin? Brittle
Or do you
nails?
Oily hair?
want to know how to wear your
hair so that your face will look
And
thinner, your nose smaller?
you certainly want to know all
about that marvelous new liquid
lipstick that doesn't smear your
handkerchief or napkin because it
is

It's a newly discovered use
The
an old-established food product.
only other ingredients you need are xh a
teaspoon of bicarbonate of soda, the white
of one egg and two tablespoons of witchhazel.
I'll be glad to give you further dias well
rections as to mixing and applying
if you will drop me a line.
as the name
It will stimulate cirDon't miss this bet!
culation, tighten up your pores and thoroughly cleanse your skin. And think how

kitchen shelf?

ridiculously

help
pretty

to

make you

across.
It
is soft
in texture, yet no tiny
particles stick to your face and cause the
danger of clogging pores. Forgive me if I
talk so much about clogged pores, but they
cause so much skin trouble!
These same tissues are fine for removing
surplus lipstick, as you will notice cutie-pie
Priscilla Lane is doing in the accompanying
picture on this page.
It's really the only
way, you know, to get away from that horrid "painted" effect that gives such a hard
expression to the mouth.
It also gives the
lipstick a more smooth and even look.
Again I repeat that these tissues are the
favorites of the Hollywood glamour gals, for
the above reasons.
So they ought to be
good for you and me. Four hundred come
in the large box and the price is ridiculouslycheap for such a high-grade product. Write
me for the name.
Did you know that you probably have
one of the best facial masks right on your

—

LETTERS!

it?

is

interested you were to
Mary Pickford's beauty

secrets when I told you about seeing her at
the cocktail party she gave to announce her
entrance into the cosmetic world this fall
nabbed lovely Mary and said:
I

cream."

WANT YOUR

I

beauty

discuss

—

—

you can have twenty-five shampoos!
It

1^3

leaving them on twenty-four hours.
This
particular soap I want you to use rated the
highest.
It caused absolutely no skin irritation or dryness, and was the soap the dermatologists recommended for such bad skin
conditions as blackheads, pimples and acne.
It makes an extremely light, foamy lather

the

—

—

[lores,

for that early-morning plunge

and that

cles

work pick-me-up before you

sally

and actually "floats" out dirt partiheavy cleansing creams are
Furthermore
hard to get out of the pores.
if
you need any stronger argument it
is the one cleansing cream that such stars

—whereas

—

—
as

Norma

Shearer,

Maureen

O'SulIivan,

removal
heavy panchromatic make-up (used for
A jar
taking pictures) and street make-up.
I
is 50c and a whole pound tin only $1.
know you will want the name of this!
And I know, too, that you will want the
name of a perfectly grand tissue for removing your make-up that is the best I've come

Miriam Hopkins, use
of

for

both

the

after-

forth

on

bottle of it
I have a
important date?
right here before me, and any minute now
I'll
be frolicking about in foam this high!
"On account of because" I've gotten all hot
writing this long article, anil I'm tired, and
Somebody Awfully Important is coming to
Beauty editake me dining and dancing.

an

tors are

(P.

name

S.

of

human, too. you know!
Be sine and write me
this slick

can afford

it.)

for

new bath product.

the

You

—

.
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scouting the sound stages
Continued from page £0
filming of "Youth Takes a Fling" at

Uni-

versal.

The big sound stage had been converted
Hollywood's largest indoor lake.
On
it, huge Director Archie Mayo, who tips the
scales at a mighty figure, rode in a canoe,
and from this canoe could do such marvelous directorial things as turning on the sun,
turning off the moon, and blowing the wind
down.
into

Andrea and
pier

on

floated

the
past,

at the end of the
Sailboats and canoes
whipped along by the wind

Joel
lake.

sat

from the big wind machine. Joel, who up
to this point has been an unwilling victim
of love, is about to succumb to the charms
of the gorgeous Andrea.
The scene nears an end. Suddenly there is
a
loud very
loud splash.
Every one
stops in surprise and looks around.
In the
lake, and looking sheepish as well as exceedingly damp, is Director Mayo.
He could stop the sun, start the moon,
and blow the wind down.
But when he
stood up in the canoe, he couldn't combat
Newton's little law of gravity!

—

"The Show

—

Goes On!"

— When

Warner

Brothers decided to film "The Sisters," with
Anatole Litvak directing, they picked one
of those terrific casts jammed with box-office
names. Like to hear a few of them? O. K.:
Errol Flynn, Bette Davis, Patric Knowles,
Anita Louise, Jane Bryan, Beulah Bondi,
Alan Hale, Laura Hope Crews, Ian Hunter.
There are more, too, but this can't go on

Davis was "emoting" a scene in
which she supposedly was very ill.
You
know the "where am [?" soil of thing,
with a young girl named Lee Patrick telling
her all the answers.
As a matter of fact, Bette has been fightBette

—

ing off a case of laryngitis for days.
She
was feeling about as woozy as the scene
demanded. As the scene drew to a close,
Bette was supposed to lie on her downy
couch in great pain, with nothing but silence
registering on the mike.
But as soon as
Litvak called, "Cut!" Bette went into a terrific coughing spell.
It wasn't in the script
it
was real. No, it's no cinch being a
movie star when you don't feel good.

—

—

"White Collars" Again. Some years ago
came out which eventually was done

a play

most every hamlet from coast

in

comedy
Metro was doing
a

neat

to coast

"White

called

Collars."

when

a film version

I

vis-

ited the lot, this time under the title of
"Rich Man, Poor Girl."
Bob Young, Lew Ayres, Guy Kibbee and
Rita Johnston were just winding up a scene

when we arrived.
Rita came over and

said,

"Did you ever

I

said;

"in

fact,

played in

I

it

She
know
you were an actor," she said doubtfully.
"I wasn't," I told her, truthfully. "But in
raised her eyebrows.

high school

I

thought

I

"I didn't

was."

Bob Young yawned and

said,

"Whewie,

premiere

the

of

ew chimed in. "Let's go to"So am [,"
the beach for the rest of the day and sleep
under the sun."
"O. K.," said Bob, but just then Director
Schunzel began ringing hells ami calling for
action, so the lads came back down to earth
I

and

went

to

work.

Modest Judy.

Judy Garland was

just fin-

scene for "Listen, Darling," ovei
on Stage 9 at Metro.
She was playing
it
with Mary Astor, who looked lovely.
Presently Judy was through, and sin;
resist telling her
tinned to us.
I couldn't
she was a wow at the preview a few nights
before
the picture called "Love Comes to
ishing

a

Andy Hardy."

—

"Gee thanks," Judy said. "Truth is that
Mickey Rooney and I we went together to
see it, thought the show was the best of the
series.
But we didn't think we were so very
good ourselves. It was the whole thing that
we liked."
"What about this one, Judy?" asked her.
said.
"I
"I'll
tell you something," she

—

I

like

this

I've

better

role
In

fact,

really liked

to

than

it's

the

anything
first

No

date.

Darling"

"Listen,

In

years ago."

forever.

worn out from
Antoinette.'*'

still

ever done.

see the play?"

"Sure,"

I'm

Mane

I've
that

role

fooling."

Judy doesn't

tliink

her mother, Mary Astor, should many the
So she enlists the
rich banker, Alan Hale.
aid of friend Freddie Bartholomew to find a
Eventually they meet a
better candidate.
roaming photographer, Walter Pidgeon, and
they consider the match to have been made.

~\
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JLou'LL be amazed what wonderful things
make-up colors will do for your beauty. ..bow
much more attractive you will appear.
correct

Blonde or brunette.. .brownette or redhead. ..there is a
harmony in Max factor's powder, rouge, lipstick,

aww

color

originally created for screen star types, that will be

tering for you. Try

Hollywood's
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stars.

today. ..share this

make-up

flat-

secret of

Note coupon for special make-up
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The perfect color harpony shades of Max
Factor's Face Powder
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enliven the

beauty of your skin.
Soft in texture, it imparts a clinging satin•mooth make-up ...$i.
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Continued from page

CAROLE'S HEALTHY— YES, INDEED.
NonCarole Lombard in poor health'.
Since she has been going with Clark
sense!
Cable, Carole has had an abundance of
I've never seen
outdoor life and exercise.
her look better or appear so vivacious.
\\ Ii it-li
is saving a lot
for a girl with Car-

'

irrepressible

ole's

MEBBE

buys antiques because she likes the antiquity
part of it, but recently, when she picked up
a set of Louis XIV furniture for sixty dollars
at an auction, she did more than gather in
some dusty chairs.
A man from the San Francisco exposition
saw the set at an upholstery shop where it
was being renovated, promptly went to Shirley and offered her three thousand dollars
for the outfit. Shirley turned him down, and
later was told by friends that she should at
least have rented the chair and divan to him.
Now Shirley is looking for her would-be
benefactor to try and make such a deal.
Unfortunately, she forgot to get his name.

—

You can always
going on at Victor Hugo's in
Beverly Hills.
Joe Penner threw a big one
there, complete with dinner and fifteen acts
of vaudeville.
Bui it wasn't done to impress
his fellow celebrities. The guests were memfind

a

for the "Boys.''

party

bers of his technical crew at
top hat in the bunch.

CAREFUL

RKO — not

Where You Sit.— There

chair at Pat O'Brien's house that
startling

guests.

\\

hen you

.'

snapping photos of other celebrities, however.
Instead, they have complete labs in their
homes and hire professional models to pose
for them.

MR. GABLE

"Took" It.— Clark Gable has
had many a joke played on him because he
takes each one big
albeit good-naturedly.
Recently, when they were filming a Chinese
war scene on the set of "Too Hot to Handle,"
Clark was supposed to be buried under fall-

—

personality.

He Was Kidding.— Shirley Ross

CAVIAR

1

is

is

debris.

The scene was taken

finally

And then came the rib. Once he was fully
pinned under the mess, the director called
time off for lunch, and every one deserted
the set. Gable was unable to move, so he just
there shouting
too nice in print.
lay

Leonard Penn lights up a cigarette for
Gladys George. Both give fine
performances in "Marie Antoinette."

wifey,

things which don't look

—

SOME

After he had done enough well-rounded
expostulating, one of the grinning members
the crew suddenly "remembered" his
predicament and returned to the scene.
Gable is still thinking ways and means of
vengeance.

of

Eat Straw Hats. Whizzing along a
quiet avenue, I found Arthur Treacher toiling in a neighbor's garden.
"I bet Tom
Dugan three days' work in the garden that
I'd get a studio call before he did," Treacher
explained. "He got the work call first, so I
have to do his work. It doesn't rhyme."

a

one
in

and

twice,

orders were issued for a third shot.
So,
following the usual procedure, they covered
him with a few hundred large pieces of
debris, with lighter hunks scheduled to drop
when the camera started clicking.

it

music box starts playing Irish jigs! Mrs.
O'Brien (Eloise) wanted to get rid of it, but
the thing appealed too much to Pat's sense

km

franrliiil

forever

down

sit

ing

the future

Continued from page 37

a

of

humor.

OAKIE

Diets Again.

— Jack

Oakie has

much weight that he looks like a
man.
He has scaled si\i\ pounds

so

MGM,

by
lost

different
oil that

former weight of 210. Consequently, when
he was introduced to a stage star the other
day, the other man said, "Oh, yes
I've met
your father. You two look much alike."

—

MY,

"There have been rumors that the studio
was "letting me go.' That is not true. I
have been offered a most generous contract

—

My, Professional Models. Amos 'n'
are proving to be two ol the most avid
camera fans in town. They don't run around

Andy

better

but
to

off

1

try

still

my

feel

luck

that

I

will

be

free-lancing.
in the theater.
at

I still want to work
"The New York Group Theater played

Besides

such an important part in my early training
that I have never lost my desire to return
Clifford Odets, who started out as an
to it.
actor and is now one of our foremost playwrights, has written a play for me to do
return to New York this fall.
"I have no intention of leaving Hollywood
for good.
As long as I am wanted in pictures I will be available.
The New York
play season starts in late fall and winter.
It is short and usually ends around June 1st
I will be
with the coming of summer.
eager to return to Hollywood then, if I am
wanted. Five years, however, is a long lime
to be away.
I don't even know if I will be

when

I

—

New

York. So much
But I hope so.
"Pictures reward the actor with the com-

liked

or accepted in

depends on

my

first

forts of success, but

—

play.

the stage

is

the place

growth and progress. I hope
do fewer and better parts, for

for professional

be able to
think an actor's career lasts longer this
pie don't tire of him so easily."
way, and
If their marriage had not crashed, Joan
and Franchot were planning on being in
New York and working on the stage at the
same lime. It was to be an ideal arrangement.
The terms of Joan's new contract
allow her six consecutive months out ol each
The other six
year to use as her very own.
months belong to the studio, keeping her in
HolKw I. The expiration ol this new contract marks seventeen years ol achievement
Now she wants to
in Hollywood for Joan.
to

I

]

conquer the theater.

Johnny Davis gives his lungs a workout.
He'll be in "Garden of the Moon" with

\o doubt, their recent separation autoAnd yet it
matically changes these plans.
is impossible for their friends to know what

Margaret Lindsay and

the

Pat

O'Brien.

outcome

will

be.

I

doubt

il

even

Franchot and Joan know. So far the Tones
are living in separate abodes and they do
not immediately plan a divorce.
They are
remaining conspicuously quiet are far too
upset and much too discreet to make any
statements just now.
At the present time Franchot has taken
comfortable bachelor quarters in a new
apartment building in Beverly Hills. Joan
naturally remains in the home she and
Franchot planned together. With Franchot

—

is David, a loyal servant who came to Call'
fornia with him from New York. David is a
good cook and knows Franchot's habits.
Under the most happy conditions Franchot
isn't one who talks freely about his personal
business.
So it's needless to mention that
he has absolutely nothing to say about his
understandable
present predicament.
It's
why the closest friends of both Franchot and
Joan are blissfully unaware of just what
They hope, of course,
caused the breach.
that it will not be permanent.
"I can't tell what the future holds for
"I will know better
me," says Franchot.
Naturally. m\
after I have done my play.
I
plans are mostly centered in Hollywood.
love it here. I love the easy way that people
can live. I'm a bit lazy at times, so 1 love
But I'll
the informality of Hollywood life.
just have to be patient and see what hap
feel nothing but gratefulness for
I
pens.

everything pertaining to Hollywood and my
I hope I shall never have to leave
it
for good.

life here.

November Franchot Tone

be free
of all contract obligations,
By that time he
may know the future course of bis domestic
His plans are all made and he is eager
life.
He
to be off and start New York rehearsals.
is looking forward to being with the workers of the Group Theater again, renewing his
In

friendship with those of the theatrical world
that has

remained so close

In
lit

will

to hi- heart.

Ue

:

Lei

us hope that ill! tin' things closest to his
shall remain with Franchot always
heart

li

—

—

—
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is

ty

power on new

GRAY

Continued from page 23
heart

— then

better

I'd

stick

to

stag

games and quiet evenings by the

Now is there
my work?"
The

anything

was

lady's face

I

can

tell

pokei

fireside.

you about

red, as well

it

might

be.

Things have come to a pretty pass in
Hollywood when a twenty-three-year-old star,
famous, handsome and as likable as Ty
can't have any fun out of a Hollywood conbecause he's threatened with a love'em-and-leave-'em reputation that in time
might have an effect on his career.

tract

Sad as it may be to the Hollywood
glamour girls who have been keeping their
fingers crossed, hoping to be "next" in
Tyrone's love life now that his long romance

—

they might as well foroutward appearances, at least,
doesn't look as if there is going to be
it
any steady "next" for a long, long time.
What is it about this frank, utterly engaging young man that makes his Hollywood
romances so "serious" and involved?
Answer that
question
and you've solved
Tyrone's heart problem. Certainly when he
first came to Hollywood he was far more

with Janet

is

To

all

get

it.

impressed

over

than

consciously
he met.

impressing the
Ty hadn't yet

women

beautiful

made "Lloyds

of

London," and was there-

young actor waiting for a
break when I first met him at a swimmingSeveral glamour "name" stars
pool party.
were there, and to me it was amusing that
this handsome son of a famous theatrical
father was as impressed at seeing and talking to them as any fan would have been.
In effect, the glamour girls were cordial
fore just another

(movie queens are usually cordial to admirsubjects) but I doubt if any one of
them would have accepted a date to go
with him to the Trocadero even if Ty had
had the wherewithal to take them which
he didn't.
Then "Lloyds of London" fame and fortune and overnight Tyrone was something
far more than a "nice kid."
He was important
he was somebody. He was, in a nutshell, just about the most important male
star on the Fox lot after one picture.
And
that matters in Hollywood.
From that moment on I think the eager
ing

—

—

—

—
—

women

of Hollywood terrified Ty a little
though he was far too poised in spite
of his youth to admit it.
How different were
the parties he attended.
Though Ty gallantly
tried
to
pretend he wasn't even
noticing it, he spent one whole evening
attempting to dodge the romantic attentions
of an older woman who pursued him from
the dance floor to the buffet table and back
again in the fond hope of adding his scalp
to the impressive collection of movie heroes
already on her belt.
Younger girls fluttered at him.
Older
women were more direct. Even many of
our foremost married hostesses called him
on the phone to see if they could snap him

bit,

to

their next
or sixty.

lionize

of fifty

intimate

little

party

lude in their lives so far.
In the very beginning there is little doubt
it
was sponsored by the publicity department.
The reasons were obvious.
First,
both Sonja and Tyrone were rising young
stars on the same lot.
Secondly the studio

feminine

to

be worried about too

adulation

—

over

their

much

fair-haired

With Sonja well, she knew very few
people in Hollywood and Tt was a charming
boy.

HAIR
AND

with

Of course

Propinquity
is a wonderful aid to Cupid and
they were
young, handsome, healthy and successful.
But Sonja herself i- the authority for the
truth ol the statement:
"We urn- nevei
engaged. Tyrone and I.
If the columnists
made it seem that wr were that is their
mistake, not ours."
To this day they might have remained
friends, instead ol casual nodding acquaintances if those embarrassing stories thai
Sonja's hearl was broken over the termination of their romance had not cropped up.
It put
Sonja in the position of explaining.
It put Tyrone in the position of not
being
able to say anything.
It
stands to reason that proud little
Sonja's pride was hurt.
The entire affair
was apparently no one's fault but there it
was, a very real thing between them, an
"outside" belief that she was broken up
over Tyrone.
It made them self-conscious
to be together, and as their warm friendship
waned
the
stoiies
grew stronger and
they

fell

in

LOOK. 10
YEARS YOUNGER.

love.

—

stronger.
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In.
Just
comb
It
brush or
of natural appearance.
BROWNATONE Is only 50c—at all drun and toilet
counters always on a money-back guarantee, or

—

SEND FOR TEST BOTTLE
The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
o42 Brownatone Bldg., Covington, Kentucky
and
Please send me Test Bottle of
interesting booklet. Enclosed is a 3c stamp to cover,
partly, cost of packing and mailing.
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Heavy date? Dress up wi
MA WE, the new evening shade
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Under

soft evening lights, this captinew shade lends irresistible
enchantment to your skin. Imparts velvety smoothness and radiant beauty
that needs no retouching.
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MINER'S LIQUID

of

\ MAKE-UP can't afford to be without
} this new boon to evening beauty! Try

.

Please mention

MINER'S LIQUID MAKE-UP.

Gives you that movie star glamour and
subtle allure that inspires romance.

^B,

and certainly surprised at his "heartbreaker" role.
No wonder he is becoming cynical and ill at ease
when he even so much as dines with a girl.
In all, it is a peculiar and amazing situation
for a twenty-three-year-old boy who a scant
three years ago would have had a hard time
making a date with a famous Hollywood
lady!

tic

be reshaped —

protruding ears, thick lips,
wrinkles and pouches cor*
rected — sagging contours
restored. Plastic Science
fully explained. Elaborate
illustrations.
160 pages.
Only 2 5c. Postage paid.
Money - back guarantee.
Mail a 25c coin to—
PUB.. 507 Fifth Ave., (Dept. F.A.) N.Y.C.

EVENING ALLURE

think Tyrone has won-

But you can bank on this: In the future
will be hearing less and less about
The most romantic
Tyrone's love life.
hero of them all is retiring from the roman-

Bld£.,
Center
New York City

you are self-conscious

noses to

amazed

you

Film

about your appearance,
read this new book about
Facial Reconstruction.
Tells how easy it is for

charmer.
little,

Studio

Studio 443, 630-9th Ave.,
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all original photos of your favorite
and scenes from any of your favorite recent photo plays, size 8x10 glossy pi ints,
Positively
12 fur $2.50.
4 lor $1.1111.
luve
the finest obtainable anywhere.
the largest collection of movie photos in
Just name the star or play
Hi.- country.
order
ur
money
Remit by
\uu want.
U. S. 2c and :;c stamps.

place but Hollywood they might have
all off to the tune of "Thanks For
The Memories," but this romance like the
one with Sonja was destined to end in a
fanfare of comment.
It reached its climax
when a Selznick press agent practically had
Janet "engaged" to young Richard Carlson,
her hero in "The Young In Heart," before
Tyrone could be seen in public with another

a

Your Name and Address

Ji/feet your favorite
IVlovie star -^. stars

Any

dered

Dark Brown to Black

Blonde to Medium Brown

Name

curls.

it

-

tinting

danced Janet always removed her hat and
Tyrone's cheek nestled against her titian

fair

—

i

—

But as happy as they were together, and
as poignantly as this love may have touched
both of them, I think they must have realized in their hearts that there were too many
obstacles in the way of matrimony.
First,
there was the differences in their ages
Then
Janet being eight years his senior.
there is little doubt his studio does not
want Tyrone to marry for years yet.

risk.

:

BROWN-

interlude in Tyrone's
lib- was a short one with
Loretta Young.
But it is ju^t another fallacy that Loretta
was as "miffed" as Sonja when he started
giing steadily with Janet Gaynor.
The
truth of the matter is that Ty escorted
I.i retta
to a couple of night clubs while
Director Eddie Sutherland (her real heart
at the time) was on location with a picture.
Janet Gaynor was one of the two real
romances of Ty's life so far. I know they
are both saying they were "just friends"
now, but that is hard to believe.
When
they were together in public it was as if
they were in a world of their own.
They
had certain little out-of-the-way places where
they liked to eat
the romantic setting of
The Tropics, for instance.
When they

called

IIOMK. without

'you can tint thosestreaka
of gray to lustrous shades ol
1
blonde, brown or
small brush and
\ roNJ does It. Prove It
by applying the lint to a
lock of your own hair.
for
sed and approved
over twenty-flve yi
thousands of women.

City

The next romantic

Through

That was the status of affairs when Sonja
Henie came into his life. In many ways I
think the ensuing love story between these
two has been the most misunderstood inter-

was beginning

—

And with Tyrom his friendship
the little Henie was a marvelous pro
tection against more hectic ones.
That was
in the beginning.
escort.

Away

Brush

love quest?

Check shade desired'

—
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NO FRIENDS SINCE
PI MPLES CAM E?
Get this help

picture play's reviews
Continued from page 15

guarding against
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"Professor, Beware ! " Paramount.
Harold Lloyd's hack, and for an hour or two
all's right with the -world. The wait has been
worth it: the old gags are new again. Not
for Mr. Lloyd the vagaries of drawing-room
innuendo; his milieu is all outdoors, from
The ground is
California to New York.
pretty thoroughly covered, too, before Egyptologist Dean Lambert and Jane Van Bur en
(Phyllis Welch) are clutched at last in one
another's arms.
The continuity is jumpy,
as these comedies go but so are the players
which makes for a kind of mad consistency.

skin-blotching intestinal poisons
Are ugly skin eruptions spoiling your good
times
making others shun you? Find out
what the trouble may be and take steps
.

.

to help

.

—

it.

Between the ages of 13 and 25, or even
longer, important gland changes often upset

The

the system.

skin often becomes over-

sensitive. Waste poisons from the intestinal
and
tract may get into the blood stream
be carried to the skin to cause disfiguring
.

.

.

;

pimples.

Many have

been helped by the regular use of

Fleischmann's Yeast. Millions of tiny, live plants
each cake of this fresh food act to help keep
and
intestinal waste poisons from the blood
so help your broken-out skin. Start eating Fleischmann's Yeast now one cake }£ hour before
meals. Buy some today!

The construction is awkward,
when you are reaching for your

in

.

.

WARTS

don't be cut

or burned;

Wartex,

sensational discovery, removes warts painwithout burning, cutting or scarring skin.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Sent for only
$1.00 postpaid or C.O.D. plus postage. Order today.
WARTEX,
123 Fillmore St.,
Topeka, Kan.
lessly,

Beware

Motorists

'Tis said that fools will

Where

—

go

But fools who speed
Are going to need

so that just
hat, the best

justification.

I

What's a five-letter word
meaning "trouble ahead"?
the answer is:

it,

SPEED.

courtesy of The National Safety Council
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"The Shopworn Angel."
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Please mention

Cm

20th
tury Fox.
Little Miss Temple's smile is as|
winning as ever; foi the rest, she dances,
j

sings,

and screws up het

f^ce dolefully

as

required, in about thai decreasing ordei" <>f
\ll
things
being comparative,
success.
Shirley's Latest programmer maj be classed
as an improvement ovei ''Rebecca of Sminybrook Fan;;" while not escaping the same
\gain the background is
general category,
show business; the curl) star is depicted as
an orphan adopted by "Id I'op Shea, proprietoi of a run-down theatrical hotel filled

PICTURE PLAY when

\K,M

ol the chorus, this is a remake ol
pensive anecdote related once hetoie in

BLEACHED HAIR?
Broadway."-

a glor

is

girl

talkies In

"Little Miss

and there

romance, on an idealistic plane, ol
ful doughbo} from Texas and a hard-bo

—

City

CORRECT THE CAUSE OF SPONGY,
RUBBERY STRAW-LIKE TEXTURE WITH

finer effort;

ous "shot" of camp fires beside a drift in
stream.
You may want to see "The To
ans" for these.

haven't figured out
whom and what's more, I don't
care. Walter Connolly is again the apoplec(he plays with toy trains,
tic millionaire
which is a happy thought visually) , and
Hugh Herbert and Melville Cooper as justice of the peace and butler, respectively,
join in the fray. The affair does prove that
when a man even a Flynn bites a dog,
it's not necessarily good news.
I

—

—

Too

,

foursome.
who loved

typi-

pointingly short of the epical bull's-eye for
which it aims.
singularly lackluster
Joan Bennett is. featured as the die-hard
Dixie belle who, against the repeated warnings of Randolph Scott, ex-Confederate soldier, is still determined to fight the wai
that has ended. To secure the intervention
of Maximilian of Mexico, she sets out li
drive 10,000 head of longhorns across the
border.
The story endeavors to dramatize
the conflict between two viewpoints hers
and Mr. Scott's with his wiser counsel pre!
vailing at last.
The cattle are driven in<
stead to Abilene, Kansas, for the northerr
market.
Unfortunately the spectator
never able to whip up the enthusiasm re
quired; but the actors themselves do not
so why should he?
As in most westerns
the characters are stock types, broadly am
unconvincingly limned. May Robson show
the most animation as old Granna, will
Walter Brennan, Raymond Hatton, Franci
Ford, Robert Cummings, Robert Barrat an
hundreds more taking part. An overpowei
ingly realistic grass fire; an Indian attacl
with the cavalry to the rescue; and th

—

ish

A

''southern western," this spectacle of a
chapter of reconstruction days falls disap-

thing;
screwball comedy. Apparently this is based
on the fallacious notion that, unlike Lot's
wife, audiences never look back
for there
isn't the slightest attempt to make one incident jibe with another. A likable cast is
wasted on staccato shouts and rapid movements sound and fury, signifying nothing.
If they weren't such an ingratiating lot in
themselves, you cftuldn't stand it. The oncoming Errol Flynn, who takes naturally to
farce, even when clad only in shorts; Olivia
de Havilland, who is adorable in anything;
Patric Knowles, a second David Niven (or
is it the other way around ? )
and Rosalind
Russell, who is a bit too militantly woman-

I

Brooks. George?
the
Brewster

"The Texans."— Paramount.

—

In case you haven't guessed

Wilder,

cal

.

"Four's a Crowd."—Warners.
much of what was never a very good

Phyllis

;

Their angels' harps instead.

Here's a riddle from the
National Safety Council:

Patricia

Twins, Brian Sisters, et cetera.
''We.
Should Be Together" is a smooth tune, audi
courtroom
show which atf
the finale is a
least convinces the judge. Irving Cummingsj
is to be credited with direction which keeps
within reasonable bounds.

—

own

.

angels fear to tread

Barbier,

Harold racing along
the roof of a lengthy freight train to escape
being swept into a tunnel; Harold pretending to imitate a chicken, to ''cover up" for
the live one hidden under his coat (remember the small horse in "The Milky Way"?
Harold driving around in a peripatetic tent,
to the consternation of the pursuing cops;
Harold rampant in the streets, like a modern
Til Eulenspiegel, an -outraged mob at his
these are highspots.
Miss
heels
.
Welch, a newcomer, is a cute bundle ; Raymond Walburn, Lionel Stander, and William
Frawley increase the merriment. "Professor,
Beware!" not only revives the phenomenon
of laughter; it remembers the forgotten man
in the audience.
is its

additionally,.

are.

part
a scream of a chase, culminating in a
water-front battle
arrives; but the surprise

.

—

Jimmy

midgets, acrobats, sister acts,

with

Durante and El Brendel. When cantankerous Sarah Wendting (Edna May Oliver i.
threatens
to
foreclose*
Nephew Roger
(George Murphy) and Brother tt'illoughl,y
(Donald Meek) come to the rescue of ShirMr. Murpln and Miss Temley and Pop.
ple perform a couple of nice tap routines:
together, and Mr. Meek exhibits unusual
gumption, but the other names in the cast
are little more than walk-ons. Among themj

Gary Cooper and Nancy
interpretation retains

tl
tl

Carr-S

much

of

tl

and tenderness of the original, but
weakened by three factors -moral set

pity
is

spotty

pies,

direction,

James Stewart

arid

overplaying

I

the establishing setpienct
Margaret Sullavan is the chorus girl, at
Waller Pklgcon the sympathetic "oth
man.
These three dominate virtual!) eve
scene.
Apparently the boy-and-girl aff«
is
uevei consummated, although one ea
not be too sure.
The work has moniei
ol imaginative writing, and Stewart, on
he ceases to remind you uncomfortably
Stan Laurel, is persuasive!) sincere
in

'

answering advertisements.

noyi
leep
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Do This

If

You're

Continued from page 31
even have been a greater silent-screen actor
than talking, because his pantomime is so
expressive.
And frequently he can shortcut with a gesture what might take many

and learned

words

nipulating the wires that manage the Cagney
most people know.
This Cagney is so sensi-

to

say.

When he

about playing a scene in
a picture he'll diagram it quickly in thin
air.
He was relating to me a debate that
had ensued over how the criminal character should act during his feigning of cowardice in "Angels"' whether he should pretend to fear hanging with his tongue in his
cheek, or actually go "all the way" in the
masquerade and seem to be in a "blue
funk"' right from the moment he left his
cell.
It was an intricate point, because it
meant a lot in causing the audience to betells

—

lieve

the ending.

Jimmy gave

a perfect illustration with his
facial expression in each case,

and

eyes

which told
easy

to

far

more than words.

decide

the

that

cheek" method was the
a bit of

all,

that
satisfy

ality
to

whimsy

has to
them.

best.

in the

was

It

"tongue
There

the

in
is,

after

Cagney person-

be flashed

on

audiences

tive

all

a

is

Help Calm

Jumpy

Nerves

Without Harmful Opiates

that he can be easily hurt.

The idealistic Cagney
who surprises people

man

of very

lent

speech

is the one, though,
occasionally.
This

few words can make an excel-

the occasion is right fur it.
did that at Columbia University a few
years ago, when he was asked to perform
the chore before a summer class interested
in the study of motion pictures.
if

He

Perhaps Jimmy's kid sister can throw as
light on his personality as anybody.
It was Christmas time last year, and she
hadn't seen her brother for some time. She
had thought to visit him at Martha's Vineyard, going up there from New York, but
as she did not usually travel alone, and her
mother could not go with her, she was
doubtful about making the trip. Early one
morning she called Jimmy on the long-distance phone and told him of the predica-

much

fly
IFatyou
times

oft*

feel

the handle al little things and
SO nervous, cross and jumpy

discuss

you want to scream if you have spells of "the
blues" and restless nights
Don't take chances on harmful opiates and
products you know nothing about. Use common sense. Get more fresh air, more sleep and
in case you need a good general system tonic
take a f IME-I'ROVEN medicine like famous
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
made especially for women from wholesome
herbs and roots. Let it help Nature tone up
your system build more physical resistance
and thus help calm jangly nerves, lessen distress from female fund ional disorders and make
life worth living. Give it a chance to help YOU.
Tune in Voice of Experience Mutual Broadcasting System: Mon., Wed. and Fri. .See your
local newspaper for lime.
Mondays

said:

through Friday.

Sometimes one might say there are two
There is the easy, likable,

ment.

down-to-earth, staccato-talking actor who is
just about the same off screen as he is on,
whom you can meet on the lot, at a few
choice film gatherings with intimate friends,
and maybe at an occasional public function
concerned with welfare of the screen, but
he seldom goes in for long speeches on any
occasion.

thing

He

Jimmy Cagneys.

Behind this Jimmy Cagney stands another,
shrewd and experienced in the show business, for he watched every performer that
went on the stage in the old vaudeville clays,

NERVOUS

the tricks of the trade. This
dreamer, too, an idealist, lull
of vaulting ambition that never comes obviously to the surface, but be is forever ma-

Cagney

said

over the phone. Just some"That's too bad.
But don't
it."
It was tossed off in the

little

about
worry about

—

usual Cagney style independent and ea4/,
but Jeanne read between the lines.
She
knew he wasn't displaying his real feeling
of disappointment.

She

rushed

into her mother's room to
the conversation, and her mother
"I think you'd better go."

—

WLW

So Jeanne sought the time-tables, and
without stopping to phone Jimmy, got the
first train to the point where she would cross
to the island.
When she reached there she
phoned Jimmy and asked if he'd send for
her.
"Where are you?" he asked. She told
him. "All right," he said, still casually and
nonchalantly.

^VEGETABLE COMPOUND
MASTER

A

Graduates:
(44th Year.) ftaae. Talkie. Radio:
Tracy. Kred Astaire. Una Merkel. Zita Johann. etc. Dra
Dance. Musical Comedy, leachintr. Directing, Pcrs.
development. Stock Theatre Training. (Appearances r.
catalog, write Secy. LOKEE. t,6 West 8Mn St.. N. Y.

The boat arrived in due time. Jeanne
made the crossing anil came to the farm,
and from that moment until two days afterward Jimmy didn't even take time off to ask
her how she decided in favor of the trip,
he was so terrifically glad to see her, and
they had the grandest time ever together,
Jeanne told me.
Jimmy, as evidenced by this incident, and

IKeadre

iei\e

Women Men Love
Have

Fascinating Eyes/

"Lovely eyes
and you're so beautiful . ." Have you
longed to hear him say it
It CAN come true.
B
Dark Circles, Rings! Banish dull, drawn looks! Your
Eyes can be Youthful, Lustrous. Your whole appearance
transformed! Let Ibis famous method smut women everywhere use help YOtl! Send this ad for "Eyes of Youth".
FasIt tells how YOU can have Natural Loveliness
It's yours FREE!
No obligation. Send
cinating Eyesl
.
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numerous

others,

a

is

simple,

substantial

whom the words "Coing Hollywood"
would mean absolutely nothing. He hates
to hear the work he does in pictures referred
And he has never once been
to as a career.
type to

known

On

phrase

to utter that pat

the

"my

.

for

it

Today-

Lorna Lawrence, Studio E, 900 Riverside Drive, New York

career."

present wave of activity, Jimmy-

probably go far. He is fulfilling his old
contract, which has a little over a year to
run, and the last year, without any changes
or alterations in the money terms, is known
to call for five thousand dollars a week.
will

AVOID
WRINKLES!
~-

USE SMOOTHIES NIGHTLY

These impregnated pads applied at the
DANGER POINTS work while you
sleep! No Creams
No
No Massage
Exercise. Movie Stars Use Similar
Method. 2 Months Supply $1 postpaid.

3

During his association with Grand National he was paid a hundred thousand dollars and upward for pictures.
The final
film for that company was taken over 1>\
Warners, presumably at the figure Grand
National would have paid reputedly about
This
a hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
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may

really wanted, and that was fewer pictures.
He hopes, of course, they will always be
lie is content.
So, too, is
better pictures,
the studio, which has so long been the pro-

—

—

—
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boy, did

oh,

see stars!

i

Continued from page 65
French, but I guess I don't say
it just right.
1 like steak minyol too, that's
another French steak. Anyhuvv, I had caramel sundae for dessert. Deanna didn't have
any, because she was eating candy all morning.
1
guess I can thank my lucky star I
don't like candy.
That's sure one worry
a juice, it's

out of

my

life.

found out plenty about Deanna.
She
collects stamps an' elephants, like I collect
dolls.
She has a dog an' a canary an' a
parrakeet.
Her parrakeet sings high soprano.
Maybe he learned it from her. I have a
parrakeet too, but he only cries like a baby.
He sure didn't learn that from me, though,
because I don't cry. No, sir. I got plenty
of drawbacks, but not crying.
Mommy'll
vouchsafe to that, won't you, mommy? Except once in a while maybe for a sad
movie, or if one of my animals gets sick.
I

Deanna

likes

swimming

— remember

how

she swam in "Three Smart Girls'?
\n' she likes riding an' sports clothes an"
history an' parties an' candy, an' her fa-well

Spencer Tracy an' Margaret Sullavan, an' she'd love to be a writer, but
she'd rather fie an opera singer.
She takes
look, I can't say it but she
lessons from
wrote it down lor me here An-dre de Sevorites are

—

playing in pictures with 'em some time or

day.

other.

over,

Then Mickey came over

an' all he wanted
about was bands. He's played drums
with pretty near every good swing band
there is.
Boy, I guess he'd rather do that
than eat.
Next, he likes tennis, an' next,
dancing with girls. But when I asked him
his favorite girl, he got kinda red an'
to talk

changed the subject, so

thought,

I

better

His favorite actor an' actress are
Spencer Tracy an' Margaret Sullavan, just
like Deanna.
His favorite color's blue an'
brown an' green an' gray, when they're
skip

it.

mixed up. Sounds crazy to me but that's
what he said all right. He likes long pants
an' short girls, an' he has no animals now
because he lives in an apartment, but soon
he's going to build a house for his mother.
He'll live in it, too, an' then they'll have
animals. After that Mr. Taurog came over,
he's the director an' he's swell, an' they
took a picture of Mickey on his knee like

Charlie McCarthy.

Then we

said

things,

Mickey

all

good-by,
called

an'

suddenly of
last Sun-

me up

—

—

gu-ro-la
he's a him.
Oh, yes, an' she stopped biting her finger
nails.
I got real excited over that, because
thought maybe she could give me the
recipe.
But she said, no, she just decided
lo -top, so she stopped.
Boy, 1 wish I had
that much will power.
Maybe I could other
times, but when I'm seeing a thriller in the
I

movies, why, before you
finger nails get in

it those old
an' I'm chewin'

away like sixty. It's one of my drawbacks.
Deanna's pretty quiet, not like me, an' I
guess she's pretty grownup too, because
when she didn't hear something I told her,
she said, "What's that, dear?" an' I notice
only grownups call you dear.
But she had
the greatest disappointment of her life when
-lie was twelve, not much older 'n' me, an'
that was when Metro dropped her because
they didn't have anything for her to do.
She was just simply heartbroken an' went
home an' cried all night. I was so sorry.
But, oh boy, thank goodness, there's nothing to be sorry about any more, gee, she
sings so swell an' she's so pretty an' everyhin o.
I asked for her photo, an' she said,
"Sure, if you'll trade," so 1 said, "Okeyt

doke."
Well, the day we went out to Metro there
was more excitement on account of we were
supposed to see Mickey an' Clark Gable

Jo Rainey, she's our secretary, she was
have hysterics.
My, I never saw
anything like it, she wanted to go so badly!
But mommy wanted to
didn't blame her.
go loo. When we first came to Hollywood,
Ink Gable was always her favorite, an'
I
thought they might not like it if we
brought too many, so I had to give mommy
oh, an' guess what.
She
the preference
had a new hat an' new dress on. We told
Mr. Gable about Jo Rainey, an' he said,
"Why didn't you bring her?" So then we

too.

ibout to

I

•

—

felt

one
he said, "Mickey Rooney." I thought some
one was tryin' to kid me, but it was Mickey
all right.
He said, "What are you doin",
Jane?"'
I
said, "I'm right in the middle
of my doll room," an' he said, "Uh-oh,"
an' I said, "What in the world did you call
me up for, I'm busy," an" he said, "Oh.
I

just

like

sorry.

But first when we got there, they said lie
might not he 'vailable, on account of they
were making some fog scenes lor ""Too Hot
lo
Handle."
An' poor mommy,
said,
"I
k, you got all dressed up an' you're not
gonna see Clark Gable." So they look US

people up an' find out
said,

I

"For Heav-

en's sake

Well, anyhow, after we got back from
seeing Mickey, they said Mr. Gable came
out of the fog, so it's all right.
Well, I was
Honest, I
so thrilled I could hardly talk.
think he's the swellest guy I ever met, he's
so full of pep.
Boy, I sure understand why
all the young girls go crazy about him.
He had on this oily coat because he's a
newsreel cameraman in the picture, an' he
invited us over to his dressing room, it's
knotty pine, my favorite kind of material.
An' gosh he's so easy to talk to, he asked
me more about me than I did about him,
He has
an' he likes all the things I like.
an awful lot of horses, an' dogs an' cats an'
pigeons, an' he despises dress-up parties
with ruffles an' stuff.
I despise 'em too.
An' most people pretend they like English
saddles better'n Western, even when they
don't, but Clark likes Western.
His mother died when he was a little
baby.
That was sad.
But when he was
five, he had a lovely kind stepmother, so
it
was sadder for his mother than Clark,
!

it

isn't.

my
said,

to

1

call

'*

I

Mickey's set first, an' then they'd see.
There were alioiil fifty boys doing a scene
for "Hoys' Town."' an' when
walked in, I
knew pretty near ever) one of 'cm, from

to

what they're doin'," an'

because he didn't remember her at all. My.
wouldn't she be proud if she knew!
He told me one thing, an' if I didn't like
him before, I'd have liked him a million
He
times better for just that one thing.
said it's a secret, but I don't guess he'll
mind if I tell, it's not a private kind of a
He doesn't really care for shooting
secret.
animals. He's crazy about hunting because
it's outdoors, but he'd rather shoot targets,
an' when he's with people, he misses on
purpose, just not to kill the bird or whatGosh, I just love him for that
ever it is.
His favorite ambition is to make enough
money to travel three years, then relax. I
Just sit
asked him, how would he relax?
still?
He said no, he'd relax with raising
animals an" feeding "em an' taking care of
'em an' building fences an' anything outdoors, because even if it was hard work,
Me too.
he'd think it was fun.
Spencer Tracy's his favorite actor. Looks
like pretty near everybody's favorite actor's
And oh, gosh, it was the
Spencer Tracy.
When I said, "What's your
cutest thing.
favorite hobby?" he said, "Carole Lombard."
When I said, "Who's your favorite actress?"'
he said, "Carole Lombard." When I said,
"Who's your favorite lady in all the world?"
he said, "Carole Lombard.'" An' he said it
Boy, he
with that cute grin on his face.
sure was unanimous about Carole. He gave
her a motor scooter just like mine for
Christmas, only I'm not using mine just
now. He asked me why, but mommy said
that was another story, an' I better not tell.
Clark said, "Sorry, pal."
I just as lief not.
He let me pick out a picture, so I took
one with crumpled hair on a horse. Then
we had to go, an' I guess that's all. Oh. no.

know

my mouth

I had about three or four children
an' we were all playing games, an'
of the boys answered the phone, an"

Young considers

a perfect
costume for the country or the beach.
You'll find her in "Three Blind Mice."
Loretta

this

He

to come swimming in
He
picture's finished.

promised

when his
Don't forget,

pool

it's

a

date.''

I

asked

bring Carole along, an' he said he
bet
I
would.
Boy, won't that be sumpn!
Clark wouldn't mind swimming with frogs
He likes the same things I do.
an' tadpoles.

him

to

—
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a spy in hiillywiiod
Continued jrom page 66
bookstore.
Finally I
start out on a freighter to
a

in

London.

What

had enough

to

an aunt

in

vis.it

will

feeling,

a city!"

padre asked young George

to join in the work of
Ireland he was thrilled.

the

if

ment?"

I asked.
Brent looked out of the window for a
minute, over the quiet green stretches of
lawn outside. Again I knew he was seeing
that earnest young man with the Irish smile,
and the love of danger in his heart whom
he had once been.
"Fifteen minutes difference in timing, and
I might not he here to tell you the story
to-day!" he finally recalled.
"I was dining in a little hotel in Glasgow.
The waiter fussed rather unnecessarily about
my table, I thought. Finally he leaned over

he wanted

revolution

in

"What a grand ten months that was!"
Brent sighed, and looked back, a bit sadly,
I drought, down the road to youth and high
adventure. "As I recall it, I realize what a
routine life I now live in Hollywood. For I
was a courier and I took secret dispatches
from Dublin to Glasgow!
Our leader, Collins, was a magnificent man, and fired us all
with determination to do or die for him. He
himself was eventually killed, and with him
went great genius. He had real heroic spirit.
"Was it dangerous? Y(
You sc
couldn't tell who was an opposition spy,
waiting to steal our dispatches, and make
I

disguised myself

American tourist, who was apparently
wandering from town to town, from Ireland
to Scotland and back.
as an

"Sometimes, with important papers tucked
inside my clothes, I rode in the same carriages with soldiers who were looking for
me. Sometimes I walked miles through the
seething countryside with actual warfare
going on around me.
"It was mostly guerrilla warfare, but it
was not uncommon to be bombed, and I saw
death strike around me many times."
(Brent told me this as though it didn't
take bravery to face it all, but I know and
you know differently.)

—

—

"The

soldiers

put

wire

tops over the
trucks in which we sometimes rode.
If a
bomb hit this before it exploded, it would
bounce off into the road, and then go off.

We
If

it

any one who wasn't on your side. This
wasn't a playtime in which an enemy was
sent to jail or reprimanded.
11
you were
caught, you were executed.
That was all
there was to it.
The Irish don't fool when
they are fighting, you know!
And il a
certain young courier had been captured,
there would be no George Brent's grim,
smooth portrayals on the screen to-day.
"What was your most dangerous mo-

loved the traditions of this great European capital, its regal trappings, the dignity of Buckingham Palace, the colorful
pageantry of the changing of the Royal
Guard every day. There were quaint streets
to be followed, and old bookstores in which
to browse.
There was Piccadily Circus, the
Strand, Trafalgar Square, Chelsea to see,
and Big Ben to hear. There were the traditions of the great British Empire to be absorbed.
It was not strange then, that when an

serious trouble for us.

of

was a time of intense
hatred, and a determination to
that

kill

He

Irish

remember

were lucky more than once!"
you will recall the Irish Rebellion, you

to

fill

my

glass of water,
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youthful color to every faded strand. The
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risk.
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Street

City

question
from this particular servant.
Then suddenly I realized that this wasn't an idle
query, and I went as quietly as possible to
my room. From my dispatch case I removed
all
incriminating papers, and hid them.
"Sure enough," Mr. Brent continued, "in
less than fifteen minutes my room was invaded by soldiers, with orders to search
everything.
They went through my clothes
and my personal belongings, the furniture
and the room.
But they didn't find anything!"
He knew that if he were caught, there
would be death as a spy! I'm sure that he
did some of the finest acting of his career
during those few minutes!
"I've never known who that waiter was,
but he saved my life.
It soon became evident that I was suspected, and that my
every move was watched.
And so my usefulness to headquarters was naturally lessened.
I

Minn.
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first

first.
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"I had to leave the country in a great
hurry, not very far ahead of those who were
searching for me. I found myself on a cattle boat headed out to sea.

of popular Movie
Stars, size 5x7.
Screen Art Studios

2529 N. Richmond Su
Dept. C, Chicago. Ill

"I roamed for several years before I
turned to the stage. I've been through Europe hiked in England, visited the romantic
places in Spain, became acquainted with
luring Paris, as well as gained an apprecia-

—

tion of the art and music and
the world, as I went along."

history

of

Method positn
g again by killing the hair root. The delightef will hring happinean, freedom of mind and
r success.
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"And I'd like once again
get away to far places.
I
need to get
into tight spots, and have to figure my way
Said he quietly:

over tlie world. Send 6c in stamns TODAY for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove
Superfluous Hair Forever."
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to

out

in

to feel

a great hurry.
I
need desperately
free to taste adventure as it comes.

"But I'm old enough now to know a man
must earn a living, and do good hard work
as he does so.
My job is being an actor
I
feel that as an
a salesman of emotion.
actor. I must put my last bit of energy and
imagination into the part I am playing. \n
actor can't let down for a second in any
scene.
He has responsibilities to other players, as well as to himself."

Bing Crosby and Edmund Lowe sure
do enjoy watching a tennis game.
"Look at that fast one!" says Bing.

I'm one of you who admires Brent as an
But I'm now also
actor above all things.
convinced that he is even one hundred per
cent more exciting as a man. I've taken his
measure in close survey, and found it vital,
intelligent, stimulating.
You would, too,
if you
could have my luck, and talk to

George Brent

Please mention

in

Person!
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RHYTHM STEP SHOES
Below is a Partial List of Rhythm Step dealers. For other Rhythm Step deolars th roughout the country write to Johnson Stephens
Akron. Ohio. A. Polsky Co.
Dallas. Texas. Tltche-Goettlnger
Los Angeles. Cal.. J W. Robinson's
Baltimore. Md., Ilutzler Bros. Co.
Milwaukee. Wise, The Boston Store
Dayton, Ohio, Rike-Kumler
Boston, Mass., C. F. Hovey Co.
Minneapolis. Minn.. The Dayton Co.
Denver. Colo., Daniels & Fisher
Brooklyn. N. Y., Abraham & Straus
Detroit, Mich.. The J L. Hudson Co.
Nashville, Tenn., Cain-Sloan Co.
Buffalo, N.Y., Adam, Meldrum& Anderson
El Paso, Texas, Guarantee Shoe Co.
New Orleans. La.. Gus Mayer Co.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Miller Bros.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Herpolshelmer's
New York, N. Y., Stern Bros.
Chicago. 111., Carson Plrle Scott & Co.
Hartford, Conn., Sage-Allen Co.
Oakland. Cal., H C. Capwcll Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Rollmans
Hollywood. Cal., Broadway-Hollywood
Oklahoma City. Okla., Kerr's
Cleveland. Ohio, Hlgbee Co
Indianapolis. Ind., H. P. Wasson
Peoria, 111., Block & Kuhl Co.
Columbus. Ohio. Morehouse-Martens
Knoxville, Tenn., Miller's
Philadelphia, Pa.. Strawbrldge * Clothier

&

Shinkle Shoe Co. St Louis, Mo.
lix. Ariz.. Lyle K. Clark Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Joseph Home Co.
Portland. Ore.. Meier & Frank
Rochester. N. Y.. McCurdy's
Salt Lake City. Utah, Z C. M. I. Store
San Antonio, Texas. Wolff & Marx
San Diego, Cal., The Marston
I

Wash.. Bon Marche
Mo.. Stlx-Baer & Fuller
Washington. D. C. Joseph De Young

Seattle,

uls.

WITNESSED STATEMENT SERIES:
Alf Webster— warehousemanhas smoked Luckies for 20 years

So ALF WEBSTER, Like Most of America's

Independent Tobacco Experts, Smokes

Among
perts

Luckies.

.

other independent tobacco

Webster

is

a typical

"I.

T. E."

— Inde-

Mr. Webster

sells to all

tobacco compa-

all

Smoker, that Mr. Webster has smoked

throat.

warehouse for 9 years.

Luckies ever since 1917.

Then,

So

Sworn Records ShowThat- WITH

it's

who buys what

tobacco.

important to you, Mr. and Mrs.

.

.

.

Luckies ha

exclusive smokers as ha

other cigarettes combined.

pendent Tobacco Expert. He grew up on
his father's tobacco farm, was a tobacco
buyer for 10 years, has owned an auction

nies ... he sees

many

«

warehousenn

skilled

auctioneers and buyers

twice as
Alf

among

.

.

Try Luckies for one week, and see
yourself.

MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO

A

The

"It's

light

smoke

— kind

1

to yc

finest center-leaf tobac<

Toasted".

BEST-IT'S LUCKIES
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